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GOOD-

BETTER

I Ihe

BEAM

n

DURAA

Some batteries may be good, others may be
better, but the best is undoubtedly "Beam."
Not only batteries but the whole range of
"Beam" components and accessories are of
first-class technical design and construction.

MICA CONDENSER
Type 620.
•00005 to r0000
2/6
.
00t
to '006
.• §—
MO>
to •000
..
6

PAPER CONDENSERS. •

The composition el "Beam -batteries consists of thoroughly
reliable elements which combine to give aperfectly steady
flow of current over long periods. thereby enabling you to
listen io distant stations without the disturbing effects of
background noises.

to '1 ..
each 2!-i•
125 and *a
.. each 2;3
I .25 and *3
.. each 2'5
.4
and •s
each 2/6
: i*o each 216
vo each 3'6
Price» .d higher v.,hp• 0.1

If your dealer cannot supply, order direct.

MICA CONDENSER
Type 610.
'woos to *woo
root
to rope
'goy
to *sop

....2/6
3,—
3/6

MICA CONDENSER
Type B775.
.. 41—
•
3 .. 37/6
Intermediate Capacities
proportion ite prices.

THE NEW AND IMPROVED BEAM CONE UNIT
The new and improved Cone Unit which reproduces without
loss of tonal quality and with extra purity of volume, all
that your set receives Every "Beam Unit
carries a12 months guarantee and is obtainable at the moderate price of

21 1-

"

Beam " components range from fixed condensers to cabinet loudspeakers. Write fer
full list and details.

°

*A
„

35, Farringdon Road,
London, E.C.1.

Telephone: Holborn 7048.

at

" TOREADOR SCREEN-GRID FOUR."
This set incorporates the latest developments
in Receiver design—full constructional details
free on request,

UBILIE
CONDENSERS

unobiaincfre from your
dealer. write direci to us,
titan?, kis name and address.

u11111_./c,

Dubilier Cendenser Go. (1925),
Ltd., Ducos Works, Vide:iris
Road, N. Zeus, London,
3

Mention of " The Wireless World, - when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MORE POWER
RADIO
ECEIVER
T

Y

R

WITH

THESE

THREE

BURNDEPT
ACCESSORIES
USE

WITH

• Your modern super-power
valve needs a Burndept Ethopower H.T. Unit to bear heavy
currents at a high voltage; to
eliminate hum, shrillness and
"motor -boating "; to overcome variable voltage; and to
do it efficiently and economically, consuming only 1 unit of
electricity per 60 hours.

FOR
MAINS

111 Let the Burndept L.T.
Battery Charger renew your
accumulator after every performance without removing
it from its position. Economical, too—it uses only 1/7th the
electricity of an ordinary light,
and necessitates only asingle
small accumulator instead of
two large ones.

Barndot Ethopotuet
H.T. Unit, £6 •18.3
Plus royally - 12.6

• Connect your receiver to
the nearest lighting socket
with the Burndept Automatic
Power Control. With laboursaving device the H.T. Unit
is automatically started when
the set is switched on, and
the L.T. charger is brought
into operation when the set
is switched off.

Burndept L. T. Bottom
Choler '

g
Pow
u.7".
e.`„,,21:t1m.e.i4

er

id)

A.G.

p

MAINS ACCESSORIES

Write for full partaculars

BURNDEPT

o

WIRELESS

BLACKHEATH,
-Mma.

1dvertzsentents

these

i111111.11•11MM3

cotnponents.

(1928)

LTD.,

S.E.3.

1322
».1M1•11111Mallilmm»

for " The Wireless World" e-e only 'accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reiiable.
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PE-PT RI X
FOR

PERTRIX

PORTABLES

reAo

•

D
RY BUITRIS
The ideal battery for
set—because—

BATTERIES WITH DUSTPROOF COVERS AS
VOLTS.
60
100
•120

Length.
5* in.
81 in.
10i in

DIMENSIONS.
Breadth.
6} in.
6!. in.
6' in

Height.
3 -- in.
31 in.
31 in.

ABOVE.

PRice.

—

13'..
13!..
35:6

FPEC IAL STANDARD CAPACITY BATTERIES for PORTABLE SETS
(Loose lid ism. Ugml «sew a volts'.
DIMENSIONS.
DISCHARGE CURRENT
Price
VOLTS.
up to:
Length. IBreadth. i Height.
10J
12 Milliamperes
13
92
I 5
I 3à
103
141.
12 Milliamperes
9/
5
I 3A
*As specified for the "Europa Portable. All the above batteries can be economically discharged at rates up es
12 milliamperes. not 6minimum, as is usual for this size of battery.

the portable

It does not deteriorate whilst idle.
it is capable of discharging at rates
higher than usually specified for the
same size of cells.
Its internal resistance FALLS during
discharge, thus de-coupling device:, are
unnecessary.
It gives 60%-100% longer service according to the rate of discharge.
It is a new, patent, no sal-ammoniac
battery.
•The great majority ot portable sets have batteries ton small
for them in order to reduce the size and weight of the sot.

NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESS :

PERTR IX LTD.

Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury Av., W.C.2.
=mum

'Weston sets the HYDRA ,worlds standad

ee;lt'ecç'iVebllee'NeOVI:1:113179:ures„er:e«11.:3t:e11

M ODEL 506 Panel Voltmeter
sva ensures permanent accuracy
on your radio receiver,.
Experimenters and radio
enthusiasts find it necessary for
checking the electrical operation
of their sets.

•
PRICES
Test Voltage 500 D.C.

*Working
Voltage 240
D.C. or 160 A.C.
601 -'1 MFD.
.25 MED.

Having a high internal resistance
of 125 ohms per volt, it makes
practically
no
load
on
the
batteries. It is compact and neat
in appearance.
The Weston
booklet
Radio
Control,' which explains the uses
of this and other Weston Radio
Instruments, is free. Write tar
your copy now:

..
..

16
19

specified,

you

the

circuit calls for the

best

condenser money can buy.
Do not flirt with danger-there

is

not

and

never

can be any substitute for
HYDRA.
u
e e
ial
H
is
y
t
•
dra
Rec
sa
p :
is made by
one
arid only
It is the
pro duct
of
a fi rm
et
world—wide

reputation.

MODEL 506
PANEL VOLTMETER.
Prices:

£1- 15 -0—£2-15-O.

WESTON
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER
flamers ;ince1888

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,
15, Great Saffron 1H11, London, E .C.I.

That is why HYDRA sales
are growing—that is why
you too should insist on.
HYDRA.

LOUIS HO:LZMAN,
37,

LTD.,
A.

NEWMAN
STR EET,
LONDON,
W.I
.
3Ittgeurn 2611.

nlention c,1 " Thd Wireless World," when wrsting to adzverlisers, will ens: re prompt attention.
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L'OR the final stage of a low frequency amplifier operating a
.
1 : large loud speaker the valve to use is a—

COSMOS AC/P1 POWER VALVE
An exceptionally high mutual conductance enables this valve to deliver twice
the output for one-half the power input required by the ordinary
large power valve.
SPECIFICATION

The AC/P1 is a low impedance
power amplifying valve, employing an A.C. Cathode heated by
alternating current from the
supply mains*. It is fitted with the
standard Met-Vick five-pin cap.
*As in the case
of Met.- Vick
ACIG.
ACM
and
ACIS
(screened _grid)
valves.

Al

Filament Volts..
••
•• 4'0
Filament Amps.. .•
•• l'0
Anode Volts (max)..
•. •• .- 200
5
Am plification Factor
Mutual Conductance, M la per volt 25
Anode Impedance ohms, •.
2,000

Price

4

4

4

ifirb
4

For Power with Clarity—AC/Pi:
Metro-Vick Supplies,
Metro-Vick House, 155 Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2
(Proprietors: Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.)

Adveriiseinents for " The Wireless World" are only accepted front firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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orffeeleMgne FAMOUS FORMO COMPONENTS as used in this
• irg egerMPele
Set 81 in ALL NOTABLE PUBLISHED CIRCUITS
BUILD and OPERATE ill
ONE EVENING- -

leed
3

FORMO-DENSOR 2/In four variable capacities

edee%

'19W
LOG CONDENSER 5i't(105

'CO035

De Luxe

BRITISH

TRANSFORMER-OUTPUT

Model

6/-

110035
'
00015

COILS SCI eel

SG2 10/6 ea ch.
Th roug ho u t
FILTER C H OKE
251 VALVE HOLDER
Cata'orme.
THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2.

Comp onen ts
oceld for

11003
.
1j0025

;

*C0025

13

•••111à•eldal

New "All Metal" Rectifiers
for high-tension battery eliminators.
HO
ALL

METAL

SEE*

RECTIFIERS

TYPES H.T.3 & H.T.4

Type H.T.3.
. D.C. output
120 volts.

Price:

20

nia.

21/-

Type H.T.4.
D.C. output
18o volts.

30 in.a.

Pr ce :37/6

7
ILe illeurW4
8
as em

NO

a ves

Price

1/6

Fire W.B. 5-pin Valve Bolder., were epeeidleil for th•
"Foreign Liefener'e Four." de•eribed is
711
World" Jel,,

WHITELEY BONEHAM 8/ CO.,

Nottingham

Rd.,

Mansfield,

LTD.,

Notts.

PARTS;

NO

VALVES.

The action of the Westinghouse "All
Metal " Rectifier is purely electronic, and
its life is not limited by chemical ac tion
such as occurs in rectifiers, wet or dry,
which depend upon electrolytic action.
There is a Westinghouse " All Metal"
rectifier unit for any size of charger or
eliminator from 6 volts to 350 volts.
Westinghouse " All Metal" Rectifiers are British
made throughout and are manufactured by

The Westinghouse Brake &Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.
82,

VAle HOLM
Fop 4•C V l

Leading
Valve
Manufacturers
are
using this 5-pin valve holder because
it is the most reliable and adaptable
type on the market.
Its expandini leg
sockets make it suitable for either
resilient or solid valve legs.
Ask your dealer to show you this latest
W.B. advance in valve holder design.

MOVING

York

Road,

King's

Cross,

London,

v.1.

PARFAIT'
SUPPLIED IN SIX FINISHES
Semi-Polished Black
Semi-Polished 'Mahogany
Highly Polished Black
Highly Polished lMahogany
Matt
Cube Surface
Obtainable from most wireless dealers.
eldeeriéeenterd Of II. B. Better .5 Co., Ltd..

aimion
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'Me Rising Vide

of Popular Approval c. Demand
The reason :—Out of more than one hundred sets
marketed to—day, this, the latest McMichael Super
Range Portable Four Receiver is acknowledged the
master. Read this :—
EXTRACTS FROM TEST REPORT MADE
BY

"THE WIRELESS WORLD"
issue of July 17th, 1929.

In

their

Current Consumption.
The total H.T. cuisent consumption
...turned out to be 8.5 milliamps."
Sensitivity and Range. "The sensitivity for aset of this type is
truly remarkable. At a first sitting 28 stations were received
after dark on the short wave range alone ...the long wave
performance is equally good, five or six stations being available in daylight."
•
Selectivity. "To sum up, we would say that the selectivity is
more than adequate for most people's requirements, and the
indications are that the receiver should perform satisfactorily
under the regional scheme."
Quality. "The workmanship and finish are, of course, up to the
high standard which the firm of McMichael sets for itself. ..."
"This is one of the finest portables, irrespective of type,
which it has been our privilege to test, and definitely establishes Messrs. L. McMichael Ltd. in the front rank
of original and progressive leaders of design."

The McMICHAEL

SUPER RANGE FOUR
The set that receives every station worth listening
to with a superlative quality of tone.

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATION. Screened Grid Amplification.
Single I)ial C,ntro1, Full Contr,4 of Volume, Simplest possible Operation.
Fitted in handsome furniture hide suit case with patent le:A:Mg dips.

m
cm-req

Manufacturers or

AE

Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

WE:XHAM ROAD: SLOUCH: BUCKS:
Telephone: Slough 441-442.

Telegrams :Radiether, Slough.

LONDON SHOWROOMS :179, STRAND, W.C.2.
BI

(Phone:

CENTRAL 69çs).

PRICE
COMPLETE

22 GNS.

Or by our special "Deferred Payments on
Hire Purchase Terms" system—£5 down
and so monthly payments of £2 — 1—O.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World '• are only accepted fiom firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Electrify your
present Radio Set!

JUST "PM-IN—THAT'S

ALL I
"lee— eee

_

No accumulators. No batteries. No mess of any kind.
Just plug the "EKCO " Adaptor into the nearest electric
light or power plug and switch-on--that's all. No alterations to the existing valves or wiring; connect the set in
the ordinary way and enjoy radio with plenty of power for
modern valves, with their big consumption, and none of
those worries caused by run-down batteries.
Ask your
dealer or write for full particulars.
"

AUGUST 7TH, 1929.

A.C. ALL—POWER UNIT.
\
\ Model C.1A, £17.15 .0 complete.
H.T. toppings. S.G., 0-120, 120/150, rower. \
L.7'. 2.6v. G.H. 7tappings up to 21. Running
Costs 15!- -per 1,000 hours.

EKCO "products are obtainable on easy payments.

GREAT PRICE REDUCTIONS of the «'EKCO-ELECTRIC
STRAIGHT THREE" RECEIVER —the modern radio set that
works entirely from the main. D.C. now £16.10 .0, previouAy
19 gus. A.C. now £18 .10 .0, PreltiouSiy 21 gns.

E. K. COLE, LTD., DEPT. W., "EKCO" WORKS,

LEIGH-ON-SEA,
D.C. ALL—POWER UNIT.
Model C.IA, £9 .15 .0 complete.
H.T. 4lap/mugs. S.G., 0-120, 120/130, Power.
L.T. 2-6v. G.B. tappings up to 21. R4 ttt ling
Costs vary briatren 221- and 701- Per I
hours.
A.C. LOW TENSION UNIT.
Model L.T.1, £8 .15 .0 complete.
No ollorah.
„„, ,meccssary lo set , peoetwes
for 2, 4 and (v. valves from '3 a?.
la
amp. maximum.
Runn i
ng Costo 7/6 per
t,oco houri.

ALL P WER UNITS

al

A.C. or D.C. Mains

WEV'Á
Il
coA,fpavEA/7-37
4,

•

NEW WEARITE
4fe

IRON-CORED
•

•

WEARITE IRONCORED
CHOKE
Price 6/6

••

•
A wonderful achi eve ment in H.F. Chok
design. Induct ance
300,000 micro-henri es ,
D.C. resistance only
200 ohms, self-capacity
3.5 mmf. Effective over
the remarkably wid e
range ol 10 to 2,00)
metres. Centre-tapped.
Negligible field. For all
o
circuit s requiring
high
eezcieney ILE
Choke.

alfifitee'1igaifEifiitifititAiieleieeeeeeeeeei
iii

e/Expectations

e Surpassed!

V

V

i,

110
V

eti
it

Recent advertisers in "The
World " write as follows:

iIi
tst

Wireless

.* We would like
to
take
this
opportunity of assuring you of our
faith in the results of adverdsing
in The Wireless World.' We have
inserted advertisements in several
journals from time to time, but
*The Wireless World' was the only
one which we can say achieved
results. The replies received from
the advertisements in your journal
surpassed even our expectations,
and consequently we have decided
to advertise in no other wireless
paper in the future."

F CHOKE

••

4

¡I+

„
n•
•

OTHER WEARITE H.F. CHORES
•
lee, Heavy duty (eliminator) Choke 166
4,
IVA,
Standard Choke 6.6
* le
.
Short wave Choke 4.
6
•
Write for Illustrated Lie
.
• A.,
,
n•
and lull particu l
ars:
V,

The above running costs are \
with electricity at 6d. per unit.
i
t

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
740, High Rd.. Tottenham,N.li
Telephone :Tottenham 3847 8.

li

MARSH & WRIGHT,
10-15, Victoria Street,
e

so.

WEYMOUTH.

di

eelieeffieenieeeeemeeeelieeeeeeliie.ii

Mention of " The Wireless World," when wriling to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention
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F' or all-mains operation
To get good reception, to avoid the risk of damage
to your set ...there is more than first cost to think
of ire buying a Power Transformer. That is why expert constructors use Marconiphone Power Transformers. They arc built with awide margin of safety,
carefully manufactured and tested, and guaranteed
for a year against breakdown in the windings.
POWER TRANSFORMER, MODELS "C" &"D"

kf

Igranic Radio Experts tested
THE
every type of transformer worth

considering—and then set themselves
the task of making one better than the
best. The result was the Igranic "G"
Type Transformer. Curves compiled
from the National Physical Laboratory
figures prove its merit. What is most
important, the curves show the performance under actual working conditions—not merely laboratory tests.
Prove for yourself that here is atransformer worthy of the best set you can
build—buy an Igranic "C" Transformer to-day. Ratios of /6: 1and 72: 1
Price

30/ - each.

If your dealer cannot
supply
you,
please turite direct
to Dept. 11.292.

IGRANIC "D.D.S." SWITCH.
The ou arid oft "mach you
c.tu tt tuft. Prices:A

10 R AN1C SPRINGMORE
WARDER PLUG. Fits all
taekets antl ,tays abate's
put. Price 3d. each.

This transformer provides from
A.C. mains both 11.T. and L.T.
current, replacing batteries and
accum tilo t
ors.
Two windings
provide 11.T, current at. 120 volts
through a rectifying valve, and
another supplies up to 8amps. at
3.5 to 4volts for the filaments of
indirectly heated valves. Windings, insulation and core area are
of generous proportions. Model "C" is for mains of
zoo-24o volts, model "D " for 100-120 volts, both
at any frequency above 40 cycles. Specially suitable
valves are Marconi KHz and NIA and, for the rectifier, U.
Price (either model), £1 17s. 6d.

POWER TRANSFORMER, MODELS"L"

Pci'M"

Four separate outputs are provided by this transformer, for
supplying from A.C. mains both
high and low tension current. The
primary has three tappings for
ace rat ely adjusting the filament
output voltages. The H.T. outpu t, whe nsmoothed and rectified,
is approximately 150 volts at 30
m.a. — 45 nia. may be taken at
aslightly lower voltage. For the filament of the
rectifying valve there is awinding giving 3.3 volts
(centre tapped) at re amps. A third output gives
3.5 to 4 volts and up to 2amps., and afourth provides o.8 volt and up to v5 amps. Model " L "is
for zoo-25o, Model "M " for too-125 volt mains
Specially suitable for Kifi, Kl.i and Point 8
Marconi valves; for the rectifier Marconi U5 is recommended. Price (either model), e 17s. 6d.
There is a Illarconiphone Transformer for every wireless purpose
— ask the nearest dealer for acomplete catalogue. The Marconi phone
Co. Ltd., 210-212 Tottenham Court
Rd., London, u'.1

ç,e

MARCONIPHONE
GUARANTEED

TRANSFORMERS
E3

Advertisements far " Tice Wireless World " are only acoepted front

erms

we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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INTERLOCK ED
CONSTRUCTION
MAKES COSSOR
THE STROINIGUT
AND MOST
DEPENDABLE SCREENED
GRID VALVE EVER
PRODUCED
This wonderful new (:ossor develop.
ment— Interlocked Construction—
eliminates all the inherent weaknesses of valve design. In the Cossor
Screened Grid Valve the elements
are rigidly locked in position. All
through their abnormally long life
they retain their perfect alignment.
Even the hardest blow cannot upset the performance of this wonderful valve.
Use Cossor in your
Screened Grid Receiver—no other
Screened Grid Valve bas such
strength or dependability.

Made in three voltages for
use with 2, 4 or 6 volt
accumulators.
Technical

Data.

Cossor 220 S.G. (2 rolls, .2 amp.)
410
S.G.
14
volts,
.1 amp.)
and 610 S.G.
(6 volts, .1 amp.)
Max Anode Volts 150, Impedance
200,000, Amplification Factor 200
Grid Bias 1.5 volts at max arm le
Prie. (any type)

22/6

d. C. Cossor, Lid., Ifighbury Grove, London

A..1

Get full details of this
wonderful Cossor Valve—
write for leaflet L.10.

Cossor
Screened Grid
Valve
G

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

)97 26
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formance has passed beyond recognition as compared
with previous standards, while new design data, both
theoretical and practical, is bringing about a marked
improvement in the range of reception. Thus to maintain our contact with the distant transmissions in the
face of local interference we shall need sets giving more
H.F. amplification than previously and possessing a
higher degree of selectivity. New designs will include
complete stage screening, coils of good efficiency, and
a possible revival of gang control, while there is likely
to be a passing out of the use of reaction.
Valve designers and set manufacturers are considering the relative merits of obtaining selectivity simultaneously with amplification by the use of several stable
H.F. stages ot moderate gain as against the highly
efficient stage associated with a tuned filter. Wavetraps and filters supplied as auxiliary units to attach
to existing sets are to become popular. Stage gain
and selectivity are linked together, the one being modified by the other. When a statement is made as to
overall amplification it is important that it should be
associated with a figure indicating the degree of selectivity that can be expected. Units of selectivity are
yet to be devised as a means of expressing sharpness
of tuning. To set up a standard of selectivity is no
easy matter, and the problem becomes highly complex
when applied to a multi-stage H.F. amplifier or when
interelectrode capacity is acting as 'a stimulant to
amplification.
0000

SELECTIVITY.

W

E learn that the equipment of the new 2L0
is already undergoing tests and that soon the
needle of the aerial ammeter will move across
the scale. So great is the power of this station that
tens of thousands of listeners are turning over in their
minds the changed conditions of reception that will
soon come about. To be tied to the programme of
the local station is distressing, yet it is feared that
many listeners interested primarily in distant station
reception will need to redesign their sets completely.
While we have all learned to appreciate the excellent
quality obtainable with a local station receiver we are
not anxious to give up our interest in tuning to the
foreign programmes. Foreseeing these impending difficulties attention has been turned in these pages to the
design of long-range selective sets, while readers have
been quick to grasp the full significance of the recent
and
articles
figures
dealing
have
Facts
withshown
H.F. valves
that screen-grid
and amplifiers.
valve peras

WIRELESS AND THE MUSIC TRADE.

R

UMOURS are current that as a result of the recent
linking together of the Marconi and Gramophone
Companies the sale of wireless sets may pass
into the hands of the music trade, and that after a
while we shall go to the music shop to buy our valves.
Such a change, however, need not be feared. The
working and maintenance of wireless apparatus, combined with the difficulties of servicing, are far too
complex to be handled by an inexperienced retailer,
and for him to attempt to sell to the equally inexperienced customer is truly a case of the blind leading
the blind.
Let us leave wireless to the wireless trade and avoid
the mistake of arousing prejudice when presenting new
equipments to the wireless-interested public. The voice
of the enthusiast is astrong one, and the unsatisfactory
results of the handling of radio gear by unskilled salesmen will rouse his resentment.
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How Sudden Changes in Sound Intensity Affect the Amplifier.
By

I

N. W. •McLACHLAN,

N the first article on Transients' we were mainly concerned with the influence of a sudden impulse upon
a loud speaker. If sudden sounds like those due to
gun-fire, the piano, hand-clapping, etc., are accompanied by the natural oscillations of the loud speaker,
it is clear that transients of this nature must always be
reproduced with considerable distortion.
The superposition of the natural oscillations of a loud speaker is
not the only way in which distortion of a transient can
be caused.
In order to indicate the nature of the
problem it will be well to start from the beginning.
Suppose a sudden sound occurs in room where a
microphone is situated.
The waveform of the sound
will in general be modified by the acoustic properties of

D.Sc.,

M.I.E.E.,

F.Inst.P.

the current is suddenly sent through the winding. The
diaphragm moves outwards very quickly and afterwards settles down to a series of damped oschlations, as
shown in Fig. 1. When a pistol is fired in a room with
cement walls there is asudden rise in air pressure, which
travels direct from the muzzle. This direct wave affects
the microphone and causes a rapid rise in current therein. Thereafter the pressure wave having been reflected
from the six sides of the enclosure is modified in shape,
aid can be considered to be due to the combined effect
of the natural oscillations of the room.
The Effect of Reverberation.

In free, open space it is clear that only the direct
pressure wave would actuate the microphone, since
there is no room or enclosure
to cause reverberation.
When
the
eneosure
is
highly damped with cotton
waste the sound will decay
rapidly and resemble that
obtained in free space.
Thus the actual shape of an
acoustic transient depends
upon the external conditions
with which its occurrence is
Fig. 1.—Acoustic output from experimental reed-driven loud speaker with large conical
associated.
diaphragm. The main diaphragm oscillation persists for about two oscillations. Its frequency
We can, if we choose, reis about 100 cycles. The higher frequency is about 1,800 cycles.
gard the true trz.nsient as
the room. If the sound were due to a pistol shot, it is
the sound obtained in either the open air or in a very
clear that the effect on the microphone would be totally
heavily damped room. On the other hand we can
different (a) for a room with bare cement walls, (b) in
simply regard the sound of the pistol shot, howcver modiaroom whose walls, etc., were heavily lined with cotton
fied by surroundings, to be a form of transient. Taking
waste. The sound of a pistol shot is obviously a tranthe latter view we obtain a definite waveform of the
sient, and its waveform as perceived by the microphone
sound due to the pistol shot in a certain room. Since
will differ according to the type of room in which the
the size of the microphone is comparable with the wavepistol is fired. This is due to the effect of reflection
lengths of the higher frequency componeiÉs of the
from the walls which causes the sound to be prolonged
sound, there will be a certain degree of distortion. The
and modified in waveform. With a hard cement wall
result is that we obtain an electric current in the microthe sound will persist quite a long time. This case is
phone whose waveform is modified by its presence in
analogous to the loud speaker transients obtained when
the sound field. For the time being we shall disregard
the variation in waveform caused by the microphone
Wireless World, April 3rd and 10th, 1929.
and consider the shape of the desired transient to be
)3 6
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that which emanates from the microphone amplifier and
is applied as a voltage to the grid of the power valve.
The problem which now confronts us is to reproduce a

À

A

300 CM.

BAFFLE

If the natural oscillations of the loud speaker had been
negligible then we should have been able to probe the
problem regarding. the, degree of agreement between the
shape of the original waveform as applied to the grid
of the valve, and that propagated from the loud speaker
and registered by the microphone at some point on the
axis of the speaker. As this phase of the subject is of
more than passing interest we can profitably pause to
contemplate the fundamental principles of the situation.
We shall assume that the loud speaker is represented by
arigid disc one centimetre in diameter situated in aflat
baffle of infinite extent as shown in Fig. 2. There is
no appreciable constraint at the periphery of the disc,
so that the system has no natural frequency within the
range of audibility. The disc is to be driven by some
hypothetical agent exerting aforce thereon, whose waveform is areplica of the voltage applied to the grid of the
power valve.
When the Reproduction of Transients would be Perfect.

Under such conditions the sound waves are propagated
equally
in all directions, and the mass to be added to
(2)
the disc by virtue of its motion in the air is constant.
Thus the total mass of the disc, i.e., its ordinary or
gravitational mass plus the accession to inertia, 2 remains
unaltered over the range of audible sounds. Over three
years ago Iinvestigated the distribution of pressure due
to the sound waves caused by a rigid disc vibrating in
an infinite baffle. 3 In The Wireless World, March 3oth,
3)
(4)
1927, Igave a formula for the sound pressure on the
Diagram (2) showing small rigid disc in infinite baffle.
The
axis at a distance of eight or more times the diameter
sound waves are propagated equally in all directions at all
audible frequencies.
In (3) the waveform obtained from relay
of the disc. Suppose in the
contacts
is shown.
Diagram (4) illustrates the finite time
present case we consider a
(AB) taken for the current to reach the value BC.
The smaller
the time interval AB, the more rapid the rise in current and the
point on the axis distant
greater the frequency of the component sine waves involved.
three metres from the disc,
i.e., 300 diameters. -At
sound wave identical in shape with that of the voltage
this point the sound preswave applied to the grid of the power valve.
sure due to the vibrating
In the article cited above we saw the result of asquaredisc is directly proportional
topped waveform as reproduced by various loud
to the axial acceleration of
speakers. The initial rise in current from zero to a
the disc, i.e., at adistance
maximum was reof 600 diameters the sound
•
produced — with
pressure would be halved.
1-2g0-\7
what degree of
Bearing in mind that we
precision does not
have assumed the force
concern us at the
re.meemfflowelinaini......artalem
driving the disc to be proportional
moment—but the
&RE AK
to the voltage applied to the grid
diaphragm
inof the power valve—since the elecstead of remaintric and mechanical waveforms are
ing in a definite
identical—what precisely can we
position due to
deduce concerning the acoustic
the steady current
waveform of a transient at apoint
in its winding,
300 diameters from the disc?
proceeded to exeSince the distances OP and AP
cute a complex
Fig. 5.—Diagram illustrating disposition of apparatus for applying square topped waveform to grid of valve.
The grid bias is
(Fig. 2) are almost identical, sound
damped vibration
reduced by closing the relay contacts C through a high resistwaves
of audible
frequencies
of the form deance R. V is an LS3A valve. The Waveform applied to grid of
valve containing apparatus under examination is shown in the
radiated from various parts of the
picted in Fig. I.
lower illustration.
Moreover, instead
disc arrive in phase at P; this
of a faithful copy of the transient—which might have
would not be the case with alarge disc at, say, io,000
been due to a pistol shot—we chiefly got the natural
cycles and three metres distance. Now from the matheoscillations of the diaphragm. This being the case, it
matical analysis cited above, the acoustic pressure at all
is of little use bothering to ascertain whether the initial
See Wireless World, March 23rd and 30th, 1927.
part of the transient was faithfully reproduced or not.
ISee also Proc. Roy. Soc. A Vol. 122, 1929.
2
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frequencies is directly proportional to the axial acceleration of the disc. But since the effective mass of the disc
is constant the acceleration varies directly as the driving
force on the disc. As this force is a copy of the electrical waveform of the transient so also is the acceleration, and therefore the acoustic pressure.
Hence,
under the conditions postulated
in this discussion, the reproduction
of a transient whose frequencies

f

200ev

Aii«/VVVVV
Fig. 6.—Record showing current in secondary of 25 to 1 transformer when rectangular waveform is applied to grid of valve.
The primary Is shown dotted at DACB.

reside within the audible register would be perfect. In
practice an observer situated on the axis of such an
arrangement would himself cause distortion of the upper
frequencies of the transient due to the presence of his
body. The main effects involved would be diffraction
and absorption of the sound. This, however, is beyond
the purview of our present premises and will not be
discussed. Nevertheless, it is well to bear in mind that
the body of a listener does modify acoustic waveforms.
Having seen from experimental records that, due to
the superposition of their own natural oscillations, loud
speakers do not reproduce severe transients with any
degree of accuracy, we pass on to investigate the manner
in which amplifiers behave in like circumstances.
How the Square topped Waveform is Produced.

The reader is now familiar with the form of severe
transient used for testing the loud speakers, this consisting merely of a series of Morse dots from the contacts
of aspecial relay. The rise or fall of the voltage applied
to the valve grid (see Fig. 3) is accomplished in a small
fraction of a second, and corresponds acoustically to a
sudden rise or fall in air pressure. In conducting experimental work on amplifiers this form of transient was
used with results now to be set forth. To understand
the effect of such a transient it is advisable to say a
few words relating to the inner structure—so to speak_
of the Morse dots. These dots occur fifteen times per
second, and if we agree to regard them as an alternating
current of rectangular waveform, its frequency is 15
cycles. Now this waveform can be considered to consist of a sine wave of 15 cycles accompanied by odd
harmonics of 45 cycles, 75 cycles, 105 cycles, etc. The
main nr fundamental wave of 15 cycles determines the

•

•
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basic frequency of the dots, whilst the higher harmonics
determine the sharpness with which the current starts
and stops, i.e., the squareness of the profile. Referring
to Fig. 4, if we regard the time interval AB as onequarter of a sine wave cycle it is clear that the
smaller the value of AB the higher the frequency and
the sharper the profile of the current wave.
Moreover, the sharper the profile the more
important are the higher frequency components.
Thus, when a rectangular waveform of low basic frequeticy is. applied to
an amplifier, the resulting output is a measure of its capabilities of coping with a very
wide frequency range, and at the same time
of dealing with the impulses corresponding
to make and break.
A perfect amplifier
would, of course, faithfully reproduce the
rectangular waveform. A practical amplifier may do
two things, (1) distort the waveform due to inadequate
amplification of high or of low frequencies or of both; (2)
superpose some natural oscillation of its own. 4
The
latter phenomenon occurs, of course, in any H.F. lowloss stage and with most tuned anodes. If the natural
oscillation has the same frequency as the carrier the
latter is temporarily varied.
If the frequencies are
different a temporary beat will occur. However, there
is no need to say anything further on the subject of H.F.
amplifiers at the moment, and we will .direct our attentions to the L.F. amplifier.
•

Transients and Various Intervalve Couplings.

In studying the problem of the rectangular waveform
as applied to audio frequency amplifiers, it is convenient
to treat various forms of intervalve coupling separately.
The experimental arrangements will be indicated in each
case. Starting off with an
LS5A valve, in whose anode
circuit the recording apparatus is directly situated, we
proceed to key the grid, as
shown in Fig. 5. The resulting waveform is illustrated
in Fig. 5and is substantially
perfect. The auxiliary sine
wave of 200 cycles shown on
Fig. 7.—Equiva tent circuit
each record is for timing
of valve and ti ,ansformer.
purposes. In the next 'case
The valve can he regarded
as a resistance which varies
illustrated in Fig. 6 a 25 /I
when the grid bias is altered.
The self and mutual capaoutput transformer is intercity effect of the Iransformer
posed between the valve
windings is six wn dotted.
and the recorder. The only
part recorded with accuracy is the initial rise of the
current.
At break where the current falls, its phase
is altered 18cic), i.e., it is reversed. This case is worthy
of further consideration. The valve can be represented
by a resistance which at make suddenly decreases in
value from p, to p„, and at break increases from
p2 to p,. In series with this variable resistance we have
the primary of the transformer, as shown in Fig. 7.
At make the primary current suddenly increases, thereby causing an increase in the magnetic flux and also a
*The amplifier can also introduce harmonies due to non-linear
amplification.
n8
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voltage rise across the winding.
But the secondary
winding is on the same core, so that its voltage also
rises and causes a current—whose waveform is shown
in Fig. 6—to flow through the recorder.
The current
in the secondary rises rapidly to amaximum, but decays
very quickly, so that there is no semblance of the rectangular waveform of the primary current. Now the
initial rise is due to the high-frequency components. but
the fiat top of the wave is determined by the low-frequency components. In Fig. 6 the latter is conspicuous
by its absence, and we naturally ask why? Every reader

121

knows that the lower frequencies will only .be reproduced if the primary of the transformer has an adequate
inductance. In the present case the primary inductance
was inadequate not only to reproduce 15 cycles but
frequencies of higher value in the audible register. The
reversal of current at break is due to the secondary
current having fallen from A to B, whereas the primary
current was steady from A to C.
Thus when the
primary is reduced at break the secondary current starts
from B instead of from C. The acoustic effect would
be identical in either case.
(To be concluded.).

AMENDING A RADIO ACT.
America's

Reply to the
By A.

British

Radio.Cable Merger.

H. MORSE, A.M.I.E.E.

financially and technically competent to build and operate a
IT is perhaps hardly correct to suggest that the huge American
nation-wide chain of -short-wave, high-speed, public radio-telecommunications merger is a reply to the similar merger now
graph stations. It is true that their licences do not permit thém
being consummated in England; but colour is lent to the
to engage in international communication, but they are now
idea by the facts that the latter was first announced, and that it
appealing against this unique disability, and there seems to i.e
has been used as an argument in support of the former.
good reason why their appeal should succeed.
BegUteri of a domestic market of unparalleled dimensions,
The Federal Radio Commission, which is charged with the
the American's genius for industrial efficiency is, however, the
difficult duty of administering radio in America, has very
sole cause and occasion for the extension of the merger idea to
recently handed down a wellcommunications; and its conconsidered
decision in the
ception probably long anteTHE sole remaining obstacle to an alliance between wireless
matter of an application of an
dates that of the English
organised and powerful section
and cable interests in the United Slates is known as the
scheme. It is merely a coinof the American Press, which
cidence that the latter hap•
While Act, a section of which prohibits the operation of radio
has for years been operating a
pens to furnish a powerful
and line communications under one administration, the object
one-way (Westbound) Euroargument in favour of the rebeing to maintain competition in the public interest. In this
pean service via Halifax, N.S.
moval of the only obstacle to
article a New York correspondent shows how the Ad may be
This decision takes cognisance
the full consummation of the
circumvented, with results which may give America the most
of the fact that applicants, howAmerican proposal.
ever powerful and organised,
powerful communications unit in the world.
This obstacle, of course, is
represent but a section of the
that section of the White Act
press; and concedes to the
which is intended to preclude
applicants some twenty trans-oceanic and twenty trans-contithe operation cif radio and line communications by one adminisnental channels upon—inter a/ia—the following ,conditions :
tration, so that in the. public interest the two means may be
Applicants must immediately incorporate (form a limited liability
kept on a competitive basis. There is, however, a glowing feelcompany) as a public utility; its stations must be located at
ing that this lofty concept does not, and cannot, serve the
points at other than premises controlled by any newspaper or
desired end. In effect it is like restricting the operation of
press association •it must provide abona fide public service open
copper and iron conductors to separate and distinct companies.
to all agencies of the American Press on a fair and equitable
Only now is it coining to be generally recognised that the most
basis; and, in general, it must satisfy the Commission that its
dependable, cheap, and rapid communication service depends
utilisation of its channels will serve public interest, convenience
upon the availability of every means to each administration. In
and necessity.
short, healthful competition must be looked for between sysThe Federal Radio Commission dies a natural death at the end
tems rather than between means; and the general anti-trust
of the current year. By that time its life may be again renewed,
laws must be relied upon to protect the public from unfair exor the whole or a part of its functions may be taken over by a
ploitation.
Communications Commission, which will administer all comOne of .the parties to the present American merger has apparmunications. In interested circles there is considerable agitation
ently met the requirements of the White Act by the simple
for and against the change; but it seems likely to come about,
expedient of forming a separate subsidiary ; therefore, to the
and there is little doubt that it will be timely.
outsider, it seems that the present hesitancy in absorbing
R.C.A. (Communications) is merely a polite gesture; and the
exclusion from the merger of the Western Union system appears
WIRELESS AND MAGNETIC STORMS.
to be another. The historical, personal, technical, and geographical contracts between the Western Union and the
HE died of magnetic storms on the strength of radio signals
prime movers of the pending merger are such as usually
was the subject of an interesting announcement made
bespeak a community of interest, which is opposed to full
at a recent meeting of the American Geophysical Union by
competition.
Miss I. J Wymore, of the U.S. Bureau of Standards, and re• In the circumstances, the present amendment of the White
ported in the Daily Science News Bulletin, Washington, D.C.
Act might bring about a parity between the communication conWhen the radio signals from European stations are weaker than
ditions in England and America—wherein, incidentally, inventors
usual and the signals from nearer stations in America are louder,
and enginers had but one market for their inventions and brains;
it has been found that magnetic storms may be expected. After
and such a prospect, while it lasts, may be taken to preclude any
a magnetic storm much stronger signals are received from
such amendment. But, in a typically American manner, there
distant stations. The conclusions were deduced from the records
already looms a vast and entirely new communication organisaobtained by experiments made with the long waves used for
tion, which has given sufficiently satisfactory evidence that it is
high-power transoceanic transmission.
B9
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Constructional Details of the Long Range All

A.C. Set.

By F. H. HAYNES.
96 of previous issue.)

(Concluded from page

A

CONSIDERABLE saving is effected by building
the eliminator as part of the receiver. By so
doing much complication is avoided as compared
with designing an eliminator which will suit all circuit
arrangements.
Windings on the mains transformer
provide 5 volts for heating the filament of a U.5
rectifying valve, about 200 I- 200 volts anode current
supply, 4 volts for the three indirectly heated valves,
and 5.5 volts for the P.625 output valve. All these
potentials are obtained on the windings when the transformer is on full working load.
Owing to the small

Screened

interstage

coupling

following the first H.F. valve.
are clearly shown.

load which is always maintained by the potentiometer
the peak voltages from the eliminator are considerably
reduced and the inexpensive low voltage condensers will
not break down. Quite a small choke is used in conjunction with the condensers for smoothing. and although, in playing for safety, one might have specified
more generous components, the smoothing apparatte
does its work effectively.
As the current taken in the circuit feeding the screening grids is of varying and uncertain value, the potentiometer method of fixing this voltage is advisable,
while H.F. interstage coupling is avoided with quite
sm all resistances
(600
ohms), combined with low
capacity condensers (o.I
.mfd.). To reduce the voltage to the leaky Kid detector a series resistance is
used which serves, at the
same time, as a high impedance path to speech
currents, and is thus a
deterrent against L.F. oscillation.
Little else need
be said of this eliminator
unit which involves few
components, is wired up in
a few minutes and cannot

Assembly and

winding

details

It is believed that the
particular form of baseboard construction adopted
appeals to those who want
results yet often consider it
a waste of time t() set up
the workshop facilities necessary to make a wellfinished set in an elaborate
cabinet. Any reader desirous of making a cabinet
enclosed set will not need

AUGUST 71h, 1929.
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to be told here how to combine the three dials on to a
single panel. In this connection two obVious modifications suggest themselves.
First, a re-arrangement of
the components whereby the
detector valve and L.F.
unit are placed behind the
second H.F. stage, and the
eliminator unit behind the
first screening box. By this
means a clean symmetrical
panel layout of modest
dimensions is produced.
Ganging is the other modification, and although the
writer prefers the unganged
set, the linking of the two
H.F. stages is permissible,
as already mentioned. To
do this use the appropriate
condensers with extended
spindles and arrange the
H.F. stages one behind the
other.
Brackets will be
needed to support the rear
The second screened unit.
condenser panel while, as
well as slightly modifying
the wiring layout, it will be necessary to elevate one
of the coil platforms so as to clear the spindle linking
the two condensers. It is better, perhaps, to undertake
this modification only after having followed out the
working of the set with three dials.
Complete ecreening by means of spaced boxes ensures

The condensers and resistances can be identified by reference to
the practical wiring diagram.

freedom from oscillation. Thus eddy currents set tip
in the screens are not common to the successive circuits. These separate boxes provide a double barrier
against weak stray fields while, moreover, the electrodes
of the valves themselves are protected from coupling
with their associated circuits. Practice has shown this
separation of the valves to be desirable.
Practical Hints.

Detector valve and the output unit. Note the closely twisted pair of leads carrying
A.C. to the filament.
B It

To give instructions as to the build- .
ing of a set which merely comprises a
baseboard assembly is, perhaps, scarcely
worth 'while, but details of the procedure adopted by the writer may be
helpful to follow.
Clean down with
fine glasspaper a good piece of planed
board or plywood to serve as the base.
If. it is inclined to bend stiffen it with
suitable battens.
Taking dimensions
from the plan view, the three A.C.
valve holders may be located on the
base and straightaway wired for A.C.
supply, using twisted twin flex so as to
minimise the A.C. field. Although it is
better to use soldering tags the leads
may, as an alternative, be well held
down under screws, bearing in mind that
a heavy current is to be passed and the
fault caused by a high resistance •
contact will take alot of finding. This pair
of A.C. feed wires can be identified
where they pass through the screen in

Mli)(M®og3
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the illustration showing the eliminator unit. Next in
assembly, one should put down all other baseboard
apparatus including the aerial tuning condenser.
Quite alot of the wiring can now be carried out before

Broadcast range
aerial coil. Cardboard strips support the aerial
winding. Sleeving
protects the aerial
lead where it
passes
through
the Secondary
coil.

SECONDARY
85 TURNS
NO 24 o.s.c
Pewee ,/
7TURNS
NO 24 o.s.c

AUGUST 714,

driven through into the edge of the baseboard. Between
the panel and the box a thin piece of cardboard is
clamped so that the box will pull up securely to the
panel in spite of the turnover of the aluminium at the
bottom of the box and at the lid.

180600 B.F. intervaive coupling.
The comparatiVely small primary
winding nilI permit of ample
amplidcation being obtained,
combined
with
stability and good
selectivity.

SECONDARY
85 TURNS
NO 24 o.s.c
PRIMARY
16 TURNS
NO 40 D.S.C.

S(G)•P(A) 5(E)

any of the boxes are brought into position. Condensers
and dials are fitted up in accordance with manufacturers'
instructions and, if difficulties are to be avoided, one is
cautioned when using the particular components spedfled to procure dials that will suit the condensers as
mentioned in the list of parts. These particular dials
are chosen for their convenience of operation. Note
that the insulating panels overhang the lower edge of
the screening box so that two or three screws can be

Long-wave aerial
coil.
The aerial
circuit
includes
the outside layer.
With alarge aerial
the tapping may
be altered so as
to step off only 20
to 30 turns.

5 SECTIONS OF
52 TURNS
NO 28 o.s.c

1929.

IP(E;

It is the work of only a few minutes to attach the
H.F. components to their respective baseboards procuring various round-headed brass screws for the purpose.
A few leads can be run before dropping in the baseboards, but it is equally easy to solder them in position
after screws have been passed through the bases and the
boxes secured.
It will be appreciated that components have been
Long- wave H.R.
interval ve
coupling.
The
spacing
stri ps
may be held in
position with an
elastic band during winding.

80 TURNS
NO 40 o.s.c.

5 SECTIONS OF
52 TURNS
N9 28 o.s.c
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selected which are all fitted with screw terminals
so that, should one wish it, soldering can be
almost entirely avoided. Short wires may be
run anyhow between the points to be connected, and providing they do not stray too
much the performance of this H.F. amplifier
will remain unimpaired. Soldered stiff wiring
and connecting tags, together with the use
of sleeving wherever wires are near together
or are required to pass through the screens,
make an instrument in which the finding of
faults is an easy matter. A flexible lead is
brought out from each anode winding for the.
plate connection of the screened valves. It is
advisable to additionally protect these leads
with sleeving where they pass out through the
screens. Much of the wiring in the L.F. stage
can be completed before placing the baseboard into the box. Terminals are available on
all components so that here, again, soldering
can, if desired, be avoided. Use a twisted
flex pair to carry the A.C. filament current of
the output valve. Unlike the H.F. stages
which pick up H.T. — through the condenser
fixings a wire must be run in the case of the
L.F. stage from the L000 ohm biasing resistance
to the box, as can be seen in the illustration of this
unit. No observations are necessary concerning
the termination of the various wires on to the
transformer in the eliminator unit other than the
advisability of twisting all A.C. carrying pairs.
Heater Circuits Earthed,

will be noted that an earthing wire connects
the A.C. heater circuit on the first valve holder
to the nearest point on the screening box. By
so doing the last traces of hum are removed, hut
in carrying this out it is desirable that the particular " side " of the A.C. shown should be
earthed, while the corresponding heater terminals
of the other two A.C. holders should be of similar
polarity. A lead is shown earth-connecting the
frame of the transformer, an optional precaution
that, fortunately, makes no difference.
In the
practical wiring diagram the actual point of tapping the potentiometer is shown, although one
might test for the position of best signal strength.
Check and recheck the wiring before testing the
set. It is so easy to omit a lead which, while not
preventing the set from functioning, may considerably affect its behaviour.
Drawings and illustrations are given showing the
construction of the coils.
In every case the outside
primary windings are in the opposite direction to
the secondaries. By this it is meant that the low
potential ends, which are, in every case, at the
base, spiral off in opposite directions or, in other
words, if the lów potential ends were joined an
inductive two-layer winding would result. Spacers
are made from cardboard which has been soaked
in shellac varnish and, when dry, cut into strips
with 'a sharp knife. Coils for the broadcast band
It
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with aerial dimensions and proximity to an interfering
station. One cannot expect to adopt anything like the
calculated number of primary turns for maximum amplification. A primary winding which will give stability
with asingle stage, neglecting for the moment aerial and
detector damping, will need to be appreciably reduced
when applied to a two-stage amplifier.
Incidentally, it is the need for selectivity which brings down the primary
windings far below the limits fixed fot
avoiding oscillation.
Use an elevated aerial with the set.
It is better to adopt an efficient aerial
with a small aerial winding than an
improvised indoor one, although the
latter will give good results. Tuning
on the dials is not critical in that ans'
one dial may be detuned by, perhaps,
ten degrees without cutting out the
station.
If, however, two dials are
turned one degree a loud distant
station will disappear.
Should either
oscillation or loud A.C. hum be encountered, look for a wiring fault.
When A.C. ripple becomes apparent on
tuning in a station, and has the effect
rather of modulating the carier, it is
safe to assume afaulty H.F. valve. Do
not remove. valves while the current is
on as those valves remaining on the circuit may be injured by a rise in
The rectifier unit.
Flexible leads are brought through the screen, adjusted to
length and terminated on the transformer.
voltage.
Al though
quite
normal
potentials exist in the set, one is recomend of a primary passes through a gap forced in the
mended to always turn off the current before examining
secondary apiece of sleeving should be used to provide
the circuit or, better still, before removing the lids.
separation. When winding the long wave coils start
Volume control may be added if required by introeach layer from the lower end by passing the wire across
ducing a variable 30,000 ohm shunt across the primary
the turns.
of the L.F. transformer. Detuning is, however, satisAlthough the windings given are intended to be
factory as a means of controlling strong signals. It is
definite, it is quite a simple matter to exceed the numwell worth recording for future reference station settings
ber of turns stated in respect of the primaries, taking
as they are obtained, many of the transmissions being
Dff only just sufficient to give the desired selectivity. This
easily identified by reference to wavelength programme
is mentioned as it is obvious that conditions will vary
data.
4

are easy to wind, and for asingle wave range set there
is no objection to the use of shellacked cardboard formers
21in. in diameter and gin. in length. Secondary windings should be elevated just clear of the surface of the
former by a circle of cardboard strips. Where the top

The Short-Wave Era.
Our readers may u
member that in our
issue of February 8th, 1928, we published
a fairly comprehensive list of stations
regularly transmitting on wavelengths
below 100 metres.
This list, compiled
from information laboriously collected
from several different sources, was copied
in a number of foreign journals (sometimes
with
and
sometimes
without
acknowledgment to The Wirelem World),
a fact that certainly gratified us as proving that our efforts were appreciated.
Among the good resolutions made with
the New Year one of the first was to
revise and bring this list up to date,
anticipating that it could probably be
condensed within three or four pages of
our journal.
We deemed it advisable,
however, to wait anti: call-signs and
wavelengths had been adjusted to conform with the Washington Convention,

TRANSMITTERS' NOTES,
and, if possible, until the new " Berne
List" had been issued, in order that
the list might be as accurate as we could
make it under the circumstances.
The
publication of the first part of the new
" Berne List " and its supplements has,
however, upset our estimate of the number of short-wave stations, for we find
that out of over 2,800 commercial and
Government land stations of which particulars are given, no fewer than 900
have short-wave transmitters, and many
of these work on a number of different
wavelengths—in some cases twenty or
more. These do not, include the stations
performing special services, such as time.
signals, weather reports and ¡tress mes-

sages, or broadcasting stations, of which
the lists have not yet been issued by the
International .Telegraphic Bureau.
It is
obvious, therefore, that it, is impracticable to publish a list that will be in
any way comprehensive, within the limitations of our available space, and a
selection is, as we know from experience, always unsatisfactory.
We can,
therefore, only advise those who wish for
a complete list to follow our own example. procure copies of the " Berne
Lists " and a copious supply of red ink
with which to underline all the shortwave stations.
0000
A Correction.
Mr. If. A. Bartlett (G5QA) asks us to
say that the address of his etation is
"The Laurels," 95, Old Tiverton Road,
Exeter, and not that given, in error, in
our issue of July 24th.
r4
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Descriptions of New Radio Apparatus for Aircraft.

/

T is just conceivable that broadcasting, more or less
as we know it to-day. might be carried out through
a wire network; the Electrophone provided an
illustration of possibilities in this direction. Similarly,
our needs in the matter of rapid international communication are fairly well served by latullines and submarine
cables without any supplementary radio channels. But
those who travel by sea or air can exchange information

Three tuned 11,F. stages with
10 per cent. ganging " ;•
Marconi direction-finder for ground stations.

between themselves or with those on land in no other
manner than by the wireless link; consequently, we
find that the first important f. eld of usefulness for radio
telegraphy was in the navies and mercantile marines of
the world. As soon as flying reached a state of development where it became possible to do something
more than merely get into the air, ekperiments were
made in transmission and reception; now an installation either for telephony or telegraphy is regarded as
desirable—in many cases essential—for the majority of
Service and civil aircraft..
Any possible reduction in weight and bulk is still
of vital importance, and so we find that great ingenuity
has been shown in the design of sets of almost incredible
lightness and compactness.
Stern economic pressure
is partly responsible for this; the saving of each pound
weight may well increase the earning capacity of a commercial aeroplane by a matter of shillings per trip. In
this respect, designers of portable broadcast receivers
13 35

might well have learnt some valuable lessons from an
examination of some of the wireless apparatus shown
at the recent Aero Exhibition at Olympia.
One of the most interesting and novel exhibits was
the Marconi Type AD.22 telephony set for light aeroplanes. It is primarily intended for operation by
the (wirelessly) unskilled
owner-pilot, and is rated at
75 watts. It operates normally on wavelengths between 850 and 950 metres;
in emergencies communication can be effected with
shipping on 600 metres by
throwing over aswitch. The
receiver is a fairly conventional arrangement of H.F.
amplifier, reacting detector
and one L.F. magnifier.
Marconi D.F. goniometer.
Current is supplied by a
combined H.T. and L.T. wind-driven generator, of
which the output is sensibly unaffected by the air speed
of the aeroplane; this is attained by an automatic
governor controlling the windmill blade pitch. The set
has a range of between 50 and ioo miles when working
with a typical ground station, and weighs no more than
some 6o lb. complete.
Short waves were used in early transmissions from aircraft, and it seems likely that increasing congestion on
the goo-metre wavelength normally used for commer-

This Marconi ..Light Aeroplane" transmitter and receiver
weighs, with its generator, little more than the average
transportable broadcast receiver.
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Wireless at the itero Show.—
cial communication will be responsible for greater use
of these high frequencies. They already have to carry
a certain amount of naval and militar); aircraft traffic,
and it is primarily for Service use that the Marconi

AUGUST 7th, 1929.

station direction finder (Type D.F.M.4) was interesting,
if only for the neat layout of its three tuned H.F.
stages.
Each grid and plate circuit is completely
screened in separate compartments of the heavy metal
case, while the feature of " ten per cent. ganging" is
included. As most readers are aware, this arrangement
has been included in several of the firm's receivers that
have been described in these pages; individual tuning
condensers are first set to a marked calibration nearest

A lightweight petrol engine generating set for emergency use.

Type A.D.I9 transmitter has been designed. This set
operates on wavelengths between 40 and bo metres, and
functions either with a trailing or fixed aerial. Incidentally, one notices that the former kind of aerial is
still widely used, although some of the large flying
boats are fitted with a ship-type aerial stretched between a short mast above the leading edges of the main
planes and the tail fin, so that communication may be
maintained while on the water. For short-wave work
the fixed aerial is to be preferred, although the transmitter in question is fitted with a drive oscillator for
maintaining constant frequency. The power rating is
150 watts, and transmissions can be effected on telephony or C.W. telegraphy. In addition, a disc is fitted
to the armature shaft so that interrupted continuous
wave signals may be emitted. As in the case of the
" light plane" set, anode and filament-heating current
is supplied by a wind-driven generator.
The companion receiver (Type A.D.2o) is an H.F.
det. —L.F. three-valve combination. There is .but one
tuning control—that of the coupling circuit, the input
from the aerial being aperiodic.
Space does not permit of. a description of the many
other Marconi aircraft sets, which are produced in types
designed for almost all possible requirements. A ground

Graham -Amplion aircraft
equipment.
receiver and direction-finder, control box
and transmitter.

A Marconi Radio Beacon for automatically transmitting signals
enabling aircraft or ships fitted with D.F. apparatus to find
their bearings.

to the wavelength of the station whose signals it is desired to receive, after which searching may be carried
out by rotation
asingle knob which tunes all circuits
simultaneously.
The screen-grid
high-frequency valves (Marconi
S.625) are mounted horizontally,
and project through the vertical
partitions.
Another product likely to interest
the organisers of long flights over
water is the emergency power
plant. While all goes well, the ordinary windmill generator is perfectly. adequate, but in the event
of a forced descent it becomes useless—at a time when the ability to
use the wireless installation is particularly vital. For emergencies of
this kind, a small i h.p. twostroke petrol motor has been des 16
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Although not intended for use in aircraft or, indeed,
signed; it is air-cooled, and, with abed-plate to accomfor communication with them, the Amplion " shortmodate it and a generator, weighs about 30 lb.
wave intercommunication " set is worthy of mention.
It was noticed with interest that the well-known firm
It was designed originally for ground work by aerial
of Graham-Amplion, Ltd., in conjunction with its parent
survey expeditions, but is equally applicable for use
company, have entered the
aircraft wireless field, and
have produced a range of
apparatus of unusual design.
The most ambitious outfit
shown is an air port equipment of which the nucleus is
a
k.W. transmitter for
telephony, telegraphy, and
I.C.W. Receivers for normal
or medium wavelengths are
supplied, together with direction-finding equipment and
extra amplifiers. A unit system is employed, and so any
desired
combination
can
A compact short-nave telegraphy transmitter and
readily be assembled.
receiver for use on the ground.
The Amplion aircraft set,
type G.A.r, comprises a
transmitter, control box, and
receiver with direction finder.
There are, of course, the
in remote localities, on board yachts, etc. This piece
usual accessories, such as
of apparatus comprises a short wave telegraphy transgenerator and aerial reel, etc. The main units are susmitter and receiver mounted in a compact case with.
pended in a skeleton frame by means of heavy rubber
folding metal legs. It derives all its energy from a
cords which act as shock absorbers. A similar outfit,
generator run from a r2-volt alkali accumulator batType G.A.2, is of the same appearance, but does not intery, which, in cases where no other source of elecchide direction-finding apparatus, the space in the lefttrical power is available, may be charged by means of
hand side of the receiver case being used to house an
a dynamo operated by
oscillator (for C.W. reception).
man-power through pedals
Most of the Amplion receivers are of similar design,
and gearing.
and comprise two aperiodic H.F. stages, the transAnnouncements to the
formers of which are designed to peak at goo metres.
public
in
the hall at
Screen-grid valves are used, and space is saved by
Olympia were
made
mounting the coupling device directly on the anode terthrough a battery of Amplion loud speakers—including two of a new pattern.
This instrument
embodies a long coiled
logarithmic horn, housed
in a wooden box, and
actuated by a moving coil
Economical of weight and
drive unit.
The comspace: Amplion method of
mounting "aperiodic " H.F.
bined effect of these loud
transformer on the anode
terminal of an S.G. valve.
speakers, in conjunction
with two of the " Lion "
type, struck the writer as being exceptionally good.
A full range of electrical measuring instruments was
An AmpUon tour-valve receiver for the owner-pilot, weighing
only 3; lbs.
shown by Ernest Turner, of High Wycombe. Practically all the requirements of the wireless user are
minais in the manner shown in an accompanying illuscatered for by the products of this firm. In particular
tration. Spring clips mounted inside screening tubes,
it was noted that small panel-mounting milliameters with
which are secured to the underside of the lid, are
several ranges intermediate between o-o.5 milliamp
arranged to grip the bulb of the valve, and thus to
and 0-2.5 milliamps are standard productions. These
avoid risk of damage.
At the same time adequate
should be of interest to those who are adopting the
interstage screening is provided by this method of conpractice of inserting a meter in the anode circuit of a
struction.
bottom bend detector.
17
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Events of the Wee.
k
THE

COMPLEAT

CADET.

Instruction in Morse signalling and
wireless forms part of the programme
which is being carried out by the Public
Secondary Schools Cadets now encamped
on Marlborough common.
0000
ANOTHER

PARIS

WIRELESS

SHOW.

A wireless section is to be included in
the Concours Lépine, or Small Inventors'
and Manufacturers' Show, to be held in
Paris at the Parc des Expositions Porte
de Versailles, from August 22nd to
September 30th.
• 0000
GERMAN

LICENCE

DECLINE.

At the end of June the number of receiving licences current in Germany
amounted to 2,826,628, showing a decrease of 11,266, as compared with the
figure at the end of March.
The British licence "curve" has
shown a temporary drop on three occasions ' viz., October, 1924; July, 1925,
and October, 1926.
0000

SPANIARDS

MUST

PAY.

Under a new decree, Spanish listeners
must now pay a quarterly tax on their
receivers.
The crystal user is treated
very
generously,
his
quarterly
fee
amounting to only one peseta (8d.),
whereas valve owners must pay five
pesetas.
Transmitters pay an ad valorem tax
of five per cent.

in Brief Review.
while the Moth aeroplane to be carried
by the expedition is also being equipped
with Marconi apparatus. The aeroplane
is to be used for scouting purposes
within a range of 100 miles of the
Discovery, and it is being fitted with
the new Marconi transmitting and receiving set for light aeroplanes, recently
described in these columns.
0000

HOLLAND'S

OUTPUT
GEAR.

OF

RADIO

According to the Alyemeen Handelsllad the total export from Holland of
wireless goods during 1928 has been
exceeded by about nine million florins
during the first five months of 1929.
0000

TONIC

TALKS

FOR

THE

TRADE.

If Dr. Julius Klein, U.S. Assistant
Secretary of Commerce, is correct in his.
estimate, the wireless business has a
glorious future.
On the basis of five
listeners to every set, Dr. Klein sees a
potential world market for 200,000,000
radio receivers. A recent survey by the
Department of Commerce showed that
there are about twenty million seta
already in use, two-thirds of this number being in the United States.
Lest the radio trade should grow
despondent at the prospect of reaching

0000

WIRELESS FOR ANTARCTIC
EXPLORERS.

The barque Discovery, which left
the Thames on August 1st for a new
voyage
of Antarctic exploration,
is
equipped with Marconi wireless apparatus that should enable it to maintain
constant communication with the outside
world.
The expedition, which is under
the leadership of Sir Douglas Mawson,
the famous Australian explorer, has been
specially equipped for scientific and
survey work in the Antarctic to the
south of Australia.
In addition to a Marconi 14 kilowatt
quenched spark transmitter and a ship's
receiver, a Marconi short-wave telegraph
transmitter is to be used for communication with Australia and Great Britain
from the heart of t,he Antarctic.
In
conjunction with this transmitter a new
Marconi short-wave receiver is fitted.
A wireless direction finder also forms
part of the navigational equipment,

saturation point, it should be noted that
Dr. Klein has not allowed for wear and
tear of •existing sets.
•4k*
0000
JAMAICA

TO

BROADCAST.

Proposals for the establishment of a
broadcasting station are announced by
the Government of Jamaica.
It i
s
prescribed that the company to which
the concession will be given must be incorporated in the colony.
0000
LB.C.

ATTACKS

INDIAN

PRESS.

The Indian Broadcasting Company
celebrated its second birthday on July
23rd. In a leading article in the Indian
Radio Times, the company deplores the
h. difference to broadcasting shown by
the Indian newspapers, which are stated
to have ignored the " pirate " problem—
the min obstacle to the success cf
Indian broadcasting—by withholding reports of questions in the Legislative
Assembly and Government replies thereto
on the subject of illicit listening and the
steps to be taken to enforce the law. The
company calls for "a real live increase in
the number of licences."
0000

ONE OF THE FLOURISHING TRADES.

In his report for 1928, just published,
Sir Gerald Bellhouse, Chief Inspector of
Factories, states that whereas business
was bad in such industries as cotton,
iron and steel, and shipbuilding, there
was a decided briskness in electrical
equipment, wireless, and gramophones.
The flourishing trades were well represented in the south.
0000
PROGRAMMES

D.F. ON "DISCOVERY."
The wireless
operator on Sir Douglas Mawson's Antarctic
exploration ship in the East India Dock
explains the functions of the frame aerial.

FROM

CHINA

SOON?

By January, 1930, China is expected
to enter the field of international wireless with the opening of two short-wave
stations for communication with the
United States. During a recent visit to
the
headquarters
of
the
American
National Broadcasting Co.
Dr.
Cha
Tsao, a member of the radio mission
of the Chinese Reconstruction Council,
stated that a national system of broadcasting was also being contemplated and
that
it would
probably follow
the
American system, revenue being obtained
from advertisements.
Nearly one hundred young men in
China are studying to become radio engi ,
neers, and on them will fall the responsibility of establishing Chines broadcasting chain.
B 18
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A Review of the Latest Products of the Manufactirrers.
"R C." CONE LOUD SPEAKER
UNIT.
This unit consists of two permanent
magnets and two laminated pole pieces
carrying the coils.
The vibrating reed
is mounted centrally between the pole
pieces and is fixed rigidly at one end.
Attached to the mid-point of the reed is
a strong helical spring, the tension of
which is controlled by a largo adjusting
screw. This enables the air-gap between
the reed and the pole pieces to be fixed
to suit conditions. Tho spindle carrying
the cone is mounted at right angles to
the reed and protrudes approximately
2in. beyond the metal ease which encloses
the unit.

Rated
Capacity.

Measured
Capacity.

Percentage
Error.

0.0001. infd.
0.002
„

0.00009 nid.
0.0(122
„

—10%
+10%

Watmel fixed condensers. Capacities up to
0.0009 mfd. are fitted with grid leak clips.
The makers are tile Watme .
, Wireless
ro., Ltd., Imperial Works, High Street,
Edgware, Middlesex, and the prices have
been fixed as follows : 0.00004 mfd. to
0.0009 mfd., fitted with grid :ieak clips,
is. 6d. each; 0.001 mfd. to 0.004 mfd.,
without clips, is. 9d. each ; and other
values up to 0.01 mfd., 2s. 6d. each.
Grid leaks cost is. each for values from
0.25 to 5 megohms.
0000

.R.c." cone loud speaker unit with
cover removed.

Stout
phosphor-bronze
springs
are
riveted to the brass insets, and these form
also the soldering tags. The terminals
pass through holes in these lugs, and are
held in contact by means of small nuts
inside the shell. When connecting wires
to the terminals, care should be taken
in tightening the hexagonal terminals,
since excessive force may loosen the screw
and lead to the inside nut becoming loose
and thereby leading to an intermittent
contact..
Apart from this small matter,
the general design is sound, and the valve
holder can be confidently recommended.
The makers are the Formo Co. (Arthur
Preen and Co., Ltd.), Crown Works, ,
Cricldewood Lane, London, N.W.2.

"D.X." AUTO-TRACK TONE ARM.
The new " D.X." time arm, which is
particularly suitable also as a pick-up carrier, has been designed to ensure that the

"FORMO " VALVE HOLDER.
The "Formo " anti-microplumic valve
holder is compact, neat, and inexpensive;
it costs is. 3d. only. Soldering tags as
well as terminals are provided, but its
main feature of interest is, perhaps, the
sunk metal •ockets. These are tin. below

These movements are supplied by the
Ridged Cone Co., Ltd., York House,
Theobalds Road, London, W.C., and the
price is 13s. 6d.
0000

New ..D.X." tone arm !idiom mg selfaligning device to reduce wear on the
record.

WATMEL FIXED CONDENSERS.
Tin foil is used for the plates and mica
forms the dielectric in the Watmel fixed
condensers. These are enclosed in a neat
moulding with the terminals on top. In
certain cases clips are provided for a grid
leak, but, since separate terminals are
fitted, the connections necessary for the
particular requirements of the circuit, in
which they are used, can be made externally.
The combined leak and condenser is compact and takes up very little
baseboard space.
Some samplc:; sent in for test were
measured and the capacities were found
to be within 10 per cent, of the marked
values.
B 19

Formo valve holder.
The spring
soldering lug are in one piece.

and

the top of the bakelite centre, and it is
impossible to make contact with the pins
on the valve unless they are correctly
aligned with the sockets. Danger of burning out the valve due to mal -alignment is
non-existent.

needle maintains correct alignment with
the grooves in the record during the
whole of its travel. The pick-up holder
is pivoted to the arm and its angle, with
relation to the arm, contt•olled by a lever
attached to a radial spring, which can be
seen in the illustration.
The movenient of the needle is thus
more in the nature of a radius than an
arc, and it is claimed that this feature
reduces record wear and prolongs the life
of the discs.
This useful accessory is
supplied by 3lessrs. D.X. Coils, Ltd..
542, Kingsland Road, London, E.8, and
the price has been fixed at 10s. 6d.

v.ountin
the Gramorhor
v
ie Pickup
Simple

Obtaining

Instructions

Correct
Alignment.

for
OW that a large number of sets are adapted for
the electrical reproduction of gramophone records
in addition to their regular duties, there is a
growing interest in the design of pick-ups and their
mountings. In particular, attention has recently been
drawn to the question of accurate tracking of the
needle with respect to the record and to the fallacy
that the ideal position of the tone arm is such that
the needle passes over a point at the centre of the turntable. The writer recently tackled the problem from a
mathematical point of view, and the following results
.were arrived at:—
I. If an ordinary tone arm is correctly placed and
the pick-up is properly adjusted thereon, the tracking
can be made to approach very nearly to the ideal without the inclusion of special devices for ensuring a
•
straight-line motion or its equivalent.
2. The track of the needle should not pass through the
centre of the turntable.

Fig.

I.—The relative disposition et the tone arm T, the pick—
up P, and the needle N, can be easily seen in this diagram.

3. A simple formula for calculating the best position
for a tone arm of any length may be evolved.
It is well known that to obtain the best reproduction,
coupled with minimum wear on the record, the needle
should lie in a plane tangential to the record groove at
the point of contact and should be free to move at
right angles to the groove. Thus, in Fig. r, if N is
the needle of apick-up P resting in the position shown,
and the needle is free to move across the record, the
movement is at right angles to the tangent xy at the
point of contact.
The Variables Concerned.

Clearly, if the needle is mounted on an ordinary
tone arm T, moving, say, about a centre 0, the needle
must move along a curve AB, and cannot be correctly
placed with regard to the record at all points in its
travel. With an incorrectly placed tone arm the error
may be considerable. Our problem, then, is to find
the position of the tone arm which gives the minimum
error.
The variables concerned are :—
(a) The length of the tone arm.
(b) The distance of the pivot from the centre of the
turntable.
(e) The angle which the pick-up makes with the
tone arm.
(d) The dimensions of the record itself.
It should be noted that the disposition of the tone
arm in relation to the gramophone itself is immaterial.
Thus, in Fig. r, it does not matter whether the arm
is pivoted at the point 0 at the centre back of the
cabinet, or at a point Q at the back right-hand corner,
so long as the distance from the pivot to the centre of
the turntable remains the same. It is sufficient, therefore, to arrive at the ideal value for this distance, and
then to fix the tone arm accordingly in any part of the
cabinet that is convenient.
Fig. 2 illustrates the method of arriving at the correct
position for the tone arm pivot. The arm c, of length
BA, is pivoted at B, and in playing the record the
needle moves from a point A at the outside of the
playing area to a point A, at the inside. The actual
shape of the arm does not concern us and for our
present purpose the most elaborately shaped arm could
be replaced by a straight rigid rod extending from the
pivot to the needle.
For perfect tracking, the line of the pick-up (that is,
B 20

Mounting the Gramophone Pick-up.--

the plane of the needle) must always be tangential to
the groove, or, what is the same thing, at right angles
to the radius b drawn from the centre C of the turntable to the point of contact A. Since the angle between the arm and the pick-up is fixed, this condition
can be maintained only if the angle between the arm
and the radius is constant. Unfortunately, this angle
must vary as the needle passes from position A to position A. It is possible, however, to arrange that the
angle, and therefore the tracking error, is equal at the
inside and outside of the playing area. The error can
then be spread over the entire path of the needle so
that it is never more than a small amount.

centre. There will then be an error in one direction •
at the outside, falling to zero when the needle has
moved an inch towards the centre, then rising to an _
approximately similar error in the opposite direction,
falling to zero again and finally rising to an error equal
to that at starting as the needle reaches the end of the .
track.
The value of cos A for a radius of 5in. can be found
at once by substituting that value for b in the triangle
formula, all the other values now being known. The
angle can then be found from the tables and subtracted from go° to find the angle at which to place the
pick-up.

Calculating Tone Arm Length.

The formula by which we mar readily determine the
correct distance from the tone arm pivot to the turntable centre is a= N/c2 12*, where a is the distance
from the pivot B to the centre C, and cis length of the
tone arm. To find the required distance, therefore, we
must square the length of the tone arm from pivot to
needle, subtract 12, and find the square root of the
result.
This distance having been found, it still remains to
fix the pick-up at the correct angle to the tone arm.
If we decided to fix the angle so that there was no error
at the inside and outside, we could calculate the value
of cos A from the triangle formula.
Reference to
trigonometrical tables would then give 'the value of
the angle A, and it is obvious from the diagram that
the angle between the pick-up and tone arm is equal
to go° —A. But if this were done, the error at a point
midway between the inside and outside would be greater
than it need be. A better method is to fix the angle
so that there is no error at a point, say, one inch from
the outside, that is, at a distance of 5in. from the
* It in addition to the lettering already adopted, we denote the
angle between the arm and the radius by A, and the distance from
the pivot B to the centre C of the turntable by a, then, according
to the usual formula for the solution of triangles,
as =
c2 — 2bc. cas A
cos A =

191 +

c'—at

2bc

The inside radius of atwelve-inch record may be taken as 2inches
and the outside radius as 6inches. Therefore, for the outside,
cos A

62 ± cs— as

36 +

2x6c

and for the inside,
cos A =-

21 -I- cs — cis
2x 2c

cs — as

12c
4+

—
4c

But if the angle A is equal at the inside and outside, the abeve
expressions must be elite':
36 + cs — as
4 + cs — as
12c
4c
Therefore

36 -F cs — as -= 12

3cs — 3as

2as = 2c 2 — 24
a = Vcs — 12
lf the formula is worked out in full, without assuming any
particular size of record, it becomes
a=
c2 —
where r1 and r, are the inside and outside radii respectively.
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pig. 2.—Method of find i
ng correct position for tone arm

pivot.

. As a matter of fact, it is an easy matter in practice
to adjust the pick-up by eye so that the plane of the
needle is tangential. to the track at a radius of 5in.
In all cases the angle is appreciable, and it is absolutely
essential that the arm should be provided with means
for its adjustment.
If the above principles are followed, it will be found
that for a tone arm of ordinary length the maximum
departure from tangential tracking can be kept below
2°. This is much less than can be attained by rule-ofthumb methods, and is quite low enough to ensure good
reproduction and long record life.
In brief, and by way of summary, one should first
determine the distance BC, Fig. 2. To do this, square
the length of the tone arm as measured between pivot
and needle, subtract 12, and take the square root of
the result.
Making use of the distance thus found
move the position of B until the needle points in the
direction of a tangent to the groove when at a point
about 5in. from the centre spindle. Should. the pick-up
possess the desirable feature of permitting of adjustment
on the end of the arm, then the precise location of B
is immaterial so long as the distance BC is maintained,
and in these circumstances the pick-up will need to be
swivelled to the tangential position when the needle is
sin. from the centre.

-
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0 Radio, Than are Dreamed Of in Your
Philosophy.
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By D'ORSAY BELL, M.A.

r

1HE kind reception given to my first article, on
convert them into weak oscillations of the natural
various parts of the frequency spectrum, shows wavelength of the spirals themselves: varying from a
that the readers of The Wireless World are third of a metre to two metres. This region of the
ready to take a keen interest in new work on lines
frequency spectrum is quite fascinating.
•
akin to " Radio" proper, but not directly connected
The "Ultra—shorts."
with it. Now, of the vast amount of research and
invention going on these days over all the world quite
Anything under ro metres, among wireless waves,
an important fraction is of this kind, and the Editor comes into this category. From a medical point of
has given me the pleasant job of keeping his large
view the most interesting are the waves below 5metres.
circle of readers informed, from time to time, of recent Long before Lakhovsky and his spirals D'Arsonval
results in these fields.
had used these radiations for their medical effects, and
Anything will be grist for my mill so long as it recently a new development in " D'Arsonvalisation "
concerns wave-motion of some kind.
It may be
(as it is called) has enabled certain drugs to be carried
something of immediate, practical importance, or it through the skin and body-wall to the particular organs
may be—at first sight, anyhow—a purely high-brow which need them. Then we have Seidl, who has shown
contribution to the sum-total of our knowledge. Isay that milk can be sterilised by waves of length between
" at first sight " because sometimes, before it knows
1.5 and 3 metres; and now comes the news that the
where it is, one of these high-brow items of knowledge
distinguished German professor, Esau, has cured mice
is seized upon and dragged protestingly into the most of tuberculosis by the application of 2-metre waves.
commercial developments—look at the Dewar cup and On the other hand, an overdose will kill a mouse in
its metamorphosis into the "Thermos." But enough
a few seconds (and from America, by the way, corne
of introductions—there is so much to write about and reports of severe headaches and feverishness produced
time is so short. ...
in engineers by exposure to 5-1-metre waves).
In my first article Imentioned that Lakhovsky had
The ,6 Ultra—violets."
cured his begonias of an (ordinarily) fatal disease by
surrounding them with an open spiral of wire, insuRays in the ultra-violet region are just as attractive—
lated from everything and—as he thought—picking up
there seems to be some mysterious spell in the title
the cosmic rays and thus surrounding the sick plant
" ultra . . ." These rays are turning out to be of
with weak oscillations of a frequency of about 1022 . enormous use in detecting counterfeit banknotes, forged
The curative effect of these open spirals has since then
documents, and false jewellery. There seems also to
been tried on human beings: several doctors who have be scope for their use on a large scale for purifying
tested this treatment have reported good results. Ithink the water of public baths. There are so many remarka sweet picture could
able uses for them that it
be made of one of Tom
is hardly necessary to
Webster's bookmakers bemention their employment
ing cured of cigar-shaped
for invigorating human befungoid growths, with his
ings, racehorses and racing
head peeping like awistful
greyhounds.
Listen
to
flower above spiral-formed
this:
For
years
the
foliage. But I am afraid
•ardent silkworm breeder
we cannot attribute the
(on whom depends the
healing effect of these
whole of the real silk inspirals to cosmic rays as
dustry) has flinched at the
was first thought; the
word
grasserie," rather
idea now is that the spirals
—I think—as the devout
pick up all kinds of imbee-keeper winces at the
pulses from the air—
mention of the Isle of
broadcast messages, spark
Wight. For it is the name
disturbances from motorof a fell disease which
"At first sight a purely high-brow contribution to the eurocars,. and so on—and
total of knowledge."
attacks his pets: it is so
•
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There Are More Things ..

deadly that immediate diagnosis is tremendously
important in order that the invalid may be removed
before it can spread the infection. Until recently it
was almost hopeless to try to detect it in time: it is
practically impossible to feel a silkworm's pulse, and
there are no other symptoms to go by. But now it
has been found that a particular ray in the ultraviolet region (3650 Angstroms) reveals small yellow
spots, faintly fluorescent, on the second day after infection. One cannot help wondering whether some such
method of diagnosis might not be possible for human
ailments. Is there not a chance that long before the
rash appears in—say--measles some change has taken
place beneath the skin which could be revealed by
ultra-violet or some other radiation? How about it,
0 Medical Researchers?
The 44 Ultramicroscope."
Writing the words " medical researchers" in connection with " ultra" makes it almost inevitable for
me to speak about the ultra-microscope, although this
is just old enough to make me apologise to those of
my readers who already know all about it. Its development was such a neat bit of work, and its utility is so
great, that it would be a shame not to
mention it.
Improvement after improvement was made in microscope
methods and apparatus till at last
such enormous magnifications were
reached that the workers found themselves up against a brick wall: all
apparently rational steps to increase the
magnification still further met with
failure. Then it was realised that with
the magnification aimed at the small
details were so small that they were
comparable in size with the waves of
light by which they had to be viewed.
Imagine yourself in a nightmare trying
to rule a straight line with a pencil so huge that its
point was nearly as large as your ruler—and you will
appreciate the difficulty. So it seemed for a time as
if the limit of magnification had been reached till an
ingenious researcher thought of replacing the light rays
by ultra-violet—so that the reasonable proportion of
wavelength to size of detail was restored, and new
possibilities in the way of magnification were opened
up. A very pretty bit of work, Ithink.
The

Ultramicrometer."

In this device, which measures infinitesimal changes
in size, we get back to triodes and grid leaks—fauna
and flora more familiar to the inhabitants of the
wirelcss world. It is an amazingly sensitive measuring
instrument: if you put in it a piece of fairly stoical
impervious material—such as a piece of very hard flint

THE

NEW

—and turn on the loud speaker while one of our average
summer weather forecasts happens to be on, at the words
" a deep depression is approaching . . ." a distinct
shrinking on the part of the flint will be indicated on
the instrument. But this device is only an isolated
example of the wonderful technique of vast magnification and astounding accuracy in measurement recently
presented to us by wireless research; a technique which
is a happy combination of the principle of heterodyne
tuning, piezo-electric or tuning-fork frequency stabilisation, and amplification by valves. I do not know
what the limit of this latter process is, but Iknow that
a friend of mine works consistently with overall amplifications between 5 and ro millions. As for accuracy
in measurement, let me give you an example.
Speaking Disrespectfully of the Equator.

This used to be one of the things that were not
" done" ; being myself one of the older generation
I do not much like mentioning the following result
of the new technique: but it is a vivid example, and,
after all, one must move with the times. ..." Engineering physicists are beginning to question whether the
accuracy of the rate of the earth's rotation round its
axis is sufficient for their measurements. If the length

11

Purifying the water of public baths.

of the day alters by about one second in ten years this
would soon cause an appreciable discrepancy between
reference standards. . . ." So writes a distinguished
engineer, and, however much one may disapprove of it,
the fact is so: one second in ten years works out at
about r in 300 million, and already our new methods
allow us to measure things to within about r in roo
millions. The present standard unit of time is the mean
solar second, and if this is varying—as seems quite
likely—by r in 300 millions, a standard based on it
to-day (say a standard microfarad condenser) might be
appreciably different from a similar standard built
thirty years hence: which would be very disconcerting.
In fact, it is all very disconcerting: I don't know
what the Government is coming to. ...

KILO-MAG

FOUR.

In next week's issue Is to be described a revised version of the popular " K
Four"; (two IT.F. stages with KG. valves, followed by'
anode bend detector and one L.P. magnifier). All the features of the original set are retained; in addition, constructional work is greatly
simplified by the adoption of a new form of screening.
The design is simple and straightforward, and includes only such additions as are strictly necessary to allow full amplification to be
obtained with complete stability.
Selectivity can be readily adjusted to suit varying receiving conditions—even the most difficult.
B 23
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Oanesponaenes sborld be

addressed to t e Editor, "The Wireless

World." Daunt Hoare Nader Street, E.Ctd, and mat le 1110C01111fflied by the writer's name

AMATEUR STATUS.

•
Sir,—I, personally, have found the R.S.G.B. of great help to
me on all matters when Ihave asked for help and, to my certain
knowledge, no stone is left unturned in doing anything which
may further the cause of amateur radio. One of your correspondents thought fit to sneer at conventionettes and ham
jests. Doesn't it occur to him that these are functions which
serve avery useful purpose in enabling members to get together
and, if necessary, air any grievance they may have.
The
statement made by "The C.G." that the Radio Society only
helps their own members (in matters pertaining to liccnces), to
the exclusion of any others, is scarcely correct, as anyone who
will take the trouble to enquire will find for himself.
In conclusion, I would suggest that before writing to The
Wirelese World with a wholesale denunciation of the R.S.G.B.
and its alleged incapability to help the amateur the people concerned should approach that Society with aview to ensuring that
their views are justified.
C. S. BRADLEY, G.2AX.
London, N.8.

and addresa.

With this valve, a few home-made coils, condensers, and other
small parts, a "cheap transmitter can be built which can sendout signals receivable as far away as Morocco.
This all sounds very nice, but then the G.P.O. regulations step*
in—a Morse Lest by a P.O. official, a wavemeter costing pounds,
while one is not allowed on the ultra-short wave without proof
of experience. Now why should a man have to pass a Morse
test if he only wants to transmit, on telephony, and why should
•
anyone desiring to use alow-power transmitter of the type mentioned have to conform to the letter with regulations which
govern the working and plant of the commercial equipments?
It is quite time that the under dog had achance. Could not the
regulations be made easier and some small concession granted
the users of fly power transmitters so that they might obtain
practical experience under working conditions? I feel sure
that transmission on these lines—could be allowed without so
much red tape, and a waveband could be granted where no
harm would be done.
A. W. M.
Middlesbrough.
••••••••••

Sir,—The R.S.G.B. developed from the Wireless Society of
London, Which was primarily used as a medium for spreading
technical knowledge of radio among its members. In the early
days such a society was the only medium in this country for
-the interchange of views, with the exception of The IVireleee
World and 7'he Radio Review. On the advent of broadcasting
the further interest aroused was met by the issue of many more
publications, and the development of your own good paper,
together with its sister, Experimental Wireless, has removed
the need for a society for technical knowledge.
The transmitting amateur was still left uncatered for as regards political and legal questions. The R.S.G.B. tried to make
itself the medium by which this could be done, but owing to its
lack of general interest and unsatisfactory administration the
average transmitter was not willing to join it. This lack of support has been the chief reason why the outside transmitter has
been ignored, and has resulted in the lack of power of the
R.S.G.B. The R.S.G.B. appears to assist only its active members and those who can make enough noise at H.Q. to-be heard.
It has neglected its rank and file, who have consequently allowed
membership to lapse. The ever-present vicious circle appears
here.
The R.S.G.B. cannot by any stretch of imagination claim to
,represent the amateurs of this country. If it desires, to do so it
must change its outlook. Let it develop some of the A.R.R.L.
spirit, let it be interested in all transmitters, be they brass.
pounders or serious workers; let it make a public statement. as
to its policy and actions; let it look after every single transmitter
in this country; then, and only then, will it be supported by the
transmitters.
Transmitters, it is up to you to show a united front against
the onslaughts of such persons as B. Gladstone, and to have your
views expressed to the authorities by a body-which you support.
Croydon, Surrey.
"AMATRAN."
Sir,—Congratulations on your Editorial re "Amateur Status."
It is time something was done to give the amateur movement
fair play and a sound foundation. There is. one point I should
like to stress, which is as follows :There are many who have
taken ùp wireless us a hobby, first in connection with broadcast reception. After a time fancy has turned to ultra-short
wave reception. The next step is a desire to enter the field of
amateur transmission, but two points have to be taken into consideration. The first point is that of cost. A transmitter using
one of the many good makes of valve, with its attendant power
supply and meters, is so expensive that many amateurs (including myself) have to rule out transmission on such a scale.
The way out is that of using a low-power transmitter which
uses an ordinary type receiving valve adapted for transmission.

Sir,—In a letter by a rival association it is said that the
R.S.111.B. is only a glorified London society. How this impression has come about is hard to imagine; any amateur in the
world can become a member. It is affiliated to the I.A..R.U.,
and holds meetings in all the big provincial centres to discuss
amateur radio, and any suggestions made at these meetings are
made use of at headquarters.
The position of the radio amateur in Great Britain is, one
must admit, not a very happy one, but other countries are far
worse off, and the only way to obtain further concessions is to
get the P.M.G. to see the true requirements of the radio amateur. This cannot be done in a few weeks, but if a united front
is put forward in time Ibelieve we shall be in the same position
as the United States amateurs, except, perhaps, in the r
handling of messages.
A. S. WILLIAMSON, BRS.26.
Sheffield.
THE "NON-TRANSMITTING" TRANSMITTING PERMIT.
Sir,—In congratulating you on having once more stepped in
at a critical time with a warning to the amateur organisations
of this country, I would like to draw your attention to what
I consider to be a somewhat strange action on the part of the
Post Office.
Recently Iapplied for atransmitting permit, and after furnishing the customary particulars I was informed that I might be
allowed to use an artificial aerial. Such aproposal is, of course,
a good one, as much real experimental work can be carried
.out with a non-radiating tuned circuit.. I cannot understand,
however, what the P.M.G. has to do with non-radiating laboratory equipment, and why I should be asked to pay a fee of
10s. tu carry out my electrical experiments. Surely his powers
are limited only to the use of apparatus for communication purposes? This question must have arisen before, and perhaps
some of your readers can enlighten me.
' London, N.W.3.
"STUDENT, I.E.E."
ELECTRONIC OR ELECTROLYTIC?
Sir,—In a current advertisement it is stated that the. excellent
Weitinghouse rectifier is purely electronic in its action. Can
any reader please explain what is the precise meaning of this
statement ?
An electrolytic action is surely the evidence of an electron
flow. By using the expression electronic in order to signify
"non-consumable " confusion is certain to arise between the
action of the metal rectifier and the thermionic valve. In the
latter ease the use of the term electronic is no doubt permissible, meaning, as it does, the passage of an electron stream
through a rarefied gaa.
L. CLARKE.
London, S.W 7.
.24
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London Regional Testing.
Tests have
ilready begun on a dosed
circuit at the London Regional station,
Brookmatt's Park, and :it is probable .
that, the station may begin radiating, out
of broadcast hours, within the next week
or two.
But it, i
s stoutly asserted at
Savoy Hill that " service " transmissions
must not he expected before the end of
the present month. However, it looks
as if people who go away on holiday
and forget all about the Regional Scheme
will have a breathless moment or two
when they switch on again in September.
0000
Overcoming Obstacles.
Meanwhile, a faint shadow of doubt
Mill lingers over Pole Moor, Slaithwaite
Ole wilt, if you please), where the
B.B.C.
engineers
bel ieve
they
have
found the ideal site for the Northern
Regional station. The B.B.C., it seems,
is finding once more that, the course of
true broadcasting never runs smooth.
especially when there are tenant farmers
to be reckoned with. However, present
obstacles are not regarded in a very
serious light, and 1 think it would be
safe to wager that Pole Moor will indeed
be the site of the Northern Regional.
cco
Stamping out the Sparks.
Here is good news for London and the
south coast. That tireless provider of
mash, viz., FFB, Boulogne, is to change
to I.C.W. before the end of the year.
FFB is one of those offenders whose
signals seem to spread all over the dial
of the ordinary onsel.:ctiVe receiver,
their only useful purpose being to indicate that it is 5GB and rot the listener's
set that lies broken down.
In the past the British and Belgian
Governments have both made representations to France to curb the activities of
FFB, without any pronounced effect.
The promised reformation is in compliance with the terms of the Washington Convention, under which all spark
stations are to be abolished by the year
1935.
0000

A Scottish Tattoo.
Probably the last tattoo of the season
to be broadcast will be that relayed to
2L0 and 5XX on September 4th. This
is the Scottish Command Tattoo, which
will come from Dreghorn Castle, Edinburgh.
B 25
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a Spark

Station.—The

More "Proms" to be Broadcast.
It is generally recogilised that. the
Queen's Hall Promenade Concerts were
saved from extinction by the B.B.C., or,
in other words, by the money contributed by broadcast listeners in the form
of licence fees.
No one will assert.
therefore, that listeners will be taking
ni ore than their due during the comirg
season because the concerts are to be
broadcast ou five nights instead of three,
as. in previous years.
FUTURE FEATURES.
London and Daventry.
Arecs?
Iert1.-" Kirs
IIrimy
VIII "
(shitkelteare). tara timed for broadcasting by Dulcitna Gla slay.
Minns, 15TH.-Ctiburet from the Riviera
Club.
A ratisT
Vatul,iv ilk Programme.
Daventry Experimental (5116).
11TH. -Sel, et ions
front
the
Oratorios.
Aent'ST taTit.-" king
Henry VIII."
Attires'
MIL-Sett et i
0lie
from
the
Musical Comedies.

AUGUST

Cardiff.
Morn 13TH.-" 1he Prince who was a
Piper," a play by Harold Brighouse.
Armin
Nia Lear's Wire," a
play in verse by I:onion Bottoinly.
Manchester.
is,tits' service in
\yin
the
Boy
Scouts'
Association
W1 ,111i
Jamboree,
1919,
relayed from Liverpool Cathedral.
Arnt'ST 12TH.- - Captain rook and the
Widow, - a comedy by St uart Ready.

A UGUST 1

connection

Newcastle.
letia.-'• Shoot and Rua," arevue
by E. A. Bryan.
Glasgow.
Atint:ST 12Tit.-A Maritime Programme.

Acorn

APOEST

Aberdeen.
15TH.-A Border Programme.

Belfast.
ArGrST 17nt.-Buiming Commentary on
Royal
Automobile
Club
Tourist
Trophy Motor Race from Ards Circuit, near Belfast.

The August Programme.
The portions to be broadcast will be
the first part of each concert, usually
ending at about 9.40, and as the
" plums " of the programme generally
occur before the interval, listeners stand
to gain rather than lose by the new
arrangement,
which
will
ensure
a
" Prom " from 2LO, 5XX, or 5GB
nearly every night of the week. The
broadcast will usually be from 2L0 and
5XX on two nights a week and from 5GB
for the remainder.

"Proms."

The " Prom " dates for August are:
From 2LO, 5XX, and other stations
except 5GB on 10th, 13th, 15th, 16th,
19th, 22nd, 23rd, 28th, and 31st. From
5GB on the 12th. 14th, 17111, 20th, 21st,
24th, 26th, 27th, *and 30th
During the 'Promenade season (August
10th to October 5th) the London news
bulletin will le given nt 9.45 instead of
9 o'clock.
coo()
Relays from Belgium.
Last year's experiment of relaying a
concert from the Kursaal, Ostend, will be
repeated this month. On Sunday next,
August 11th, and again on August 25th,
listeners to 2LO, 5XX and other stations
will hear the programme from
the
famous Continental resort from 9.5 to
10.30 p.m.
0000
The B.B.C. at Play.
The tyranny of the microphone was
forgotten a fortnight ago %%lien as many
of the B.B.C. staff who could tear themselves from work proceeded .to the
corporation's
new
playing
fields
at
Motspur Park, Wimbledon for the inaugural sports. I am told that certain
high officials performed the most astonishing feats and that an extraordinarily
high official rose to greater heights in
his socks.
With so many young men and maidens
in the B.B.C., the sports club has a
potential
membership
of
500.
The
ground covers fifteen acres and contains
a splendid pavilion.
,00 0
listeners on Strike.
There are two kinds of listeners'
strike, one of which consists in the
refusal to pay licence fees. I hear that
an affair of this kind has broken out at
Innsbruck, Austria. where listeners have
decided to sit on their cheque books
until the local station puts out a bigger
and better wattage. (I really think the
B.B.C. should take a note of this.)
The other kind of listeners' strike
originated in America about two yearn
ago, when a whole street in one of the
" hick " towns of the West objected to
certain broadcast items and refused to
listen. This may sound rather baboon.
like, but as there are no licence fees,
how otherwise can they protest in
America? .,
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"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules of the Department, which are printed below; these must
be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of queries of general
interest is deall with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in a letter.
•
Making Decoupling Resistances.
I wish to make some de-coupling resist.
atices of about 2,000 ohms; will you
suggest a suitable gauge of wire for
•
this purpose?
A. P. P.
_ - A good deal depends on the current to
be carried by the resistance, but for
ordinary use in receivers we suggest
either No. 45 or No. 47 S.W.G. Eureka
wire.
These gauges have resistances,
respectively, of approximately 100 and
200 ohms per yard. The first-mentioned
is naturally rather easier to work and
carries a heavier current without overheating.
o0oo
Twin Transmitters.
If and when the proposed Regional scheme
of broadcasting comes into being, I
take it that those of us who lice in
the immediate vicinity of the twin stations will be forced to use H.F. amplification in the interests of selectivity
—and will then have to throw away
this amplification to avoid overloading by local signals. Indeed, judging
by experience, some precaution must
be taken to obviate overloading, even
of the first valve, when the set se
accurately tuned—and it will be impossible to operate it in any other
condition, or the other " twin" station will interfere. I propose, there.
lore, to try a siniple " pre-H.F."
volume control as shown in the attached diagram; my idea is that, for
local reception, the H.F. valve grid
circuit shall be joined across two or
three turns of the aerial input coil,
while for long-distance work the grid
connection will be restored to its
original position at the electrical top
of the coil. Will you please comment
on my line of reasoning and say if you
consider this method of volume control to be sound? Of course, final and
critical recitation of signal strength
will be effected by gconventional postdetection device.
M. T. C.
Your arguments are sound enough, but
it is not quite correct to assume that H.F.
amplification will be essential to those
living near the proposed twin stations.

Pig. I.—Method whereby a small part of
the total signal voltage developed across
an input coil may be applied to the H.Y.
valve grid.

Unless distant reception is desired, it will
not be necessary to provide the means of
H.F. amplification and then to make no
use of it; where there is an ample reserve of incoming signal
strength, the
necessary selectivity is attainable by the .
use of tuned filters.
RULES.
(1.) Only one question (which. must deal with
asingle specific point) can be answered. Letters

must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."
(2.) Queries must be written on one side of
the paper, and diagrams drawn- on a separate
sheet. A self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given; under present-day
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the coarse of a letter.
(4.) Practical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(5.) Design.; for components such as L.F.

chokes, wive:. transtorniero, etc.,

cannot be

supplied. •
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of receivers must be confined to constructional sets described in " The W.freless
World" or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers desiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Information Department are invited lo submit suggestions regarding
subjects to be treated in future crueles or

paragraphs.

We think your plan has its advantages;
these would probably be most marked in
cases where a two-circuit aerial tuner is
used, and where it is often impossible to
arrangé for an extremely weak aerial
coupling—which would act as a volume
control in much the same way as the H.F.
potentiometer shown in your diagram (reproduced in Fig. 1).
c000
Cost of Upkeep.
In the published description of the "FlatDwellers' A.C. Three" set it is suggested that a fuse carrying approximately one ampere should be inserted
in the mains feed lead. Is the total
current consumption of that order?
If so, I fear the set may be rather
expensive to run.
G. L. R.
An improvised fuse that breaks down
when the current passed exceeds approximately one ampere was suggested solely
because it is not an easy matter to find a
protective cut-out to operate at an appreciably lower current.
Actually, the set
consumes no more energy than the average electric lamp, and is, indeed, extremely economical in this respect.
o000
A Source of H.F. Loss.
The performance of my receiver (two H.P.
stages, anode bend detector , and one
resistance-coupled L.?. dage) has
fallen off considerably, and lam wondering whether this might be due to
the fact that the bias cells have been
in, use for well over a year, and have
probably a high internal resistance, as
their voltage has dropped considerably.
E. W.
Under certain conditions, the use of
high-resistance bias cells for H.F. amplifying valves, and more particularly for a
succeeding anode bend detector, has been
ptoved to be responsible for a considerable falling-off in efficiency. It is wise to
make apractice of changing the cells when
their voltage begins to drop rapidly, and
it would perhaps be well if we always
made a practice of shunting them with a
large condenser, preferably with mica
dielectric.
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HE wonderful new Brown
"Yee" Unit has created
the biggest Radio mensation of
recent years. Nothing like it
has been known before. For
the first time has been pro(floret' a unit which cannot
chatter or distort. Never before has such pure, mellow
tone been heard—or such full,
x
kb volume
Remember that
anyonecan assemble the "Yee"
Unit anti the Brown Chasse
(with Cone) and have a complete and better loud speaker
in 2 minutes. feee and hear
it at your Wireless Dealer's.

oede

l

¿tut.

Unit

25 i
-

Chassis
& Cone

15/-

r
(Li î

eee1

"VIEE"LIWIT
G. Crawn,

W. tern .4ve., N. rte!,n,

w.,.
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.
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WIRELESS

DIRECTION
FINDING
and DIRECTIONAL
RECEPTION

g.

By R. KEEN, B.Eng. (Houe.).

WIRELESS
VALVE
TRANSMITTERS
By W. James

Second Edition: Revised and Enlarged.

THE DESIGN AND OPERATION
OF SMALL POWER APPARATUS

rr HIS

volume deals with the principles
of the subject and the constructional

This book deals thoroughly with
the design and operation of valve
transmitters. Written by a recognised authority who has had a
wide experience in the design and
construction of valve transmitting
sets, it is essentially a book for the
practical amateur experimenter.

details of direction-finding installations,
and includes some information concerning
aircraft installation.

It describes

the

principles of Direction and Position
Finding in this country in such a way that
the subject may be grasped easily by
engineers tackling this field of wireless
work for the first time.
Numerous
photographs and diagrams are included.

Price 21/—net.

270 pages:

Price 9/- net.

By post 21/9..

House,

Tudor

Street,

London,

ILIFFE & SONS LTD,
House,
Tudor
Street,

Dorset

E.Cri,

LONDON, E.C.4.
.w 63
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32-PAGE BOOKLET
giving full Constructional Details of a
remarkably efficient" Two-Control "
Receiver, for Long or Short Waves.

By W. JAMES.
Many constructors have built the set and
have been delighted with its wonderful
quality and range.
The "Everyman Four" is very sensitive
and has a high degree of selectivity.
The Receiver is easily built and very
simple in operation, as it cannot oscillate
if properly set up.
An additional long-wave attachment for
Daventry is described in the booklet.

Price 1/2 post free

I
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WtelWXZ.Y IiegrkY. X71e .Y 01.Zg0rf

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED,

By post 9/6.

From leading booksellers or direct from
the Publishers:

From leading booksellers or
direct from the Publishers:

Dorset

210 photographs and
diagrams.

DICTIONARY
of WIRELESS
TECHNICAL TE MS
Compiled by S. O. PEARSON, B.Sc.,
and issued in conjunction with
"THE WIRELESS WORLD."
oreme.mear.aegeoge«abeen.......•••••••••••••••••••••••40

T

HIS volume contains definitions of terms and expressions
commonly used in wireless
telephony and telegraphy and is
• intended to serve as a guide to all
those interested in wireless who
come across, from time to time,
unfamilar words in their reading.
In such cases the DICTIONARY
OF
WIRELESS
TECHNICAL
TERMS proves of very great use
and value. It is well illustrated,
and cross-referenced to enable the
required information to be rapidly
obtained.

}:
51
51
N
51
51
5.5

.:.`,.'
:r:
X
X

N
5.:
59:
N
N
:c
XI
M
N
N
„.
••
N
51
5.5

PRICE 2/- NET
By Post 2, 12

"re

From the offices of "THE W IRELESS W ORLD,"
F:.:
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
!..!
w.w.6o :r:

Front leading Dboksrllers or•direct front the Publishers:

ILIFFE &

SONS LTD., Dorset House, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.4.
w•W•48
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
RECEIVERS FOR

NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
columns is :

FOR

it J.

ADVERTISEMENTS

12 words or less, If- and id.
additional word.

in

these

for every

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entice " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10';;, ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 280, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payable to 'LIPPE
& SONS Ltd.. and crossed
Notes
being
untraceable if lost in transit eireld not b) sent as
remittances.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertis..rs, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to rover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, efo "The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should he addressed No. 000, cio "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply lo Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remillance through the post except in registered envelopes ;
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recomm.nded,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."

be DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for derision is three days, counting
front receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not. seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid 1>y the buyer,
hut in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, forwhich we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to Ito, adeposit fee of
is charged ;on
transactions over £10 and under an, the fee Is 2/6; over
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
1-louse, Tudor Street, Louden, E.C..s, and cheques and
money orders should be inade payable to Dike & Sons
Limited.
THE

SALE

HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahome-constnicted
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The perms desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
No., and should add to the price whirls he requires the
amount ut royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
It the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the slim
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
"The Wireless World " to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser cil the set.

OF

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

B29

WAVE TRAP
for the new Regional Scheme.
A h'ghly

fficient instrument.

SALE.

Sc?)ooto8r.E.SreOarad vrrtisem"en? utider
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Q-VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, powerful,
£4.—V. Taylor, 67, Studley ltd., Stock-

106 east

B. tRe J. WIRELESS CO.,
2, Atlielstane Mews, N.4.

lechway :695

W
IRELF.SS is a Fascinating Subject, but makes
(0274
heavy demands upon the purses of its devotees.
For ono who is determined to keep abreast of the
Il silva, there are always new components to be bought.
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
T the Same Time, the would-be buyer is often
deterred limn buying lsecause he knows that
there swill be still one more piece et apparatus left on
his hands, to add to those already in the junk box.
E Have Opportunities of Disposing of Semi 01)30lele A pinnate; to those who are not, fortunate
enough to be able to afford the lette,t type, and will
take midi apparatus or componetits, providing they
are In saleable condition, in part exchange for any
new set, luutespeaker, or component required.
LL We Ask is that You should Send Alone a List
of Your Old Apparatus, together with your new
requirements, or, better still, send Ilse apparatus to
tie to netted, when we will snake you a fair offer.
You Approve of this You ss''aaiittSend your RemitIs
lance for the Balance, and we will forward the
apparatus required; if you have sent your old apparatus and you .lo not approve of our oiler, we will
return, carriage paid.

A

KUSIIA. and KUSHETT'E
PICK-UP ARMS.

KUSHA

12/6 and

14/6.

ADOPTED AS STANDARD BY THE G.E.C.
w.,t1.,..er,
,wl(estable).
Adaptable its Nee and
length to ensure perVet alignment.
Excellent worlonanship.—.• Wireless World."
A very satisfactory proposItion•—•'Broraterator."
Excel the rest..--“Micsic Dealer."

KLISHETTE

5/6 Retail.

A toqt Arm for It'd ablri. tke. Instantly removable—Iles
."
Ittolas1 bearinze, wright-relieving.
correctly
anted for test alienment.
AGENTS WANTED.

R. H. GLASSCOE & Co., 71, Moorgate, London,
Telemano,

Kuslunetata,,

E.c.2,

llllll Ion Wall 1176.

A

T

HE Principal of this Firm, who has been a pro.
fessional wireless engineer sine( 1910, and has
heen manager for the Sterling Teleeltone Co., radio
expert to the General Electric Co., end Chairman of
the Technic'-al Committee of the National Association
of Radio Manufacturers, will willing .y give advice to
lucre who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; we
ent irely unbiased anti will recommend Ole best
a',part, Ius Inv your particular po rtt000 you Save 111011ey
lo
hating genuine expert advice.
ON'T Forget Wo Will Take Your Old Receiver
or Components in Part Exchange.

D
Will Also Build Any Sets
W E(alarconi
royalties payable), and

to Specification
install anywhere
the 13r il ish Isles; eats modernised; send for estite.—Scientific
l)evelopinent
Ce.,
51 , Fislie t
r
o
ga
22
tee.
Preston.
Tel.: 1364.

"THERE IS A WHALE OF DIFFERENCE"

APPLEBY

W

tit

in

F

.
sm URTIIIVAITE, A.M.I.R.E., Specialist
the Highest. Grade Wireless Apparatus.—Why buy
a mass production &Hide when you can have a special
in,
inside in iny works to meet your exact
reciniremetibe
Buying (ruin the actual manufacturer
For Particulars see Miscellaneous Advertisements.
you get infinitely better value.
CHAPEL ST., LONDON, N.1,11.1
A LONG- list of Receivers
does not convey much,
OPEN TILL 7 P.M. SAT. 1 P.M.
and probably would not include the exact instrument you are looking for, therefore. I give a low
sPecimen sets only, and ask you to let me know your
needs; coy unbiased advice is at your service.
QCREENIllt Grill leive.—.1 receive' to be proud of,
WW11.101Wraffl
5., since there is nothing to comp:tr." with it at. even
double the price, built lo an ideal, absolutely irrespective of cost, with the finest components obtainable; comprises 2 S.G. 11.F. stages covering long and
short waves without roil tdoanging. co mpletely screened
No. dd I. Jacobean Wir•le, Cal•inet in beautifully made aluminium seremling box. anode
with fall front, and d doors, liane l
oi rectifier, ;nod an L.F. amplifier specially designed to
doors and ends, t0 I00 0(. space at till
give the best possible tittality on onto M.C. speaker,
bottom for :Let:until:1ton, 3It. high, jack for pirk-up, and volume
Leal fitted, give.
.2 ft. wide ton 1ft. 4inn. lenp. Ofpen• enormous range iind selectivity without, detriment to
inc front and top. To take u peed'
quality;
prices
from
£25.
21" x 7' or tr.
A wooden name is
stipplied five should the izO 0: your QI GREENED Grid Four, AC model.—A similar set
panel be smaller.
t. ll to the iihove, but with one H.F. stage only, gives
Machined ready to assemble.
immense 11.1e am plit ical ion at the Comma AD/ S
in Oak
•*
la lb 0 valve with au ainpliiieatien factor of 1,200 is used,
Assembled ready to Polish,
the finest all mains set on the market; prices, comin Oak
.
7 0 plete with valves, fee,,, £20.
A!
semble -1 and Poll;hod, in
LL A.D. Audio-grain, pliones.—I have designed e
..
Oak
number of unique combined instruments, and all
Call had see the actual artidit,
interested in high grade reproduction are cordially insend post: te itt. ior Illustrated Catalogue.
vited to call and hear them; each instrument is inCHAS. A. OSBORN,
dividually made. tested, and guaranteed; eabinet worh
The Regent Works, Arlington Street, London, N.11
to your own choice.
Meadow,: elerkeneell5afei. Open to 7.30 pm. Saturdays, 4.30 p.m
DO Not Take Old Sets in l'art Exchange—They
And il, It, ESSEX ROAD, ISLINGTON 0.1.
Oven until S pan
are practically unsaleable, and to do so simply ,
WEEK,' AYS 5 a.m. >AT lat
Ytt.
Cletkenwsll 5634
means that new work must be charged at a higher
figure to cover the losses; all my new instruments are
eold at the lowest possible cash prietos, consistent with
first class work and materials.
EPAIRS
and
iteeenstructions.-1
am
always
pleastal I
o quote tor w.frk of this kind, and guaran ee sat is Girl ion; litany old type receivers can be
brought right up to date at a moderate cost.

THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE

Phone:

ParliVantoa
Ittd8 u

MAKE YOUR WIRELESS CABINE:T
THE OSBORN WAY.

A

R

moon a.

Assembled,
54-17-0,
With Oak IMilne, 5.2-2.41
extra.
With Id ohog
Cabinet r2-7-8 sera.
Rene Constructor Parts SI-V-6.
BRITANNIA REPRODUCERS Ltd,
Percival Road, SHEFFIELD.
.....m.medueWeerieemeemmitMeNweeem.eNdnedamove,
ewsedemememeredneeemmeem.W.w.dmeow.ve

"Ttir:n
ireACONIPTIONE
with 3 /0 1-LP, 61
stages,
Receiver.-6-valve
in perfect order,mode
and
l,
eomplete with valves; £27/10; a special bargain.
cltICHA EL Screened Dimic 'Phree.—Factery•madst
instrument, abselutely unstra tidied, complete with
set, of selected valves: £11/10.

F. Gardens,
SMI7RTHWAITE,
Wallington, Surrey.
A.M.I.R.E.,
Os-how
Works;
165.24, Bel-

mont ltd.
'
I'twin)
ugton 1982
room : 104h; South End, Croydon.
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Receivers

for

THE

5
Hale, Hombre]] A.C.,
FORcomplete
with valves,

order;
[5682

all mains, 3-valve, receiver,
200v. to 230v.: taken tor
debt; £15, barguiu.-29. Cedars 'Rd., Mordeu.
[5676
BROS.

for

EROS—The

AUGUST 7TH, 1929.

all

the

Best

Modern

Receivers,

for the

constructed

Chargers and Eliminators.—Contd.

For Quality and Cheapness

and
TANTAL1111
rip your own

Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers; make
inexpensive chargera; blue prints ,
fur 11.'1'. and LT., 1/ - each; Eionium eleetrodel fine"
with terminals 2-3 amps., and 5-8 anips. — Black well
Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Liverpool.
14593

"ISO" DIALS

and Chokes for Battery Elimina.
TRANSFORMERS
Lore and for all wireless purposes. receiving or

cannot be excelled.

New Empire receiver; £11

EROS.
for
SIMMONDS
any published design.
SIMMONDS BROS.

WORLD

Sale.—Contd.

-VABvr•: Portable, complete, new, perfect
£9/10.—Brucey, Factory Sq.. Streatham.

QIIIMONDS
1
,7
Receivers.
SIMMONDS

WIRELESS

transmitting; enquiries invited.—Chester
Dalston lone, London, 111.8.

120 volts, 15 milliamps, free from hum results.
9111E New Kit Includes Shielded Mains Transformes
with Terminals, heavy cholos, 3 Hydra typo eon- 1
dewier, tested 500 volts, D.C. Loewe Sill 11110 resivtance
and elip. valve holder, panel ready di 111-id, and 3 sockets
fitted. all (lie inniponents mounted on a polished basis ;
hoard, and neatly hosed with 1,111 instructions and pit•
ture diagram, ready for assembling in a few minutes;
sent anywhere in the British Isles, per parcel poet.
c.o.d., 30/, 011 the receipt of a tosteerd stating maim
voltige, and stile.

Kilo-Meg Four; £18
STANDARD
2/9
In Black
or Brown.

S

SIMMONDS BROS. for the Pentode Two; £7/2/6.

for

SIMMONDS

BROS.

M
T

ilt,LADI) 13.1110 Valve, recommended, 15/- extra
(please state when ordering if valve to he sent):
every part guaranteed; satisfaction or money refunded.
HE New Model is the Finest Value in England,
thousands now in use; hundreds of testitnunials.
UM, Particulars) and Dingrant Free; dealers write
for ternis. —Liverpool
Radio
Supplies.
linittex
Work", 64, Myrtle St, Livetrool.
15640

Quotations Without Obliga.

sIIIMONDS BROS.—All above mites are for the set
specified, in oak cabinet, exclusive of valves,
batteries, and royalties; prices with pleasure for sets
to your own or say design.
Shireland

Rd..

Stnethwick,
14841

OADSIDE Four Portable, complete; £12, or near
olfer.—C. Mason, 23, Conderton Rd., Camberwell,
ti.E.5.
[5748

S

UPERHET
makers,
(rolls
inGecophone
perfect condition;
Portable. £25.—Bridger,
Just returned 151,
High St., Slough.
p[
r5
a7
,4
02
.
•
WOE Sale. 5-valve transportable Gecophone,
•
cally new, cost, with turntable, extra batteries
and headphones, £33, owner sailing for America; will
sacrifice and accept best offer; demonstration be telephone appointment only—Tel.:
Shadbolt Mueenin
8340.
t

TGRANIO Baby Portable Amplifying Equipii155:„
1
complete with microphone, batteries, loud-speaker
and valves, only used one week during General Election; coat, £58, quick sale £25.—Thomas, Brooklands,
Pon tyclu
Glans.
[5754

Model

F

1.11

r.. 3/9

equipped

A.C. Eliminators Permanently
LOWingTension
Batteries; now only £5/15.

4'., 4/6

MILE Original Electrolytie Condensers, as used
1
ahem, 2,000 mi.; (nay 13/, ineluding postage.
MOVING Coil Speakers.

A

in

LL Mains Power Units.

iFIAW tt CO., Ltd.

ri
lLECTA Traneformer Laminations and Bakelite
1.4 Bobbins for Home Constructors.
'ATUMBER Four Size, 8/3 per gross, full length bob.
-LI bins (core lin.x1 1,f2in.) 1/3 each.
NTUMBEIt Fifteen Size, 5/9 per gross, bobbins (core
11
x1le in.) lii. each.
WrIllell3F,R. Twenty-five Size. 11/9 per gross. bobbins
J.
tirare
in.x 2in.) 2/6 each; postage extra.
1XT E.
31anufaeture Also Complete
Mains Transff formers and Power Chokes for Every Wireless
Purpose.
F.LIABLE Apparatus at Reasonable Prices; con.
stilt us first„ we specialise in wireless power frein
the mains, and can save you money.—Savage. 146.
Itishopsgate,
London,
E.C.2.
'Phone:
Bishopvcale
6998[5342

20,Cheapside,Londdn,E.C2
Sole
Distributors for "Iso" Products,
Cone Units, Transformers, Chokes, Condensers, Trickle Chargers, Eliminators, etc.

Britain's
R
Best `Bob's worth'
The NEW

"BOB BROWN

VALVE

91

HOLDER

W

BETTER
precise

Anoni.r.later
Charging.—We guarantee
charging and maintenance by expert personnel. The pries ate vety economical and include
trouble-free collection and delivery; also hire and part
hire service of Oidham batteries; official Oldhani service station.—Aneloy Radio (associated with Aneloy
Products), 36, Hindmans dd., East Dulwich, S.I•:.22
Tel.: Ness Cros: 4074.
15554

Safety Eliminators are Sold on 7
Days' a pproval.
ILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Housed in Art
Enamelled Metal Boxes, fitted with 12ft. of flex
and a Bakelite plug, and are constructed Irons the
very best material throughout.
111LIPSON'S Safety Eliminators ere the Cheapest
to install, awl the cheapest to run; prices:
Model A.C.5. £411716; AC.?, £3/17/6;
complete
with full wave rectifiers; model D.C.4, 37/6; D.O.S.
45/-.
IIILIPSON'S Safely Eliminators are Described and
Illustrated in our Booklet -Radio Power." Have
y,,u bad your copy 1—Write to-day to
IDLIPSO.N and Co.. Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley
Bridge, Belton. 'Phone: 2038. 'Grams: Safety
Bolton. Est. over 50 years
[0318

P
P

P

CABINETS.

Eric J. Lever (TIRIX) Ltd.,
8/9, Clerkenweli Green, London, E.C.1.
'Phone: Clerkancell 301.1./3.

Price 1

/
I_

each

,;

A

RTCRAFT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Best
[0310

flABINETS.—First class goods at competitive prices;
send for lists.—Gilbert Cabinet Maker, Swindon.
19833
A RTCRAFT
Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best
t'1. Value.
[0 311
Cabinets—Table models in solid oak and
D
mahogany; from 11/6 to 71!-.
TeIGBT'S Cabinets, fitted with RadMn or Resisten
1- ebonite if required.
IGBY'S Cabinets.—Pedestal model, with separate
battery compartment; from 56/- to £12.

D
D

ICEY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designs.

AND ELIMINATORS.
rrANTALUM Electrode Strips for H.T. Rectifiers.
J.
suitable for A.C. mains eliminators; 2d. each, or
set of 8, 1/..-1.7, Dalton St.. West Norwood. S.le.27.
[0308

:
.

,

.

.

plIILIPSONS

IXTET
Eeplacomente.—Sacs (capped or unVV capped), highest grade, No. 1, 10d. per doz.;
No. 2, 1/9 per dot.—See below.
INCS. —Best quality (wired). No. 1, 8d. per doz.: Here it is! Britain's best 'bob's worth' !! The new
No 2. 9(1. per doz.: orders valued 5/. carriage
paid, otherwise 6.1. for postac.e.—British Battery Co., TR1X "BOB BROWN " Anti-mieroplionic %rate,: Holder
Clarendon ltd., Watford. Belts.
(0258 makes its debut! Moulded throughotit in genuine Trixite
with positive top and bottom stops, the movement is
ET II.T. Batteries.—Parts per dozen, jars, No. 1, ample but not excessive. Complete with terminals and
21,4x1 1
/ square, 1/3; No. 2, 1/6; zincs, No. 1, soldering tags, the TRIX "BOB BROWN" represents
2
10d; No. 2, lid.; sacs, No. 1, 1/2 dozen; No. 2, record value at the price. Buy a "BOB BROWN "to-day.
1/9; terminals, 8d., 10().; dozen cells (18 was), comMonufortured solely by :
plete with bands and electrolyte, No. 1, 4/1; No. 2,

•0.1).E.S. Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
mile Tailitis).-98, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.
[4062

,

esult.S.

BATTERIES.

5/ -; post ffil.; high efficiency, long life, sell charging,
upkeep small; seIld ed. for sample unit; illustrated
booklet free, carriage free orders 10/-1 weir for free
list wireless bargains; trade supplied.—W.'aylor. 57.
Studley ltd., Stockwell, London.
[0039

'

Safety High Tension Battery ElimiPHILIPSON"S
'later!.
ill LIPSON'S Safety Eliminators Give Consistent
P
Safety Eliminators are Guaranteed for
P1111.1PSON'S
12 Months.

PENTODE

Z

'

ITORTEXION Transformers, chokes, ele., wound to 1
Y
any specification; write or 'phone for quotation;
best quality components only.—Vortexion, 72, Merton
Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[0319 ,

e Ise " Dials have
a definite grip.
They do not slip.

"DEAD and MORRIS. Ltd.. 31, Eatiteastie St. (faring
.11 beet of %Verities), Oxford St, W.
[5745

Users, write for details of new size self•
charging battery; 7(1. per volt; illustrated catalogue giving data post free.—II. Taylor, 57, Seedley
ltd., Stoekwell, London.
[0273

1
;

10 tappings up te 200 volts, 301-; Atlas A.C. model.
80 nolliamps at 200 volte, 2 variable tappings, 0-150, •
list price £12/10, toy price £8; oi above carriage. .
paid and
guieranteed—Dringlas Briggs.
A•M•I•1l. E..
Austin Priam, Newport, Mon.
15721

In Black or
Mottled
Mahogany.

the

Replac-

,

Bargains, cannot repeat, all new.—Eeko
SPECIAL
D.C., 60 rind 120 tappings, 25/-; Climax no..

READ and MORRIS. Ltd,
Pr HE Mains Pioneers, who in 1925,
Miepitals with meurs sets.
S TILL Supreme in all Mains Work.

244.
[4993

Out!—The new improved model Uniflex H.T.
JUST
A.C. eliminator kit; 30/-: giving full output of

to

QrmaroNns nnos. foi Best Materials and Guaran•
•
teixl Worknetnellip.
QCIIMONDS LEOS, for the Screened Grid Regional;
£15.
IMMoNDS BROS.. for Modernisations. overhanle,
and repairs.

SS Emmoiços
lions.

Bros..

E.2.

Cabinets.—Write Inc new 16-page art
catalogue—F. Rigby, 9. The Oval, Hackney Rd..
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6458.[0128

A IITCRAFT
1'1 Value.

Radio

Cabinets

Mention of •• The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

are

Britain's

Best
[0313

nao

'

:
,

,
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Loud•speakers.-Contd.

AY'S Cabinets,
the greatest range of pedestal
K
cabinets in the killed ttttt ; original creative designs at prices 50Z lower than elsewhere; quotation,

for stem-hits by return; delivery at short. notice guaranteed; moving coil, portable, baffle, vignette, radio.
anima, electric pick-ups, television, ete.; illustrated
lists free.--II. Kay, Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer.
Mount Pleasant ltd., London, N.17.
'Phone: Willthamstow 1626.
(5362

EPOCII.
3ea r

the greatest &dentine

DRY BATTERIE

E

POCII.-Marvellous new model moving coil speaker.

No mains( No
E
E pocu.
iel'OCII-Does not require umpteen valves; a crystal
Já and one valve or a portable will work it.

E

Radio Cabinets; Britain's best. value:
AR'I'CRAF7'
lowest. pricer consistent with highest quality:

POOL-The only straight line speaker.

17.¡ POCII.-Straight
8,000 cycles.

illustrated list, free from actual manufacturers-Art.
craft Co.. 156. Cherry Orchard ltd., Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 1981.
LOC40

E

Cabinets,
LOCD.SPEAKER
chbinets, handsome fret,

pPOÇII.-Sharp,
.1-1 hissing I

extraordinary offer, oak
front, highly polished.
I3in. square, 6in. deep, finished moulding, take all
onus,, ry units; sample, carriage paid, 6/ 6; trade dis
coup t
s for quai, tLice-Mae-Radio. 112, Warstone Lane.
Bin', nigh, in.
[2666
.e.n.

'Value.

COILS.

Cabinets

are

Britain's

TRANSFORMERS.

F

OREICN Listeners 4, set of three low wave coils.
32 6; highwave, 32/6; bases, 1/6 rack-Radio
graph.
Q.C. Multi Valve Portable Coil 21/6; Europa pent-7
able coils, 21/- pair.-Radiograph.

Regional Coils. 37/6 pair; Europa III coils,
S.d.22.'6
pa i
r.-Radiograph.
9/40. 1/6 Per dos. yards; 27/42. 2, t
LITZtIttz.Wit-i-.
yards. -Ritiliogra ph.
FERN '8 Deep Ribbed or Becol Tube, 5d. per
R inch;
slotted for winding, 1/6 extra.-R,adio.

graph. Station Rd.
Birmingham.

corner,

New Inns,

Handswortli.
15761'

Q. PE I.SFORII.--( bits, transformers, multiple rahKY
portable, 21 /6; Curet's portable. 21 /- Pair; S.C.
regional, 37/6 pair; Selective Two, 15/-; fiat dwellers
A.C.3, 16/6; Kilemag 4, 60/- set; modulated wavemeter coils. 21/- pail-.
Q. PCI.SFORD.-Coils for the foreign listeners; 4
will be available slim-tly at 31;6 set medium
wave; 31/6 set him; wave; bases 1/6 each.-S. Pubsforil. 135, Hockley Hill, Birmingham.
l5770

600

.01IM Deceupling Resistances for " Wireless
World' . C.rcuits, hand made and tested in
our own workshops; 1/- eac h, post free.-Groves Bros..
St. Nlary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[5394
SIMYIONDS

BROS. -Berclif coils.

M

ULLARD S.G.P. Master Three Berclif Dual Range
Coils, specially designed, complete; 30;- pair.
KILOMAG Four Coils, complete; 63/- set.
MULTIPLE Valve Portable II.F. Transformer; 25/,
FLAT Dwellers.-A.C. Three double aerial coil; 17/,

SCTIOOLS
7616.

Demonstration

Q CI? EENED Grid
sy
pair.

Receiver,

set

of

4 coils;

Regional Coils, as specified;

431-

'' Wireless World" Coils Supplied, 'nestle froth
A1. 1,•t ock,
every coil guaranteed by line origina

specialists and leaders: Everyman Four coils, 33 /pair; Europa Three, 33/-; New Empire set of 3, 21 /-;
Broadcast coil, 8/6; Titan unit, 15/.; 600 ohm resistances.
pElICLIF Standard Coils for New All-Wave Four,
ettandard Four, A.C. Three, Regional, Everytnau
Four. etc.; 77/9 sel of 4, with bases.
Catalogue and Latest Coil
BB ERCLIF
trade supplied all quantities.

List Post Free;

S1MMONDS BROS.. Shireland Rd.. Smethwiek.
[4842
1 ,000 ohm. Deeoupling Resistances for "
J.
World "' Circuits; 1/8 each, post free.-(drov.,
Brothers, St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[5753

POCH.
E 0C11.-k
contralto,

,

MILES PER
GALLON!
In these days or groaning
taxation, one of the first questions you ask about a car is
" How much per mile is it
going to cost me ?" And you
find that it is not necessarily
the cheapest car that costs
least to run.
Apply the same rule to your
H.T. Battery and you will find
the same result.
There are many H.T. Batteries
cheaper than the Hellesen in
first cost, but there is none
irom which you get so many
milliampere-hours' service per
penny of cost.
It pays you every time to get a
Hellesen, particularly if you
get a Treble Capacity, which
costs less than twice the price
of a Standard Capacity.
1929

Prices.

Standard Capacity.
"Wiray " 9 volt Grid Bias Type
"Wirin" Go volt 11.1. Type
"Wirup" qie volt H.T. Type
"Wisol" rod volt H.T. Type

2;10/8

18%.

20/-

Treble Caelieu
"Rain" Go volt H.T. Type
"Kolup" oo volt HT. Type

191'8218

Your Dealer Stocks them.

SUPREME
for 17 years.

°BOSLE'

Merida l'ick-u1n. complete with arm and
vidume-control, used cr. demonstration set, perfect and appraved make; cost 87 /6. sell 60/-.-Rush.
ton, 50. Humber Rd., Wolverhampton.
[5761

h.

LOUD.SPEAKERs.

C

B3I

reproduction

from

No backgroundt

crisp

attack.

No

60

lo

Clear as

drummingl

No

good soprano does not sound
nor as if she had a cold.

like

a

Erocai.

GRAMOPHONE PICH•UPS. ETC.

OIL Drive Speakers, Muslin:ins; call any date
between 12.30 p.m. and 1.30 p.m, during the
City luncheon hour, and hear any of our products
demoustrated.-Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0091
TF You are in London Call and See Goodintans'
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purchasing elsewhere.-Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
(0090

line

rOtin;.
;
No reaonancel

E

Best
[0309

ETC.

of the

POCII.-Requires no accumulatort
romplicattonst

F

Radio

achievement

EPOCH.

INFAT Ameriran Types, astonishing value, sPeci ,'
offer oak cabinets, hinged lid, baseboard, highly
polished, take 12iii.N6in. panel ; sample, montage paid,
6/6; trade discounts for
mint ities.-Mag_Itadio, 112.
Warstrine Lane. Birmingham.
[2666

A RTCRAFT
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N DRY IIATTERIER
DICTRICAl. MIASURI)G INSTRUMIDITS,
POLYMET MICA,ast PAN! CONDINIIIR1,
HANDLAMPS. TORCHES FTC
A. fl. HUNT, LTD.,

CROYDON, SU1:REY.

EPOCII.-A
doesn't.

-11.:à

flute sounds like

a flute but

a violin

EPOCH.
VPOCIT.-A piano does not eome through like it
la broken down banjo. nor Eke • harpsichord tin
barrel organ.

E

POC11.

E:

P(s
)1
1
)
e
ll-1
1;1-iTel
:es-7111i
tunic

E

p?mis To
hr

ani
n fie
sit? fts'ZiakaUssoCitae
t

o
sn•ink
a
efys

m
thotivt
ing
havce
oil

argrgeur

e p
li e
dareete
nd

the

pP0011.-Greatest
requirements

variety on the market to suit al'
and pockets.

EPOCII.-20

models;

E

the new 9M.

POCI1. 7 -See

price

from

50/,

public eddress model.

PPOCIL-A happy model 66P.M. user asks us to
.ILd state that an Epoch does not make a bad ser
gnou, but it makes a good set perfect.

E

Pt/Ill.-Testimonials

E

POCH.

by

every

post.

VPOCIL-One of the greatest authorities in this
country, after a comparative test with many
either well known makes, lias pronounced Epoch es
inlintely superior tu the best of the others.

E

poet'.

VP0C11.-One of the best known experts, whose name
1:4
is a household word, after most exhaustive cornpalative tests, has inst bought one for bis private use.
EPOCH.

E
E

POCIIS are in Ise in many Talkies, have beer.
adopted by scientific institutions, and are the
pieferred choice everywhere after comparative tests.
POCII is Made for Quality; the low price being
only possible by quantity production and sma
profits.
11
171.0C11 Speakers are very Massive, sturdy, foolproof,
and inane for everlasting wear.
should a speaker meet with an acciEPOCIL-But
dent you can insert your spare diaphragm in

3 minutes (no tools whatever
speaker is perfect atta in.

required),

and

the

UPOCIL-With other moving coil speakers It is
a complicated factory job-perhaps to be sent
abroad.

EPOCIL-Dealers
bigger profits;

often push substitutes because of
insist upon getting Epoch.

rigPOCII.
1,1
1 POCII -111 your dealer
will not take your order.
1-.4 the manufacturers will supply you direct.
VP0C11.-The only proper way to compare speakers
is on your own set with a quick switch over;
Epoch 66 welcomes such a comparison.
LIPOC111.-You ran have any type Epoch, subject t
o
I-1/ 7 days' approval.

E
E

POCH

E

POCH.- Send for Booklet.

Speakers are

poci 1.-British
E C
PO

EPO

Fully

Guaranteed.

throughout.

H.

CH.

ePOCH RADIO MANUFACTIAUNG Co. Ltd., are
J.2 the manufaeturers. City ornes and &inflate Sta.
tion 25. Laurenee Prointnev. Lane. E.C.4 toff Cannon
'Phone: blansion Mime 4683.
ISee7

Advertisements for " The IVireless World " are only accented from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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WATCH

BAKER'S SELIITHIST RADIO.

64 adelle"

SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT SEASON 1929/30
•. W.W.S.'"r9ANSFORMER. Price 39/6.
NV,m,n1, to "
Wia•lil"
specification,
with
Seeondary voltages adjusted as follows:—
(a) 2100.210 %rolls
to carry 40 1121.a, for plate Rectifying Valve.
PS 5 volts r6 maps. (centre-tapped) for filament
Rectifying Valve.
(c) 4volts 3amps. I..T. Raw A.C. tor heater elements
of three indirectly heated cathode valves.
(d) 5'5 volts xamp. (centre-tapped) I..T. Raw A.C. for
filament of output valve.
(l.A." CHOKE. PRICE 12/8.
For use in the smoothing circuit of the rectifying unit
incorporating "VV.W.S." Transformer.
Inductance of
appro‘imately 35 henries at maximum D.C. load of
5o m.
Itc ,, tatp•e 3s ohms.

"RADIELLE"
Transformer
Type "T.1 "
for H.T.
Power Unit
up to 50 m a.
and

supply

L.T.RawA.C.
4volts
4 amps.

E
Q ELITE/1ST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers are ol
Preve,1 efficiency and recognised. as lbe best
obtainable.
Sold direct from address below, or from
dealers in 10 countries.
14 days' approval.

S
E
H
U

S
"Wireless World" Reader Prefers a Baker's
THEElectro
Magnet, because the highly efficient unit

used is correctly designed, and by the use of special
steel a high degree of magnetisation is obtained result.
Mg in louder signala without, the neeessity of an
elaborate amplifier requiring high voltages.

A
D
Coil Speakers are of
Ø011andMoving
appreciated everywhere.

the Highest Grade.
Radio enthusiasts
from all parts have sent their unsolicited and written
testimony rif the high efficiency and magnificent performance achieved.
THE RADIELLE COMPANY LIMITED MOVING Coil Speakers, manufactured by Baker's
18a Haverstock Hill, Chalk Farm, London, N.W.3 .111. Settlers': Radio, are of pro5ed efficiency.
(facing Chalk Farm Tube Station).
N Receipt of a Postcard, our new 36 page booklet
will be sent at °,'e.
Telephone: Hampstead 193 j
uor.trur.
,with natural reproduction of both speech
-—
-—
V and music, obtained from Baker's speakers.

37/6

From "The Amateur Photographer."

O

all Cases we are Happy to Advise You on
INpoint
concerning loud speaker reproduction.

any

MEW Centreing Devices are Available which overcome
•LI all difficulties of centreing.
IVES Pleasure lo all Music Lovers, Baker's moving
coil speakers are bring used for "Talkies." in
leading restaurants and hotels. by manufacturers of
radio-gramophone receivers, and fur all purposes where
volume and clarity of reproduction is essential.

G

at our Works at Croydon and Examine all
CALL
Models; you will be convinced of their superiority,
UR Moving Coil Speakers, with floating diaphragm,
O were the first made in Ibis country.
Inc use wills the Megavox Three or the MolIDEAL
lard S.C. I' Master Three, with pentode coil.
OW to High Notes are Reproduced with a tone
L quality of an entirely new order, and with arange

covering the entire musical scale
Directly you boar
a linlzur's \loving Coil Speaker you are impressed by
the brilliance of reproduction and the natural tone.

L ISTEN

in with a Baker's Moving Coll Speaker.

OItiCINAL

U

Pioneers at Moving Coil Loud-speakers,
Bakers' Selhurst Radio.
SE» by True Lovers of Music the World Over.

D

11•T'Ell ENT Instruments and Voices have delicate
tone differences whirls may be called north's'.
colour, or timbre, and are canned by harmonics of
higher pitches which are added to the fundamental
notes; Baker's movi rig coil speakers are designed to reprotium: these different shades of tone, that is why
they are preferred to all other makes.

DOMIN/ON SLOW MOTION DIAL
Brownie are now producing 200) Dominion
Vernier Dials aday. That is why it is possible
to offer this high-grad: dial at the wonderful
price of 3/6.
The mechanism is a special non back lees
design with a reduction ratio which make,
fine tuning easy without becoming tedious.
Finished in plain black or beautifully graine
mahogany Bakelite.

SEI.E.00
obtainable.
toils
Moving Coils are recognised as the
IDERMANENT Magneto Speakers, made by Baker's,
retain their magnetism.
VERY Model can be Supplied as a Complete
Speaker, ready to connect to receiver if desired.

E

A LL Baker's Moving Coil Speakers are manufactured
1-3- throughout at Croydon, and are British.
UY to Realistic Reproduction, Baker's moving coil
speakers.
"LIVERY "Wireless World" reader should procure a
.121 copy of our new booklet.

J(
R

EAD Our Free 36 Page Booklet To-day.

to
SEND
South

Baker's Selburst Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd..
Norwood, S.E.25 (Tel.: Croydon 1618), or
rail at our Works (always open), 24, Cherry Orchard
Pd., East rrOV ,1011 115 minutes non-stop from Victoria
or London Bridge.
1'0231
Mention

of

For Every User
of a Camera!
Every camera owner can get
more pleasure out of photo=
graphy and better results by
reading "The Amateur Photoa
grapher" regularly.
The "A.P." caters for all
photographers, including bee
ginners and advanced workers
and contains Lessons
for
; Beginners; Free Criticism of
1 Readers' Prints; Answers to
I Queries; Regular Competitions
and a weekly Art Supplement
of
particular
interest
to
pictorial workers.

/
L

oOodloobv••••••••••••••Oreadoreo•••••••••••••••••••••••••ege....

heAMATEUR

HOTOGRAPHER

C lN E',
AT °GIL A PHER
...The Journal for Everybody wills a Comore...

Every Wednesday 3d.
RIPPE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset Rouse, Tudor Street, London, R.C.4,
W.W.37a.

Ihe IVireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure Prompt attention.
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Louespeakers.—Contd.

is the Webson 11.8.7 Moving Coil Loud-speaker
TY used as a standard in the principal laboratories
of the wireless trade?
wiry je the Webson 11.8.7 Moving Coil Loud-speaker
77 used by manufacturers of high grade radio-gramophone sets?

Roue. £6 model, perfect order,. unsoiled; £4,
I
3.s.A.
or near. demonstrated evenings.--.L., 9, Cromartie

wxy

1141., N.19.

15760

1.7011 Sale, Ampliou Lion, mahogany, new; cost 10
guineas, will aucept £7; a perfect speaker.-Thone
Mr. Bradley, Metropolitan 8803.
[5738

B

ECAUSE the Wesson 11.13.7 la designed and made
for the use of musical critics to whom only the
finest possible reproduction is good enough.
TA-AVE you heard a Webson Moving Coil Speaker?
If not, to tin so will be a revelation.
Q END sor Particulars to Star Engineering, Didshurv,
Manehester.
'Phone: Didsbury 1785, or, if in
London, ask Alexander Black, the Wireless Doctor,
2e. Woodville Grove, Loudon, N.16 to give you a
demonstration.
(5 631

VALVES.
BARGAIN.-Marconi valves, practically new, changing to mains valves; D.E.II. 610, 6/-; D.E.L. 610.
'-; Il L. 610. 6'-; P. 625. 8,•; F.(l-3. °manta«
unit, 17/ 6.-Withers. Oak Avenue, Romiley, Ches.
(5766

COMPONENTS

ETC., FOR SALE.

Bargains
Ba
in Well
W
Know n Balanced Arm,,63 1
Stare Cuits,
shop
soiled only,
Ormond, 11 6;
Triotron, 14t-; Blue Spot, 21/-; Whitley Bonehani,
11/6.-Douglas Briggs, A.M.I.E.E., Austin Friars, Newport, Mon.
[5722

AalPLION
Martin,
den, Glos.

A.R.19, recently overhauled: £1110.Woodrefte, Westington, Chipping Camp[5757

E
13

Ca EPEES Wanted for New Zampa Moving Coil L.S.
Unit. 200-250 volts, D.C., list price 47.-A.
Lindsay, 105 Byres Rd., Partick, Glasgow.
[5765

POCH.
l'OCH.
E l'OCH.
E POCH by Deferred Payments.
E POCH.
responsible householder ran obtain
E OCII.-Any
any type Epoch moving coil speaker by easy
E

RI EFLY, here is Appleby's service - simple ,
straightforward, fair; a not too dull brochure.
more hilly descriptive, will be sent to you immediately
upon request.

I3

'WE Supply Practically all the Leading Lines of
77 Batik. Apparatus at current list prices, and make
no carriage charges except on accumulators and batteries and exceptionally bulky articles.

I

F You Wish, we will take in part exchange any
branded receiver, component or loud-speaker. for
which you have no further use, providing suds is
reasonably modern and in workable condition.

Y

MO

Make Fair Offers, we must see the material;
ou receipt of a parcel, which must contain a
list of contents and name of sender, we will send our
offer, which is as an allowance from an order tor
new rectuirements totalling not less than twice the
allowance ,-but, it is fair,
ln the unlikely event of
no agreement being reached, we will return potin
material carriage paid.
We cannot execute part exchange orders of less than 10/- nett cash value, that
is. after part exchange allowance has been deducted.

They are without equal.

G

OODMAN'S Cone Chassis Assembli es , th e cone
fitted to which are unique, by reason of Good,
man's exclusive doping processes, can be fitted with
any cone unit in 2 minutes; new model, 12/6: enthusiastie users write

A CURSORY Analysis into points
all
relation and psychological effect.,
of part exchange proves iuteresting.

Plumstead, writes: The cone chassis is workel ing splendidly.
It is quite capable of handling
the full output of my Everyman Emir, and its response
to faint signals and purity of reproduction are far
in advance of anything in cone speakers I have previously obtainect.

T

yLLUSTRATEI)

MODEL

OLD PRICE

C. 10

£5 10 0

Suspension Leather, for ;fixing cones to
moving coil or reed units, as supplied to principal makers; 2/. sq. It,, 1/6 tOin. s, tiare; segments
up to 12in, cone 9d. for 4; all post free, cash will.
order.-Dilley, 8, Ashby Rd.. Essex td., N.1. C:i..
sold 0736.
[5652

C.

14

£13 10 0

the best loud-speaker,

C.

24

£24

DONOTONE,
y_TEA it

All the Loud-speakers Advertised, than come
.11. :I r1,1 hey a
DONOTONE.

DEMONSTRATIONS Daily.
40 .Fui-nival St., liolbora,

E.C.4.

DONOTONE,

the best loud-speaker.
(5869
Old Loud-speaker Taken in l'art Pa ymen t
for the Latest Tyne; see our advert. under 01llinn
Receivers for Sale.-Scientific Develop [lent Co., 51,
)'ishergate, Preston.
[0227

YOUR

1.

C. 12

£7

50

00

NEW PRICE

£3 150
£5 126
£11 00
£20 00

These substantial reductions
are made possible only by
reason of the greatly improved production facilities,
made available in the newanii
extensive Ceicstion factory.
Obtainable front any highclass Radio Dealer.
IVrite for free Booklet lo:
CELESTION, LTD., Dept. C,
KINGSTON. ON -THAMES.

mahogany cabinet.
1,4, amp,
trickle
charger. 200-250 main, for alios-e;
straight line
transformer; £10 hit; would tell sepaiately.-Crawley,
41. Hatfield Rd., Watford.
[5751
A5

economical
these terms

0INT One.-The ternis have existed since the inauguration of radio part exchange several years
ago.
Their suitability may be ganged by the fact
that we have served thirty-nine more part exchange
customers, in the ball year ending, lime 29th. 1929,
than in the whole of the year 1928.
That 87X
customers have repeated their first transaction, and
46X customers have put through five or more transactions.
POINT Two.-We must see the material.
Making
1
offers for material wc have not seen proves inadequate, indefinite and misleading.
It helps no
one and progresses nowhere. Upon reflection, this is
obvious, as the value of an article greatly &Mulish'
on its condition and production age.
The likelihood
ol receiving, an inadequate offer for material sent to
us can be determined by the fact that our rejected
offers are, and always have been, below 1Z.

P

01
Three.-Twice the allowance.
This stipula.
ion ensures you a fair utter always.
The more
we offer you, the more s'il ultimately spend with us.
rheyerere, in our ewn interest,
as much as yours,
we oiler the maximum market value.

mint

do not require you to purchase to the value
VT of twice the allow:seise immediately.
If you require a lesser value half the cost is payable in cash
and the balance of credit due will await use at your
convenience.
Virtually, the system is a radio bank,
Material ntay be deposited against a credit note, arid
no purchase made for sesseral months. For those whose
affairs take them periodically abroad this is particularly useful.
Four.-Appleby's part exchange service is
pO1NT
conducted
preinisco separate for the purpose,
in

QILK Gauze, finest quality, gold or silver; 1/3 sq.
ft, post free-Douglas Briggs, A.M.I.R.E., Austin Friars, Newport, Mon.
[5723
Moving Coil, in
M ARCONIPHONE
new,
cost £11111;
Ferranti

of
of

p

.WI_
Wendover. writes; It may in t
eres t you
t
i,
know that. 1 am using a (ioorlina is chasms, and
everyone 'oat-vets at, the reproduction.

wINEST

O Them, in the radio
Appleby's appeal; in
part exchange exists the most economical method
purchase.

T

of

Balanced

Lists Post Free from Goodman's. 27,
St., London, E.C.4.
[0066

Eux
ec
n
he age.

inoie.

writes:
You
certainly
merit
congratulations
on
placing hie P.0.3. on the market.
At the last Manchester Exhibition it came under the notice of my
friends and self. and there was nothing at that Exhibition ohieh excelled the P.0.3.
Leoisliam. writes: Upon test this is a very
1
line unit.
Although 1 have tried several, for
purity of tone and faithful reproduction over the
whole musical range, it is better than them all.
I
congratulate you upon the production of a unit, which
marks a definite advance in the efficient.), of the cone
anon ker unit.

Farringdon

Part

T

Unsolicited Appreciations Testify to
ABSOLUTELY
the Definite Superiority of Goothrian's Products!!
the P.0.3 Double Acting 4.pole
Reed
OrUnit
(25/- type), W.B.. Old Trafford, Manchester,

writes:

ile rov I
erse
i
r erael:siivasth a i
f!ga
i ai: e

HERE are those whose &esthetic tastes revolt when
confronted by cheap production, whose mentality
allows of tin pretenie, to whom rash promises are a
vulgarity and colourful offers a bore; who require
£1 worth ol value for every £1 expenditure, and
know full well that no living being can give them

terms; no references, no interest.-Particulars from
Mr. Laserson, 110, Cannon St., E.0.4.
[5518

Doncaster,

AMwrD

N

E

British labour of proved integrity. British
capital and British behaviour.
ft is the original
part exchange service-and a known quantity.

employing

THE VERY SOUL OF MUSIC

A

PPLEBY'S, specialists in distribution by mail and
the originators of radio tart exchange, Number
Forty-four in Chapel St., Marylebone. London, N.W.1
(station opposite. Edgware lid_ Metropolitan Railway). Tel.: Paddington 8828 (3 lisies).
[0316

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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You want an "ELECTRADIX"
Radio Tester to get exact results.
•
The

B

ELLING-LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
an expert finish to any home-constructed set;
catalogue post. free.-Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queenswav
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
[0018

SELECTIVITY UNIT
(PATENT PENDING)

"TOUR Old Components Taken in Part Payment
-I.
for Latest Type; see) our admit. In column
Receivers for Sale-Scientific Development Co., 51,
Fishergate, Preston.
[0228

600un1.!d
er

turers).

Stock,
OLDgraphic
II' ;race,

DIX-ONEMETER

Coila uPlin trovettneotht;
ers See
(Maan
du
vfart
i
::
[5719

componente, sets, chargers. etc.. photo.
to clear.-Box 2446. cio The
Warta.
[5726

Wire Ammeters. 0-1 amp.. 4/-; 0-05 amp.,
3/-; 3-range instruments in oak case, 5in. Scale.
0.5 milliamp and 0-12-240 volts. 200 ohms per volt..
45/-; instrument
repairs and alterations of every
description; any item 7 days' approval against cash.
The Virtu Electrical C's., 47, High St., Battersea.
S.W.11.
Established 1910.
[5180

Telephone City 0191.

BAKERS

C
(L.F.).-Chnite coils, excellent
CllOKES
ing, tip to 20 millitimps. 2/-; special

READY RADIO,

159, Borough High Street,
London Bridge, S.E.1.

fl

SUPER
Microphones, as used in the construction of
the fog compass described in - The Tintes " of

s

July 16, ri vast improvement over all other types and
ont-of-date Government surplus, snore sensitive than
the human ear, each instrument fitted with a 3ft.
silk flexible conneeting cool, 6/6; microphone transfonner for some. 2/-; small 10 ohms earpiece for use
with Super microphone instead of transformer. 6/-.-

"

P

REPAIRS

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphone; repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair.
Post Free.

‘
1
4

Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO..
Dept. W.
tà,214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, 8.W.19.411

V
Ite1 71.1.,
Directions for rising Above Instruments for
many purposes, and diagrams of connections free•
all goods guaranteed, and despatched by return post;
free export advice
on
all
matters
microphonic.Predk. Adolph. Microphone Manufacturer, 27, Fitzroy
St.. London, W.I.
'Phone: M UFC11/11 8329.5

MISCELLANEOUS.

'

El AST Payments.-We supply, by easy payments,
-1-:J components, accessories and sets, any make- 10%
down, balanite spread over 10 months.--Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co.. 11. Ont
Lane, London E.C.2.
[0097

e

tt
euvit4 se•

RADIO .... ......... ---..

XPERI3IENTER Offers the Following New Comlaments: -2 I..S. SA, latest type. niatened valves. ,
25/. oath. sell 161- each; 1 A.F.5C Ferranti transitanier, cost 35r-, sell 22/6; other itomponents slightly
'1,i', at ono quarter list prices. comprise: wave traps, 1
ammeters, Milliammeters, condensers, valves, resistors,
volume controls, microphones, all the very beet makes;
write list -i. Balmoral Terrace, Gateshead.
[5748

1011I.V Sensitive Microphones for Transmitting
Speech anal Music over a Distance, through loudspeaker or headphones, splendid instruments for mak
ing detectaphone. deaf . aid, lonil-speaking telephone,
announcements
through loud-speaker,
amplifier
for
crystal or valve set. experiments..-Below.

,
%net11.,

6S

for smoothheavy duty
chokes tor 100 to 200 milliamps at 13/6 and 18/- respectively; any article on approval against cash.Huggins, Radio Engineer, Clacton-on-Sea.
[50110

VADA 5-valve, inlaid mahogany cabinet,
built-in
loud-speaker, fretted front, shelf for batteries,
all
enclosed. 30/-; full size
load-speaker
(horn),
Edison Bell or Heart unit, 10/-.-Box 2530, do The
W Welt'«
[5759

Telephone: Hop 5555.

".
•
::i:ri i:.i::i ;::::::

Addressed Envelope for August
Sale List.
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.

wound,

£3110; valves, 8625, 1'.M.256,
tR.5A, each
7/6;
P.31.6D, P.M 55. DE.11.610, each
2 Utility slow
and quick motion dials, 0.0005 and 0.00035, variable
condense>, Climax trioeular nod teams 'H.F. chokes;
ail 3/6 each.--Box 2528, c/o Tite Wireless W orld. (5743

o

Catalogue, 4d.
Send Stamped

0NDENSERS, 2 mid., 2/6; 4 mkt, 4/6; guaranteed; tested 500 volts._Below.

Sole. L.T. and am. charger, 120 volt and 6 volt
F0Itaccumulators,
in excellent condition, emit £9, sell

"i'

Recorders, Relays, Special Apparatos for Transmission arid Testing. Dynamos and Motors, all sizes.
Bridges. Calvos, Switch and Control Gear of every
description in stock.
Now ready. New Edition of 72 page Illustrated

boxes of all sizes made to order, prices on application.
Rigby anti Woolfenden, Sheet Metal Workers, Rochdale.
[5455
T3OTENTIAL
Dividers,
10.000,
15.000,
20,000,
J.
25.000. and 30.000 ohms, 5 variable tappings;
2, - (Natl.-Below.

PRICE 90

O

WONDERFUL STOCK OF RADIO AND
SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS.
Send us your inquiries for Moving Coil Speakers,
Mains Sets. Chokes, Cramo-motors, Microphones,

Screening Boxes for Kilo-Mag Four, 27.'6
COPPER
each, cash with order; also copper screening

A .W. Linnen Speaker, Precision job, 15/.; S.M. 'Inds,
AW- 2 Brownie, Si-; 2 Lotus, 71-; 3 Itiownie valve
holders, 2/6, all new; 2 Ormond condensers, 0.0003,
brass vanes, 12/6 pair, cost 25!-; Climax }Le choke,
4 .; 2 Lotus coil holders, 316 ca,11; 2 others, 2-may,
2/6, 3-way, 3;6; Deuce portable gramophone, 10 records,
35/-; exchange for Il.T. aecumulator, 120 volts.-Box
2477, el° Tar Wireless World.
[5737

'0: .. . .i.o

.

A

METERS.
Meters-Pdilliamp. and ampmeters, re-LVA calibrated and shunts provided, voltmeters fitted
with resistances for higher ranges, send meters for
estimates.-Chester Bros., 244, Deist« Lune, London.
E.8.
(5240

By using the Ready Radio Selectivity
Unit you can give the "cold shoulder"
to all unwanted stations. It employs a
new principle which incorporates a
variable capacity between astatic coils
and an H.F. by-pass, on account of
which it is immeasurably superior to
all forms of apparatus which have
endeavoured to overcome the interference problem.

Price: "DIX.ONEMETER,"

£4 10s.

!TOT

The Cold
_,Z
51 t
ose
dder

'

in case, reading 40 rnicroamps.
per div.. with 5 Multipliers,

.goods

13noTENTIAL Dividers, heavy duty, wire
15,000 ohms, 7 tappings; 6/6.-Below.

is the Highest Grade possible.
Used in Admiralty, L.C.C..
G.P.O., and the 'Varsities.

THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS
OF MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKERS
Pelage /39. SELHURST ROAD. S. NORWOOD. sets.
works. (Always Open) 42, Cherry Orchard Rost E. Croydon.

SAVE 'YOUR ACCUMULATORS
r

Double the life of your cells!
Avail being fet
down by a run-out accumulator. Simmers tell
you the exact state of your battery and wars you
when it needs recharging. Just drop them in and
leave them to it.
1!- per carton front most dealers or 1/3 pes: Ire,
from actual makers.
FIDDIAN RAWTREE & CO., OakI.ill RI., Sutton

Moving Coil Results
LISTENER THREE DOUBLE
LINEN DIAPHRAGM
"Amateur Wireless "

se Cabinets for same. Bluespot, Triotron
W.B. Units.
Factors and Trade enquiries only,
Manufacturers, PERSEUS RADIO MFG. CO.
W.W. BURTON-ON-TRENT.

P

cow

rt
rmErtS

,
'

IL'

IMPROVE SELECTIVITY.
TRY THEM.
"rd for Pohl, Calainque (111

VVI NGROVE &
ROGERS
188-189, STRAND, LONDON. W.C.2.

LTO.,

"Build your own Dry Batteries."

A New Wireless Hobby.
We supply super capacity Dry
your ,,,vn dry battery at home.
Thii is the best and cheapest
Super C“pacity cells. each 1'3
Send lid. stamp for Booklet,
at Home, - to-

Cells and all pane for building
form of H.T. yet offered.
Colts 22 mIllinrups, all per dor.
"How to Build a Dry Battery

THE LEYTON BATTERY CO., SOS, Church Rd.. Layton, E.10.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Miscellaneous—Contd.

Wanted. —Contd.

A
F

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
A"
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
by Radio Society td Great Britain and Wireless
League; old
sets of every typo repaired, rebuilt,
modernised; send set for immediate quotation.
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co—New sets Constructed
A-7
with your components or parts supplied by. us;
guaranteed finest workmanship; we specialise in
The
Wireless World " circuits,
high grade
radio-gramophone apparatus, etc.; let it inean something to you
that
we have sal isfied customers throughout the
British Isles I London service; experienced engineers
sent to all paria ' portable sets demonstrated.—Tel.:
Tudor 5326. llalliwick Parade, kfuswell Ilill, London.
N.10.
(0262
METERS. Meters—Millie um. and ampmeters, recalibrated and shunta provided, voltmeters fitted
with resistances for higher ranges, send meters for
estintates.—Chester Bros., 244, Dalston Laue, London,
(5290
Your Set is not lust as it ought to be, send for
Allan Martin, the radio doctor; moderate charges
with satisfaction; sets rebuilt and modernised if desired; Greater London only.-82, Einehicy Park. N.12.
[4959
NGINEERS.—Do you realise that. at the last examination 86% of our candidates passed at the first
attempt.
We alone guarantee No Pass, No Fee.
Why
should you remain in the ranks? Investigate our ser.
veo. Our handbook
Engineering Opportunities," contains brilliant articles by Professor A. M. Low, shows
how to pass
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A. kf .1. A. E., C. It G., G. P.O., NI at Tic.
et e., exams.,
and outlines courses in all branches of CUR, Mechanical, Electrical, Wireless and Motor Engineering. Send
for free copy to-day (state subject or examination).—
British Institute of Engineering Technology, 87, Shakespeare house. 29-31, Oxford St., London, W.I.
[5465

E

LEXAN DER BLACK, the Wireless Doctor, is out
forwarded
.£3 of town
and until
attended
August
to.-2a,
15th,•
W oodville
all letters
Grove,
will
N.16.
be
VOUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Pay[m
02
c7
n7
t
for Latest Type; see our advert, in column
Receivers for Sale.—Scientific Development Co.. 51.
Fishergate, Preston.
[0229

MerNIL:et?'EM

with

co
f
or
lle?VP di
tTtuse;eri
cont
i
cr leet
magneto, suitable for headlight also; 19/o; c.o.d..—Box
2469, rio TA. Wireless World.
[5736

PATENTS.

Proprietor of British Patent No. 251521,
THEOctober
9. 1925, relatim to Improvements in

dated
Wireless Antenna, is desirous ot entering into arrangements
by way of a livens: or otherwise on reasonable terms
for the purpose ot exploiting the above Patent and
ensuring its practitxd working in Great Britain.—All
enquiries to he :iddre,,ed to Mr. B. Singer, Woolworth
Building, New York City, N.Y., U.S.A.
[5744

PATENT AGENTS.
"DATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.—
Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G.I3.
and
A.M.I.R.E.), 51-52,
Chancery Lane, London,
W C.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525.
[0001

K iNG'S
toria

PATENT A(tENCY, Ltd., 146a, Queen VicSt., lE.C.4.—Free advice and handbook on
patenting inventiOns and registering trade marks by
registered agent with 43 years' experience.
(0002

NODE Converter, 12 volt input, 300 volt 50 milli.
amp output—Littledown, Uhiddingford, buitre)'.
(5736
ERRANTI 25-1 Output Transformer, heavy luty
choke, high resistance potentiometer —Watlace
119, Chorlt ot Rd., Manchester.

ECOPHON E Slow Motion 0.0005, Igranie M56
i
7
cre
2
0-00005.—Eilburn, 30, Newton
St.,
Bensbani,
Gateshead.
[5760

AGENCIES.
A GENTS Wanted. spare time, wireless experience, to
.C3,. demonstrate and sell the world's best and cheapest
3-valve set. —Mug-Radio, 112, Warstone Lane, Birmingham.
[2667
EXCHANGE.
‘70IIR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment
J.
for Latest Type; see our advert, in column
Reeeivers for Sale. -Scientific .Development Co., 51,
Fidlergate, Presto++.
[0230
M—L Rotary Transformer
smoothing

Type

"E"

and

circuit.

M L Rotary Transformers
provide
the
only means of obtaining
a higher voltage than
that of the Mains, when
only D.0
Mains are
available. They can even
be used to step up the
voltage of a low tension
accumulator,
and
are
thus especially suitable
for
Portable
Public
Address Apparatus.

As supplied to all the
Leading
GramophoneRadio Apparatus Manufacturers throughout the
world.

E

NCH AN( E El eadphoues, R. C. C. unit, rheostats coils,
eoinlensers, etc., for accumulator, folding tripod,
or anything useful.—J. Race, 2, Norton St., Wisdom
KeighleY.
[5747
XCHANGE Knitting Machine, cost £10, for purl'
I_4 able wireless.—Baker, 138, Church Rd., Battersea, S.W.11.
[5756
'VIVO D.E.P.215 and R.I. Varley Push-Pull Output
1
for pentode and transformer; cash adjustment or
sell.--Offers to G. A. Thearle. Freshwater, Isle of
Wight.
[5752

SITUATIONS VACANT.
W
IRELESS
Operating
Appoint ments
Assured;
77 short qualifying course, day, evening; fees payable after appointment for boarding students; Morse
classes—Manager. Wireless School, 21, Manor Garse
3f
6
m8.
London, N.7.
Archway 3694.

C

11ANNEL ISLANDS.--Thoronably efficient noun requitted, expert in all mains receivers, amplifit•rx,
and eonstruet ion of sets; eongenial punition offered;
fare pail—Box 2520, clo The frirelese World.
15746

rIVIL

SERVICE
CO3IMISSION.—Fortherming
Examination
Assistant Superintendent of
Traffic (Class II) in the toniir 11 Tv Irphou
Serviee
mid Mule Asqstant Truffle Supetintendent in tla, pmvinees, General Post. Oftlee (18-23, with extenspin for
semita in 11.31. Forum). Regulatiens and ninth: tiers,
together with tho forms on whi+1+ application, must
be made, will lie sent in response to requests (preferably by postcard) addressed to the Secretary, Civil Service Commission. Burlington (linden', London, W.I.
The let,-.t chute for the receipt of aPPlieution fooll ,
‘ is
August 29th.
[5449

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Y

OUNG Man, 21, wireless officer largo liner, desire+,
position ashore, wireless, any rapacity, tenis 'sent,
good prospects; sound technieal and Practical modern
experienee.--Box 2300, c/o The If' relree
arid.
[5623

A

DVERTISER with First Class Technical Knowledge and Practical Ability, wants part time work
or out-work, anything undertaken, wireless repairs a
speciality.—Box 2529, cio Th, Wireless Wurld.
[5758

REPAIR'S.
SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
SCOTT
doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous

column.

10263

T

ELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies All Our
Repairs; any make of L.F. transformer, headphones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 4/• post free; don't discard if burnt out;
terms to trade.—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.).
214. High St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
f0011
STO N-ON-T1 tAll ES.—Loud-speakers,
phones,
K 1NG
transformers, repaired; 4!- post free-111 inter,
156, Cambridge Rd.

'Phone:

Kingston 4665.

[4832

EPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure «die
R
-Lb Met ten send reinithince after approval of wane—

Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
T Ot71).SPEAKEltS. headphones, rewound to any resistanec and reinagnetised, 3/-; transformers rewound, 4I-; Blue Spots, Tiiotrons, and 4-pole units,
4/6; work guaranteed.—Ieeds Wireless Repair Servire.
5. Boston liare. Green ltd.. Leeds.
[5666
G uARANTEED Repaies by Ex ()eds.—Bond-speakers.
lce(lislsr,fle... roue unit a, eickmps, any make or
type, rewound, Tr:magnetise:I and ailjuated; neat Ire ,
4/-:
transformers and chokes rewound from 4 pest free.—Howell, 42. Fotheringhain Rd., Enfield,
Middlesex.
[5763

WANTED.
'WANTED, gears for Faltograph picture receiver, or
TV
lull dimensions tor nicking MM.—Jackson, Fern
Louse, Blake Hall ltd., E.11.
(5621

A

YOUNG Gentleman, keen, requires at once able
tutor to assist him in acquiring a good general
knowledge of radio; con give Fiiday evening. most of
week-ends. and one hour daily; tee must be reasonable;
go anywhere suit tutor not fur from town—Box 2500,
e,O The Wireless World.
15741

A7
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BOOKS,

See
"WIRELESS
WORLD"
Laboratory
Report of July 3rd, 1929.

INSTRUCTION,

ETC.

by
STEP
theory

Step Wireless. a complete course of the
of electricity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus. eliminators, circuits, etc..
with extracts horn a designer's notebook, giving up-todate practical application; issued weekly. vend 1/. p.o,
for first 4 weeks.—Clifforri Pressland.
Dept.. W.W., Hampton on:Thames.
10195

W

Send for particulars of
M-L Anode Converters,
Rotary Transformers, and
Motor Generator Sets.

EI' 11.T. Batteries are now a proved success;
write for sew illustrated booklet, giving cost
and method of building and maintaining tree; mention paper.—Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
(00 77
Guide on Patents.--T. A. A..
253 (
W I Gray's Inn Rd., Let don, W.0.1.
[4127

ece

core
M-L MAGNETO SYND.
Radio

Dept.,
Phone:

Ltd.,

COVENTRY.
5001.

PORTA BLE
CABINETS.

Outside measurements
l7X
x
Beautifully covered in Rexine Leathercloth in Anth' tte, Maroon, Black, Blue, etc.
Fitted leather handle, 13;9 to clear.
Manufacturer giving up business.
Ready to take away.
COME EARLY.
Various other comp,ients at give-away
prices. Come and see! List on request.
Apply "C" (Hours 10 a.m. —7 p.m.)
75, Gascony Avenue,
West Ilampsiead, N.W.6.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accePled from firms we believe lo be thoroughly reliable.
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INSIST ON "Citzt4 SWITCHES
We can supply by RETURN POST
if your local dealer is out of stock.
SMALL ANTI -CAPACITY PATTERN
—ideal

for

Portable

Sets.

Entirely new design--very small
but possessing unique anti-capacity qualities. Arranged for panel
or baseboard mounting.

4/6

Supplied z to 6-pole change
over at prices from

wyiteList»

WILKINS AND WRIGHT LTD.,
"Utility"

Works,

Holyhead

Road,

Birmingham.

n

7

Tiv, interrupted

mtish suspension guarantees perfect antis
microph,mic features. No Valve-holder employing springs,
rubber or such-like makeshifts is in the sameelass. The
ART1C is the only one of its kind. We guarantee per fed
steadiness in all conditions of shook and vibration. E
costs Wag more, but it's worth a lot more.

TANNOY
‘

FUSE [O,LLLJCTPICAL
LIRILt Y
),Durham
_

•

A.C. MAINS SUPPLY UNITS /
Combined

H.T.

and L.T. Units from
for H.T. Units from

£5 12 6
£2 7 6

Components
components for L.T. Units from £1 18

Complete H.T. and L.T. Units also
available.
— GUARANTEED
Write,

Cr

ptooe

EFFICIENCY —
far

TULSENEEE MANUFACTURING Co.,
St., West Norwood, London, S.E.27

Dalton

'Phone

Streuriham 41731,

ti

BY SELLING DIRECT TO THE
/3
PUBLIC we can sell at 213 each .41
post free with P.O. remittance, Lark
or C.O.D. charge extra.
pod free.

ENTIRELY DIFFERENT PRINCIPLE
to any other Valve-holder—
World Patent
INTERRUPTED
MESH
SUSPENSION.
No SPRINGS. No
RUBBER USED.

UTILITY Switches offer you perfection—in design and finish. Don't
be persuaded to accept substitutes—.
UTILITY are absolutely tile best
value, and if your local dealer is out
of
stock we can fill
post orders
promptly.
UTILITY Dials and
Condensers will give you equal
satisfaction—all fully Guaranteed

,
•
YacktuwWorld

t
e
•
v it

er.

"d}lolor boatir‘g

4:*

tThe Leading British Yachting Journal
•
•
•
•:*

"THE

YACHTING WORLD"
deals
with
yachts and boats of all types and tonnages,
whether on the sea or inland waters.
Every
aspect of yachting and motor boating is covered
in an attractive and interesting manner.

•:*

Every Friday 6D,

4
. !METE & SONS Ltd., Dorset House, Tudor St., London, E.C.4
:•.:**:••:
••:
••> •:
• :".***:
• ':••••:
• :••:":•

•
•
•
•
••:•:**:••:••>e•
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MAKE FULL USE
of the capacity
you pay for!

CURRENT

TRANSFORMERS FOR ALL
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS, inc [tiding:

HEAVY DUTY
SMOOTHING CHOKES
rc tirarte, 100 M.A.

S')

„

100 M.A.

Price

Max. 700 M.A.
150 M.A.

35/...

Also from

Volts
9 Volts
12 Volts
14 Volts
20 %olts
200 Volts
230 Volts
2511 Volts
Price

Each

151—

lip
up
up
up
up
up
up
up

to 7 amps.
to 7 amps.
to 7 amps.
to 7 amps.
to 7 amps.
to 259 M.A.
to 250 M.A.
to 250 MA.

35 /_Each

Also from 15/—

enquirine please state voltage owl
frequency of supply.
For higher voltage outputs, with Multi
Low Tension Windings. prices on applica tion, stating eyed outputs required.

Obtainable from aour ?etailer or
from the mal¿erà.

William Bayliss Ltd.
Sheepcote Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
Malices also of Brass and Copper Tuber
and Wire.
Contractors to British an'
Colonial Governments, Railways, etc.

Why buy power
to Wat...?

L

THE MEETING PLACE
OF ALL THE
EXPERTS OF
THE WORLD
is

GREAT

the

GERMAN

WIRELESS

EXHIBITION
30th Aug.--8th Sept. 1929
Extended space—
enlarged contents.

Information and printed matter to be obtained from
the "Ausstellungs-, Messe- und Fremdenverkehrsamt
der Stadt Berlin,"
Konigin-Elisabeth-Strasse 22,
Berlin-Charlottenburg, Germany.

EAKY, old-fashioned H.T. Accumulators are
s a continuous expense. Electrical leakage
can sneak along their unbroken tops. They
may not hold their charge. Every time you
have them recharged (and they may need this
frequently) you will have to pay largely for
current which will waste away.
Oldham H.T. Accumulators seldom need recharging.
Their cells are
built separately.
Each one is separated from its neighbour by
an air.space. These air-spaces form an impossib le barrier to electrical leakage. Thus with
an Oldham H.T. Accumulator there is no waste..
Only Oldham HT. Accumulators use air-spaced
cells.
Write at once for free Booklet which
tells

you all

about them.

NOTE NEW PRICE.
OLDHAM 10 volt H.T.
UNIT, capacity 5500 mia,
complete

with

flex

and

two

wander plugs.

NOW

6P9

%mien seievicE

OLDHAM & SON LTD., DENTON. MANCHESTER.
London Office : 40, Wickl ,,w Street, King's Cross, W.t.

Glasgcre :goo, st. Vincent Street,

Tel.: Denton 301.
Tel.: Terminus 4446.
Tel.: Central 401f.

Ke

8 39 6

AcIvertisenzents for " The Wtreless World " are only accepted from Arms we believe to be thoroughly reltable.
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Enormous H.F. amplification without
the use of any external neutralising is
the outstanding advantage of the new
Mullard P.M. Screened Grid valve. So
great is this amplification factor—
actually from 60 to as much as 80 per
H.F. stage -that one Mullard Screened
Grid Valve may advantageously be
employed where two H.F. stages are
now necessary.
Moreover, reaction
can often be dispensed with entirely,
thus simplifying receiver design and
greatly improving quality.
The screened grid is additional to the
usual filament, grid and anode, and is
situated between the grid and the anode,
effectively screening one from the other
and reducing capacity feed back to a
minimum. The connection to the screen
is through the normal anode pin, the
anode bein:; connected to a terminal on
the top of the valve. Thus the Mullard
Screened Grid Valve can be plugged
into any standard type of valve-holder.

Mullard

PERFECTED
SCPEEINIED
GRID ViIIIIMES
BY
MALLARD
-GET DOUBLE
THE DISTANCE!
The lowest possible anode
and filament consumbtion
is achieved by the A<ilful
design and construction of
the new improved Mullard
Screened arid valve.

qThe 4volt (P.M.

14) takes
a filament current of only
0.075 amp, while the 2volt
valve
(P.M.
12) requires
no more than 0.15 amp.
This is due to months of
laboratov research, teting
and counter-testing and to
the remarkable efficiency
of the wonderful Mullard
P.M. filament.

THE •MASTER. •VALVE

Advert. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road. London, W.0 2.
i'ruâted for the Publishers, 11.1FY1( & St/NS Lie., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.c.4, by 1 be Cornwall l'ress Ltd., Paris Garden

Stamford Street, London,

S.11.1

Colonial and Foreign Agenle
Nearea—TIo. International Res* 1'0., 131. V.irick Stract. New Vert.
roast,. -W. II. 14111ith 4/ Sole. 248, Rue Itieol.. raro.
Hachette et Cie, km nesonsint. Parke.
Sumager —W. H. :Moth
I4011. 78. Marche au, Ilerbeii, Bruised.
II. Wheeler a,
ltosublay, Allahabail and Calcutta.
801.1711 AVIIICA--Cpratal News aria, ,Ltd.
AtnernaLla -uordon • Gulch, Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (N.H.W.). Brisbane (Gurenaland). Adelaide (S.A.), Perth (W.A.). and Launeeelon Campania
uaii.m—The American New , Co.. 1.41.. Toronto. Winnipeg. Vancouver. Montreal. Ottawa, st. John, Halifax, )hmilton; Gordon It Goteb, Ltd., Toronto; Inaperi. Neal, Co.
Toronto.
Montreal.
Winnipeg.
Vancouver.
Victoria.
Nu*
ituaLaliri—Gordon & Got ,h. Ltd.. Wellington. Auckland. Chrbitehureh and Dunedin.
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NEW

Reliable

in

GRID

DIT+

MAST ER.- VALVE

FOUR

resistances result
rich reception

ANODE

u arcl,

KILO-MAC

RIAS

NET.VICK
COUPLING UNITS
complete 51..

BIAS

MET-VICK
DETECTOR UNITS
complete zfet

METV IC K

METRO-VICK

SUPPLIES, LONDON, W.C.2

Prof. : .4s,ociale I Electrical Industries Lai

lilhitelinet for Saléty
(76

WHITEL1ME
VALVE HOLDER

PRICE

1/
9

Advt.

Telegraph
(:oruleneer
Co_
Ltd.,
Farm Rd.,!V_ Arlon, London. W.

RADIO WORKS. LETCHWORTH .HE RTS,

No. 520.

Vol. XXV.

No. 7.

M

9784.

.31.1111&—.
Copyright. negirthred on a Newspaper
for tresentission is the United Kingdom.
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PORTABLES

TRADE

MAlin

D
RY BAnfRIES
The ideal battery for the portable
set—because—

BATTERIES

WITH

Voi.rs.

Length.
53't in.
8; in.
lOg in.

60
100
•120

DUSTPROOF
Breadth.
6/ in.
61 In.
6/ in.

COVERS

AS

ABOVE.

Height.
311
,, in.
31'e in.
3 in.

15 6

-

SPECIAL STANDARD CAPACITY BATTERIES for PORTABLE SETS
(Loose lid type. tapped ev ry t volts,.
DIMENSIONS
Price
I
DISCHARGF. CURRENT
I VOL Ft.
opto:
Length.
Breadth.
Height.
13
12 Milliamperes
91
5l'i,
311r
100
08
14./—
12 Milliamperes
9;
5
3rir
1
..
• As specified for the "Europa Portable.
All the above batteries can be economically discharged at rates up t-,
12 milliamperes. not 6milliamps. as is usual for this size of battery.

Mention ut

It does not deteriorate whilst idle.
*It is capable of discharging at rates
higher than usually specified for the
same size of cells.
Its internal resistance FALLS during
discharge, thus de-coupling devices are
unnecessary.
It gives 60%-100% longer service according to the rate of discharge
It is a new, patent, no sal-ammoniac
battery.

The Wireless World,

—

• The great maiority at portable sets have batteries to) small
let them in order to reduce the size and weight of the set.
NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

PERTRIX LTD.
Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury Av., W.C.2.

when writing to advertisers,

will ensure prompt attention.
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THE HEART OF THE
SET IS IN THIS SIGN.
MAKE IT A MULLARD
EVERY TIME.

Advert: The Mullard Wireless Service Co, Ltd., MuHard House, Charing Cross Road, London,
Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only

W.C.2.

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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on all wavebands
from 20 to 2,000 metres.
The finest quality materials and the high-class workmanship used in the
manufacture of the LEWCOS H.F. CHOKE make it supreme. Its extraordinary efficiency may be gathered from the following test report taken from
"The Wireless World," 17/10/28.
Charts showing its performance and
leaflets will be sent on application.

WAVELENGTH
200
300

(metres)

IMPEDANCE (ohms)
12,500
21 Boo

45,500
500
214,000
1,600
"Self-resonance is well above 3,4m inetresandin circuit would probably approach 5,000 metres."
These tiziii
dermitHyi,lahljdu4 the Leweos choke in the Ir :lit rank of it ,class."

REGD.

HIGH
THE

LONDON

ELECTRIC

FREQUENCY CHOKE.

WIRE

COMPANY

Church Road, Leyton, London,
Trade Count( r

C. Àbie Sales:

AND

SMITHS

LIMITED,

E.Io.

7, Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, E.C.I.

111111111111;11111111111111111111111I1111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111 !1111111111111111111

CONDENSERS
COME

AND

CONDENSERS

but

G

PRICES:
*

Test Voltage 500 D.C.
Working Voltage 240
D.C. or 160 A.C.
'001 - •1 MFD.
25 MED.
•
1
2
9
4

„
„
.,
„

..

li6
. 1'9
2.. 2/2
.. 3/.. 4/... 5/-

HYDRA
stay on,
forever:
You can count the makers ot condensers
by the dozen — but the only condenser
that counts is HYDRA.
Because
HYDRA have been making condensers all the time—HYDRA
have never made anything but
condensers — HYDRA therefore
know more about the making of
condensers than the rest.
That is why HYDRA sales are
growing—that is why you too
should insist on HYDRA.

LOUIS
37.

HOLZMAN,

NEWMAN STREET
LONDON, WA.
'Phone: JI.evot 2641.

THE BEST OF THE
BRITISH UNITS.

18/6
complete

wit h cone
clamps and aluminium
brackets as shown, enabling
exact
centre
adjustment to be made.

Before you buy a unit for your cone speaker, send
for aleaflet on this Watmel Unit. Both in theory and
in practice this is the best unit yet turned out either in
this or in any other country.
Magnets of Cobalt Steel, pole pieces of turbo stalloy.
armature of best charcoal annealed iron, positive adjustment and true four pole action combine to make this a
unit of outstanding performance and sensitivity. Fully
descriptive folder free on application.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Mx.
Telephone: Edgware 0323.
P&T

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Newcomers _ •..
TWO

NEW

WESTINGHOUSE
ALL METAL RECTIFIERS
TYPES H.T.3 & H.T.'
H.T.3 gives 120 volts 20 m.a. D.C.
Price

21/-

H.T.4 gives 180 volts 30 m.a. D.C.
Price

37/6

which, together with the established models
shown below, form a group from which any
type of eliminator or charger, from 6 volts
to 350 volts, can be constructed.
Obtainable from Me makers or through any dealer.

The Westinghouse Brake
& Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross,
London, N.1.

TRANISFORMERS
Unprecedented
Popularity,
as
evidenced by the overwhelming
Demand for these efficient Corn.
ponents, should be a sure guide
when
selecting
Transformers.
Ratios 5-s or 3.1, shrouded and with detachable feet. ENTIRELY
BRITISH.
"RADIOGRA ND," 1216.
"ACE " a smaller
ins/rument specially designed for Portables), 818.
Obtainable everywhere.

TET.
SEN ELECTRIC CO .LTD ., MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM .

Al

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms, we believe to be thormiehly reliable.
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advertisers

" The

in

if

Wireless

World" write as follows

CURRENT

TRANSFORMERS FOR ALL
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS, including:
Volts
9 Volts
12 Volts
14 Volts
»Volts
200 Volts
230 Volts
250 Volts

HEAVY DUTY
SMOOTHING CHOKES
:O henries 100 MA. Max. 700 MA.
8)

„

100

„ 150 M.A.

35/_.

PriCe

Also
When enoini
f
I,quency ot

FrIce

Each

up
up
up
up
up
up
up
up

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

" We
would
like
to
take
this
opportunity of assuring you of our
faith in the results of advertising
in The Wireless World.' We have
inserted advertisements in several
journals from
time to time, but
The Wireless World' was the only
one which we can say achieved
results. The replies received from
the advertisements in your journal
surpassed even our expectations,
and consequently we have decided
to advertise in no other wireless
paper in the future."

7 amps.
7 amps.
7 amps.
7 amps.
7 amps.
25') M.A.
250 M.A.
250 M.A.

35/-

Each

Also from 15'-

from 15/!de:Ise state voltage and

For higher voltage outputs, wit«, Multi
Low Tension Windings, prices on applica tion, stating eeact outputs required.
Obtainable from rimer oetailer or
from thc maker,.

William Bayliss Ltd.

e

r4át,

MARSH & WRIGHT,

Sheepcote Street,

BIRIVIINGHAM.

10-15, Victoria Street,

Makers al:o al Brass and Copper Tube:
end Wire.
Contractors to British nui
Colonial Governments, Railways, etc.

fe

WEYMOUTH.
w.w. so.

191
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YachtiAgWorld
jourr‘al

Cli‘Cilloiorboatir‘g

The Leading British Yachting Journal
"THE YACHTING WORLD'.

YachtimWorld

•.

'nj ilotor

Boâii r\g jo\irN)l
14. IA
.1,10

•

...MO

deals in an attractive and informative manner with yachts
and

boats of

all

types

and

tonnages, whether on the sea or
on

inland

cruising,
practical

waters.

Racing,

deep-sea

seamanship

sailing,
and the

construction of small z.ratt are
among

the

chiet

subjects

of

interest, while, on the motor

THE

NEW

1930

"POPULAR"

boating side, the paper embraces

MODEL

the luxurious motor yacht, the

"WHITE SPOT" CONE CHASSIS
is

fitted

which

with

a fabric

results

reproduction

in

suspended

greatly

cabin cruiser, the runabout and
the outboard motor.

Cone

A feature smade of photographs
and drawings, and from tuna

improved

These new type diaphragms

to

can be obtained to fit any " Popular " model
" WHITE

SPOT"

CHASSIS, from

any

Derlir.

the

lines and cabila

SUBSCRIPTIONS: Home and Canada,
Lx .To .4, other countries abroad,
£
.
1. 12 . 6, per annum, post free.

PRICE 3/6 Each.
WOLVERHAMPTON DIECASTING CO.,
Great Hampton Street, WOLVERHAMPTON.

time

plans of sailing and motor erait
are included.

Every Friday 6D.
W

W.8 t

1LIFFE & SONS
House, Tudor Street,

LTD.,
Dorset
London, E.C.4.

Mention of " The Wireless World," wizen writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt allenlion.
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If you're a real "old
stager" in radio you will
remember "Writtle
Two Emma Toc," Capt.
P. P. Eckusley's station.
How his "Wrrrr-ittle"
used to thrill us ! Those
were the days!
The
B.B.C. first official transmission —via 21.0 —was
in 1922—" Writtle" days
were pre-B.B.C. days—
days when we knew only
"R" valves—long, cumbersome sliding tuners,
and hefty .001 variables.
In those days transmitting
and receiving gear dep:nded largely on T.C.C.
Condensers for their
cf ficiency.

EREIER!:.!Irgigl8MM1211111=01,352S3eSEdiraWii

FOR YOUR
PROTECTION

It's the same to-day—the
choice of serious experimenter and amateur alike
is T.C.C. Be guided by
them — ask for I.C.C.
always.

There is a T.C.C. Condenser Ar es-err purpose.
This is the .0003 int. Uplight Type Mica Con#11 use.,
pike
is.
iod.
Other capacities I; out
'000:
Inf. to '25 inf.
Prices 1J. tod. to i8s.od.

The amazing popularity of the Blue Spot
Unit has resulted in certain unscrupulous
persons taking advantage of the great
demand foi these units by passing off
certain units in plain boxes as Blue Spot
units.

e

ICL
COSIVENSE kS

Genuine Blue Spot units are retailed in
specially designed cartons, which are
clearly marked with the price 25,1- and
the famous Blue Spot trade mark. Every
genuine carton contains a 12 months
guarantee, and for your own protection
insist on the guaranteed and genuine
Blue Spot Unit—the unit that has revolutionised loudspeaker reception.
F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED,
204-6 Great Portland Street, London, W.1
Telehone : Museum 8630 (4

lines).

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Walcs: H. C.
RAWSON (SHEFFIELD & LONDON( LTD., zoo, LONDON ROAD,
SHEFFIELD: ¡es PRINCESS STREET, MANCHESTER.

Advt. 'Te'cgraph Condenser Co„ Ltd., Wales Farm Rd.. N. Acton. London. W.3

Advertisements for "The

97 83

Wireless World

—

Iffltrin.L

are only accepted from firms we believe to be t;iorozighly reliable.
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These three vital features are
built-in to the wonderful
Cossor Screened Grid Valve

INTERLOCKED
CONSTRUCTION
is the secret!
Because of its Interlocked Construction the Cossor Screened Grid Valve
is the most dependable and the most
robust Screened Grid Valve made
in Great Britain. Even the heaviest
shock cannot upset its wonderful
performance. Because ot their Interlocked Construction the elements of
the Cossor Screened Grid Valve
cannot vibrate or become loose.
They are rigidly and permanently

Made in 3 voltages
for use with 2-, 4-, or
6-volt Accumulators

braced together, top and bottom.
Even the hardest blow cannot disturb the perfect alignment of the
elements. As a result, every Cosser
Screened Grid Valve retains its
characteristics throughout its long
life.
For
any
Screened
Grid
Receiver choose Cosser.
There is no adequate substitute
for the Cossor system of Interlocked
Construction.
lactuttaat Data.
Omer 220 S.C. (2 volts., .2 apt..)
410
S.G.
14 ‘ollt.t,
.1
mops.)
413.1 610 S.C. 16 wilts, .1 tamp.)
Max Amok Volt, ISO, Iniiicdtiaco
200.000, Amplification Factor 200
Grid Biqa 1.5
•t matt anode

.It.. Prà. (say

»p.i 22 1

Cossor
Screened Grid
Valve

A. C Cow. Ltd., Highbury Grin, London, N.3

Get full details of this
wonderful Cossor Valve—
write for leaflet LW.

'OU&IHM9
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patents, readers

circuits

and apparatus described in these pages are covered by
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THE SCOUT MOVEMENT AND WIRELESS.

r

celebration of the coming-of-age of the Scout
Movement has focused all eyes on the magnifi, cent achievement of this organisation amongst all
nationalities throughout the world.
The main purpose of the Jamboree was to bring together units from all over the world so that they might
meet one another with common interests and so help to
confirm that comradeship which hitherto had been established but with barriers of distance to surmount.

f
—

and of how to construct and operate transmitting and
receiving apparatus were included as an essential part
of the Scouts' training. Every Scout headquarters could
have its short-wave station capable of communicating
with other headquarters in almost any part of the world,
and the interchange of messages through their own shortwave network would maintain as apermanency that personal contact which it has been the aim of the Jamboree
to bring about.
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Need for a Means of Communication.
Alt a time when wireless amateurs throughout the
world are showing that distance can so easily be annihilated and that communication from one end of the world
to the other is now possible even with very simple wireless apparatus, it would seem to us that the importance
of wireless to the Scout Movement cannot be overstated.
We are of the opinion that the Scout Movement would
be rnormously strengthened if a knowledge of wireless
le 3

Need for Official Encouragement.

We know that wireless is recognised amongst some
Scout units and that, in individual instances great proficiency has been attained, but we think there is opportunity for wireless to become of far greater importance
to the movement than ever it has been in the past if
once it is adopted officially at the Headquarters.
There shpuld be very little difficulty experienced in
obtaining the necessary sources of instruction for the
Scouts. Wireless to-day has become a subject of
almost " general knowledge," and every local Scout
group could readily obtain the services of a competent
wireless amateur, or the aid of the local radio society,
to give instruction and train the group in the theory
and operation of a wireless set.
The direction in which we foresee the greatest
stimulus to the development of wireless in the Scout
Movement would be in the provision of facilities which
would enable the units to converse with other units
abroad, and exchange greetings and compare notes on
their activities.
0000

THE NEW KILO-MAG FOUR.
NDER this title in the present issue a constructional design is given for an up-to-date revised
edition of this receiver which, on its merits, has
already proved so extremely popular.
The original
"Kilo-Mag Four" was described in The Wireless World
of October 24th and 31st last year, and the receiver has
been so successful that it was felt that the time had
come to provide a new design having as its particular
object the simplifying of the construction, since experience has shown that the previous design was apt to
give some trouble to the constructor, particularly in
the matter of assembling the components in the screening compartments.
On the question of performance of this receiver there
is no need for us to make any comment here, as the
design has already earned such a reputation for range,
selectivity, and quality.
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A Re.designed Model of a Popular
By H.

A

H.F.
—0.8

Fig.

Receiver.

F. SMITH

LMOST since the inception of broadcasting in this
country, a four-valve receiver has been the
favourite choice of the amateur in need of long
range and reasonable selectivity—this in spite of the
introduction of valves with vastly improved characteristics. The average three-valve set, even with the best
modern valves, is still hardly adequate for consistent
long-distance reception, although the better designs can
admittedly make a good showing when conditions are
reasonably good.
Our four-valve sets, in the great majority of cases,
include a single H.F. amplifier, detector, and two L.F.
amplifiers; the writer would venture the opinion that
there will be a distinct tendency in the near future for
this valve combination to give way to the alternative

H.F.

1929.

arrangement of two high-frequency stages followed by
a detector and a single L.F. valve. A receiver on these
lines is much more selective, and its capabilities in the
matter of volume are ample for all except the comparatively few wireless users who must have an exceptional
power output.
New Constructional Methods.

The original "Kilo-IVIag Four" 'was astraightforward
receiver to this specification, and represented an attempt
to obtain something approaching the theoretical maximum H.F. amplification. To this end, all circuits were
completely isolated, but no "frills" or complications
were introduced, barring those deemed to be necessary
in order to achieve stability. A conventional method of
construction was adopted,
and here we come to an ad+SCREEN
mitted weakness, although,
judged by the ordinary stan-4- H T.
dards applicable to a receiver of its type, it was not
difficult to build—indeed,
successful examples have
been made by the unskilled.
But it must be conceded that
modern cascade H.F. amplifiers call for radical changes
in the methods that have
served well. enough in the
Orr
L.F.
past for sets without metallic
di. •
•4shielding, or with only a
simple vertical screen; for—Ft T.
—LT.
tunately, the task of devising ascheme of construction

1.—Simplified diagram, showing the basic circuit arrangement, without ii*rnupling
devices, waveband switching, filament heating connections, etc.

'The Wireles9 World, Oct.
94th and 31st, 1928.
B
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New rile-Nag Four.—
for a modernised version of the original "Kilo-Mag
Four " has been removed from the writer's shoulders,
as Illze Wireless World technical staff has evolved atype
of container (described in the issues dated July loth and
July 24th) which at once removes all our difficulties.
The circuit of the new set, of which the essentials are
shown in Fig. r, differs from that of the original only in
details: such modifications as have been introduced tend
slightly to increase the total H.F. amplification obtainable. With the better valves of the ordinary type, the
title of the set may still fairly be considered as being
descriptive; à high-frequency magnification of about
i,000 times is readily obtainable, but this figure may be
greatly exceeded with the new battery valves shortly to
be available.

341
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reception, the long-wave windings of both primaries and
secondaries (which are connected in series) are shortcircuited by the switches S, and S,.
The detector valve operates on the anode bend principle, and derives its negative bias from a battery
common to the next stage; a decoupling resistance and
condenser (R s and C,) are included in this circuit in order
to prevent interaction. It will be observed that an L.F.
transformer is used to pass on the detector output to the
L.F. amplifier, and that an H.F. stopping choke, with
its by-pass condenser C9,is interposed between the valve
anode and this component. In addition, a variable
resistance, for volume control purposes, is connected
across its primary winding.
Nothing need be said of the connections of the output
valve, V,, beyond mentioning the fact that, as an addi-

SCREEN
+SCREEN.

01 ItT

T5

t
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2

s,

H.F.C.

ec,

"t9
Cg

s,

7

5

S3
-0.8.1

-0+1_ T
Fi
g. 2.—Complete circuit diagram. C1, C2, C3, 0.0003 mid.; Ci, C-„ C.1, C Z,Cp 0.1 mfd.; C,, 0.0005 mfd.; CI,,, C11, C12, 2 mfds.; R1 R2,
j, R i, 600 ohms;
R-, 10,000 ohms; Ftg, 20,000 ohms; 11 1, variable resistance, 0-200,000 ohms; It.,, 250,000 ohms; B., filament
rheostat, 30 ohms,
Lettering on coil terminals corresponds with that in other diagrams.

AS is now well known, the stage gain of an H.F.
amplifier is determined not only by the "goodness" of
the valve characteristics and on the thoroughness of the
precautions taken to minimise unwanted inter-circuit
couplings, but also by the effectiveness of the internal
valve screening; considerable advances have been made
in reducing residual inter-electrode capacity to an extraordinarily low figure.
It is easiest to trace out the features of the complete
circuit (Fig. 2) by comparing it with the simplified
diagram already mentioned. Aerial coupling is through
an "aperiodic " auto-transformer arrangement in which
medium- and long-wave grid coils L and L, are connected
in series, the unwanted winding being short-circuited by
the switch S„ of which one blade makes the appropriate
change of aerial connection. Both H.F. valves (V, and
V,) are cdpled by means of similar tuned high-frequency transformers, T, and T. For medium-wave

tional precaution, an H.F. stopper is connected in series
with its grid, while achoke filter is interposed in its anode
circuit. Loud-speaker connections are picked up through
a jack; insertion of the plug automatically closes the
filament circuit. This is a convenient arrangement, but
is only incidental to the design.
It is not proposed to give a detailed description of the
metal container, of which the leading dimensions are
given in Fig. 3. This type of cabinet has been described
at length in the articles to which reference has been
made, and there are indications that manufacturers have
not been slow to turn their energies towards the production of commercial designs embodying thé basic idea
suggested. By the time this article is in print, cabinets
with a considerably more pleasing appearance than that
of the experimental model illustrated, should be available on the market. It is permissible to stress the need
for aperfect electrical seal at the junctions between cover

-
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New Hilo-Mag Four.—
and metal base; in the case of the container actually
used, this was obtained by placing rolled strips of :lexible
brass gauze in each of the channels between the base

AUGUST 141h,
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receivers, and it would be amistake to impair its general
usefulness in order to save an inch or two.
Before dealing with assembly and wiring it will be
well to descebe the construction of the special coils. Both

Flan view. showing mounting of tuning condensers and lay-out of components on each section of the baseboard.
Note the knob (on right) for operating the three ganged waveband switches. H.F. valves are mounted horizontally
in the base, and thus are not affected by the fields of the coils.

trays, and also round all the four outer edges.
The
dimensions as given in Fig. 3 show that the container is on the large side. These measurements could
be reduced slightly, but the cabinet was designed for
more or less universal use in the construction of sensitive

Fig. 3.—Measurements of the screened container. A sheet of
the base tray, with its upper surface flush

aerial-grid inductances and intervalve transformers are
made as units, comprising a set of medium- and longWave windings. This plan is convenient, and tends to
simplify both the mounting and wiring of the components, although it is generally possible to effect some
economy of space by making
up separate coil units for
each wave band.
The aerial-grid coils L, L„
of which a sectional sketch
is given in Fig. 4 (A), are
wound on a 6in. length of
"Becol" 9-ribbed ebonite
former. The short-wave section is a simple solenoid
winding consisting of 65
turns of No. 26 D.C.C. wire
tapped at several points
round about the 8th turn
from the earthed end (b)
for connection of the
aerial lead. The longwave coil is wound in
slots, of which the dimensions and positions are
given in the diagram, and
consists of 210 turns—six
sections of 35 turns—of
No. 32 D.C.C. wire. Taps
at the 15th, 20th, and
30th turns from the
earthed end (in connection with the soldering tag
marked c) are provided;
plywood,
in. thick, Is fitted inside
with the edges.
these tappings, together
le 6

'-
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LIST OF PARTS.

•

Variable condensers, 0.0003 mfd. (J.B. Log).
5 Fixed condensers, 0.1 mfd. non-inductive (Polymet).
Fixed condenser, 0.0005 mfd. (McMichael; clip-in type, with
base).
Fixed condensers, 2 mfds. (Ferranti).
Valve holders, horizontal type (Aermonic).
Valve holders (Godwinex).
Decoupling resistances, 600 ohms (Groves Bros.).
Wire-wound resistance, with base, 20,000 ohms (Ferman).
Grid leak type resistance, 10,000 ohms (Loewe).
Grid leak type resistance, 250,000 ohms (Loewe).
Resistance holders, porcelain (Bulgin).
Variattle resistance, 20,000 ohms (Rotor Okm).

1 Filament rheostat, 30 ohms (Igranic; pomade
1 L.F. transformer (Brown).
1 L.F. choke, 32 henrys (Pye).
1 H.F. choke (McMichael; " Junior").
1 2-way connector (Athol).
3 Switches, D.P.D.T. (Utility; knob pattern),
3 0-rib ebonite formers, 6-in. long ‘(ifecol).
2 Single dry cells (Ever Ready;
" size).
1 Grid bias battery, 161 volts (Siemens).
I Jack, single circuit open, filament control (Edison Bell).
1 Metal container with wooden base.
3 Special edgewise dials.
Brass strip, wire, screws, ebonite, de.

Approximate cost excluding cabinet and dials, £7 10s.
n the " List of Parts" included in the descriptions of THE WIRELESS WORLD receivers are detailed the components
ctually used by the designer and illustrated in the photographs of the instrument.
Where the designer considers it
ecessary that particular components should be used in preference to others, these components are mentioned in the article
itself. In all other cases the constructor can use his discretion as to the choice of components, provided they are of equal
quality to those listed, and that he takes into consideration in the dimensions and layout of the set any variations la
the size of alternative components he may use.

•

with those on the coil t, need only be of a temporary through wIlich a screw is passed into the baseboard.
nature, as it is intended that the aerial connection will be
The medium-wave H.F. transformer secondaries differ pertnanently made to the point found by trial to give the from the corresponding aerial-grid coil in that they are
best compromise between the requirements of sensitivity
wound in slots, aseries of primary coils being sandwiched
and selectivity. Care should be taken to see that both
between the secondary sections. A transformer of this
windings are in the same direction; that is to say, either
kind is quite effective, as the requirements of close magone' should be acontinuation of the other.
netic coupling and low inter-winding capacity are fulA simple mounting is provided in the shape of a filled, while the work of construction is much easier than
wooden plug fitting into one end of the coil former,
if the primary windings were carried on spacing strips in
d
3
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Fig. 4. — Detalls

of coil formers and windings.
Diagram A (on left) shows the aerial-grid coil assembly: diagrams 13 and C show,
respectively, dimensions of slots and method of winding and connecting the H.F. transformers.
One of these is mounted horizontally
on a light metal bracket as shown, while the other (T2) is mounted vertically by means o: a wooden disc.
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New Kilo-Mag Four.—

the more conventional manner. Admittedly, these section-wound coils have a higher H.F. resistance than
single-layer solenoids of the optimum gauge of wire, but
their "goodness" is quite adequate for the present
purpose; by using astill better coil for the input circuit,

9eratTe

Preparation of the formers for the H.F. couplings is
illustrated in Fig. 4 (B), although it should be pointed
out that the marked dimensions of the slots must be taken
as approximate, as agood deal depends on the thickness
of the wire covering, and on the amount of tension
applied in winding. The slots may be deepened slightly
if necessary, but the spacing between primary sections
(wound in the shallow slots) and the secondary coils
should on no account be increased.

The receiver with screening cover removed.
as seen from the front. Edgewise tuning dials, pre- and
post-detection volume control knobs and output jack are mounted
on the wooden front panel of the base.

overall selectivity is maintained at a high level, and, in
particular, the "spreading" of strong local signals is
restricted.

(To be concluded.)

IMPROVISING A SMALL CONDENSER.
How Twisted Flex may be Used in an Emergency.

I

N testing a newly built receiver containing a stage of
high-frequency amplification, it is often necessary to
connect the aerial temporarily to a tuned circuit that
was designed to tune over the desired range without any
such addition. If, for example, a I-v-2 set fails to give
the signals expected of it, the first test would probably
consist in attaching the aerial to the secondary of the
H.F. transformer, coupling the first valve to the detector,
and connecting telephones in the plate circuit of this
valve to find out whether the local station can be heard
p.t the expected strength for a one-valve receiver. If all
seems well at this point, the aerial and the telephones
are moved, valve by valve, out from the detector, so
checking the performance of each valve separately.
If such a scheme of test is proposed--and it is a very
informative one—it is annoying, to say the least of it, to
find that the addition of the aerial capacity to the grid
circuit of the detector has altered the tuning range of
that circuit to such an extent that the stations to which it
is desired to tune for test purposes cannot be tuned in.
If this discovery is made it is not necessary, as at first
sight might appear, to abandon the test, for acondenser
of small capacity in series with the aerial will speedily

circumvent the difficulty. Probably the test is being
made in the evening, no condenser of suitable capacity
is to hand, and the shops are shut. But there is still no
need for despair, for any two conductors placed near to
one another, but not in electrical contact, form a condenser of sorts. A foot of twin flex, for example, may
be commandeered, one wire being connected to the set
and the other to the aerial, both connections being made
at the same end of the flex. The capacity between the
two wires, though not as free from losses as the purist
might desire, will 2tleast serve to pass the high-frequency
currents through from aerial to set. Although there is
no slow-motion dial on this improvised condenser, it is
variable. If less capacity is required, one can always
cut the flex, or, if in an economical mood, it need only
be untwisted.
Familiar to the ‘, Old

Hands"?

The suggestion here made is familiar enough to "old
hands," but there must be many experimenters to whom
the idea of using apair of insulated wires twisted together
to play the part of an emergency small condenser will
come as a novelty.
A. L. M. S.
B 8
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CL. KSETfl
Automatic Synchronisation

from Time Signals.

L

ISTENERS who have tuned in
Radio -Pe:ris
shortly
before
10.40 am. or 6.25 p.m. will
have heard the announcement of the
special
time-signals
for
automatic
clock-setting by wireless, followed by
a series of front six to ten rhythmic
dots, ending at the exact times mentioned.
To take advantage of these timesignals two spec: al devices are required
(in addition to the ordinary receiver),
viz., a relay and an electrically
driven clock.'
The photograph shows the construction of the relay equipment, and Fig.
gives the connections. It will be seen that the audiofrequency currents pass through the primary of a
transformer permanently connected in series with the
loud speaker, and that the valve amplifies and rectifies
these audio-frequency currents, thus producing a series
of short direct-current impulses through the coil. In
the field of this coil is an armature to which the pendulum is attache d. The period of this pendulum being
adjusted to be the same as that of the rhythmic dots,
the movement of the pendulum builds up until, after
three or four impulses, it becomes large enough for
the hook C to pick up the contact A and pull it into
contact with B on each swing to the left.
It should be noted that A is very flexible
and thus escape s from C after the contact has been made.
Thus, after the first three or four dots
of the time signal, the relay sends out a
series of direct-c urrent impulses from the
four-volt batter:, to the clock—one for
each dot. The iamping of the pendulum
is such that it ceases to swing almost at
once after the termination of the series of
dots, and therefore no further directcurrent impulse; are transmitted to the
clock. It will be obvious that this principle of employing a pendulum prevents
the relay from being actuated by signals
other than thbse having the correct
periodicity; indeed, it is stated that the
time signals car be used even when sent
out simultaneously with music.
•The French eh ctrically-driven clock here referred to is the "Ato."

The

The batteries indicated on Fig. rare
those of the receiver (4 volts is the
standard voltage of the French receiving valves), no separate batteries being
needed.
A point of interest is that any
rhythmical time-signals can be used
(as, for example, the " vernier " dots
from the Eiffel Tower, or the Daventry
dots), provided that the period of the
pendulum is adjusted accordingly.
Fig. 2 shows asimpler type of relay,
in which the signals actuate atelephone
receiver permanently connected in
parallel with the loud speaker. On the
diaphragm of this telephone receiver a
contact is fitted, the movement of the diaphragm thus
rhythmically breaking the circuit through the coil of
the pendulum. To avoid waste of current, a switch
must therefore be fitted in this circuit, and it would
appear desirable that the switch should also disconnect
the relay itself, though this refinement is not included
in the makers' specification.
Human Element Avoided.

The simpler type of relay can be used only with
stronger signals and where little parasitic noise exists.
It is stated that with the average receiver (which in
France means a superheterodyne) this
type of relay is generally satisfactory up
to 1:5o miles from Paris. By the use of
the relays the introduction of the human
element is reduced to the operation of one
switch (to light the valve in one case or
to connect the relay in the other) shortly
before the time fixed for the signals; while
even this task can be avoided by the fitting of special contacts to the clock itself.
The mechanism of the clock is far more
complicated, and unfortunately does not
lend itself to photographing, but our illustration gives an idea of the general
appearance, and incidentally shows that
the pendulum used in the relay is very
similar to that of the clock itself.
It should be observed, in Fig. 3, that
the cross-shaped cam is mounted integrally with the minute hand, on a tube
driven frictionally by the main driving
wireless synchronised
spindle shown, so that the minute hand
clock.

Mr@hoo
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minute hand and not from the spindle, so that any
change made in the position of the minute hand also
moves the hour hand to its corresponding new position. Finally, the second hand is also mounted, together with its heart-shaped cam, on a tube driven by
friction from the " seconds " spindle.
The direct-current impulses arriving from the relay
pass through the coil of the electro -magnet shown, and
the double lever is thus actuated by the armature. One
arm of this lever enters whichever section of the crossshaped cam may'be opposite it, and thus sets the minute

C LOCK

L
-C:=J

RECEIVER

Fig 1

TO

C _OCK

FROM
RECEIVER

Fig. 1.—(Top) The audio-frequency dot signals cause the
anode currenr. to energise the magnet associated with the
pendulum.
Eventually the pendulum gathers sutticient swing
to actuate the contacts A and E.
These contacts send out
current pulses to the clock.
Fig. 2.—Modified form of control
pendulum. Here a telephone relay replaces the valve rectifier.

can be moved (with its tube and cam) independently
of the driving mechanism of the cloek, and, what is
equally important, can be held in any given position
without stopping the clock. The hour hand is driven
through a twelve-to-one gearing from the tube of the

MINUTES

HAND

MON» HAND
HEART -SHAPED
GAM

TUBE
SEGONLIS
SPINDLE
MINUTES TUBE

HOURS
TUBE

MetaitE.`E

DOUBLE
LEVER

12 1
GEAR TRAIN

CROSS -SHAPED —
CAM
FROM

RELAY
HOUR

HAND
FACE

OF

CLOCK

ea' 3

Fig. 3.—Each pulse of current controls the clock mechanism by
bringing the minute and second hands to zero.
It is not until
the dot signals cease that the clock hands are set free to take
up the friction drive from the clockwork.

The relay equipment, consisting of valve rectifier and Impulse
pendulum.

hand to the position corresponding to this section.
At the same moment the other arm of this lever
actuates the heart-shaped cam, :bus setting the second
hand to zero.
On the termination of the impulse, the three hands
are released, but each subsequent impulse brings them
back to the same positions, and it is not until the final
impulse has arrived that the clock mechanism is left
free to take charge of the hands again. The limit of
correction is about five minutes fast or slow, this being
conditioned by the width of the openings of the crossshaped cam. However, even if such a clock is set only
once a week, nothing like this error should occur.
B IO
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T o New A.C. Valves.

Additions to the Marconi and
Osram " Point 8" Group.

HE

group of valves which
figure in the Marconi and Osram lists as the "point 8"
class has hitherto appeared incomplete since it did not include one
of the screen-grid type or a valve
which could be used, under all conditio s, as a detector. Happily this
omisL
ion has now been corrected,
and
o new recruits the S point 8,
and he D point 8, have been added
to tie list already containing the
HL point 8, H point 8 and P
poin 8.
These were tested and
revi wed in our issue of April 17th.
S Point 8 Valve.

e S point 8 is a screen-grid
valv , the filament being heated
dire t from the secondary winding
of a suitable transformer. It should
not e confused with the indirectly
heat d type. The filament requires
o.8 f an ampere at o.8 volt. Its
wor 'ng characteristics are coinpara le with those of the S215, the
2-VO tbattery-fed screen-grid valve.
i

MARCONI AND OSRAM
S POINT 8 VALVE
I
Ill
I
1
_'CREEN GRID VOLTS.49d_
FILAMENT 0-l:, AMR
AT 08 VOLTS

(3.8. G
.. '
.
7:4•01 .1,
-

-

- I
-

-_ -

-

120 140
ANODE

180

VOLTS

Average values under working conditions:
A.C.resistance 265,000 ohms, amplification factor 203, and mutual conductance
0.75 mA per volt.

Acc
the
ano
on
oh

rding to the maker's rating,
A.C. resistance—measured at
e volts 120, and plus 8o volts
the screen-grid — is 200,000
,and the amplification factor

The ratio should be, therefore, as
near unity as the conditions of stability will allow.
D Point 8 Valve.

16o.
These constants, however,
will alter under different working
conditions.
As an example, we
measured the impedance and amplification factor with plus 75 volts
on the screen-grid, and found the
average A.C. resistance between too
and 15o anode volts to be 265,000
ohms; the amplification factor was
approximately 200.
The mutual
conductance, or "slope," came out
very much the sanie as stated by
the makers, namely, 0.75 mA. per
volt, as compared with o.8 mA. per
volt with 8o volts on the screen.
The A.C. resistance will increase
with reduction in screen potential,
and decrease when the screen volts
are raised.
Within certain limits
the conductance remains the same.
In view of the relatively high A.C.
resistance under working. conditions,
the most suitable intervalve coupling would appear to be a r:
ratio transformer, but this may not
be possible in practice without
neutralising the small residual valve
capacity in the approved manner.
Olfireeteristic; measured at 100
Zero Grid Bias.

D Point 8.

A.
C.RP.
sistanee
Ohms.

Maker's rating - 21,000
Specimen
sample
26,610

Amplification
Factor.

Hitherto the stumbling-block with
regard to the detector stage has been
the difficulty of producing a filament
which is hum-free where lit by A.C.
direct. This valve is far more susceptible to hum than any other
valve in the set, especially when
leaky-grid rectification is used. In
the i3 point 8 valve this difficulty is
overcome in a satisfactory manner
by increasing the thickness of the filament, while still retaining the "point
8" characteristic as regards voltage;
the current passed, however, is
comparatively large.
This valve
consumes 1.6 amperes at o.8 volt.
In spite of the nature of the supply,
the temperature of the filament remains practically constant.
The
current consumed is of little importance, even though it is double that
taken by the other "point 8".
valves, since it is drawn from the

MARCONI AND 050AM
D POINT Et VALVE
i

ii:lil
1
FILAMENT I58 AMPS
AT O-8 VOLTS

4.
.

MN

.

u

Z
,
.,

.

_

u.

.../.—
j.

vells H.T. sal

tutu
Conductance.

11.0

0.32 mA./volt

15.4

0.58 tnA.lvo:t

Average values under working conditions:
A.C. resistance 33,000 ohms, amplification factor 16.5, and mutual conductance
0.5 mA per volt.

mains and the extra 0.64 of a watt
will add very little to the operating
costs.

WhirdiM
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Valve Testa.—
The conductance remains fairly
constant over a wide range, and
measurements made under normal
working conditions as an amplifier
with 120 anode volts and minus 4¡
grid volts, gave the A.C. resistance
as 33,000 ohms; the amplification
factor 16.5 and mutual conductance
o.5 mA. per volt.
The D point 8 detector, in common with other leaky-grid detectors,
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functions best with a small positive
grid potential; about i¡ volts is required in this case. Since the filament is lit by A.C., this positive bias
cannot be derived from a potentiometer across the filament, and it
will be necessary to provide either
a small grid cell, or tap into the
grid battery from which the L.F.
amplifiers derive their bias.
It is well to remember that when
using the directly heated class of

USEFUL DATA CHARTS.

valves that all grid return leads must
be connected to the centre point of
a potentiometer, which should be
connected across the filament of each
valve. As the potential difference
between the ends of the filament is
only o.8 of a volt, a resistance of a
few ohms each will suffice. These
can be made up quite easily by
winding a short length of resistance
wire on a fibre or paxolin strip and
tapping it at the electrical centre.

(No. 26.)

The Design of H.F. Transformers.

I

N designing a H.F. transformer we begin with the
secondary circuit which consists of a coil and a
variable condenser arranged to tune over the range
of frequency required. This secondary circuit is designed exactly as for atuned anode circuit, and the coil
is wound with wire of suitable gauge to make the H.F.
resistance as small as possible.
The next step is to design the primary winding,
which is in series with the plate of the H.F. valve.
The presence of the secondary circuit results in an extra
load being thrown into the primary circuit, and it is
well known that the stage gain will be greatest when
this extra load is equal to the differential resistance of
the H.F. valve.
If the transformer were iron-cored the proper turns
'ratio to obtain this result would be given by the formula,
square of ratio of primary turns to secondary turns =
differential resistance of valve x H.F. resistance of
secondary coil -r square of reactance of secondary coil, or
n2=R, R,..; [2=f. I- 2]2.
Thus, if the H.F. valve has a resistance of ioo,000
ohms, and if the secondary coil has a reactance of
2,000
ohms and a H.F.
resistance of 20 ohms, then
n2 = ro 2 x 20/4 X I& = 0.5,
+H T.
and n= N/o.5=o.71, so that
the rumber of turns in the
DET.
primary can be obtained at
R2
once, being 0.71 times the
number in the secondary.
Actually we do not use
iron in H.F. transformers
on account of the heavy
losses which would be incurred,
leading
to
flat
tuning and diminished amplification; instead we use
coils
in air, and then the
The conventional connections for a transformer—
formula given above is no
coupled screen-grid valve.
longer quite correct;
it
underestimates the primary turns required for two
reasons, the first being that the coupling between the
toils is now less than unity, and the second that the

inductance of the primary is no longer proportional to
the square of the primary turns, since a shape factor
comes in depending on the ratio of the length of the
coil to its diameter.
The
correction
required
cannot
be specified
accurately, since it depends so much on the manner
in which the coils are wound. When, as is usually
the case, the primary is made of fine wire and wound
closely over (or under) the secondary, sufficient
accuracy is obtained by increasing the turns ratio
obtained from the formula by In per cent.
Example.
It is required to design a H.F. transformer for a
Ioo,000 ohm screen-grid valve to work over the band
250-55o metres; the screen-grid valve is followed by an
anode bend detector and a pentode.
The secondary coil, which is supposed to be tuned
by a 0.0003 mfd. condenser, can be designed from
abac 17.
If we make its diameter sin. and length
1.5in. its reactance will be about 2,000 ohms in the
middle of the range and its H.F. resistance about 15
ohms when we allow for the load thrown upon it by
the detector.
Abac 26 gives the answer for the turns ratio as 0.6/2,
and it is desirable to increase this value by io per
cent., as stated above, to allow for imperfect coupling
and shape factor.
The actual ratio is accordingly
0.673. In most cases the turns ratio will be found to
be less than unity, but with very high resistance valves
of about one megohm, which are now on the market,
and long wavelengths, the ratio may exceed unity so
that a step-down transformer will be req ired.
Limitations in Design.

In this method of design no account has been taken
of reaction due to internal grid-plate coupling in the
H.F. valve, so that it is only applicable when the
system does not approach instability, as is usually the
case with the screen-grid valve or when the system is
neutralised in the case of the triode. Also, the correcting multiplier has only been worked out for asecondary
of fixed shape with length equal to half the diameter.
B
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Wavelengths from 15 to 2,000 Metres, with a Circuit including a Screen=grid
H.F. Valve, and Pentode L.P. Amplifier.

riC

HIS receiver made its debut at the last Radio Show

anode potential is taken from the same H.T. terminal
at Olympia and attracted considerabk notice and
as the output valve, but a large-capacity by-pass confavourable comment on account of the ingenious
denser is mounted close to the anode lead. Similar care
design of the interchangeable coil units.
Designed
has been taken to keep the wiring to the screen-grid
primarily as a short-wave receiver it should make a by-pass condenser as short as possible.
strong appeal to the overseas listener and also to those
Unwanted Couplings Avoided.
interested in long-distance short-wave reception in this
country. The type of circuit chosen and the interchangeSpecial Polar condensers with phosphor-bronze ball
bearings are used to tune the aerial and H.F. circuits,
able coils enable the wave-range to be ext( nded to inthe object being to reduce intermittent contact noises
clude broadcast transmissions on the medium and long
waves.
on the ultra-short waves. It is interesting to note that
the wires from these condensers to their respective tuning
The circuit of the Magnum Universal receiver comcoils have been run parallel and close together in order
prises three valves, the first ascreen-grid H.F. amplifier,
the second an ordinary three-electrode detector, and the
to produce a compact circuit with a minimum stray
third a pentode .output valve. By far the most interest- field.
ing and original feature of the layout is the arrangement
The detector functions as a leaky grid rectifier, the
of the interchangeable coil units.
The coil-holder is
grid being biased from the positive terminal of the 2mounted on the screen partition separating the aerial
volt filament circuit. A separate H.T. terminal is procircuit and H.F. amplifier compartments, arid the coils
vided for the detector, and the anode current, after passing through the primary winding of the Igranic L.F.
hang downwards, one in each compartment. Pin contacts are mounted on the untransformer, traverses two
derside of the horizontal
H.F. chokes in series and
ebonite strip connecting the
then the reaction winding
coils. The aerial circuit conbefore reaching the anode.
sists of atuned grid winding
One choke is designed for
and a separate aperioclic
ultra-short waves and the
aerial coil, and is therefore
other covers the normal
provided with four contact
broadcast wavelengths. The
pins. The H. F. circuit carries
degree of reaction is confive contacts, two for areactrolled by avariable by-pass
tion winding and three for
condenser shunting the rethe centre-tapped tunedaction coil and valve.
anode coil.
The latter
A neat mounting has been
functions as an auto-transarranged for the intervalve
.Twintuna" coil unit compri sing aerial, tuned grid, tuned
former, giving a step-up
transformer.
This
is
anode and reac tion windings.
ratio.
In the case of the
mounted upside down and is
ultra-short-wave coils, however, the centre tap is omitted
secured to the ebonite baseboard by means of the four
and the circuit is reduced to simple tuned-anode
terminal screws, connections being made to tags fitted
coupling.
underneath the baseboard. A resistance leak is conThe screen-grid valve is mounted horizontally and
nected across the transformer secondary. The pentode
passes through a hole in the screen partition. The
output valve feeds the loud speaker terminals direct
screen-grid potential is supplied through avariable series
without a filter feed circuit or transformer.
resistance which is utilised as a volume control. The
A flash-lamp fuse is included in the —H.T. lead and
B Id
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Bromicast Receivers—Magnum Universe-the L.T. circuit is completed by a simple puth-pull
switch.
The metal cabinet is built up of heavy-gauge aluminium plates fitting into channelled corner posts of square
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SCALE

Interior view of the Magnum Universal receiver showing
position of " Twintuna " coil unit.

section. The majority of the components are fixed to
an ebonite baseboard raised about iin. above the base
proper. The space under the baseboard
has been freely used for wiring, with
the result that the interiors of the compartments above the baseboard are
comparatively free from wiring. The
workmanship in general and the wiring
in particular have been carried out with
exemplary thoroughness.
The first step in testing the receiver
was to check the wave range of each
coil unit. The results were as follows:
RANGE (METRES).
t Nominal
Coil No. 1, 15-35
Céil No. 2, 30-70
Coil No. 3, 250-550
Cod No. 4, 1000-2000

The reaction control on both short-wave ranges is
smooth and free from backlash. On the medium and
long-wave ranges, however, varying degrees of backlash
up to 4 degrees of the dial were experienced. It is
evident that the makers regard this set primarily as a
short-wave receiver, and have accordingly adjusted the
grid condenser and leak values for the lower wavebands.
Critical adjustment of reaction is less important on the
longer wavelengths, and it is only right that the short_
waves should receive first attention.
During the period of the tests atmospheric conditions
were about as bad as they could be.
Melbourne
(Australia) and Schenectady (2XAF) were received and
identified with difficulty, but the performance on
European short-wave transmissions indicates that there
is nothing seriously wrong with the short-wave sensitivity; under more favourable conditions there can be no
possible doubt that the American and Australian stations_
would be well received.
The performance on the 250-550-metre broadcast band
is really excellent. Range and selectivity are good, and
we succeeded after dark in tuning-in ten foreign stations
in central London during the evening transmission from
2LO. The volume from 5GB is more than the average
loud speaker will stand, and the quality of reproduction
is worthy of a moving-coil loud speaker.
Compared
with the medium-wave band, the long waves are disappointing. Considerable reaction is required to obtain

Measured
15.3-41.5
29.9-81
209-607
717-2020

These figures show that the ranges
specified are covered with a more than
ample margin of safety.
For maximum signal strength and
Reaction dial settings required to keep the receiver on the threshold of oscillation
range the volume control rheostat was
over the ultra-short wave bands.
screwed up as far as it would go to the
right and then taken back about half aturn. This adjustgood loud speaker strength in London from 5XX.
ment gave best results on all four ranges and is evidently
However, provided that one is not so situated as to
the setting which gives the optimum screen-grid potential.
be dependent solely on 5XX for the B.B.C. programmes,
A reduction in volume is obtained on either side of this
the Magnum Universal Receiver merits the closest conoptimum setting, but in practice it is best to turn the
sideration of those listeners who wish to supplement •,
control to the left, as this also reduces the H.T. current
first-class reception of British and European broadcastconsumption. The total H.T. current ranges from 19
ing with occasional programmes from overseas. The
to 24 mA., depending on the volume control setting,
makers are Messrs. Burne-Jones and Co., Ltd., Magnum
the optimum value being about 22 mA. A current of
House, 296, 'Borough High Street, London, S.E.r, and
this magnitude demands super-capacity dry cells, or,
the price of the set is £m, including four " Twintuna "
better, still, a suitably designed short-wave mains unit.
coils, valves and royalty.
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Events of the Week in Brief Review.
SPAIN TO TELL THE WORLD.

An unconfirmed report. front Spain
states that a world-wide short-wave transmitter will he erected un Mount Tibidabo
early in 1930. A medium-wave station is
already in operation on the site.
0000

DISTANCE LENDS ENCHANTMENT.

A plea for the suppression of manmade static has been lodged with the
Belgian Government by the Federation
des Soeiétés D'Etodes Radio-electriques,
which also urges that the erection of
powerful broadcasting stations should be
forbidden near populous areas.

IN 19291

A Sheffield " pirate " stated in court
last week that he was unaware that a
wireless licence was necessary.
000 0
TIT FOR TAT.

By way of protest against the practice
of the Copenhagen Municipal Electric
Stapp.), Corporation in retailing wireless
sets, local wireless dealers have decided
not to consume electricity on more than
four days in each week.

0000

0000
WIRELESS AT THE B.I.F.

Over six months before the opening of
the next British Ind ustries Fair only five
per cent. of the total space in the new
and enlarged Olympia, where the London
section of the Fair is to be held from
February 17th to 28th, remains unlet.
As an indication of the size and importance of the wireless exhibit it is noteworthy that this section will occupy part
of the ground floor of the New Hall.
0000

At the recent annual meetin. , of the
Hull and East Riding Institua for the
Blind, it was stated that every blind
person in the district had been provided
with a broadcast receiver. A set maintenance service is carried on by a group
of voluntary workers.

It is understood that negotiations are
taking place for the formation of a
British subsidiary company to the wellknown American organisation, Grigsby,
Gramm and Co., nianu facturers of 'electrical goods and wireless appat•atus.
o
o

MORE POWER FROM LATVIA.

WHERE LISTENING IS FREE.

000 o

0000

U.S. RADIO INVASION.

Dates have be-ii li sed for the celebration of the Centenary of Faraday's
discovery of electro-magnetic inductiott,
and the proceedings will commence in
London on Monday. September 21st,
1931.
At a representative meeting of the
Institution in February last the arrangements were placed in the hands of two
committees, the first consisting of representatives of the Royal Institution, the
Royal Society, the British Association.
and other scientific societies, to deal with
the purely scientific aspects of Faraday's
work in relation to the proposed celebrations; the second committee, called
together by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, is concerning itself with the
industrial side.
o000
•

With a view to securing better broadcast signal strength for Western France,
the Bordeaux broadcasting authorities are
contemplating a considerable increase in
the power of the Lafayette transmitter.
According to French wit:eless joui-mis, the
power may eventually reach 30 kilowatts.

WIRELESS AND THE BLIND.

The Fi fro! Tower wireless station has
discontinued tests on 49.5 metres and will
soon resume on 31.5 metres.
The object
of the experiments is to determine the
most suitable aavelength for broadcasting to the French Colonies.

FARADAY ELECTRO -MAGNETIC
CENTENARY.

HIGH POWER BROADCASTING IN
FRANCE.

To popularise broadcasting no fee is
charged for listening in Formosa, which
owns a 1-kilowatt station erected in
November last by the Tokyo Wireless
Telegraph
and Telephone Co., Ltd.
H.M. Consul at Tamstn, Formosa, states
that the number of applications for
listening permits exceeded 8,000 in the
first four months.
Of the receivers in
use 80 per cent. are cheap crystal sets,
all of Japanese manufacture.
In the spring of 1930 a new 10-kilowatt
Station is to be opened at Itabashi, near
Taihoku.

FRENCH COLONIAL BROADCASTING.

The Riga broadcasting station, widelt
'las recently been undergoing reconstruction will shortly inciense its power to
6 kilowatts.
0000

BLIND SPOT IN RUSSIA.

SOUTHWARD
BOUND.
Operator
Williams in the wireless cabin of the
Discovery, which has now left Cardiff
for Cape Town, where Sir Douglas alawson,
leader of the Antarctic expedition, will
join the ship.
PARIS WIRELESS WAR.

is no decline in the hostilities
between the l'aria Hodio Ma nu facturers'
Union, organisers of the National Wireless Show to be held in October, and the
independent
manufacturers
who
are
staging an international radio show
during September. Iii its effurts to boycott the international show, the Manufacturers' Union has now forbidden its members to participate.
Titel -e

A Russian radio
engineer,
named
Gordejev, who has been experimenting
for some time on short-wave transmissions, has discovered totally " blind
spots " in the southern part of Russia,
writes a correspondent.
In a triangle
bounded by Odessa, Batoum and Feodosia (Crimea) short-wave reception was
found impossible, although signals on
medium and long waves were easily
obtainable. At geodesia itself no difhculty was registered.
In order to investigate these peculiar
conditions the Soviet authorities have
equipped a small steamer, the " Grusia."
with the necessary radio equipment, and
tests are made throughout the day and
night on both 20 and 40 metres with an
z6
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energy of roughly 20 watts in the aerial.
The "Grusia 'recently left Batoum ' and
in short stages will follow the coast line
of the Black Sea. The call sign :X-17E2BJ is given at the beginning and end of
each transmission.
0003
STOCK AND SHARES AT SEA.

Share dealing will siortly he conducted
at sea on the leading Atlantic liners by
means of wireless, according to a recent
decision of the Wall Street Stock Exchange to allow two of the principal
brokerage houses to establish offices on
ships. A " radio circuit" with a special
wavelength will probably be employed,
and it is understood that the first vessels
to be equipped will be the United States
liner
Leviathan,"
the
Canarders
" Berengaria,"
`' Mauretania,''
and
"Aquitania," and the French
liners
"Ile
de
France,"
"Paris,"
and
"France."
0001

STATE—CONTROLLED
BROADCASTING
IN AUSTRALIA.

Australian broadcasting is now put on
a basis of State control by the Federal
Government's acceptance of the tender
submitted by the Australian Broadcasting
Co. a group comprising Union Theatres,
Ltd., Fuller's Theatres, Ltd.
and J.
Albert and Son, Ltd., music dealers, of
Sydney.
The tender provides for a

three-year contract.
Listeners will pay
an annual licence fee of 24s., half of
which will go to the programme contractors, who should thereby be assured
under present conditions of an annual
income of £240„000.
The contractor is required to furnish
" programmes of general interest and of
sufficient diversity to
cater for the
reasonable tastes of the community as a
whole." Severe penalties are prescribed
for non-compliance with the agreement,
including the forfeiture of a bond of
£5,000, wholly or in part, which the contractor is requited to deposit.
The maintenance of stations and their
equipment will be the responsibility of the
Government, the sole duty of the contractor being to supply programmes.
0000
TRACKING

Slade Radio, Rirmingliam, is organising an interesting ;oilmen progranuue which will include
u trip to the Rugby wireless station on September 7th, direction finding tests on September 15th
or 22nd, and a trip to the Olympia wireless exhibition on September 20th. Full details of the
Society's activities may be obtained from the
Secretary, 52, St. Thomas Road, Erdington.
or Assistant Secretary, 110, Dillaries Road.
Gravelly Bill, Birmingham.
0 000

In

Hertfordshire.

Although ordinary club activities have been
generally suspended during the summer months
several societies have held very successful field
days in which transmission and direction finding
have played an important part.
Recently the Golders Green and 'tendon Radio
Society and Scientific Society
in co-operation
with four .gher clubs carried out a profitable
and instructive direct'
finding scheme near
South Minims.
The club's transmitter was
taken to an untie wn point and toncealed in a
barn about 20 yards away from a road.
The
station was staffed by four amateur transmitters
who worked the key iii relays.
Nine direction
finding groups in cars assembled near Watford
at 10.30 amt., after which hour they were allowed
to begin to search in any direction.
Transmissions began from the concealed station at
11 o'clock on a wayelemot of 153 metres. The
first group to discover this transmitter consisted
of members of the Western District
Radio
Society who arrived at 12.55 p.m. The second,
who arrived at 2.5 p.m., represented the (folders
Green Society. Teu minutes later a third group
made its appearance consisting of members of
the North Middlesex and G.:Oilers Green Societies.
The fourth :Ind fifth represented respectively the
Muswell Ilill and Western Postal District Socle.
tics. the liist named not completing the searelt
till 4.4 p.m. Owing to numeompliance with certain conditions of the scheme and to technical
faults, the second group to arrive was placed
after the third, and the fourth group after the
fifth.
In a subsequent diseussion the leading
groups were congratulated on their skill.
Enquiries with regard to membership of the
(folders Green and lie alita Radio society should
be addressed to the lion. secretary, Lt.-Col. H. A.
Scarlett, D.S.O., 60, Paulson Road, N.W.2.
B 17

X's" BY FULTOGRAPH.

The Fultograph picture transmission
system is to be put to a novel use at the
Slough Radio Research Station for the
purpiise of recording atmospherics.
By
arrangement
with the B.B.C. special
Fultogi•aph transmissions will be made
front Dayentry after the normal experimental periods, and these will be picked
up at rem] ding stations in various parts •
of Europe
The transmissions will not
take the form of pictures '
• instead there
will be sent out a series of straight lines,
both horizontal and vertical, forming a

NEWS
An Autumn Programme.
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FARMERS AND THE MORSE CODE.
The
Ministry
of
Agriculture
has
announced that farmers who own wireless
sets of sufficient range and can read Morse
may

obtain

later

weather

reports

than

those otherwise available.
These reports
are transmitted from twenty-two stations
on 4,100 metres (C.W.).
Interviewed by a Press representative,
Mr. John Garton, president of the
National Farmers' Union. expressed the
view that farmers were too busy to listen
for weather reports several times a day.
"As for Morse," he added, "farmers
would not, in my opinion, take the trouble
to learn it."

was installed at a suitable site on the hillside,
the apparatus comprising a power loud speaker
on tripod, a -I stage, Il -valve amplifier, microphone and gramophone turntable.
A high
tension of 400 volts was obtained from the large
capacity 111.T. accumulators, weighing about a
quarter of a ton. The last stage of the amplifier
containing six L.S.5A valves in parallel gave an
output of about 10 watts. gOtile intcresting experiments were carried out in semi' and 11111sie
production over considerable dista jutes. Not the
least entertaining event of the day occurred after
tea when the equipment was set up in the village
square before a large crowd who listened to a
recital of gramophone records.
The Society is busily preparing a syllabus for
the comirm session.
Enquiriee regarding membership will be welcomed huy the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. W. W. Pope, 7, Kimberley Gardens, Jesmond.

THE SCENT ? A search party takes bearings during a recent concealed trans—
hunt organised by the Golder, Green and Hen don Radio Society in conjunction
with other societies in the London area.

mitter

by

comparing the results obtained in different

CLUBS.

Atmospherics Spoil Transmissions.
C011% er,ati,,n,, over Essex and Kent were eontinned
Itiring a recent field ilay beid by the
Southend tout District Radio Society at Rock.
ford, Essex. Although the weather was good,
atiumedieries interfered considerably with working between stations. The Society's transmitter,
operating under the call sign GSQK, exchanged
signal, and speech on 1.7 megacycles with station
2A Ilk, operated by Messrs. Revell and llorsnell.
lion. Secretary, Mr. F. J. Wailer, Lyntliorpc.
Grange Gardens, Southend-on.Sea.
ccao
Public Address Tests.
The Newcastle-upon-Tyne Radio Society recently
held il e annual field dav in the picturesque surroundings or the Allendale Valley, Northumberland. The Society was equipped with a Brown
power public address equipment. The apparatus

ON

grid or network. When an atmospheric
occurs deformations of the straight Fries
will take place to an extent depending
upon the intensity of the interference.
It is hoped ley this means that it may be
possible to make records giving the most
valuable data for research into the in-
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LOUD SPEAsTERS

AND AMPL/e/ERS

The Important LffeLt of a Choke=filter Output.
By N. \X. McL ,\CHLAN, D.Sc., M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P.
(Concluded from page 121 of previous issue.)

T

HE next case is that of choke-condenser output
as used on an average set.
The choke is a
Ferranti B, (30 henrys) with 2 mfd. condenser.
The recorded waveform of Fig. 8 is similar in nature
to that for the 25/1 transformer, but there is a greater
tendency for the current to hold up at the beginning.
This shows that the system would reproduce low frenuencies &der than the
25/I
transformer.
Since
the circuit contains an
inductance and a condenser it
will
oscillate
when impulsed, unless the
damping of the valve is adequate to prevent this. In
11AKE
CnRtNT

CURREt4T
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NEGATtVE
SRE. AK

j

lion can be reduced by increasing the capacity of the
condenser. The influence of this is evident from Fig. 20
where the condenser is now 50 mfd. instead of 2 mfd.
The waveform tends to be somewhat rectangular; actually the current falls away between make and break,
this béing concomitant with a natural oscillation, in the
neighbourhood of 3 per second. Ido not advocate a
condenser of this magnitude for broadcast purposes.
Any good it might do is quite undone by the loud
speaker, as a glance at the transient picture gallery
aforesaid will show.
The Case of L.P. Transformer Coupling.

"Having mixed iron-cored apparatus with condensers,
we pass back along the amplifier to a stage of intervalve coupling where a transformer is used. Various
cases present themselves. A normal case would be a
Ferranti AF5 with an LS5 valve. The diagram for this
case, in which the output is directly recorded, is
exhibited in Fig. To.
There is a tendency to preserve a rectangular waveform, and undoubtedly this
is due to the high primary
inductance which enables the
lower frequency components
to be amplified. In Fig. n
MNKE

8.—Record showing current in a choke-condenser output
arrangement (choke. 40 henrys and condenser 2 mid), when a
rectangular waveform is applied to the grid of the valve.

Fig. 8 the current becoines negative and there is evidence of adamped oscillation of about 20 cycles, which,
however, should not be serious since it is below the
limit of audibility. 5 If the loud speaker response should
be non-linear, harmonics will be created whose frequencies are (in the simplest case of non-linearity) 40,
6o, 8o cycles, etc. Clearly the frequency of the oscilla-

TIME

MAKE

BREAK

MAKE

EREAK

Fig. 9.—Diagram showing waveform of e.m.f. applied to tlut
grid of the first valve of the combination under test.

Fig. 10.—Waveform where the output Is directly recorded.

the effect of using an LS5B valve having an internal
resistance of five times the LS5 is illustrated. Clearly
the tendency to rectangular waveform has substantially
disappeared. This is due to the internal resistance of
the valve curbing the low frequency components. The
valve also reduces the higher frequency components—
due to the self-capacity of the secondary—since the
A smaller condenser might ham rendered the system aperiodie.
u 18
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inductance corresponds to the transformer primary,
whilst the condenser is the capacity of the secondary
although it may be difficult to trace in the reproduced
multiplied by the square of the turns ratio, i.e., 3.5 2=
version of the record. Obviously the LS5B is not a 12. The LC circuit has a
suitable valve for the AF5.
natural frequency of about
Following the above trend of events, we can take an
300 cycles, but when p=
extremé case of considerable interest depicted in Fig. 12.
5,000 ohms, as with an
Here we have an AF5 in combination with a DEW
JS5 valve, the damping is
6ro valve of internal resistance 70,000 ohms. Instead
so heavy that no oscillation
of a rectangular waveform
occurs, i.e., the system is
we have a highly damped
aperiodic. • As p is inoscillation whose frequency
creased, a critical point is
is substantially that of the
reached where the damping
Fig. 13.—Circuit equivalent
of valve nod transformer.
is inadequate and oscillation occurs. The higher the
VtAKE
transformer ratio or the smaller the primary inductance,
the lower must be the valve resistance to prevent oscillation. As acase in point we have in Fig. 14 the result of
an Ideal 8'r transformer with LS5B - and DEH6ro
initial rate of rise of current is less than that of Fig. ro,

,A.

\ARry

Fig. II.—The effect of using a valve—the LS5B—having an
internal resistance five times that of the LS5.

transformer secondary, namely, 300 cycles per second.
Although the self-capacity of the secondary winding is
low, the inductance exceeds x,000 henrys, and thus the
natural frequency—which is reduced slightly due .to
the effect of the valve — is comparatively low.
The combination of the AF5 and DEH6I0 would
yield a 300 cycle note each time a severe transient
arrived, but, of course, this might be
camouflaged by the natural oscillations
of the loud speaker.
However, it
should be quite evident that such a
combination is definitely undesirable.

Flg. 14.—An Ideal 8 to 1 transformer preceded by an LS5B and
a DEH610 valve.

valves. With the LS5B valve there is a moderately
damped oscillation of L000 cycles. In this case the
primary inductance is only about 6.5 henrys,
as against that of roo henrys for
the AF5, also the ratio is 8/1, as against
3.5/I. Therefore, apart from good response characteristics, one cannot indiscriminately use any valve with a transformer.
Fig. 13 has been appended as a matter
of interest, since it shows the rise and fall

Fig. I2.—The case of an AF5 transformer preceded by a 0E11610
valve. Instead of a rectangular waveform we have a damped
oscillation.

The transformer oscillation is easily explained.
A
circuit equivalent to i
he valve and transformer is shown
in Fig. 13. p represents the A.C. valve resistance, the
a 19

rig. 15.—Showing the rise and fall of current in the rrimary ol
an AF5 transformer when used with an LS5 valve.
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Transients in Loud Speakers and Amplifiers.—
of current in the primary of the AF5 transformer when
used with an LS5 valve. The curves at make and
break are similar to those obtained for any inductive
circuit having series resistance. The secondary winding modifies the result
slightly, due to the capacity.

AUGUST 1
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of intermediate value,. viz., 0.02 mfd., is depicted
Fig. 18, and this combination would be quite satisfactory for broadcast purposes. The influence on thisi
arrangement of a 2 mfd. condenser-choke combination,
in the power valve stage is shown in Fig. 19. Clearly
the profile is much less rectangular than that of Fig. 18,
whilst the low frequency oscillation indicated in Fig. 81
is in evidence. By increasing the condenser to 5o mfd.
the effect of the choke-condenser combination is sub-,
stantially that of Fig. 18 where the output goes direct
to the recorder. This is portrayed in Fig. 20. In corn-i

-BREAK

MAKE

Fig.

fa 200 •%,

16.—Resistance-capacity coupling where the coupling condenser is 0.001 mid. The lower frequencies are lost.

as will be realised from an inspection of the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 7.
Lastly we come to resistance-capacity coupling, the
results for two cases being shown in Figs. 16, 17. in
Fig. 16, where the coupling condenser is 0.001 rnfd.,
the high frequencies are reproduced, since the initial
rise is steep, but the rapid decay in current thereafter

18.—An intermediate value of coupling condenser, namely,
0.02 mid., together with a two megohm leak, gives a satisfactory
combination for broadcast reception.

paring Figs. 18 and 20, due allowance must be made'
for the recorder speed being greater in the former I
case.
So far as this investigation is concerned we find that'
amplifiers will superpose audible natural oscillations:
under the following conditions: (a) Transformer coup-,
ling with avalve having too high an internal resistance.'
(b) Choke-condenser output where the choke or the'
condenser is too small.
The value of the natural
frequencyf-= 2—
I
ir X GI)
should be below audibility. The records also

17.—Resistance-capacity coupling using a 0.1 mfd. coupling
eandenser. In this case the rectangular waveform is very nearly
reproduced.

indicates that the lower frequencies are not amplified.
In other words, the coupling condenser is too small.
_ The effect of a 0.1 mfd. coupling condenser is illustrated in Fig. 17, where the rectangular waveform is
all but reproduced, the fall in the' current between make
and break being slight. The influence of a condenser

Fig. 19.—Where a choke filter output circuit is added to the amplifier shown in Fig. 18, the profile of the waveform is considerably
less rectangular and there is evidence of low-frequency oscillation.
.B 20
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show very clearly whether the amplifier is capable of
reproducing low frequencies with any degree of accuracy; a point of importance with moving coil speakers.
So far as a rectangular waveform
is concerned the records show that

MAKE

BREAK
_

20.—When a 50 mid. output condenser is used
is again substantially rectangular.

the wavetorm

is possible to design good amplifiers to work between
certain frequencies, but with loud speakers the output,
it

CHARGING

7,57

unfortunately, is distorted to a degree which is serious.
Low—frequency Amplifier Defects Masked.

Si long as transients6 are accompanied by the natural
oscillations of a loud speaker (see Fig. I)
the latent defects of a modern L.F. amplifier will be difficult to detect.
It is only by conducting tests on the
above lines that it is possible to ascertain
the extent and characteristics of the distortion due to amplifiers or loud speakers.
Having located the source of trouble one
can take steps to avoid it by careful design.
A great deal has been written concerning the relative
'
merits of transformer and resistance coupling; comparisons have been made with asine-wave input, and little
attention has hitherto been given to the effect of rectangular waveforms. The records clearly show that,
having selected an L.F. valve, there are limitations in
the choice of the coupling components.
•For additional information see Proc.
Roy.
Soc.
A.,
Vol. 122, p. 604, 1929, also Phil. May., Vol. 7, Supplement,
p. 1011, June, 1929.

HIGH-TENSION

ACCUMULATORS.

The Question of Polarity.
charging high-tension accumulators from D.C.
mains, it is usual to employ a lamp as a resistance
to limit the current to that suitable for charging. It
is not generally realised that this lamp can also be used
for finding the polarity of the mains, and so ensuring
that the accumulators really are charged, and not discharged by being connected wrongly.
A glance at (a) in the figure will show that if the
negative end of the accumulator is connected to the
positive pole of the mains, the voltage of mains and accuTN

available voltage from the joint source will be equal to
the difference, instead of to the sum, of their individual
voltages, so that on closing the circuit the lamp will light
with less than normal brilliance. In these conditions the
accumulators are being charged, which is what is wanted.
A Useful Check.

It will have been noticed that when the lamp is brighter
than normal, the mains are wrongly connected, and when
it is dimmer the connections are correct. Immediate
comparisons of the lamp's
brightness can be made by
the arrangement shown at
(c); the lead A is first
touched on the terminal at
B, when the lamp will light
normally, and then at C,
some twenty or thirty volts
from B. If the lamp is now
dimmer than before. A may
be connected to D and
charging
commenced
in
earnest.
If, on the other
(a) Wrong connection: the accumulators are being discharged: the lamp lights with super—
normal brilliance. (b) Correct connection :the accumulators are being charged: the lamp lights
hand, the lamp is brighter
but dimly. (c) Before joining A to D. touch it on B and C to check polarity.
when A is at C than when
mulator are added, giving atotal voltage higher than that
it is at B, the plug by which connection is made to the
of the mains alone. If the circuit is now closed through
mains must be reversed in its socket before joining A
the lamp, it will light with a brilliancy greater than
to D.
normal. The current supplied to it is then partly derived
To check polarity in this way before screwing the last
from the mains, and partly from the accumulators, which
wire under its terminal takes only afew seconds, and the
are thus being discharged and not charged.
assurance of correct connection that it gives is sufficiently
Conversely, if the negative end of the accumulator is
definite to make mistakes practically impossible, and is
joined to the negative pole of the mains, as in (b), the
obviously worth while. .
• B 21
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A Review of the Latest Products of the Manufacturers.
SUPER-POWER CLAROSTAT.
The saper-power Clarostat is a heavyduty variable resistance functioning on
the compression principle, and is rated to
dissipate 250 watts.
It is available in
three resistance values 0.25 to 10 ohms,
25 to 500 ohms and 140 to 100.000 ohms.
The lowest vide is particularly suitable
for controlling the filament current to a
bank of large super-power output valves
in public address equipment., or similar
apparatus. For the higher values such
functions as motor regulation, fine control of primary current in small-power
transformers and many like uses, will
readily suggest themselves to the radio
engineer.

"JUNIT" VALVE HOLDER AND
TERMINAL MOUNT.
The "Junit" valve holder has been designed for horizontal or vertical mounting, and ia provided also with a spare
terminal which
-1 be used as an .anchorage for a wander lead, such as would be

H.V.

Super -power Clarostat with mounting
bracket. The size can be gauged by comparison with amatchbox.

The sample sent in for test had a
measured maximum resistance of 1,000
ohms, and a minimum value of 30 ohms.
A slightly lower minimum than this could
be obtained by applying more force than
was considered desirable tu the adjusting spindle.
Further measurements were
made after the device had been in use as
amotor-generator input control (220 volts,
about 50 watts).
Immediately after removing front the
circuit and while the resistor was too hot
for comfortable handling, the resistance
values were found to be 12.5 ohms minimrim and 1,100 ohms maximum.
When
cooled, further measurements showed that
the minimum value had changed to 15
ohms, while the maximum liad increased
to about 3,000 ohms.
These values did
net change to any appreciableextent after
further periods of use.
These resistances are supplied by
Messrs. Claud Lyons, Ltd., 75, Old Hall
Street, Liverpool, and the price has been
fixed at 30s.

valve

holder.

required for a pentode valve. It is essenttally a universal valve holder, since it
iian le used for screen-grid valves,
triodes, or pentodes. The body consists
of a clean moulding with fire valve
sockets sunk below the top as a safety
measure.
The model illustrated is the
type H.V., and is priced at Is. 9d.
Another very useful accessory ie asmall
moulded terminal strip measuring 24in. x
2in. high, with holes for two terminals
and leads. It is moulded in black bake-

the Junit Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 2,
Ravenscourt Square, London, W.6, and
the price is is. 3d. apair.
00CC

AMPLION "GUINEA CONE."
This is a 'redesigned, and incidentally
an improved, version of the Amplion
A.C.2 model "hanging type " cone loud
speaker which we reviewed in our issue of
February 8th, 1928.
As its name implies,
the price is one guinea only, but the performance is such that it could well be
classified among those costing considerably more.
The reproduction is clear,
crisp, and free from objectionable resonances, although the movement used is of
the single-acting reed type working into a
fabric cone %in. in diameter.
A small power valve with about 150
volts H.T. will deliver ample power to
operate the loud speaker at sufficient
volume to fill a room of average size comfortably. Its sensitivity to small electrical inputs is surprisingly good.

Amplion "Guinea Cone" loud speaker for
wall suspension.

•«. Junit " moulded terminal atrip.

lite, and is provided with a flange on the
inside face for fixing to the baseboard.
The visible face is, therefore, free from
unsightly screw heads. The makers are

Like its predecessor, it is intended to
he hung from the picture rail, and a silk
cord is provided for this purpose.
The
protecting rim and support for the unit is
moulded in one piece front mottled brown
material, and the cone is finished appropriately. The design and finish are such
as to be in harmony with most furnishing
schemes.
The makers are Messrs. Ora.
ham Amplion, Ltd., 26, Savile Row,
Regent Street, London, W.1.
li 22
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BOWYER-LOWE LONG-RANGE
H.F. CHOKE.
The outstanding feature of this component is the excellence of the electrical
characteristics having regard to its small
dimensions.
In this respect the design

WilMege
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at resonance is above the average. Impedance values at other important wavelengths are as follows :—
Wavelength (metres). Impedance (ohms).
200
8,500
500
27,000
1,500
188,000
The
wire is wound in a slotted
ebonite former only nin. diameter and
1ffin. long.
A small ebonite base is
provided for baseboard mounting. but the
choke unit can be easily detached and
suspended in the wiring of the set if
desired.
The price is 7s., and the makers are
The Bowyet-Llwe Co., Ltd., Letchworth,
Herts.

"B.A.T." POWER TOGGLE SWITCHES.
These miniature eon itches—t hey measure
lin. x¡in. xsin. behind panel—are available in two types—a single-circuit and
a double-circuit make-and-break.
The
single -circuit
switch
costs 2s.
5d.,
and the doublepole type is sold at
3s. 9d.
In the " en" position the
"live" contacts are bridged by a roller
Set

c
The Bowyer-Lowe long-range H.F. choke;
D.C. resistance 400 ohms.

can be regarded as ideal, as the space
available in the vicinity of the detector
:valve
in the average set is generally
limited. A choke of small dim'ensions
permits a more logical arrangement of
parts and wiring, and ais.) reduces the
possibility of coupling with other parts
of the circuit.
The makers claim that the choke is
suitable for wavelengths from 71 to 4,000
•metres, and the measurements we have
made hidicate that this claim is justified.
Even with the small external capacity
associated with the measuring apparatus,
the resonant wavelength is 2,800 metres,
and under working conditions in a receiving circuit there is no reason to doubt
that the resonance would approach 4.000
metres.
With regard to the ultra-short
waves, it. is a matter of experience that
chokes which have a long-wave resonance

BAWTREE HIGH TENSION
ACCUMULATOR.
These batteries are supplied, normally,
in units consisting of 12 cells and giving
24 volts.
They are sent out with the
plates unpasted, and before putting into
use the positive plates must be filled with
a paste made up from red lead anti weak
sulphuric acid, while the negative plates
require filling with a paste prepared from
lit barge and 'arid.
The electrolyte consists of sulphuric
acid (accumulator acid) diluted with distilled water to a strength of 1,150. The
initial charge should be for 6 hours at
0.1 amp., anti subsequent charges for 8
hours at the same rate. The full capacity will not be obtained until the battery has been charged and discharged a
number nf times.
These batteries are supplied by Mews.
A. E. Bawtree, F.B.P.S., 20, Manor Park

Bawtree 24-volt H.T. accumulator unit

which is held firmly in position by e
helical spring.
The two positions are
positively defined, the lever moving into
position with a reassuring snap.
All "live " parts are adequately protected, the lever, fixing bush and exposed
metal work being insulated from the electrical contacts.
Strips of paxolin are
used for insulating purposes, the various
pieces being shaped to form a hollow
chamber which the roller contact operates.

"B.A.T." quick make-and-break miniature switch with one-hole fixing bush.

Impedance curve of Bowyer-Lowe Irrig-range H.F. choke;
8 micro-mid.

and a comparatively flat impedance curve
give results equal to and in many cases
better than specially designed short-wave
chokes.
The impedance curves of the
latter are " peaky." and the impedance
at the foot of the curve is often no
greater than that of the long-wave choke
at the same wavelength.
The Bowyer-Lowe choke is flee from
subsidiary resonances, and the impedance
It 23

external capacity

Road, Sutton, Surrey, and the price is
3d. per volt in 24-volt units.
Smaller
units can be supplied at an additional
charge of 6d. per unit, a 10-volt unit
costing 3s.
Spare plates and glass tubes cost 6d.
each
and
spare
ebonite
separators
3d. each. It will thus be seen that the
replacement of a faulty cell will be an
easy matter.

The external contact tags are separated
by an extension of one of the paxolin
strips and on each side of this there is
a small ventilating hole giving access for
air to the centre chamber.
The area of the contacting surfaces
appears to he on the small side for a
switch rated to carry 3 amps., at 250
volts; however, they functioned quite %%ell
on test and did not give any cause to
justify doubt as to their ability to handle
this wattage.
Their miniature size renders them ideal
for use in portable sets, and the high
standard of insulation achieved justifies
their use in all types of mains equipment.
These switches am of American origin
and are supplied in this country by
Messrs Claud Lyons, Ltd., 75, Old Hall
Street, Liverpool.
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NEWS FROM ALL QUARTERS.
Regional Stage Fright P—Ca' Canny at Brookman's Park.—B.B.C. and Sunday Programmes.
Peculiar Policy at Brookman's Park.
Since the B.B.C. will find time to carry
out some radiation experiments from
Brookman's Park before the service
transmissions begin, it seems pertinent to
ask why the " fade in " principle is to
be adopted at all. We have been told
that the change-over from the Oxford
Street transmitter to the London Regional
will be effected gradually, beginning with
lute dance music, and that each day will
see a slight increase in the period of
transmission from the new station until
the existing 2L0 is finally superseded.
For my part, I fail to see what object
this ea' canny policy will achieve.
0

0

0

Why Prolong the Agony ?
Possibly the B.B.C. is suffering from
a sort of ILF. stage fright, fearing that
those listeners who have no selective H.F.
stages ‘vill run amok if suddenly faced
with 25 kilowatts where there were only
3 kilowatts before.
The B.B.C. should take the risk. No
good purpose will be served by prolonging the agony; there are no compensations in having teeth drawn slowly.
0

( ti

Period of Chastening.
Again, Savoy Bill has spent many
necks in telling the trade how to instruct
customers in the alteration of their sets
in preparation for more powerful signals.
In many cases the listener has -been
advised to shorten his aerial.
The conscientious listener who has followed this advice will undergo a period
of chastening while the transition is
taking place. Half his evening will be
aient in lengthening his aerial to pick up
Oxford Street while the other half will
be occupied in accommodating it to
Brookman's Park.
00

0

0

Why Not an Inaugural Programme P
The best plan thid the 11.13.C. could
adopt would be to fix a definite date—
say September 14th—for the opening
transmission
from
London
.RegionaL
The occasion—the inauguration .of the
liegional Scheme—merits a special programme.
As a safeguard against accidents, the
Oxford Street transmitter could be retained for a month or two, but it must
be remembered that Brookman's Park is
not entitled to a long experimental

period. 5GB has been the Regional Experimental station, as listeners to that
station know to their cost!
0000
A Sunday Innovation P
For a semi-Government organisation,
the B.B.C. shows an astonishing and
pleasing lack of inertia. All things considered, Savoy Hill is surprisingly responsive to listeners' demands in all except one respect. In accordance with the
"spirit of the age," quite a number of
people would like the Sunday programmes
secularised to a greater degree than at
FUTURE FEATURES.
London and Daventry.
Resorts
Programme from Blackpool.
At'Gral. 22ND.—A Feature Programme.
AVMS/ 2:ien. —The us ri
ury Festival
nf Ilii$ic and Drama—A Symphony
Concert.
AUGUST
24TH. — " The
mulligatawny
medallion," a light play.
Daventry Experimental (sûn).
AUGUST 1st II.— An rektstral Concert.
AUGUST 'nut.
.g rim eeeee e of Popular

loiterer ‘.!ere.----l'aineu, Northern

Chorea songs.

Aries' 22>f».—A Vaudeville Programme,
AUGUST TOIL—Queen's Hall Promenade
Concert.
Cardiff.
AUGUST
18TH.-- Coleitilac•Taylor
Programme.
Manchester.
AUGUST 21sT.—riiiiiitientary on the Rydal
Sheep Dog
AUGUST 20TH.—The Electric Sparks Concert Party.
Glasgow.
ArGIST 24TH.—' What lio! America," a
revue.
Aberdeen.
ariarin 21sT.—A Scottish Concert.
Belfast.
AUGUST 22XD.—" Faust" (Gounod).

present, but the B.B.C. has preserved a
rigidity of outlook on this subject which
seems to have awed even the profanest.
Now conies the startling possibility
that on a Sunday in September the afternoon transmissions from all stations except 5GB may be devoted to a running
commentary on the international air race
to be flown over the Solent for the
Schneider Trophy.
0000
An International Event.
It. is understood that this event will
probably take place on September 7th,
8th or 9th, depending upon weather con-

ditions. I heur that when the running
commentary was first arranged it was decided that the broadcast would not take
place if the race occurred on the 8th
(Sunday). In view of the international
importance of the race, however, official
opinion has relented, so it is by no means
unlikely that, for once, the Sunday programme may contain more race than
grace.
0000
An Empire Broadcast.
The B.B.C. microphone will be situated
on the roof of the Ryde Pier Pavilion a
few yards from the judge's stand. It is
expected that it will be possible to
receive and broadcast the lap positions
and the final results within a few seconds
of the judge's decision. There are ten competitors in the race, which covers
seven laps of approximately 31 miles.
The lines in use for broadcasting will
include the new cable beneath the Solent
from Ryde to Portsmouth.
The transmission will also go out from
5SW, Chehnsford.
c000
Music at Meals.
Diners-out seem to have a legitimate
grouse against the B.B.C. in the matter
of restaurant music.
It is complained
that since the broadcasting of hotel
orchestras began, the standard of musical performance has improved to such
ar extent as to interfere with the more
serious business of mastication and digestion, the unfortunate diner being unable
to concentrate on his victuals.
The
B.B.C. should supply soda bicarb.
0000
Radio Drama.
The 'B.B.C. expects as big a' success for
the play, "One Day More," by Joseph
Conrad, when it is broadcast from 5GB
on Monday next, August 19th, as the
distinguished author's 'Lord Jim " met
with when it was adapted for broadcasting by Cecil Lewis some two years age.
"One Day More " is one of the only two
plays which Conrad wrote, though he also
dramatised
his
novel,
" The
Secret
Agent.''
0000

A Revival
A noteworthy revival of next month
will be that queer drama of life in
Suburbia, " Squirrel's Cage." It is down
for performance from 2L0 on September 12th.
324
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Seeming

Inconsistencies

TN order to appreciate the points to be raised in this
article, it is obviously necessary for the reader to
be acquainted with Ohm's law itself, and although
the writer has dealt with it at some length iit previous
issues of this journal he feels it desirable to recapitulate
briefly the principles underlying this great natural law,
one of the greatest, in fact, that has ever been discovered and promulgated by man, since it is the foundation stone upon which all the various branches of electrical engineering, including radiotelephony, are based.
Ohm's law is best expressed as a simple equation,
E
namely, I= —
R ,where Irepresents the current measured
in amperes, E the electrical pressure measured in volts,
and R the electrical resistance measured in ohms. From
this equation it is obvious that, provided we know any
two of the three measrements under consideration, it
is but a matter of elementary calculation to discover
the third; in other words, the equations R= —
F: and
I
E=IR are equally true.
Battery Charging Problems.

Now there is one other thing we require to know,
and that is how to discover and express the power
being dissipated in any electrical circuit. This is done
by multiplying the current and voltage, which gives
us a figure for power the unit of which is the watt.
It will now be seen that if any three of the four quantities which we have just been discussing are known, the
fourth is easily found.
We can now pass on to the consideration of instances
where Ohm's law appears to fail. It never actually
fails, of course, although the writer is aware that there
are many who, through lack of clear thinking, allege
that it does fail in certain cases.
B 25

Explained.

The first instance of apparent failure which the
amateur is likely to encounter is in the charging of
accumulators. We will assume that we have 250-volt
D.C. mains, and wish to charge asmall 2-volt accumulator the charging rate of which is 0.25 amperes. Now
it is well known that the internal resistance of an
accumulator cell in good condition is so low that it is
virtually negligible. It is therefore obvious from Ohm's
law that if the cell is connected directly to the mains
there will be an enormous rush of current, and we must
put a series resistance in circuit in order to limit the
currènt to 0.25 amperes, which we have already
assumed to be the normal charging rate of the accumulator.
We will in this case ignore the back voltage of 2 due to the accumulator in order to
simplify matters.
A moment's work with Ohm's
law shows us that a resistance of Lotto ohms is
required in circuit in order to limit the flow of current to 0.25 amperes. Now it is quite easy to obtain
a reliable variable resistance of this value which is
fully capable of carrying a much larger current than
that stated without heating up.
We can, however,
choose one of the 250-volt 6o-watt lamps which we
have in the house, since it is clear from our knowledge of Ohm's law that its resistance must be
'1,000 ohms, and if we put a reliable ammeter in circuit
the reading will be found to be o.25 ampères.
The Carborundum Crystal.

Let us suppose that, for some reason, we desire to
halve the charging rate. The obvious idea of putting
an additional lamp of the same rating as the original lamp in series in the circuit, as shown in
Fig. (a), occurs to us, for we know by Ohm's law that
doubling the resistance in circuit will halve the charging
current. The lamps will now be burning dimly, is
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the voltage across each will be only half the rated
value, or, to put it another way, only half the current
required to cause normal filament brilliance will be
flowing.
If we consult our ammeter, however, we
shall find that our actual current is either considerably
less than half or considerably more, according to
whether our lamp is of the carbon or metal filament
variety. It would appear, then, that Ohm's law has
failed. This is, however, quite fallacious. What, then,
has happened? Simply that the resistance of the lamp
filament has changed.
The explanation is that the
resistance of a lamp filament changes with the temperature, and the resultant effect is the same as if we
had been using a variable wire-wound resistance, and
had failed to adjust it so as to include twice the amount
of wire in circuit when desiring to halve the current.
Another thing to consider is the peculiar behaviour
of the ordinary carborundum crystal. If a voltage be
applied across this crystal, and gradually raised, aproportionately increasing current will flow until a certain
critical point is reached, at which it accelerates more
rapidly than the voltage. Apparently Ohm's law has
failed; actually, however, the resistance of the crystal
has suddenly become lowered.

In (a) is shown a simple battery charging circuit, while (11) shows a
simple valve testing circuit.
In the latter case it should be noted
that the arrow shown in dotted lines indicates the direction that
grid current Sows if positive bias is applied.

The carborundum crystal is not alone in its peculiar
properties of changing its resistance under certain conditions. Selenium, for example, changes its resistance
under the influence of light, and many substances
change their resistance °under various influences, such
as heat, mechanical pressure, etc. The modern photoelectric cell, of which the selenium cell was the precursor, possesses the property of altering its electrical
resistance in accordance with the degree of light thrown
upon it, and it is this property that has rendered possible the advent of talking films and such success in
television as has already been obtained.
Ohm's Law and the Thermionic Valve.

We can now pass on to a point which concerns us
most, namely, the apparently anarchic attitude of the
ordinary three-electrode valve towards Ohm's law. In
order to discuss this matter we will consider a valve
which has a milliammeter in its plate circuit and which
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is provided with the usual H.T., L.T, and grid bias
batteries. When all is connected up correctly, a steady
current will, of course, pass from the valve filament
across to plate through the milliammeter and H.T.
battery back to filament, and then across to plate once
more as indicated in Fig. (b) by the full arrows. We
can ignore completely the actual filament heating circuit,
which may be considered as asimple local circuit which
does not here concern us.
Valve Resistance Altered by Grid Ma's.

Now if we try the experiment of raising and lowering the value of voltage on the grid we shall at once
notice that the plate milliammeter is varying in its
readings in sympathy with the varying voltages we put
on the grid. At first sight it would appear that Ohm's
law has failed us altogether, for the current in the
filament-plate-H.T. battery circuit (usually known as
the plate circuit) is changing without our altering in
any way the H.T. battery voltage or the value of any
resistance in the circuit, such as an anode resistance,
which we could, if we so desired, put in series with
the milliammeter. Let it be said at once that if the
plate circuit could be changed without any alterations
being made to the voltage or resistance of the circuit,
then would our faith in Ohm have been in vain.
Actually, however, the cause of the varying plate current
is the varying of the valve resistance.
•
It must be remembered that the grid in the valve is
mounted directly in the path of the
electron stream "
(a synonym for electric current) passing from filament
to grid, and if we bias the grid negatively, or, in other
words, force electrons from the grid battery on to the
grid, they repel, to a certain extent, the electrons leaving the filament en route for the plate. The greater
the negative bias, therefore, the less the number of
electrons reaching the plate, and vice versa. The grid
then merely acts as avariable valve resistance.
If we withdraw electrons from the grid by biasing
it. positively, we shall not only get a heavy plate
current, but shall start a new thing, namely, grid current, which consists of electrons leaving the filament
passing to the grid and then passing via the grid leak or
transformer secondary to the negative end of our valve
filament. An interesting point to notice here is that
when grid current flows, it is in the direction of the
dotted arrows, and so tends to charge the grid battery,
and if we used asmall accumulator for our grid battery
it would actually charge it if the current were large
enough to produce any definite chemical effect. The
foregoing remark has somewhat of aHibernian flavour,
but is nevertheless true. Screen-grid valves and pentodes are, of course, equally as amenable to Ohm's
law as the triode.
There are many other points in connection with the
valve and Ohm's law upon which space forbids us
to dwelL Similar considerations also forbid any discussion of Ohm's Jaw and alternating current, and
the writer can only state that in alternating current
work, be it of the power variety, the " L.F. amplifier"
variety, or the high-frequency variety, Ohm's law is
still impregnable; there are many traps for the unwary
who think they have found its Achilles heel.
a 26
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"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information.
The Service is subject to the rules in the Department, which are printed below: these must
be strictly enforced, in the interest of readers themselves.
A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some cases at greater length than would be possible in a letter.
Grid Circuit Decoupling Resistance.
I notice that in one or tito receivers described in The Wireless World, decoupling resistances and by-pass condensers are included in the grid
citcuit, particularly of an anode bend
detector.
Can you give 'Inc an idea
as to the best resistance value to use,
08 there seems to be no general agreement on this point?
L. W. E.
The addition of a decoupling scheme to
the detector-grid circuit is likely to be
of some advantage when this valve is
preceded by a highly efficient H.F. amplifier, and when bias is obtained front
an unscreened battery common to other
valves. As to the value of the resistance.
a good deal depends on whether it is considered necessary to take precautions
against L.F. interaction, as well as to
restrict the flow of H.F. currents. Up
to a point, the value is not critical, but
the use of too large a resistance is apt
to accentuate troubles brought about by
the intermittent flow of grid current—
which may sometimes take place in the
best regulated set. Grid-leak type resistances are handy for this purpose, and we
suggest a value of something between
10.000 ohms and 50,000 ohms.
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Audio-Transformer Coupling.
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in amplification (unless the valve has an
impedance well below the average).
000

The "Everyman Four" and Gramophone
Reproduction.
/ ant told that there is a very simple
method of connecting apick-up to an
" Everyman Four " without the need
of any alterations whatsoever. Will
you please describe it?
V. L.
Without a doubt, 'the simplest way of
making this addition is to join the pickup directly across tho grid leak associated
with the first L.F. valve. Of course, the
H.F. valve filament, will be turned off,
strictly speaking, provision should be
made for extinguishing the detector filament in some way—a separate rheostat
for it is not included in the original design.
As you will have gathered from recent
articles on the subject, the majority of
modern pick-ups give a sufficient output
to operate with a two-stage L.F. amplifier--into which, in effect, the set is converted by fitting a pick-up in the manner
described.
0000

Fig. 1.—Illustrating amethod or improving

the selectivity of a "tuned anode" H.F.
coupling.

ofiiplft

high-lregitency -valves nudy

a point of the fact that a compromise
betwee.'i the requirements of selec-tivity, sensitivity and anipfification
can be made by suitably adjusting
the number of iwimary turns of the
tuned intervalre transformer.
.Vy
01V0 set is coupled by the tuned anode
method Is there any easy enul simple
way of e#ecting similar adjustments
without radical alteration to the design?
S. C. G.
Practically speaking, the advantages
offered in this direction by double-wound
transformers can lie obtained in cases
where tuned anode couplings are used
by converting the coil into an auto-transformer.
The method of procedure will be made
clear to you by a consideration of Fig. 1,
in which the conventional connection beB 27

tween valve anode and coil is shown by
a full line. When it is desired to improve
seleutiyity, or to reduce amplification so
that, stability rimy be obtained, this connection is transferred to a tapping on the
winding ; as indicated by the dotted line.
As this tapping is moved towards the end
of the coil in connection with H.T.+,
there will be progressive improvement in
selectivity and, generally, a falling-off

RULES.

(1.) Only one question (which must deal with

a single specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Demirtment."
(2.) Queries must be written on one si- e of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet.
lsell-addressed damped envelope must
be enclosed for postal reply.
(3.) Designs or circuit diagrams for complete
reerims eannot be circa; 10ader present-day
conditions jw.tice cannot be done tv questions
of this kind ice. the course of a teller.
(4.) Modical wiring plans cannot be supplied
or considered.
(3.) Designe for competents ouch as L.F.
chokes, -power &en:dormer:4 etc., cannot be
3upplied.
(6.) Queries arising from the construction or
operation of reeeirers must be confined to construct:anal sets described in " l'he Wireless
World "or to standard manufacturers' receivers.
Readers dtsiring information on matters
beyond the scope of the Liformation Department are incited t submit suggestions regarding
=Weds lo be .reales in future articles or

paragraphs.

H-F. Input Control.
A good deal has been written on the subject of -pre-detection volume control.
but I have seen no mention of the derice I am at present using. This cole•
aids of avariable resistance of 250,00G
ohms maximum, value,
connected
directly across the aerial-grid coil.
Do you consider that this scheme has
any serious technical disadvantage?
F. S. G.
In your locality, almost midway between
two main stations, we would expect this
simple volume control to work quite well,
because selectivity cannot be avery serious
problem to you. The scheme has but a
limited field of usefulness for the reason
that the selectivity of a tuned circuit is
greatly reduced when a ciimparatively low
ohmic resistance is connected across it, and
it is invariably considered better to use
a potentiometer device in which the tuned
circuit is shunted by a high resistance,
the desired signal voltage being picked ur
by means of a variable contact.
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Eddy Current Coupling.
A good deal of attention has been paid of
• late to the_ question of screening. in
H.F. amplifiers. If we assume that
plate c.nd grid circuits, with, their
associated components ' are completely
enclosed in metallic boxes, is there
any possibility of unwanted coupling
between the coils?
C. F. W.
Unfoii.unately, even the most complete
screening does not preclude all possibility of undesirable couplings through
magnetic interaction, although in almost
all cases it reduces it to an almost negligible value. In amplifiers of the highest
efficiency, in which maximum stage gain
is aimed at, a certain amount of trouble
is sometimes experienced through what is
known as "eddy current coupling." This
can generally be overcome by suitable disposition of the coils, and by careful choice
of the earthing points on the metallic
screens, although it might sometimes be
necessary to go to the length of using
double screening.
srq

Anode Detector and Pentode.
The suggestion has been macle that apentode output valve is not altogether
suitable for use immediately alter an
anode bend detector when these two
valves are coupled by an L.P. transformer. Do you consider that there
r is any basic objection to this scheme?
I may add that I have tried it with,
apparently, very pleasing results.
M. C. M.
There is no real reason why this
arrangement should not work well, but in
order to get the best results from it, certain precautions should be observed. The
main disability of the acherhe is asso.

Fig.

2.—Connections

for

•

ciated with the fact that the pentode
cannot handle i very large input voltage,
while the anode detector preceding it
works at its best under these conditions.
This being so, it is not hard to see that,
when the detector is working at its beet,
there is a serious risk of overloading the
pentode, particularly if L.F. voltage is
"stepped up" by acoupling transformer,
and accordingly one is tempted to operate
the detector incorrectly—from the point of
view of quality—by reducing the H.F.
input to it. The need for doing this can
be avoided by shunting the primary of
the transformer with a variable resistance, so that excess magnification can be
thrown away when necessary.
0 0 0

Complicated Switching.
The H.F. sloe of my set is transformer.
coupled, and waveband switching is
included, the method adopted being
that in which low-potential ends of
primaries and secondaries are connected together, while appropriate connections of the other ends of these
windings are made by the blades of a
double-pole switch. Long- and shortwave couplings are separate corn.pone.nts, mounted with the coil axes at
right angles. I now propose to add
capacity-controlled reaction, winding
the necessary extra coil on cacle transformer. Wit/ you please show me how
alour-pole two-way switch, already in
my possession, may be used for waveband changing ?
N. G. S.
A satisfactory method of switching,
applicable to the arrangement you specify,
is shown in Fig. 2.
We fear that it looks
complicated, but it is hardly possible to
simplify matters without introducing some

switching II.F. transformers and
short-circuiting is not employed.

reaction

colis

where
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modification to your proposed scheme. I
any case, you will find it easy enough
trace out the connections, which are oui
straightforward.
0000
Gramophone Volume Control.
My set is fitted with a volume control re
siatance which is shunted across th
•
L.P. transformer primary in the de
tector ealoe anode circuit.
.1 a
about to fit apick-up, and should lik
to know whether the control will sti
be operative (and satisfactory) whe
the set is used for gramophone repro
duction.
J. D. S.
This all depends on the position of you
pick-up ' if it is inserted in the grid cii
cuit of the valve in the anode circuit t:
which the shunted transformer is in
eluded, this method of volume control wil
work admirably. It would, however, bi
inoperative were the pick-up connected i
the first grid circuit of a two-stage ampli
fier.
0000

A Matter of Frequency.
(Referring to a reply to apie viola query
....Inotice that you recommend m
to insert a 20,000-ohm decouplin
resistance in series with the anode o
cuy S.G. high-frequency valve. Ca
it be assumed that alower value—say,
600 or 1,000 ohms, as usually specified
—would do equally well?
1 have
practically no surplus voltage in m
accumulator H.7'. battery; hence thi
question.
P. M.
We do not recommend any considerable
reaction in thé value of the decoupling
resistance as suggested in our fi rs t, reply.
Your trouble is L.F. instability, which we
concluded to be largely due to feed-back
to the detector grid via the tuned anode
coil; the H.F. side of the set is apparently
quite stable.
Therefore it is necessary
to choose adecoupling resistance of ahigh
value; although it happens to be in series
with an H.F. valve, it is intended to cope
(in conjunction with its associated by-pass
condenser) entirely with L.F. currents.
o oo
Pentode Output.
I have a Marconi phone moving coil loud
speaker which, as you will know, includes a built-in output transformer
designed to work in conjunction with
a valve of roughly 2,000 ohms impedance. My problem is this: I am
building a new set, intended mainly
for long-distance reception, in which
a pentode output valve is to be used;
will it be essential to replace the loud
speaker
output
transformer with
another instrument specially designed
for the pentode, or will the existing
output device prove to be satisfactory.
T. E. W.
Strictly speaking, a special output
transformer, with primary and secondary
windings designed respectively for the
impedances of the pentode and of the
moving coil, should be used.
However,
you will find that the existing instrument,
without any modification, will give very
pleasing results, and we doubt it yen will
find it nesessary to alter it.
B 28
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L•F•CHOKE2
iS

'WEE' UNIT

The man who has areal knowledge of the technical side of
radio will be quick to appreciate the value of our many
years of experience in the
winding of chokes forordinary
electrical purposes. This past
experience has been of incalculable help in tackling the
more difficult problem of producing L.F. Chokes foi radio
receivers.
The relationship
between iron and copper, the
positioning of the dilferent
elements, etc., right down to
the actual coil-winding itself,
—all these problems have
been successfully solved in the
light of our past experience.
We are now able to MF rket a
range of L.1. Chokes which is
second to none in the British
Isles—in fact, the new Varley
Constant Inductance L.F.
Choke (zo henries over the
whole range of from o-roo
in.a.) can lay claim to advantages unknown to any
other L.F. Choke of the
present day.

Full particulars of any of these
L.F. Chokes on application.
Standard L.P. Choke,

20 Henries
£1 O 0
Constant Inductance L.F. Choke,
20 Henries over the who! , range
o roc,
- fi
1
Dual L.F. Choke, 75 tlenriei, series
r•sistance 700 ohmA •
- îl
1. 0
Pentode Output Choke, 2 ratios for
high resistaiwe speakers - O1 1 0
Low Tension L.F. Choke. he 3
einix•re•:
o
Push Pull Output Choke, lot- high
and tow resistance speakers 11 1 0

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsz. ,ay House,
103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Telephone: Holborn 5303.
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ERE is the sensational new 38E0Wit "Vee"
Unit. It is the biggest Radio develo
ment of recent years.
For only
(the Unit costs 25 and the Chassis 151-)
anyone can assemble, in two minutes, a
loud speaker that gives fine mellow tone
and better vol
than you have ever
heard before. It recreates the living artiste
-in a degree that is positively uncanny.
Soon
your
Dealer
will have
stocks.
Make
sure
to
hear
the
"Vee" Unit
before
you
buy
your
loud
speaker.
The Unit Coate

25/-

Chassis with Cone

15/-

S. G. BROWN, Ltd.,
Western Avenue, N. Acton, W.3.

"AS BRITISH AS BRITANNIA'

Advertisements Jo' " The Wireless World .' are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
aohunns is :
19 words

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

RECEIVERS FOR SALE.

<p U
AL I
TO

in

WAVE TRAP

OUCJLICT'

or less, 1/- and 15.
additional word.

for the nes fieg ,onal Scheme

for every

Each paragraph is charged separately and name
address must be counted.

and

.4 highly effictent instrument.

2, Athelstane Mews, N.4.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
oontract is placed in advance, and in the absence of free
instructions the entire "copy " is repeated from the
previous issue: 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10%
52 consecutive, 15%.
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ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " Tbe Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry;
Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham ; 260, Deansgate, Manchester ; 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.

RADIO

THE

SALE

HOME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of a home-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
his advertisement, will in every case make use of a Box
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the stun
realised will bri forwards-s1 to the seller, less the amount
due in respect of royalties, which amount will be paid by
"The Wireless World" to the owners of the patents
concerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser of the set.

each one by post.

Mention of

Illuminates
the dials
aT1 d indicates by a
brilliant
Red light
when thcset
is switched

•

PRICE

2/9

A. F. BULGIN& Co. Chancery
--9-1 °
"»Lane.
c"""'
Stnet:,,7
London,
E..4

"THERE IS A WHALE OF DIFFERENCE"

APPLEBY'S
THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE

Phone
Paddlnornra
:820 slb.+)

Miscellaneous Advertisements,
CHAPEL ST., LONDON, N.W.1
OPEN TILL 7 P.M. SAT. 1 P.M.

For Particulars see
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REGIONAL
„iG e RECEIVER

COMPLETE

WITH

BASE

"Wireless World" S.C.
Portable box 12E.

BOARDS

Multiple

Valve

ANY SCREEN TO ORDER.
Trade and Wholesale enquiries invited.
LOCK.ATKINSON WIRELESS,
93, Great Titehtleld Street, W. I.
'1 ,
:Pit:rar !22.

pO1.Áft
CoNDE14ERS
IMPROVE SELECTIVITY.
Send for Polar e<11610i

VV1
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TRY TI1LM.
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ROGERS LTD.,
188-189. STRAND, LONDON. W.C.2.
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Have Opportunities of Di spos i
ng o f Sem i 0
0lete Apparatus to those who are not fortunate
enough to be able to afford the latest type, and sill
take such apparatus or components, providing they
are in saleable condition, in part exchange for any
new eel, loud-speaker, or component required.
ALE We Ask is that You should Send Along a Llst
of Your Old Apparatus, together with your new
requirements, or, better still, send the appayatus to
us to inspect, when we will make you a fair offer.
t You Approve of this you can Send your Remit.
tance for the Balance, and we will forward the
apparatus required ;if you have sent your old appara.
tus and you do not approve of our offer, we will
return, carriage paid.

I

T II E Principal uf this Firm, who has been a professional wireless engineer since 1910, and has
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio
expert. tus the General Electric Co., and Chairman of
the Teehnical Committee of the National Association
of Radio Alanufardurers, will willingly give advice to
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; we
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the beat
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save money
by having genuine expert advice.
i)ON'T Forget We Will Take Your Old
or Comptinenis in Part Exchange,

Receiver

WE Will Also Build Any Sets Is Specification
(Mareoni royalties payable), and install anywhere
in the British Isles; sets modernised; send for [0e
2s
2
tiomate.—Scientific Development Co., 51 , Fi shergate,
Preston.
Tel.: 1364.
(0226
EVE Portable, complete, new, pe rfe ct order;
C9i10.—Iirinier, Factory Sq., Strenthani.
[5682
‘,[1:PERIIET Geeophone Portable, just returned frem
KY
makers, in perfect condition; £21E—Bridget, 160,
nigh St., Slough.
[5742

R

LAD sud MORRIS, Ltd..

1 11 9.
i
:
0-n 1
,e
STILL Supreme in all

ws
elTs. in

1925,
Mains Work.

equipped

She

T OW Tension A.C. Eliminators Permanently Replae▪
ing Batteries; now only £5115.
rr IIE Original Electrolytic. Condensers, as used in
A
iiI)M0 2,000 nit.; only 13/., inc-lading postage.
MOVINli Coil Speakers,

A

COPPER & ALUMINIUM
SCREENS

OF

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

P,R0 DUCTS

SIGNAL LAMPS

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made —à—wr payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
- Notes
being
untraceable if lost in transit sboild not b3 sent as
remittances.

111,- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited wi:li •' The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must he returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instruets us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
hut in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. Eor
all transactions up to Eso, adeposit fee c,f if- is changed ;on
transactions over ,Cro and under ao, the fee is 2;(i ;over
5/-. All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
Douse, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
money orders should be made payable to Dille & Sons
Limited.

WIRELESS is a Fascinating Subject, but makes
heavy demands upon the purses of its devotees,
l'or one who is determined to keep abreast of the
times, there are always new components to be bought,
and sets and loud-speakers to be superseded.
T the Same Tinte, the would-be buyer is often
s: riel from btty isle beca use he knows that
there will be still one more pies-e of apparatus left, on
his bands, to add to th ose a l
rea d
y i
n the j
unk b
ox.

-m7E

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to nundis•rs at "The Wireless World" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of fkl. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which insist include the
words Box coo, c/c) " The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. coo, c/n "The Wireless World,"
Dorset !fosse, Tudor Street, London, E.C:.t. Readers who
rep/t, to Doe No. advertisements arc warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelopes ;
in all such cases the use of the Deposit System is recommended,
and the envelope should Sc clearly marked "Deposit
Department."

10 .
6 each.

B. & J. WIRELESS CO.,

(Z.COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great. Britain's Radio
Doctors. --Read advertisement under Miscellaneous.
(0264
Q-VALVE All-wave Receiver, latest type, pow[
e
0
r
2
f: 4
1.
D
perfect; £4.—V. Taylor, 57, St u dl ey Rd., Stockwell, London.

LL Mains Power Units.

▪ EAT) and MORRIS. Ltd., 31, Easteastle St. (hieing
-XL back of Wurings), Oxford St., W.
(5745

r.vAIXE

Sereened (hid Self-eontained Transport.
ca
able, original modal, new at cost pris-e, £25;
6-valve all mains quality super set, Cosmos A.C.
valves, complete with mains flint and wave trap, in
aluminium case, new, only very good offer accepted;
above sets may be heard any evening by appointment.
--63, Warwick Gardens, W.14.
Western 1131: 15801
1\i'F.W Roadside Four Screened Grid Portable Set,
LI De Luxe model, blue spot speaker and cradle,
leather case, etc., new.—Write Sadler, 42, Eton Av.,
Hampstead.
78
in,STREE Six, in mahogany ped es t
a l cabinet, romJA miele with valves (2 spare), 6-volt 80-amp seeninitiator, Philips II.T. eliminator (A.C.), with 0.B.,
lediswan trickle charger, Marconi moving coil, gram.>
idioms L.S. unit, and mahogany pedestal gramophone
with 2 sound reproducers; the lot £30, or would
eensider sale separately.—S. McDonald, Branscoonibe,
liis)ok Gardens, Kingston Hill, Surrey.
[5776
'MEW Sets to be Cleared at Sacrifiee.--32 guineas
11 Symphony Radio gramophone. £25: 31 guineaS
Cluikaphone combined gramophone slid portable five,
£24; £3112/6 Philips 220 D.C. eliminator, £2/1716;
£23110 Pye portable. £15: 15 guineas Truplionie
tg.,ri abl e, 71
gaineF,: 18 guineas Pandeda portable
kve, £12; Mullard Master Three, with large linen
Amplion and valves, £8i10; Cosset. Melody Maker,
with valves, £5; Midlard S G.P., with large cabinet
Containing speaker, batteries and valves, £11.
Write
ter requirements of components
tattenes, etc.. at
bargain prices.—Box 2540. cio The Wireless Wet
r
5
1(1
77
.

'The Wireless World. — when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Receivers for Sale.—Contd.
iMMONIIS BUGS. for all the Best

Modern
S Receivers.
S1MMONDS BROS.—The New Empire receiver; £11.
BROS.
for Receivers, constructed to
SIMMONDS
any litiblitthed design.
SIMMONDS BROS,
t7

for

the

ts7.

11110S, for the

£15.
'UI Bi IN IIS Biros.
P.,
and repairs

SIMMONDS

QIMMONDS
Dona

for

1111114111

Kilo-Mg Four; £18.

IMMONDS EROS. for Best Materials
teed Workmanship.

QIMMONDS

e
111°OUJIIII le

and

Guaran-

for the Pentode Two; £712/8.

BROS.

for Quotations Without

Shirelund

Rd..

G

A

ehPPORTUN1TY !—Screen Grid Three,
dual (
r
5
a8
it ii
gt '
•
V
coil, no am I
ves, in solid (not "called ") mahogany
cabinet. tmeommuliting batteries, £3.10, approval in;
POssilde at tiro price, but gua rant sed working ; Climax
folding frame,
; 2 6-volt ;
Marconi power salves,
10 -; other c pon 'lib/. meters, etc. ; send for htc
Brown's Mudd° microphone amplifier, rust £20. £4,
ideal for erystal loud-speaker or radio picture reception.
—Clark, 120, Upper TulscHill, S.W.2.
[5804

BATTERIES.
DENT0DE

Users, write for details of new size self.
charging battery; 7d. per volt; illustrated rate.
login, giving data post free.—U. Taylor, 57, Studies'
Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0273
-

W

ET }LT. Replacements.-8c, (capped or un.
('apped). lrigheat. grade, No. 1. 10d, per doz.;
No. 2. 1;9 per doz. -See below.
!NUM. Best quality (wired). No. 1, ad. per doz.;
No. 2, 9t1. per doz.; orders valued 5/- carriage
paid, otherwise fid. for postage.—British Battery Co..
Clarendon Rd., Watford, Herts.
(0258

Z

11.7'.
W .ET
2rist1):.

Batteries.—Perts per dozen, .jars. No. 1,
square, 1/3; No. 2, 1.'6; zincs. No. 1,
1011.; No. 2. 11,1.; sacs. No. 1, 1/2 dozen; No. 2.
119; Rind:ails, 8d_ 10,1.; dozen cells (18 volts), complete with 'sands alai electrolyte. Nu. 1, 4/1; No. 2,
5/..; post 9.1.; high efficiency, long life, self charging.
upkeep small; senil 6,1 for sample unit; illustrated
booklet free, carriage free orders 10. -; write for free
list. wireless bargains; trade supplied —W. Taylor. 57,
Studley Rd., stock well, london.
[0039

the
`DOM UNION'
Slow& Motion Dial
A Vernier Dial at 3/6! Bring your set
up to date by fittins this slow motion
dial. The mechanisra is of special non.
backlash construction which makes very
fine tuning easy.
Finished in smooth
black or beautifully grained maltose's,
bakeltte.

•
rieuvra me
UJ LY C

NELSON ST. WORKS, LOND3
N.W.1.

Home Construction
Linen Diaphragm
Steel Chassis Build
Loud Speaker Kit
The perfect reproducer

rv ce

(4062

B

ETTER
Accumulator Char,;ing.—We
guarantee
preeise charging and maintenance by expert personnel. Tho prices are very economical and include
trouble-free collection and delivery; also hire and part
hire service of Oldham batteries; official 01,11:am ramvice station.—Ancloy Radio (associated with Andy
Products), 36. 11 intimans Rd., East Dulwich, 8.E.22.
Tel. ; Near Cross 4074.
[5554

let:w Unused Celluloid L.7'. Acettniulators (2-volt).
11
Oldham 20 amp actual. 5/6; Fuller Sprats.
30 amp. ai-tuai, 716: 5 unusect 10-volt 16/3 Irle!
11.T. units. 16/, carriaga paid.—A. Lindsay,
105, Byres Rd., Partick, Glasgow.
[5784
H.T. F.liminator, output 1,750. 40 me.,
JJ)) .('.Glassman
n moving coil 6v. loud-speaker.

£2;
£3:
Whiteley Bon...ham 47. 6 lontl.eistaker. 35;-;
elect rie condensers,
10 6; Minting 328 reel
charging valve, new, used once f-ar
lbtx
2564. mo The Wireless World.
[5785
IkrARCON1 Generator, 1,500v., D.C.. £2; 'Cossor
without valves, in cabilet. £3110: 3v. ulna!
range. needs slight attention. £2/16: few E.U.
:3 earl); eOne speaker, 15 /-; Nesper horn speaker )
10/-; other goods cheap.—Sene S.A.E., Mourcroft.
Hathersage.

4•LosNI.M..

EGENTONF. A.C. Eliminator, 1V.I.B., 120v.. 18
R
nn.a, cost £4/19, £4; Marconi Ideal Junior
transformer. V.; Lissen LE, 4/-• Blue Spot cone. as

new, V,

'

E.M., 74, Shirley Park Rd.. Croydon. [5779

W

W. S.C. Regional Receiver, complete screening by
Pares (new). 20/-; coils. 25/-•' owner unable to
complete.•-flosifrey,
68,
Maher,
Rd..
W.14.
ley
aPpolutment only.
(5684
B31

Advertisements

JUST

new improved model Unifier 11.T.
A.C. eliminator kit; 30/1 giving full output of
volts, e 15 milliamps, free from bum results.
12011N1,
THit Includes Shielded Main Tr ansformer
mill,
with Terminals, heavy choke, 3 HydraTrasformer
typo cons
denser, tested 500 volts, D.C. Levy,. Varanal
i>11111e0
and ell 1,, valve hululer, ;mac! ready drilled, and 3 sockets
tithed, all the enln n01,0111,4 1110111ded on a polished base
board, and neo rly boxed with full instructions and picture diagram, ready WI' as.tenthling in a Yew minutes;
sent anywhere in the Br in.]: Isles, per parcel post
30;-, on the receipt of a postcard slitting mains
voltages, and cyttle

Bil D. U.10 Valve; reemumended, 15/- extra
Jr-a- (please state when ordering if valve to les sent;
every part guaranteed; satisfaetion or money refunded.
HE New Model is the Finest Value in England,
thousatds now in use; hundreds of testimonials.
WULL Particulars and Diagram Free; dealers write
tor
terms.—Li ter pord
Rana,
Supplies,
Unifier
Works, 64, Myrtle St., Liverpool.

T

V

ORTEX1ON Tra rtsforiners, chokes,
wounit1
564
to
0
any specification; write or •ohone for quotation;
best quality components only.—Vortesion, 72. Merton
Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel.; Wimbledon 2814.
(0 319
/VS Calety High Tension Battery

IIMIMMIZIMMMIMIMBIlliFIBMIIIIM11111111111131111111

Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Se i
C.D.E.S.
(5 mile radinai -98, Cherry Orchard Rd., Crrty.

don.

Battery Charter, 7.5 to 15 volta, 21
little used: £3. or nearest offer.—C.,
63, Bradford Rd., Stanningley, Leeds.
(5781
1 RANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Elimina.
tors, and for all wireless purposes. receiving nr
ra nsm ting ; enquiries i
nvited.— Chester Bros., 244,
I)4,1810n La ne, London, E.8.
[4993

1
amps.,
Holdsworth,

Sinethwick.
[4841

Lr, British Six, complete with new valves, 'without
,eltinet;
price £14; demonstrated sup evening t.
appoint inertt.—/Plunte: Willesden 7248.

60

-VOLT. G.E.C. H.T. A...immolators, 3 parts la
wooden erates. 20 volte each, guaranteed good
condition; each 7/6, or 3 20/-, carriage paid. -Upton.
tungtorts, Alresford, Hants.
[5828

T ANTALUM and Licol,;,,, for A.C. Rectifiers; [rn03a0S8e
up your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
:
.
or 11.T. and Ur.. 1/- each; Limit-on electrodes fitted
with terminals 2-3 amps., and 5-8 anips.Black
:Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Liverpool.
[45 93

Oblige.

COPHONE
Portable,
£17110;
Pye
portable,
.£12'10; lesturhant„£11; Bumtlept Etho untold,
5-valve, £15; Burndept 7-valva su terhet, 1925-26, £12;
ditto, 1926-27 model, £16; Marconi V2 and amislifier,
£7111); Dartidept 4-valve, £8!10; also Burndept bureau
imbinet (with partly built set), £12.—James Scott and
Co., Radio Engineers, Dunfermline.
[0320

%M ts. Ellisan,
w
latest patfully chanted, 2 doreur lead
wander ',tuts: £2, or nearest otter; purchaser to remove;
burguits.—Hackney,- 62, Egmont Rd., Suttee.
£5802

T

s131310NDS RROS.—All shove prices are for the set
as specified, in oak cabinet, eXentsiva of valves,
butter rem, iintl royalties; prives with pleasure for sets
to your own or any design.
SIMMONDS11H05.,

Batteries.—Contd.

letor. 120
H.T.Min,At practically
new,

ANTALUM Electrode Strips for 11.1'. Rectifiers,
1
suitable for A.C. mains eliminators; 2d. each, or
set of 8. 1!-.-1-7, Dalton St., West Norwood, S.E.27.

oserhauls,

BROS,

9

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.

Screened Grid Regional;

Modernisation&

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Constructed in ball an bout with a
screwdriver. It has a double linen
diaphragm, size 20"x 20 *, and adjustable damping attachment. Will take
tly
rini lay cone movernent—"G
" 1;1m. Spot," "Triotron," " Flegra,'
•' Brown." etc. Complete Kit includes
Dope, Brush, Instructions, and Ornamental Sides
21/.
Postage yd.
For best results use a
Twin Cone Movement,
I5/— Postage 6d.
Trade enquiries solicited.

Literature on

application.

GREEN & FAULCONBRIDGE Ltd.
Grosvenor Works,

COVENTRY,

E113m
11
9-

IPSON'S Safety Eliminators Cive Consistent
Results.
illtiPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Guaranteed for
12 Months.
pitii.IPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Sold ou 7

P

11111.
)al
'
I
s
tiR:i ‘
NI'''P
S "Z ate
l ly Eltminators are Housed in Art
Enamel led Metal Boxes, fitted with 12ft. of Sex
and a Bakelite plug, and are constructed from the
acry hcat material throughout.
III f
.1PSON'S Safety El i
In /
nit tors are tire Cheapest
to
Install. and the cheapest 10 run; prices :
Model A.C.5, £4/ 17 /6; A.C.7. £3/17/6;
comPlete
with full wave re,tificrs; model D.C.4, 37/6; aC.5.
451-.
'DHILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Described and
J.
Illustrated in Oar Booklet " Radio Power." Have
ye' bad your copy 1--Wril e to-day to
11111LIPSON and Co., ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley
L
Bridge, Balton. 'Phone
2038. 'Grams: Safety
Bolton. Est. over 50 years
8

P

LECTR A 'transformer Laminations and Ba
r
k
0e
3
h
1te
..1124 Bobbins for Rome Constructors. 2 new sizes avails
able; write for list.
Manufacture also Complete Mains Transfuninerts
and rower Chokes, for every wireless purpose.
"kif AINS Trar sformer for l'oreig n Listeners Four.
30 ,-; smoothing
15/-; 1,000 volt D.C. test
sers, 2 nod. 3'-. 4 lord. 5/3.
11 EI ;1
1 11,1,
,E
fir. ./
ts
.
ppwitertit p
ue
s,i r:Ji,,,Rntrisozlete>› Prieue
....i
.t !fi
r
•
o
oni
n-

W

the mains, and ean save
ltishopscate, Loudon, 11.C. 2.

you moner.—Santge. 146.
'Phone: Bislicipsgate 6998.
[5805

CABINETS.

C1ABINETS.—First class geniis at competitive prices;
•-•
send for lists.—Gilbert Cabinet Maker, Swindon.
[9833
A RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best
Value.
[0313
Tr AV'S Cabinets,
the greatest range of pedestal
▪
eabinets in the kingdom; original creativeesigns at prices 50% IOW er than elsewhere; quotati one
d
for specials by return; delivery at short notice guaranteed; moving coil, porta ble, baffle, vignette, radiog.
i.tno,
electric pick-ups, tides ision, etc.; illustrated
lists iree.—II. Kay, Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mount Pleasant Rd., London, N.17.
'Phone: Walt.
thainstow 1626.
[5362

A RTCRAFT

tn.

Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

tor " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

Best
[0311

•

TO
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

LOUD.SPEAKERS.

Cabinets.—Contd.
Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best.
ARTCRAFT
Value.
(0310
1GBY'S Cabinets—Table models in solid oak and
D mahogany; from 11/6 to 71/,

rsIGBY'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resiston
J-: ebonite if required.
IGBY'S Cabinets.-Peillestal model, with separate
battery compartment; from 56/- to £12.
D ICBT'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designs.

D

reIGBVS Cabinets-Write for new 16-page art
catalogue-F. DigbY, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd.,
K2.
'Phone: Bishopsgate 6458.
A RTCRA re Radio Cabinets; Britain's best. value8;
lowest prices consisteet with highest quality;
illustrated list free from actual manufacturera-Ait.
craft Co., 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. 'Phone:
Croydon 1981.
[0040
A ItTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best
Value.
[0309
litINIEST American Types, astonishing value, special
J4 offer oak cabinets, hinged lid, baseboard, highly
polished, take 12in.x6in. panel; sample, carriage paid,
6/6; trade discounts tor quantities.-Mag_Radio, 112.
Warstone Lone, Birmingham.
[2665
T OUDSPEAKER Cabinets, extraordinary otter, oak
JJ cabinets, handsome fret front, highly polished,
13in. square, 6in. deep, finished moulding. take all
ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade dis.
counts for quantities.-Mag-Radio, 112, Wars ..one Lane,
Birmingham.
(2666

COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

transformers,
S.PULSPORD.-Coils,
Portable, 21/6; Eurcpa minable,

ETC.

multiple valve
21/- pair; S.C.
regional, 37/6 pair; Selective Two, 15/-;. fiat dwellers
A.C.3. 16/6: Kilomag 4, 60/- set; modulated wavemeter roils, 21 /- pair.
. PULSFORD.-Coils for the foreign listeners; 4
will he available shortly at 31/6 set medium
wave; 31/6 set. long wave; bases 1/6 each.-S. Fula.
lord. 135, Mickley Hill, Birmingham.
[5770
,000 ohm. Decoupling Resistances for "Wireles,
World • Cireutts; Ire each, post free. -Orne.
Brothers. St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
QET of Four " Wireless World" Coils, with bases;
4:7 Selection Four, wound by Peto Scott Co., offers.Watson, Ironmonger, Youghal, Ireland.
[5797
SIMMONDS BROS.-Berelif coils.

BAKER'S

You want an "•.ELECTRADIX"
Radio Tester to get exact results.

A

'The

DIX-ONEMETER
QELHURST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers ere el
1.-7 Proved efficiency and recognised as the beet
obtainable.
Sold direct from address below, or from
dealers in 10 countries.
14 slays' approval.

is the Highest Grade possible.
Used in Admiralty, L.C.C.
G.P.O., and the 'Varsities.

S
E

Price: "DIX-ONEMETER."
in ease. reading 40 microarnrei
per div., with 5 Multipliers,

£4 10s.
A

WONDERFUL

STOCK

OF

RADIO

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS.

If
IJ
lt

AND

Send us your inquiries for Moving Coil Speakers,
Mains Sets, Chokes, Gramo-motors, Microphones,
Recorders, Relays, Special Apparatus for Transmission and Testing. Dynamos and Motors, all sires
Bridges. Calvos, Switch and Control Gear of every
description in stock.
Now ready, New Edition of 72 page Illustrated
Catalogue, 4d.
Send

218,

Stamped

Addressed Envelope
Sale List.

for

- Wireless World " Reader Prefers a Bakers
T"EElectro
Magnet., because the highly titlicient unit

llsod is correctly designed, and by the use of special
steel a high degree of magnetisation its obtained resulting in louder signals without the necessity cl an
elaborate amplifier requiring high voltages.

Angus .
.

Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.

A

Telephone City 0191.

S

1

IVI

ULLARD S.G.P. Master Three 13erclif Dual Range
Coils, specially designed, complete; 30/. pair.
KILO-MAG Four Coils, complete; 63/. set.
MULTIPLE Valve Portable B.F. Transformer; 25/-

F

LAT Dwellers.-A.C. Three double aerial coil; 17/,

QCHOOLS
I
J
76/6.

Demonstration

Receiver,

set

of

4 coils;

QCREENED Grid Regional Coils, as specified; 43/.
KV
pair.
LI, " Wireless World " Coils Supplied, mostly from
stock, every coil guaranteed by the original
specialists and leaders: Everyman Four coils, 33ipair; Europa Three, 33/-; New Empire vet of 3, 21/-:
Broadcast coil, 8/6; Titan unit, 15/-; 600 ohm resistances, 2/-.
EW:LIP Standard Coils for New All-Wave Four,
Standard Four, AC. Three, Regional, Everyman
Four. etc.; 77/9 set of 4, with bases.
ERCLIF Catalogue and Latest Coil List Post Free;
trade supplied all quantities.
SIMMONDS BROS., Shireland Rd.. Smethwick.
[4842

A

J3
J3

PCI.SFORD.-Coils, transformers; Europa portable,
211- pair; Multiple valve mutable, 21'6; FLU.
Regibual, 3716 pair; Seleetive Two, 151-; fat dwellers'
A.C.3, 16'6: Eilo-mitg Four, 60:- set; modulated wavemeters, 21/- ()air; 600 ohm resistances, 1/
6 enth.
. PF:LSFORD.-Foreign Listeners' Four medium
waive mile 31/6 set; long Wave eoll, 3116 tell
bane; 106 each.-S. Pulsford„ 135, Rockies* Hill, Ririe naliani.
[5817

S

60

n-011 .
31 Decoupling Reedancee for "Wirelese
V
Mudd" Cirenite, band made and tested is
run own workshops; L. each, pest free.-Groses Bros.,
St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury.
[5832
-IPOREIGN
Listeners' Four.-Full set of coil, as
speritied. £2/10; screening boxes, 5/- each.-Stott.
ILO•MAG Four.--Ftill set coils. 33/-; screening
boxes, 25/6.-Stott, 63, Syke ltd., Rochdale.

ETC.

GRAMOPHONE PICK.UPS. ETC.

'DRAM) New, 2 American first class pick-ups; retail
30/- coeh, sell at /01- eneli.-Write 77, Hartlend
Rti., N.W.6.

TRANSMITTERS.

Oscillating Lenses; 2/-;
QUARTZ
reaction.-Smith, Bryn Rodent,

oscillate without
Colwyn Bay.
[5799

MOVING Coil Speakers, manufactured by Baker's
Lt-a. Selliurst Radio arc of proved efficiene>
,
;(..i.N Beceipt of a Postcard, our new 36 page booklet
will be sent at once.

T

HE very latest principles
of design
combined with the
use of the very finest
materials
make
the
Squire No. 97 an outstanding speaker both
in appearance and per-formance.
The enamelled, polished
and burnished alumin-'
him chassis will take Blue Spot, Tritron and
Bull Phone units and costs 12.6. Fitted
with our special Vellurne Cone and a plyboard the outfit costs 15 -.
Special models can be supplied to take any
unit.
A cone kit comprising a Kraft or Veil urne
Diaphragm, a waterproof Card Ring and
Suedlin Segments cost 26.
Immediate attention will be given to direct
enq uiries.

FR

V °L
aU
ndieE
m'usic,
with obtained
natural reproduction
from Baker's ofepeakere.
both speech
1
i
ITN all Cases we are Happy to Advise You on any
point concerning lond meeker reproduction.

1

leleW Centreing Devices are Available which overcome
41
all difficulties of centreing.

•GIV
Pleasure to all Music Lovers. Baker's moving
!
coil
ES speakers
are being used for "Talkies.' in
leading restaurants and hotels, by nianniaetnrers of
r“dio-vamophonc receivers, and for all purposes ushers
11 ,111111e and
clarity of reproduction is essential.
rIA1.1, at our Works at Croydon and Examine all
3...) Models; you will be copyist.. ed ot their superiority.
Coil Speakers, with floating diaphragm,
ØCRwereMoving
the first made in this country.
DEAL for use with the Megavoe Three or the MolJ. lard 5.0. I' Master Three. with pentode coil.

J

OW to High Notes arc Iteprodueed with a tone
./ quality of an entirely new order, and with a TINIse
revering the entire musical scale.
Directly you hear
a Baker's gloving Coil Speaker you are impressed by
the brilliance of reproduction and the natural tone.

K.

SQUIRE
21, Leswlit Road, Stoke Netviaitt,ro, I
tori•lo-. P.1 e.
mums«.
M»felal.Mal

17.7iTEN

in with a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker.

0".K1kI:I'LSiegi,sitlidrooving Coil Loud speakers,

.Foi;411ie\Besit• ist• Raclie

e

17D.

(THE BERT IN THE WERT)
ER USTI' 51551, LEICESTER SOLARI. LON004.W.C.2.
OPEN

ge,z doe

TILT.

ere ,r,ent to. duo

7P.M.

155111 IOR ate CATlIOGUE
.05 ,..Gt 60 FRft IG cett,º5

U

SED by True Lovers of Music the World Over.

D1TFERENT
Instruments and Voices have
tone differences which may be called

delicate
finality.
sr timbre, and are caused by harmonies of
highee pitehes which are added lo the fundamental
mites; baker's moving coil speakers are designed to reproduce these different shades of tone, that is why
they are preferred to all other makes.
QELF.00 Moving
5.7 obtainable.

Coils

are

recognised

as the best

P

M? MANENT Magneto Speakers, made by Baker's.
retain (heir magnetism.

1L'e VERY Model can be Supplied as a Complete
Speaker, ready to connect to receiver it desired.

[5812

MORTLEY Generator, 1,500 volts, 100 ma.. £10,
or near otter; L111118 (13'11a/110, 12 volts, 250
Watts. Zenith tranah,rmer, 230 volts primary, secondary, 25 volts 5 simpe., 12 volts 8 amps., centre lapped,
what offers?-•Newsonia, Bull Lane, Rayleigh, Essex.
[5834

nrit

Moving Coil Speakers are of the Highest Grade,
and appreciated everywhere.
Radio enthusiasts
•from all part, have sent their unsolicited and written
testimony <el the high efficieuey and magnificent per.
forrealiee achieved.

%Tee' vel v "eweunlee

K

DYNAMOS.

flELHURST RADIO.

A 1.L

21

K

Se,thisteeteet
fPrel
RADIO

1HE LEADING nANDFACTORER3
cr MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKER;
031ws: 59, SELHURST ROAD, S. NORWOOD, S.E.II.
Works: (Always on«) 42, Cherry Orchard Road, E. Croydon.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will

Baker's Moving Coil Speakers are manufactured
throughout at Croydon, and are British.

EY to Realistic Reproduction. Baker's moving coil

vilmy
ake rs

•
"Wireless World" reader should proettre a
copy of our new booklet.

lt EAD Our Free 36

Page Booklet To-day.

QEND to Baker's Selhuret Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd.,
A-7
South Norwood, S.E.25 (Tel.: Croydon 1618), or
call at our Works (always open), 24. Cherry Orehard
Rd.: East Croydon (15 minutes non-stop from Victoria
or London Bridge.
•.
ensure prompt attention.
z1[:a731
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Loud.speakers.—Contd.
Drive Speakers,
COIL
between 12.30 p.m.

Goode-ans; call any date
and 1.30 p.m. during the
City luncheon hour, and hear any of our products
demonstrated.-Cloodmans, 27, Farringdon SL. F.0.4.
[0091
TF You are in London Call and See Goodmans*
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purchasing elsewhere.-Goodmans, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0090

POCIL
poca
E POCH.
EPOCH by Deferred Payments.
E POCH.
responsible householder ran obtain
EPOCH.-Any
any type Epoch moving toil speaker ..iby easy
E
E

terms; no references, rio interest. -Particulars from
Mr. lserson, 110, Cannon St., E.C.4.
(5518

Unsolicited Appreciations Testify to
ABSOLUTELY
the Definite Superiority of Goodman's Products!!
l? the P.G.3 Double Acting 4 pole Balanced Reed
O 'Unit (25/- type), W.I3., Old Trafford, Manchester.

writes : You
certainly
merit
congratulations
on
placing the P.(1.3. on the market.
At, the last Manchester Exhibition it came under the notice of my
friends and self, and there was nothing at that Exhibition which excelled the P.0.3.
s_ Lewisham, writes; Upon test this is a very
fine unit.
Although I have tried several, f
or
purity of toile and faithful reproduction over the
whole musical range, it is better than them all.
I
congratulate you upon the production of a unit which
marks a definite advance in the efficiency of the cone
speaker unit.

P

L .D.C.,

Doncaster.

writes:

They are without equal.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WHY WASTE
MONEY

Loud.spenkers.—Contd.

Use greatest scientific
ErOCH.
year
E rocu.
EPOCH.-Marvellous new model

E

Standard
Batteries are proved
sound economical H.T. Absolutely
reliable and efficient.
Improve
reception and maintain a constant
pressure of non—sagging current
that eliminates • background."
Self—regenerative. Recharge themselves overnight.
Voltage maintained by replenishment of elements
at long intervals when battery is
again ready for further use. No
other attention necessary.
Neat,
compact, simple.
THOUSANDS
IN
USE.
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW.

BATTERY

Obtainable from Belford's Storm Curry's Sterei, and all
radio dealers cm cash sr deferred terms.

nOODMANS

ONOTONE,

the

beat loud-speaker.

EMONSTRATIONS Daily.
40 ,Furnival SL, Holborn. E.0.4.
D ONOTONE. the best loud-speaker.

D

"V OUR Old Loud-speaker Taken in l'art Payment
te the Latest Type; see our advert, under column
Receivers for Sale-Scientific Development Go., 51,
Fishergate. Preston.
[0227

Q

UALITY First.-Your receiver is no better than
its reproclueer; fit our complete assembly, including chassis and cone with balanced armature
unit; Blue Spot 27 /6, Negra 28/-, Trioton 221-,
Ormond 261--F, C. Davies, 31, Abbey St., Tower
Bridge, S.E.1.
(5782
Bargain.-Moving coil speaker by
GENUIN
Day, Ltd., 6-volt, high resistance; cost £6.

Will
first
secures.—Howell, 15, Lyd ford Rd., Westcliff. Essex.
[5777
ILY is the Webson 11.5.7 Moving Coil Loud-speaker
used as, a standard in the principal laboratories
of the wireless trade?
IXTHY is the Webson B.S.7 Moving Coil Loud-speaker
VV used by nianufacturers of high grade radio-gramophone sets?
r:CAUSE the Webson 11.5.7 is designed and made
for the use of musical critics to whom only the
finest possible reproduction is good enough.
AVE you heard a Webson Moving Coil Speaker?
If not, to do so will be a revelation.
END for Particulars to Star Engineering, Didsbury,
Manchester.
'Phone •. Didsbury 1785. or. if in
London, ask Alexander Black, the Wireless Doctor,
2a, Woodville Grove, London, N.16, to give you a
demons! ration.
[5764

WW

£3

•Camberwell,

8.E.5.

POCH.
E
E POCH.
EPOCIL-A
1:4
doesn't.
E POCH.
E

reproduction

crisp

from

50

to

No background t Clear as
attack.

No

drumming t No

POCII.-A good soprano does not sound
contralto, nor as if ens had a cold.

lute sounds

like

a

like a flute but a violin

EPOCH.

y? POOH—The

only range of speakers that reproduces
speech as well as music with absolute accuracy.
that have eliminated
moving coil speakers.

EPOOH.-20

models; -price

E

the new 9in.

E
E

POC11.-See

the

market to suit all

Irons

50/..,

public address model.

PRICES

The STANDARD WET
BATTERY Co. (Dept. W.W.)
184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.1

r

REPAIRS

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired aad dispatched within
48 HOURS—TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/- Post Free.
Ternis to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

happy model 66P.31. user asks us to
state that an Epoch does not make a bad set
but it makes a good net perfect.

POCIL-Testimonials

POCH.

by

every

post.

MIPOCH.-One of the greatest authorities in this
Au country, after a comparative test with many
other well known makes, has pronounced Epoch as
infintely superior to the best of the others.

Illustrated (assembled complete) is No. 3
size battery, specially suitable for 3 valves
or over. Super Capacity. Cash £2 lis. 9d.
or 10;1 down and 5 equal monthly payments of 10/1.
Popular model, 96 volt wait for two valves.
Cash £2 3s. 14., or 7;6 down.
Send now for interesting free book.

1

Dept. W.
L214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.41

E

POCH.

LIPOCIL-One of the best known experts, whose name
is a household word, after most exhaustive comp:native teste, has just bought one for his private use.

E

POCH.

•

11.POCIIS are in tse in many Talkies, have beet.
12 adopted by scientific institutions, and are the
preferred choice everywhere after comparative tests.
POCH is Made for Quality; the low price being
1:4 only possible by quantity production and small
profits.
Speakers are very Massive, sturdy,
EPOCH
and made for everlasting wear.

foolproof.

VPOCIL-But should a speaker meet with an accident you can insert your spare diaphragm in
3 minutes (no tools whatever required), and the
speaker is perfect again.
"¡POCK-With other moving; coil speakers it la
a complicated factory job-perhaps to be sent
abroad.
WPOCIL-Dealers often push substitutes because of
AU bigger profits; Insist upon getting Epoch.

E

POCH.

WPOCH.-If your dealer will not take your order,
the manufacturers will supply you direct.

E

POCIL-The only proper way to compare speakers
is on your own set with a quick switch over;
Epoch 66 welcomes such a comparison.
MIPOCIL-You can have any type Epoch, subject to
.1-3 7 days' approval.

E
E

POCH

Speakers are

POCH.—British
E POCH.

I'
S

Lilford Rd.,

line

1-11rocii. - A

B

Spot Adjustable Balanced Armature Unit,
BLUE
brand new; 18/6. post iree.-Beechings, "125.

POCII.-Sharp,
hissingl

good,

ANY VOLTAGE OR CAPACITY
SUPPLIED FROM 716 DOWN
[5669

EP0011.-Straight
413,000 cycles.

WPOCIL-No resonancet
a bent

- Greatest variety on the
Erocu.
requirements and pockets.

TLLUSTRATED Lista l'ont Free from Goodman's, 27,
Farringdon St., London, E.C.4.
(0066

WAR All the Loud-speakers Adver tised, then come
1.1. arid buy a
D ONOTONE.

TePOCIL-Does not requIre umpteen valves; a crystal
I-2 and one seise or a portable will work it.
EN/Cll.-The only straight line speaker.

UPOCIL-The speakers
defects of ordinary

T

D

No

POCH.

3-1

Cone Chassis Assemblies, the cone
fitted to which are unique, by reason of Goodman's exclusive doping processes, can be fitted with
any cone unit in 2 minutes; new model, 12/6g. enthusiast in users write: T.M.P., Phinistead, writes : The cone chassis is wor ks/ ing splendidly.
IL is quite capable of handling
the full output. of ivy Everyman Four, and its response
to faint signals and purity of reproduction are far
in advance of anything in cone speakers I have previously obtained.
.W.L" Wendover. writes: It may interest you t
o
know that I am using a Goodman's chassis, and
everyone marvels at. the reproduction.

VINEST Suspension Leather, for fixing cones to
moving coil or reed units, as supplied to principal makers; 2/. sq. It., 1/6 10in, square; segments
up to 12m, cone 9d for 4; all post free, cash with
order.--Dilley. 8, Ashby Rd.. Essex Rd., 14.1. Clinsold 0736.
[6662

moving coil speaker.

'IPOCIE-A piano does not come through like a
broken down bank, nor like a harpsichord or
barrel organ.

SrAf.Q.
klaeMRICI
r
H.T.

achievement of .the

InlPOCII.-Requires no acoumulatorl ,No mains'
924 complications I

ON COSTLY H.T.
REPLACEMENTS ?

PERMANENT

11

..t
wreeeeKwameassaiKeiyabsee,,
It.14We/ea•Nt*
g

1 ,.`1‘
/
t-4: 4 fN,,*kie•s'ijee4

[5819

Advertisements for " The Wireless World

are only

Fully

Guaranteed.

throughout.

EPOCH.-Send for Booklet.

E

POCII.

ICIPOCH RADIO MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.. are
1:4 the manufacturers. City Odle and Service Station, 25. Laurence Pountney Lane, E.C.4 (off Canons
St.). 'Phone: Mansion House 4683.
.
[114•7

accepted frais firms we belie fié to be thórogthry

'0

e
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

VALVES .
17ALvEs.--Rectifying half-wave valves,

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

4v. 53 amps.,
7
output 30 me., do same work 4$
15/- valve
al, under quarter the cost. 3/6.-Braidwood, 1, High
St., Barnet..
Try one
[5795
pawn (Pentone), slightly used. 12/6: P.M.4D.X.,
new 5/6; P.111.2, 5/-.-Freatley. 25. Sweetman St.,
Wolverhampton.
[5788

rilWo Mallard 4-volt Pentodes, little used;
2.-2, holly Park, Finale?, N.3.

281- the
(5824

✓iERFECT, P.11.254 valve, full emission; 7/6.-77.
▪
Hartland Rd.. N.W.6.,
[5923
MULLARD Valves, practically new, SM., P.M.14,
171 12/6; P.31.41), 516,• Pentone P.11.24, 1,51,-79,
I:headwater Rd., Bruce Grove, Tottenham.
(58 39

C0M PO NEN TS.

ETC., POT( SALE.

B

ELL1NG-LEE Panel Fittings are designed to give
-1-9 an expert finish to any home-constructed set;
catalogue post .free.-Belling and Lee, Ltd., Queensvray
Works. Ponders End, Middlesex.
[n

AUGUST

14TH,

192

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd
/_.Calton
Siewart air spaced H.F. choke„

2

/
turns, in segments, each entirely surround d by
air, efficiency guaranteed on all wavelengths. New
address, Calton.Stewart, 28, St. Enoch Sq., Glas,,....
581.5

OUR Old Components Taken in Part Paymentt MIERRANTI A.F.5, 21/.; O.P.1, 1St.; L.S.5A, 17/-;
for Latest Type; set our adeeit. In column
P.X.650, 17/-; P625A, 9/6; Dubilier 0.1 mica
Receivers for Sale.-Scieutific Development Co., 51. condenser, 6/•; large Celestion speaker, perfect, £3/15;
Fishergate, Preston.
[0228 H.M.V. gramophone, mahogany, double spring, perfect,
£4; Varley IL.C. unit, cost £1. 8/6.-28, Fos ate,
York.
5814
ms Coils°
u
O
n...er
.
"IintroR
vee'
sis ernothjra (ManufacVDISWAN 2.voyt Pentode, 12/6; Ferranti Q.P.1
turers).
adv
[5719
12.
1
transformer, 10/ 6. - santler, Howsell. Malvern.
5811
VII' UT Wire Ammeters, 0.1 amp., 4/.; 0-05 amp.,
°REIGN Listeners' Four.-Screening boxes, 5/•
3/-; 3-range instruments in oak case. Sin, scale.
0.5 williamp and 0-12-240 volts, 200 ohms per volt,
each; coils, full set, £2/10.-Stott.
45/-; instrument repairs and alterations of every
ILO-MAO Pony-Screening boxes, as spered.
description; any item 7 days' approval against cash.
2516;
33/- set.-Stutt, 63, Syke Rd..
nch-The Victa Electrical Co., 47, High St., Batt t
e
s
rsea
180.
dale.
5813
S.W.11.
Established 1910.
r$NRIOTRON Unit. 12/6; Brown's F type phones,
4.
7/6; Amphion A.V.6 unit, 25/•• R.I. 11.F. choke,
ETERS.
Meters.-Millianip. and arupmeters. recalibrated and shunts provided, voltmeters fitted 4/6; Liasen .250X coil, 3/6; tangent 'C.W. coil, 'a/6.with resistances for higher ranges, send meters tor 65, King St., Blackburn, Lancs.
[5807
estimates.-Cheeter 'Bros., 244. Balaton Lane, London. I 2-'GRIM Sensitive Microphones for Transnsitting
E.8.
•
•
[5240 11 Speech and Music Over a Distance, through loudspeaker or
headphones, splendid
instruments for
OPPER Screening Boxes for Kilo-Mag Four, 27/6 making Detectaphone. deaf aid, loud-speaking. teleeach, cash with order; also copper screening
phone,
announcements
through
loud-speaker,
murilifier
bqxes of all sizes made to order. prices on application.
for crystal or valve set, experiments.-Below.
Rigby and Wooltenden, Sheet Metal Workers, it
[5o:15R.
BARNES-JONES
Used
Exclusively
perdale.
Microphones in his Wonderful Invention o the
ther
OTENTIAL
Dividers, 10,000,
15.000,
20,000, Fog Compass, described in the " Times" and
25,000, and 30.000 ohms, 5 variable tappings; papers of July 16th, 1929; each microphone gu$ran.
teed more sensitive than any other type known; It,ted
2,•• each.-Below.
with a 5f t. silk flexible connecting cord, 6/6;
lien>
'POTENTIAL Dividers, heavy duty, wire wound,
phone
transformer for same, 2/•; small 10 ohmst earJ.
15,000 ohms. 7 tappings; 6/6.-Below.
piece for use with super-microphone in place of trans'
ONDENSERS, 2 mid., 2/6; 4 mid,, 4/6; ennui- former, 6/-.-Below.
teed; tested 500 volta.-Below.
LL Directions for Using Super•Micropho
rillOKES (L.P.).-Choke coils, excellent for smoothMany Purposes and Diagrams of Connections
ing, up to 20 milliainps, 2/•; special heavy duty Free; all instruments guaranteed and despatche4i by
chokes for 100 to 200 militantly at 8/6 and 18(/
5
•re0
return post.-Fredk.
Adolph, Microphone Manufacspectively; any •articie on approval against cash.turer, 27, Fitzroy St., London. W.I.
'Phone : Mu eum
Clacton-on-Sea,03
H uggins, Radio Engiueer.
8329.
803
LUE
Spot
Adjustable
Balanced
Armature tinit.
AM Brand New Lewcos 6-pin Aerial and H.F. Split
brand new; 18/6, post tree.-Beechings, 125.
Primary Coils, 200-250 mu.. with shielding boxes
820
and bases, 15/-; Lewes's wavetrap, 200-250 metres, Lifford Rd.. Camberwell. S.E.5.
5/6; pair Lewcos binocular coils, aerial or .H.F..
1,000-2,000 metres, 7/6: 3' Cosser 6-volt valves (used
MISCELLANEOUS.
60 hours). H.F., RC.. 1st power, 12/6 the 3. or 4/6
ASY. Paynients.-We supply , by easy pay nts,
each.-A. Lindsay, 105, Byres Rd.. Partick.'Glasgow.
components, accessories and sets, any make; 10Z
[5783
RYSTAL Reception.-" I get most excellent results down, balance spread over 10 months.-Send list or
with Double Crystal Combination."-E. A. 8. requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
n
(Oldham).-Prov. pat., price 1/6, with valuable hints, Lane, London E.C.2.
from Crystal, 2. Sydney Terrace, Lancaster.
Dealer
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's
cI
n
1
,7
doctors, officially approved as wireless repairers
enquiries invited.
15371
by Radio Society of Great Britain and Wireless
tRPLUS
Components;
cheap;
gond • condition; League; old
sets of every type repaired. rebuilt,
stamped envelope list. -Pickles. 19, Bolton St., modernised; semi set for immediate quotation. ,
Couse.
[5390 QCOTT SESSIONS and Co.-Nee sets constructed
•7
with your components or parts supplied by. us;
.E. 200.v., ad new. £5/5: Brown Q. £8110 ; (lego t
The
loud-speaker (ebonite bond, £2; Ethovox, 120 guaranteed finest workmanship; we specialise in
Wireless
World"
circuits,
high grade
radio-gramoohms £1; Celestino pick-up, £2115; R.I. ditto, £212;
Antpiiun picke ip outfit, £1 /10; pick-up only, 15/-; phone apparatus, etc.; let it mean something to you
large ',look of olearance and seeontl-hand components; that we have satiahed customers throughout the
Louden service; experienced engineers
state requirements.-James Scott and Cu., Radio Engin- British Isles!
eers, Dunfermline.
[0321 sent te all parts; portable sets demonstrated.-YeL:
Tudor 5326.
Bailiwick Parade. Muswell Hill, London,
[9262
OREIGN Listeners' Four; set of 8 decoupling re - N.10.
sistanees as specified by " Wireless World." 8/6
METERS. Meters.-Milliamp, and ampmetera, rePost free.-Uroves Brothers, St, Mary's Place, Shrews- .1.72- calibrated and shunts provided, voltmeters fitted
bury.
[5831 with resistances for higher ranges, send meters, Inc
estimates-Chester Bros., 244, Balaton Lane, London,
XPERDIENTER'S Surplus, mostly new. - Valves , E.8.
[$290
valve holders, condensers, coils, coil holders,
P Your Set is not fust as it ought to be, send' for
switches, jacks, rheostats. potentiometers, transformers,
Allan Martin, the radio doctor; moderate charges
transmitters, LT. and H.T. accumulators, cabinets,
everything; write list; offers.-Upton, Langtons, Aires with satisfaction; sets rebuilt and modernised if. de.12.
ford, Hants.
Tel. 23.
[5829 sired; Greater London only.-82, Einchley Park,
14959
QHORT Wave „Kit (Eddystone), complete with coils,
A LEXANDER BLACK, the Wireless Doctor, is ;out
s.7)
14 to 550 metres. as new; £4.-Westington, 220. .r1. of town until August 15th; all letter s w ill be
Richmond Rd., Kingston-ou-Thames.
(5833 forwarded and attended to.-2a, Woodville Grove, 8.16.
WO FOT1110 0.0005 2 Lotus filais, 3/- each: Mollard
e ert
P.M.22, 17/6; P.M.12. 17/6; P.M.252. 11/6; VOUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payin
A
for Latest Type; see our advert, in column
Ferranti A.F.4, 12/6; Cosser trais., 14/-•. Cyldon
Receivers
for
Sale.-Scientific
Development
Co.,
51.
0.0001. 3/9; Wearite choke, 4/- .
•Mullard S.C.P.3 coils,
£4229
6)6 pair; oak cabinet ; 14x7x10, 8/-; set D.X. S.W. Fiahergate.. Preston.
coils. 5/-; all as new and guaranteed; Liasen pick-up riNGINEERS.-Do you realise that at the last examination 88% of our candidates passed at the
(used), 8/6; wanted. Pentode trans.; list others free.We alone guarantee no pass, no ¡
tree.
Fishpool, 10, Fountain Place, Waltham Abbey.
[5827 first attempt?
Why should you remain in the ranks?
Investi ate
O
Woodroffe
Pick-up,
new.
£2/15; our service. Our handbook, " Engineertug OpporliuniNational scratch filter. 15/-i_ B.T.H. pick-up ties," contains brilliant articles by Professor A.. M.
amplifier, £1/16; Lion chassis. Ll8P, £5; 2 Dubilier Low, shows how to pass A.M.I.C.E.,
Minicap switches, 3/- each; Ferranti • 2 B2 chokes A.M.I.E.E., A.M.1.A.E., C. and G., G.P.O., Metric..
13/- each, B1 choke 13/-. B3 choke 10.
/., A.F.5 trans. etc., exams, and outlines courses in all branches et
former £111, A.F.5C transformer £1/1, 0.P.90 trans- civil, mechanical, electrical, wireless and motor engiformer 17!-, 7 Cl type condensers 4/• each.-G.E.L.. neering; send for free copy to-day Istate subject of
18, Cahn' St.. London, E.14.
[5825 examinationa-British Institute of Engineering 'Mech.
ERFECT.-Pye 32h. choke. 6/6; 2 Liasen 20,000 twice, 87. Shakespeare 'louse, 29-31. Oxford St.,
0793
W.W. resistances with bottlers. 2/6 each; Igranic London, W.I.
potentiometer. 2/6; T.C.C. Condensers, 1/- each; Warn
M.C. milliametey. 0•20, not quite dead beat, 7/6;
PATENTS.
many ping-in coils. 1/. each.-Write 77. Hartland Rd..
N.W.6.
[5821 TliE Proprietor of Braid' Patent No. 251521,
October 9. 1925, relating to Improvements in
ireILSON Microphone Amplifier, cost 341., 8/.; less Antenna. Is desirous of entering into arrangements
Amplion speaker, cost 27/6, 10/-; Ormond by way of a timer, or otherwise on reasonable t4rms
No, 3 0.0005, U.; Liasen reaction, 1/6; M.H. neutralis- for the purpose of exploiting the above patent and
ing, 1/6; Lotus 2•way coil bolder, 3/-; Liasen 60X, ensuring its practical working in Great Britain. All
2/6; Edison Bell. 75 1/3, 50 1/..-Crowe, 70, Lower enquiries to be addressed to Mr. B. Singer. Wool
rth
Vauxhall, Wolverhampten..
[5816 Building, New York City, N.Y., U.S.A.
[ 744
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leAMED inseparably with Radio Part Exchange.
-1-11
wherever the English language is spoken.
THERE are those whose esthetic tastes revolt when
A
confronted by cheap production, whose mentality
allows of no pretence, to whom rash promises are a
ulgarity and colourful offers a bore; who require
£1 worth of value for every £1 expenditure, and
know full well that no living being can give them
more.
MO

Them, in the radio field, Appleby's appeal; in
J.
part exchange exists the most economical method
ot purchase.
RIEFLY,
here
is
Appleby's
service - simple.
straightforward, fair; a not too dull brochure.
more fully descriptive, will be sent to you immediately
upon request.
'IXTE Supply Practically all the Leading Lines of
9V Radio Apparatus at current list prices, and make
no carriage charges except on accumulators and batteries and exceptionally bulky articles.
IP You Wish, we will take in part exchange any
branded receiver, component or loud-speaker. for
which you have no further use, providing such is
reasonably modern and in workable condition.
O Make Fair Offers, we must see the material;
on receipt of a parcel, which must contain a
list of contents and name of sender, we will send our
offer, which is as an allowance from an order tor
new requirements totalling not less than twice the
allowance--but it is lair.
In the unlikely event of
no agreement being reached, we will return your
material carriaase paid.
We cannot execute part exchange orders of less than 10/- nett cash value, that
is after part exchange allowance has been deducted.
A
CURSORY Analysis into points of economical
relation and psychological effect, of these terms
of part exchange proves interesting.
DO1NT One-The terms have existed since the in▪
auguration of radio part exchange several years
ago.
Their suitability may be gauged by the fact
that we have served thirty-nine more part exchange
customers, in the half year ending June 29th. 1929,
than in the who're of the ,year 1928.
That 87%
customers have repeated their first transaction, and
46% customers have put through five or more transactions.
•
"POINT Two.-We must see the material.
Making
1
offers for material we have not seen proves in.
adequate, indefinite and misleading.
It helps no
one and progresses nowhere.
Upon reflection, this is
obvious, as the value of an article greatly depends
on its condition and peoduction age.
The likelihood
of .receiving an inadequate offer for material sent to
us can be determined by the fact that our rejected
offers are, and always have been. below 12OINT Three.-Twice the allowance.
This stipulation ensures you a fair offer always.
The more
we offer you, the more ye:el ultimately spend with us.
Therefore, in our own interest, as much as yours,
we offer the maximum market: value.
'WE do not require you to purchase to the value
VT of twice the allowance immediately.
If you require a lesser value half the cost is payable in cash
and the balance of credit due will await use at your
convenience.
Virtually, the system is a radio bank,
Material may be deposited against a credit note, and
no purchase made for several months. For those whose
affairs take them periodically abroad this is particularly useful.
1$00INT Four.-Appleby's part exchange service Is
-1
conducted in premises separate for the purpose,
employing British labour of proved integrity. British
capital and British behaviour.
It fa the original
part exchange service-and a known quantity.
PPLEBTES, specialists in distribution by mail asid
the originators of radio part exchange. Number.
Forty-four in Chapel St., Marylebone, London. N.W.1
((nation opposite. Edgware Rd., Metropolitan Rail.
'Tel.: .Paddingtart.,A/328
%Reel.
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The Wireless World;.' when writing to (advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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PATENT AGENTS.

MAGNUM
VOLUME
CONTROL

P

ATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign
Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee, Member R.S.G.B.
and
A.M.1.R.E.),
51-52,
Chancery
Lane.
Loodc n,
W.C.2.
'Phone: Holborn 1525.
[0031

Silk smooth and silent in
Two resista1555 values-1 megoinn
atol 2 megohms. Totally
enclosed.
One-hole
mounting.
PRICE

REPAI RS.

,peration.

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
EY doctors; read advertisement under Miscellaneous
column.
1'0263

T

WELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies All Cur
Repairs: any make of L.F. transformer. headphones, or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 4/- post tree; don't discard it burnt out;
terms to trade.-Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.1,
214, High St., Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
[0011

Tr INGSTON-ON-TIIAMES.-Loudwpeakers,

MAGNUM
H.F. CHOKE

EPAIRS Returned Post Free, and to ensure satisR
Aa faction send remittance after approval of same.-

Sepeelolly small J•ie,
Overall height 2ie.
Base 211.11.1)y 1} in.
Ideal fer Portals's'
receivers.
Wave
length range DO tu
3009 Metre.

I-%
156,

transformers,
repaired;
Cambridge Rd.
'Phone:

Rhone's,
/- Port tree-Minter,
Kingston 4665.
(4832

,

Leeds Wireless

Repair

Service.

OUll-SPEAKE118, headphones, rewound to any resistastee and remagnetised. 3 '-; transformers rewound, 4/-; Blue Spots, Triotrons, and 4-pole units,
4/6; work guaranteed.-Leeds Wireless Repair Service.
5, Boston Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
[5866

es

7'6

ford.

WANTED, improvers for wireless simplifier work,0
V Write, stating age aw1 expeiente it any, Boa
2623, c/o The Wireless World.
(5 841
Firm
of
Gramophone
Record
Mann'
facturers Requires Assistant Recording Engineer,
must Imve first class knowledge of amplifier design and
general electrical practice, previous recording experience
and some Isiusiestl knowledge desiral de, last lint essential.
-Write in confidence, stating experience and votary
renuired, to Box 200, c/o Pool's, 65, London Wall,
E.C.2.
[5830

SITUATIONS WANTED.

R

TNTEREST to Manufacturers, -Solesnian-supervi SOTtester, desires position, P.M.G. first grade certificate, salesmanship diploma, 5 years operating, retail
experience; age 29, married.-Box 2618, c/o The Wireless World.
[5838

MAGNUM
L.F. CHOKE

in

15772

Ideal for into rstage L.F.coupling.
Output filter choke
either direct or
push pull.
Eliminator smoothing.

TGRANIO Potential Divider, Igranic L.T. choke and
-a•
choke tor D.C. mains set, also D.C. eliminator
paioing nut less than 30 millaamps.-Box 2614. e/s/
The Wireless World.
[8835
WANTED, Megavox Three eliminates, as descsibed
TT
by " W.W.," December 19th, 1928.-98, Priory
Rd., Southampton.
(3789
2v, screened grid V, A.F.3.-W.
NV ANTED.
The Hale, Meares Park, ea.

PRICE

1

H. 15,
[5787

riYLDON

Dual Condensers. Indigraph dials, P.M.14
and
P.S1.41).X.
valve , , NI.C.
meters.
Utility
switches, Ferranti
A.F.5C.
condensers,
grid
leaks,
anode feed resistances, volume control resistances, valve
holders, headphones, hydrometer, microphone transformer, and transmitting gear.-Box 2541, c/o The
W irate!' IV arid.
[5773

AGENCIES.
n
e te
ad
o,
d stai
r teemwe,orl
i
velres
st ea
xnrience,
Warstone Lane.

to

i
'
rm
nie gt
lie
[2667

VOLITII (22), experienced in high class radio marries,
astil constructional work, reeks pmition; good referenc,..-1t. Lloyd, 3, Stanley Av., Wallasey. Cheshire.
t
ERE'S Tour Man; live, adaptable, radio saleeur 6
and maintenance man, age 26, sound experience
of =ill% receivers, L.F. amplifiers, and grew-radio,
cte.; not amateur; qualified electrician, 10 years' experience, desires position on salary and conunission
basis; preferably London area.-Box 2616, slo The
Wireless World.
[5809

youn

Old
Apparatus Taken in Part. Payment
for Latest Type; see our advert. In column
Receivers for Sale.-Scientifio Development Co., 51,
Pi shergate, Preston.
1.0230

IXTANTED, good set or parts. have Master Three
Star Blue Spot speaker, in cabinet. 31t. 6in.
high, month old, also motor cycle, all-chain, kick
start, good condition; exchange either or sell.-Write
Symmons, 20, Thompsons Av., Camberwell. SI'S
15780
EXCANCE Zeiss Prism Binoculars for Portable
Gramophone
H
or Lion Standard Chassis.--II. W.
Cook. near Post Office, Capel St. Mary's. Ipswich.
15798
HOTOGRAPHERM.-Two fine outfits offered in exchange for portable or up-to-date components.
1,4 plate double extension camera.
f!6.8 double anastigmat lens, speeded shutter, rising front. leather
bellows and covering, 6 slides, focus screen, also small
Ica Kinamo Cine camera, Zeiss Tessar lens. etc.. cost
£20, both outfits almost new; seen London.-Box
2542, 't 'o The Wirel sas World.
[5774

P

1.1)-ESTATII.ISIIED
Wireless
and
Photographic
Business in Cardiff for Sale, plenty of scone for
wit h sina 11 capital: genuine reason for disposal.
- Box 2543, "lo The Wire! eis World.
f5775

BOOKS,

Inilimpenmable in every It,
ceiver employing vnive,.
Ehatisatreill risk of Sul tn.
out volves through occident:4
short eland's in the H.T.
Iucluding u'à amp. fuse Bulb.

for Output
Malvern.

Choke;
[5810

& CO. LTD.

Magnum House, 296, Borough High Street,
LONDON,

S.E.1.

Moving Coil Results

LISTENER THREE DOUBLE
LINEN DIAPHRAGM
"Amateur Wireless "

Cabinets for same. Illuespot, Triotron
W.B. Units.
Factors and
rash , enquiries only.
Manufacturers, PERSEUS RADIO MFG. CO.
W.W. BURTON-ON-TRENT.

WANTED. D.C. mains eliminator, or exchange for
77 new staff•, state requirements.-Box 2615, elo The
Wireless World.
[5836

SITUATIONS VACANT.

MODEL A.
Assembled,
f4-174.
Will, Oak Cabinet 62-2-0
extra.
With Mahogany
Cabinet 62-7-6 extra.
Home Constructor Pads 64-74.
BRITANNIA REPRODUCERS Ltd.
Furnival Roan, SHEFFIELD.

Opera ting
Appointments
Assured;
Tr short qualifying course, day, evening; fees payable after appointment for boarding students; Morse
classes.-Manager, Wueless School, 21, Manor Gardens,
London, N .Y.
Arch any 3694.
[5368
WANTED. reliable sales manager, to take full
77
charge of wireless department, must have good
technical
knowledge
and
experience.-Apply F.
E.
Wootten, Ltd., 55, High St., Oxford..
(5792

essenseeNiesweTS.W.0101".......101.^./.
../SseSetNiessos

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only

ETC.

S

1/3

•IvIRELESS

INSTRUCTION,

TEP by Step Wireless, a complete course of the
theory of electricity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, etc..
with extracts from a designer's notebook, giving up-todate practical application; issued weekly. send 1/- p.o,
for first 4 weeks--Clifford Pressland, A.M.I.E.E., Eng.,
Dept. W.W., Hampton-onrhames.
[0195

BuRNE joNEs

24

FINANCIAL PARTNE RSHIPS.

ANTED, active partnership in radio business, small
investment, or business g
g chyle with scope for
improvement eonsidered.-It.B., Box 2617, clo The
Wirdess World.
[5837

0

MAGNUM
AUTO-FUSE

PRICE

W

BUSINESSES & PROPE RTY FOR SALE,
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

ire siag/offsc in Ell , of reefs !or all sett degoiled is ••Irircfro World."
Write lar templele

EXCHANGE.

WERRANTI 0.P.1 Transformer
sell 10/6.-Santler, Howsell,

Immediately, experienced men accustomed
TT to the wiring of powerful low irequeney amplifiers.
-Apply, stating age, experience, salary desired, Box
2622, it!o The Wireless Wend.

Han

ACP2, or Milliard D.0.20 valves,
M ETRO-VIC
good condition.-Walkm,
89,
Southgate,

112,

Situatioas Vacant.-contd.
UTANTED

ADIO Engineer, 20, single, requires post September
tnber onward, Chatham district preferable. 6 years
actual working experience of wireless and small power,
moving coil installations. good technical knowledge.BOX 2601, c/o The
irele,s World.94
15 7

*;,,

WANTED.

AGiei".Ponst'..at

13

CIENTLEIAN,
residing
in
mid-Lancashire,
with
•
excellent connect ion
amen
wholesalers
and
dealers, requires additional lines: commission only.Write Box 2600, do The 1Vireless World.
[b

(117ARANTEED Repairs hy Experts; loud-speakers,
‘-4
headphones,
one
'te, piek.upe, any snake or
type, rewound, remagnetised, and adjusted, post free
4,-; LE. transformers and cholo'., resound, from 4 poet free.-Howell, 42,
Fotheringbans ltd., Enfield,
Middlesex.
•
[5808

3-valve set.-blag-Itadio,
, bann

ADVERTISEMENTS.

W

ET H.T. Batteries ate new a proved success;
write for stew illustrated booklet, giving cost
and method of building and maintaining free; men.
tion paper.-Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
(00 77
253 (W)

Guide on
Patents.-T.
A.
A.,
Gray's Inn' Rd., London. W.C.1.
[4127

" -LIXPERIMENTAL Wireless," Nos. 1 to 45, unJ.:à bound, good rendition; take 15/..--A. G. Dickson. 76, Fern Av., Neweastle-on-Tyne.
15796

0.000 Wireless World, Amateur, Popular and Modern
s'w
Wireless, Wireless Max., etc; parcels of 1 dozen,
assorted, 2/3 post free-Dent, 25,
Carrington Rd.,
Stockport.
[5826

EASY TERMS
We SPECIALISE in the supply
of all Good Quality Radio Sets,
Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will give you
efficient service, no references
required. No postage or packing
charges.
Send us your list of
requirements and aquotation will
be sent by return.

London Radio Supply Company
11, OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.
N.ITIOSAL 1977.

accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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()blamable Iron ol"
leading booksellers,
or direct Irons Ike
publishers:

Every Wednesday 3°'
1LIFFE & SONS LTD.
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
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pleasure

amateur

extending

Every camera user can get more
pleasure out of photography and
better results by reading "The
Amateur
Photographer"
regularly.
The " A.P." caters for all photo—
graphers, including beginners and
advanced workers, and contains
I.essons
for
Beginners;
Free
Criticism
of
Readers'
Prints;
Answers
to
()tier'« ; Regular
Competitions and a weekly Art
Supplement of particular interest
to pictorial workers.

4
1
1
1
4

RECEIVERS & CIRCUITS

IN

—for
All Camera Users!

3

1L1FFE &

SONS

LTD., Dorso t

House, Tudor St.,

London,E.C.4

e.m•••••••.fflirmiall•••••••••••

The Finishing
Touch to your
Wireless Set.
row you 1
,ave finished
building
that set and are proud of it whY
not carry your pride a step further
and enclose it in a ''EGBILOS " cabinet ?
There is a "HAMMY" cabinet to snit every receiver, also
cone and moving coil loud speaker cabineti ir, oak or
mahogany, beautifully finished in au extensive range of
designs to suit pone particular needs.
"ILABILOK " cabinets are specified for the Bullard Master
Three and Master Five Portable.
GRECO GNITION OF EFFICIENCY
Illustrated list sent free on request.
W.

&

T.

LOCK,

Ltd.,

St. Peter's Works,
BATH.
ondon Shou rooms :
Re 1
Lion Square, High Holborn, W.C.1.

Definite proof of our claims of guaranteed efficiency is evidenced by the everincreasing growth in the sales of

TANNOY

A. C. MAINS SUPPLY UNITS
High Tension Units.
For Multi-valve Receivers.
Guaranteed silent. No valves. No expo.sive replacements.
Components from

Ar7/6
-211

Send for detailed lists.
TULSEMERE

MANFG.

CO.;

DALTON ST., WEST NOR WOOD, S.E.27
'Phone: Streatham C731.

21orthern Distributor s Scetiei Arencies Ltd.. 11 Wrerloo It.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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erf
ANELS

AND

FORMERS FOR

ect insulation 8z better appearance

PANELS:
Natural I
wown, or
k untsh.
r thick, 44. per sq. inch.
thick, ;d. per sq. in46.
COIL FORMERS: Prices on application.
"EMPIRE - VARNISHED INSULATING TUBING in all
1.noeter.

te_
-

Distributors:
WRIGHT 01‘. VV.cAllFiE LTD.,
740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.
I C/
rti,.... bor. ToPepehnhe :MI. S .t , ..
Sole Manufacturers:
...-......
t ee '
1II I!. al ICA NIT E & iNSULAT(11(ti CO., I.TO„
Empire li% orks, 131ackbar,o Lane V. adtliarnStOW, Fo i/.

High IPower Transform ers

K.C. CONDENSER
With knob, dial and slow
motion device,
9 /
'0003
Without
Ot knob,
'0005 dial or
slow motion (
IV 5''.
*00°3 or

-000%

When buying highpower transformers
for supplying the
high and low tension
current for amplifiers and for operating movingcoil loudspeakers, remember
that the name
PARMEKO is on
good, sturdy, wireless mains apparatus
of the finest design,
materials, and workmanship. PARMEKO products are, in fact,
laboratory instruments, and must not be confused with cheap.
inefficient, and poorly designed apparatus

8

K.C. DR 11114 CONTROL
CONDENSERS
will.
'mo rol
and
slow -mot om
3/
lam or '0005 - Triple
LO.,
each
Condom, '0003 or 38

6

/6

Triple K.C. trombine (tono of .0003 and 40
*0005

MIDGET
Write

for

full

PARMEKO
Chokes, and

CONDENSER

A small variable condenser for
panel mounting *w00%
cis
'0001 or 43002 - -

ot
Transformers.

particulars

Recidying

Apparalus

PARTRIDGE dc MEE Ltd.,
26.

DOVEU

STREEl.

74,

LEICESTER

Now

Oxford

Strict.

LONDON. W.0 1

Toreador Screen-Grid lbw."
This yeti icorporates t e1 test '
developments
in
Receiver
desizn --tall coasted( tonai
details tree on roiliest.

-

for

RADIO-GRAMOPHONES,
PORTABLES
AND CASE-WORK OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION
Send for Latest List to
Pot 3, 4
5 Volvo,
Panel 14 x

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

CARRINGTON MFG. CO., LTD.,
CATICO WORKS SANDERSTEAD
OUTH
co ,,m66-45/•• Te e l
ltOone
SgoytonC 0t23 (2N.lines)
Advertisements ¡or

" The

Wireless

!florid "

are

UBILIE

only

If unobtainable /rani your
dealer, write direct lu us,
giving his name and address.

accepted from firms we

believe to be

lNthilir (ondease' Co. (142s),
Ltd., Ducon Works, Victor:ia
Road, N. Adm., London, W.I.
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Less than £2
for this splendid
Cone speaker
BUILT ON SOUND
MARCONIPHONE
PRINCIPLES

However good your set, you hear only the loud speaker.
Make sure of good results by using this splendid Octagon.

THE experts who designed the Marconiphone

Octagon Loud Speaker devoted all their skill to
giving the maximum efficiency and, at the same time, keeping the cost low. The result is that
this loud speaker — built on the same principles as the more expensive Marconiphone models
— does its work in away that would be acredit to an instrument costing much more. It reproduces to an unusual degree the light and shade of the original—the subtle overtones and
harmonics essential to arealistic rendering of music and speech.
A full-sized cone unit is fitted which gives excellent volume with only two valves, yet will
take afar stronger input without saturation. The neat mounting gives achoice of two angles,
if the instrument is to stand, and also allows it to hang from apicture-hook or rail at aconvenient slope.
39/6 is very little to pay for an instrument so attractive in appearance and performance. Ask
any dealer to let you hear the Marconiphone Octagon; or if you cannot easily
find adealer near you, write for acatalogue to the Marconiphone Company
Limited, 210-212 Tottenham CourtRoa d, Lon don ,W .1.

ç /WeY
ter
aiv>ert.
itért.

M ARC ONIPHONE Load Speakers
Printed for the Publishers, ILIPFE & SONS LTD., 1)orset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, by The Cornwall Press Ltd., Paris Garden, Stamford Street, Loudon, S,lia.
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To get the best out of your,
Portable Set-putthe _best into it/

us‘Nes .

'IN«1
4
/
"4

C=>

C::,

4=e

SPECIAL UNITS FOR
PORTABLE SETS.

PORTABLE L. 83 volts
816. Size 6' X " x.
PORTABLE 2. 99v AltS
13/6. Size 9" X 5x
PORTABLE3. 108 volts
Size to' zese

Advert.
of The Ever
Ready Co. (GB)
Ltd.,

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES

Hercules

Place, Holloway, N.7.

SUPERIOR
POWER
TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES
WIRELESS

fcse

ALTERNATING

CURRENT

TRANSFORMERS FOR ALL
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS, including:

HEAVY DUTY
SMOOTHING CHOKES
C10 henries 100 M.A.
Ma, ;00 M.A.
80
100 MAt 0 M.A.
Pleke

35

Also

irom

Each

le Volts
9 Volts
12 Volts
I4 Volts
20 eOlts
200 Volts
230 Volts
260 Volts

Price

up
up
up
up
up

to 7 amps
to 7 amps.
to 7 amps.

to 7amps.

to 7 amps.

up to 251
up to 250

M.A.
up to 250 M.A.

35/..

Also irom

Raab

IS' -

1St-

Won, enquiring please elate volteen and
fet.quency of supply.

Whichever way you look at it
HYDRA is the hest condenser you
can use. HYDRA is the product of
a great organisation which has
specialised entirely in Paper Condensers—and HYDRA is known
throughout the world as
"the
condenser that never breaks down
under normal conditions."

For higher voltage outputs, with Multi
Low Tension Windings. prices on asslica stating exact outputs required.

Obtainable from pour retailer or
(rum the maker,

William Bayliss Ltd.
Sheepcote Street,

When

BIRMINGHAM.

LOUIS

Malien also of Brass and Copper Tribe,
rod Wire.
Contractors to Brutish :tut
Colonial Governments Rail trays, etc

Mention of " The Wireless World, -

you buy HYDRA—you but'
the beet!

PRICES:
lest Voltage 500 D.C.
.iirWorking Voltage 240
"D.C. or ISO A.C.

.001—.1 NIFD.
.25

4

HOLZMAN,

37, NEWMAN STREET. LONDON. W.I.
isetuilito
when writing

to advertisers, will ensure prom pt attention.

1/6
I19

•
•
▪
..

2/2
3/4/5/-

maven

Beneath the trees, on the
river, beside the sea, magic
minstrelsy entertains the
company with living music
from across acontinent—
Burndept Portable Radio
;t1 your modern troubadour

i

•LET THE WANDERING MINSTREL
ACCOMPANY YOU ••
Like the Minstrels of old, you can now carry
your music and your entertainment with you.
Take a Burndept Screened Portable wherever
you go—to tennis, or picnics, or holidays—
and dance to continental bands or listen to the
best music at home and abroad. The Burndept
Screened Portable gives you the choice of
some 20 programmes at clear loud-speaker
strength — its magic is complete within ahandsome attache case.
Thousands of lovers of
the open-air this summer are discovering the
reliability, the simplicity and the perfection of the

4 valves, including
Screened Grid; enclosed
cone loud-speaker; calibrated wavelength scales;
single switch for long and
medium waves; fitted with
turn-table;
Complete in
crocodile grained hide or
mahogany cases.

Iturnillep

Hear the Burndept Screened Portable at
Keith Prowse, Harrods, Mudie's or the
leading dealers in all parts of the country.
NB.—The new wavelengths will not
necessitate any alterations to current
Burndept Receivers.

SCREENED
PORTABLE
£,25 .12 .6
Write for Catalogues an

Hire Purchase Terms to :

BURNDEPT WIRELESS (1928) LTD., EAST-NOR HOUSE, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3
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IFLU1
THE BRITISH MADE

POWER
POTENTIOMETER

bIelivi•118

tete

f

erete,

r...7

You can rely on British products—
you can rely on them still more
when they are Varley.
Look at the prices of these new
Varley Power Potentiometers —
the most expensive is only 10)6 complete— and think what you had to

pay for imported Power Potentiometers last year.

Look, too, at their outstanding
advantages.
T he resistance —
wire-wound on the famous Varley
Bi-duplex principle--is detachable,
and you can buy a spare one for
3/6-416.
An ingenious device
ensures accurate contact over the
whole range.
Special provision is
made for heat dissipation.
Enormous interest has already
been shown in these Varley Power
Potentiometers and we confidently
anticipate that they will be among
the most popular components of
the year.
Prices:
400 ohms & 1,000 ohms
9/6
1,500 ohms, 5,000 ohms & 10,000 ohms 10!30.000 ohms & 50,00 ohms 1018

A corner of the
Coil-WindfnO
Shop. ire which
,roer 300 girl,
ar, employed.

adey

Advt. of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kings-may House,
103, Kingsway, London, W.C.d.
Telephone: Holier» $303.

"Sorry
Sold out "—The
saine story from every
newsagent. "Sold every
copy first thing this morning." You couldn't get a
copy for love nor money.
Such was the demand for
the first issue of the
13. B.C.'s "own " book.
Such was the hold that
"wireless" had already
when "number one"
Radio Times was published
— September 28th. 1923.
Six years ago I Early days
in radio — but not too
early for T. C.C. Condensers. They had already
been used in radio gear
yeus before—indeed they
were cradled in the
industry. T.C.C. was the
standard condenser then—
it's the standard condenser
now.
For safety's sake
specify T.C. C. always.

T.C.C.Condensers are made
in types for all purposes.
Here is illustrated a 2,000
mf. Electrolytic Condenser,
price op. od.
There is
also the Double Type —
4,000 mf.—Price 275. 6d.

T: .C.

COSIDIENSEUS
'WERE USED
Advt. Telegraph Condenser Co.. Ltd.. Wales Farm Rd.. N. Acton, London, W.3

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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•-• NEW!

UNRIVALLED~

pruntx

IN LENGTH OF LIFE because it
does not deteriorate whilst idle.
IN SERVICE because its internal
resistance falls and motor-boating
is eliminated.

Tea«

MAI2«

De BATTERIES

IN PRICE because it will give
50%-60% longer service than a salammoniac battery of the same price.

are made according to a new
and patented process whereby
corrosive
electrolytes
are
eliminated.

IN CHARACTERISTICS—see
" Wireless World" Test Report in
issue of July 10th, 1929—
or write for a copy
of this report and
descriptive
literature, FREE, from
PERTRIX LTD.
BRITANNIA HOUSE,
233, SHAFTESBURY AVE.,
LONDON, W.C.2.

AI WIWI AI
UIP LEAN IA
F

0 R the first time — a loud speaker unit
that cannot chatter or distort! The sensational new Brown "Nee" Unit gives greater
power, more mellow tone and fuller, richer
volume than ever before. Remember, too,
that anyone can assemble the" Vee "Unit and
the Brown Chassis (with cone) und have a
complete loud speaker in 2 minutes for £2.
See and hear it at your Wireless Dealer's.

THE

W ONDERFUL
NEW

Price

UNIT
Ad,* S. G. Brown, Ltd., Western Aue.,

t3

N.

25g.

Chassis with
Cone 15/-

Acton, London, W.3

9;95
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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NEW YORK

4,14

4%.1-474

,F20.ffi

ForE RS
WITH DARIV

\\\
DUMETOHMS

RESISTORS
Any standard
value. Each 11-

.
2 5. •5 , T. 2 .5,
4 , 3 and io
ohms.
Higher

2 1 3,
tnegOther
Values

specially to order.
Each 2/6

HE
Yellow Bird's" and its heroic occupants'
flight from New York to Santander, Spain,
is already well known.
All the time on this
journey wireless communication was maintained
with Dario Valves.
Why not use Dario Valves
yourself? They've proved themselves in a matter
of life and death—they will improve your set beyond
all expectations. Dario prices are little short of
marvellous—they are due to one of the biggest and
most modern valve outputs in the World.
Ask
your dealer or write direct for full particulars.

5'6 G.P.
TWO

R.C.C.

VOLT

General Purpose

- 5,6

Super Power - - - 7/6
Super H.F. & R.C.C. 7/6
Pentodion - - - - 21/-

POW ER
FOUR

VOLT

General Purpose

- 5/6

Super Power - - - 7/6
Super H.F. & R.O.C. 7/6
Pentodion - - - - 21!-

DARIO

VALVES

WRITE FOR
DARIO FOLDER !

IMPEX

ELECTRICAL,

DEPT. C, 538 HIGH

ROAD, LEYTONSTONE,

LTD.,

LONDON, E.11.

Each 1/-

Horizon tal Holder

Each 1,f-

letwisteirenteethealtentelleal

6

R
I

(Horizon.
Vertical).

Each 1

(On left)
The wireless
receiving and transmitting
set on the airplane "Yellow
Bird," shewing the
"Dario" Valves.

T

Holder
tal or

_

DUWIROHMS
io,000 to 100,000 ohms
5:1.50,0o0 and 200,000 ohms 8/z5o,000 ohms
9.9
300,000 ohms
11/6
Holder
16

TOREADOR SCREEN-GRID FOUR." This set
incorporates the latest developments in Receiver
design—full constructional details free on request.

UBILIE
RESISTANCES

If unoleainalde from your
dealer, write direct to us,

giving kis name and address.

I)ubilier Condenser Co. (1923),
Ltd., Dueoit Works, Victoria

Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.
©aye

Mention (It " The Wireless World," when wrfflpg to adverlisem will eusure prompt attention.
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Newcomers.
TWO

NEW

WESTINGHOUSE
ALL

METAL

RECTIFIERS

TYPES H.T.3

21/—

Obtainable from the makers or through any dealer.,

H.T.4 gives 180 volts 30 m.a. D.C.
Price

H.T.4

which, together with the established models
shown below, form a group from which any
type of eliminator or charger, from 6 volts
to 350 volts, can be constructed.

11.1.3 gives 120 volts 20 m.a. D.C.
Price

&

37 /6

The Westinghouse Brake
& Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross,
London, N.1.
Telephone: North 2416.

The

R.G.D.
Magnetic

Pick Up
The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick-up, as used in the R.G.D.
Radiogramophone.
No record wear, perfect tracking, a
scientific instrument, specially developed for moving
coil speaker reproduction. Price £3 in bronze, £3. 3 .
in oxidised silver.

An entirely new six -valve instrument
giving the highest possible quality for
both radio and record, with ample volume,
incorporating the latest design of moving
coil
speaker,
operates
entirely from
electric mains, A.C. any voltage, or D.C.
200 volts or over.

Stand 292
Literature

Wireless
Exhibition,
Olympia.

on application.

ST. PETER'
S PLACE, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.

BI

Acivertsements for

The

fri,-eless florid

are only

ace.'Pleel frein firms

belie;:e lu be ihoroughly reliable.
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WORLD

INTERLOCKED
CONSTRUCTION

SHOCK

NOISE

TRIPLE -LOCKED
ELEMENTS

PROOF!.

INDIVIDUAL
MOVEMENT
IMPOSS IBLE

PROOF!

BREAK PROOF!
,"

Under this wonderful new .Cossor method
of manufacture all the parts inside the
salve are rigidly locked together. Element
by element the valve is built up like a
bridge. Each part helps to support and
stiffen the whole construction. Each part is
immovably locked in position giving a
solidity and strength never before attained
in any valve. Ewe the barest shock cannot
upset its wonderful performance—ils enormous range and amazing power. The Cossor
Screened Grid Valve retains its characteristics throughout its unusually long life.
Demand Cossor for your Screened Grid
Receiver. There is no substitute for the
Cossor patented system of Interlocked
Construction.

Made in 3 voltages
for use with 2-, 4-, or
6-volt Accumulators
reelbaleal

Dota.

Cosner 220 S.C. (2 softer., .2 amps.
410
SA:
(4 yoke',
.1
elope.)
and 010 S.C. (6 vol., .1 amps.)
Max Anode Volts 150, Impedance
200,000, Amplification Factor 210
Grid Dias 1.5 volts at max anode

vet.. Pri.

ELECTRICAL LY
WELDED JOINTS

PERMANENT
ALIGNMENT OF
ELEMENTS

OSS

Screened
Valve

22/6

Get full details of this
wonderful Cossor Valve—
write for leaflet L10.

A. C. Cossor, Ltd., II ighintry Grove, London, N.a.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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possible to reunite and achieve the result which we so
earnestly desire to see brought about.
There is a suggestion in some communications that
The Wireless World should choose some existing amateur
organisation and give it active support, and that by so
doing the remaining organisations and individual
amateurs could be brought together in a common
organisation. This may sound all very well in theory,
but we must say right away that we do not consider
The Wireless World should be asked to shoulder the
responsibility of making any such selection from
amongst the existing amateur organisations.
It will be recollected that for a number of years The
Wireless World acted as the official organ of the Radio
Society of Great Britain, but that, at our request, we
were released by the Society from that obligation for the
reason that we wished to be entirely independent and
not hampered in any way in our policy should we at
any time consider comment or criticism necessary in
the interests of the amateurs as a body.
Appoint a Committee.

We now desire to see some action taken to
CURRENT TOPICS
..
175
further what, evidence goes to show, is the common
NEW APPARATUS REVIEWED
176
TIIE GLUT IN THE ETHER ..
desire of the British amateurs to be once more united
170
BROADCAST BREVITIES
182
and able to speak with one voice. We do not ourselves
BROADCAST RECEIVERS. RI AtLetscnuc Sgt. THREE
183
feel that it is by any means essential that there should
LETTERS TO TUF. EDITOR
185
be but one so-called " parent society
if it should prove
READERS' PROBLEMS ..
187
to be the wishes of the majority that the identity and
individuality of the various organisations should not be
.
THE BRITISH AMATEUR.
lost.
We think that by way of a start it should be
possible for quite a small committee to be appointed
UR recent comments on the status of the British
amateur have provoked interest throughout the
whose duty it would be to investigate the whole amateur
country, and by every post we are receiving
position and prepare a report for submission to those
letters from individual amateurs and from the various
by whom the committee was selected. Representation
wireless societies.
We are naturally only able to
on such acommittee could conveniently be arrived at on
.publish a few of these letters in our correspondence _ the basis of net membership of the various organisations.
columns, but we would particularly refer our readers
It is very essential that in any negotiations to this
to certain letters which are to be found included in that
end the welfare of the amateur collectively should be
section in this issue.
borne in mind, and any temptation which may arise
What stands out, perhaps, more clearly than anything
to take advantage of the opportunity to manoeuvre for
else in the correspondence which we have received is
position, either as individuals or as societies, should be
the very positive evidence that the amateur is by no
firmly suppressed.
means dead, and that the same enthusiasm amongst
We look to the amateur organisations to make the
amateurs still exists as it did in the past, but is lying
next move and, whilst for the reasons which we have
dormant for want of leadership.
This absence of
given above, it is not our intention to interfere in the
proper leadership and failure to maintain the unity of
politics of the amateur or support any particular party,
the amateur movement is admitted in practically every
yet we shall welcome the opportunity of doing anycommunication which we have received, and admitted,
thing possible which would help to bring about a better
too, with a tone of regret which leads us to believe that
understanding and a proper unity amongst British
if an effort were made at the present time it would be
amateurs.
B 3
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By Ff. F. SMITH.

Constructional

Details and Operating

Instructions.

(Concluded from page 144 of last week's issue.)

H

AVING
prepared
th e
formers for the two sets
of intervalve couplings—
the slots can best be turned in
a lathe, but it is not too laborious
a task to cut them with a saw
and ward file—the process of
winding may be started.
Here,
again, some form of mechanical
winder is of advantage, but by
no means essential. It is best to
begin with the secondaries; for
the medium-wave coil (left-hand
•
•
section of Fig. 4 (C) ) a total of
••
6o turns, disposed in 6 sections
of ro turns each of No. 26 D.C.C.
wire will be required. It will be
realised that the wire cannot be led straight from the
end of one section to the beginning of the other as it
would interfere with the interwound primary.
This
difficulty is overcome by placing a strip of thin insulating material measuring approximately lin. by ¡in.
between two adjacent ribs in such a way that it rests
against the tubular body of the former; when the end
of a section is reached, instead of passing directly to
the next, the wire is guided under this strip, and, in
consequence, the space immediately between the
" pancake " coils is kept clear.
Still winding in the same direction, and making
similar provision for the primary, the long-wave
secondary is wound in the remaining series of six deep
slots, each of which is filled with 35 turns of No. 32
D.S.C. wire. The writer wou ld take this opportunity.
of pointing out that this winding is identical with L„
the long-wave aerial-grid coil, for which double silk-

'11Kree'
e

covered wire is also used--not
D.C.C. as stated in. the first instalment.
It should also be stated
that the foot of the H.F. transformer mounting bracket is turned
inwards and not outwards as
shown in Fig. 4.
The lowpotential end of the medium-wave
winding and the high-potential
end of the long-wave section are
f
I
joined together and to the tag
marked y.
()
rb;7
It is difficult to be definite with
regard to primary windings. As
always, this is essentially amatter
for compromise and adjustment
if best results are to be attained:
selectivity will be improved, and any tendency towards
instability will be checked as the number of turns are
progressively reduced below the optimum value giving
most amplification.
Primary Turns: the Best Compromise.

Unfortunately, it is afact that gains in these directions
are obviously offset by a concomitant falling-off in
sensitivity, but, thanks very largely to the use of anodebend detection, is is possible to work
.
with reasonably
large primaries, and, for average conditions, it is safe
to plump for a medium-wave coil of 32 turns of
No. 40 D.C.C. wire (four sections of eight turns). The
corresponding long-wave winding has 105 turns of No.
40 D.S.C. (three sections of 35 turns). The wire must
be adequotely insulated and spaced from the secondary,
where it passes from section to section: this can be
arranged by leading it diagonally over a strip of insuB4

'ee'ree .

•;$,?IfeD.,.
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•
The New Hi
Four.—
as they exist at the present "
tipe, and the transformers
lating
e
material of nearly the width of the space •as described do not really call for any alteration when
between adjacent ribs, or in any other convenient
used with the new valves shortly to be available.
manner. Insulation between primary and secondary is
The method of mounting many of the components
a matter of some importance, and several cases of
will be obvious from the accompanying photographs
trouble with the original " Kilo-Mag Four
have been- and drawings, but in two or three cases some few
traced to defects in this respect.
.
words of advice will be helpful. With regard to the
In preparing the foregoing specification it is assumed
wooden base—that illustrated is made of oak—it is
that one of the popular types of S.G. valves, with an .recommended that the front panel should be not more
impedance in the order of a quarter-megohm, will be than lin. thick; almost -all components on the market
used. Fortunately, H.F. transformers are to a great
are arranged for mounting on a panel of that thickness.
extent self-adjusting to widely varying characteristics
Sides and back may be of fin, wood.
•
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5.—Layout

7.

of components in the screening compartments and in the base
panel and positions of the condenser dial slots.
A, 716 in. dia.; II, 38 in. dia.;

B5

tray.
In centre: drilling details of the front
C, 5;16 in. dia.; D, 532 in. dia., countersunk.

Unkoo
Weirile

168 '

The Newlo-Piag Four.— •
Detailed instructions for making the large edgewise

It is desirable that the front panel of the base should
be removable—it may be secured by wood screws to the
side members—so that, after having fitted the condensers and dials, slots may be cut in the wood before
it is placed in position, to coincide with the latter. Alternatively, these slots may be made oversize, so that the
edges of the dials may be inserted in their slots and then,
raised to engage their centre holes with the condenser
spindles. Of course, if this method of construction is,
adopted, the escutcheon plates must be large enough,
to conceal the apertures in the woodwork.
A very simple method of "ganging" the three ,
switches has been adopted: though not above criticism
on the grounds of mechanical soundness, it works quite
satisfactorily, but can be altered to satisfy the hyper-

•
tuning dials and their escutcheon plates need hardly
be given, as it is understood that commercial products
will shortly be available.
Those used in the set
- described are experimental models, turned from tin.
ebonite sheet, with an overall diameter over the knurled
rim, of ein,, and Min. over the part carrying the
scale (in the form of a band). Although weight could
obviously be reduced by cutting away unnecessary
material, it will be clear that these dimensions could not
be substantially changed without altering the positions
of the condenser spindle holes and possibly the dimensions of the container itself. As the diameter is so large,
'a slow-motion device is unnecessary.
0
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Fig. 6.—Practical wiring plan. H.F. transformers are not shown, but connections to their various terminals are Indicated by the
letters p, g, f. etc.
Similarly. H.F. valve filament leads, run in the manner shown in the preceding photograph, are broken, their
connections to the val ee holders being indicated by corresponding lettering.
Wires passing through the base are numbered in the
sanie manner.
Note that the holes for plate and grid leads passing out from the screened compartments are in such a position
that the unshielded length is as skza as possible.
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Tbe New Kilo-Nag Four.—
critical by the addition of an extra link and two guides.
The control as shown is effected through astrip of brass,
jin. xhin., measuring 18in. in length. Three holes,
7in. between centres, are drilled through this strip and
correspond with holes drilled in the arrowhead switch
pointer arms. A 6 B.A. screw, secured by a nut and
locknut, is passed through
both holes at each point,
sufficient looseness being
allowed to ensure free
movement.
One end of
this
strip
passes
out
through a slot in the side
of the inverted base tray
and is fitted with a knob,
the slot must be slightly
wider than the width of
the strip, of which the
movement is not entirely
confined
to
a lateral
direction.
There is no need to insulate the " one-hole fitting " bushes
of
the
switches from the metal
work; they can easily be
motinted through holes of
the correct diameter, but
some care should be taken to set them at the correct
angle, so that the pointers are facing towards the front
of the set when the moving contacts are at " off."
Many components can be secured by short woodscrews passing through the metal base into the plywood sub-baseboard, or, in the case of those on the
lower compartment, directly into the wood, but in
several instances it is best to use 6 B.A. or 4 B.A.
screws and nuts, particularly in mounting the large .
by-pass condensers, of which the metal cases should be
earthed.
Points Needing Special Attention.
It will be seen that the single bias cells are held in
position by simple metal clips, and that all three tuning
condensers are mounted on rectangular strips of ebonite, it is necessary that their spindles should be insulated
by drilling large clearance holes through the metal.
For wiring up the set, it is convenient to use both stiff
wires and flexible leads. The former are suitable for
use inside the screening compartment, while the latter
will serve for connections in the base and for those passing through it. In cases where these are at high potential they may well be insulated from the metal by ashort
length of sleeving in addition to their rubber covering.
Each
negative
filament
terminal
should
be
" earthed " direct to the nearest point on the metal
base; in the case of the H.F. valve, this is conveniently
done by taking a lead to the head of one of the by-pass
condenser holding-down screws, which passes through
the wooden sub-baseboard and makes contact with the
metal work.
It will b.?. observed that the volume control resistance
R, (see Fig. 6) is fitted with three terminals, one of
P 7

709

which is idle. The component actually used is apotentiometer, but, for our present purpose a simple variable
resistance enly is necessary. Another small point likely
to puzzle the constructor is in connection with the detector anode circuit wiring. Referring to the same diagram, a lead is passed down from the third screening
compartment (from the left) into the base, and then up

Interior of the base compartment.

again into the " L.F." section and to the high-frequency
choke. Of course, this wire could equally well be led
through an aperture cut in the channel between the two
compartments, but it was judged to be quite unnecessary to complicate the construction of the container by
this addition. The connection in question is numhtred
15 and 16.
With regard to the choice of H.F. valves, nothing
need be added to what has already been said; for a
detector, the Marconi or Osram " D.E.L." class or a
Mullard "D." or "D.X." in 2-, 4- or 6-volt ranges are
representative of the best type of valve for the lather
difficult function of anode bend detection preceding an
L.F. transformer. It is possible to load quite an ambitious valve—say a P.625—in the L.F. position without
running into detector grid current, and, where an H.T.
voltage in excess of 750 is available, it is best to provide
a separate feed for the output valve. On voltages of
between 120 and 150 a common anode supply with an
extra connection for the screening grids, as provided in
the design, is both adequate and simple.
Small metal screens of sheet aluminium measuring
sin. deep by 5in. wide are fitted to the H.F. valve, but.
in view of the particular constructional methods adopted
they can hardly be considered as essential, although it
is just possible to detect aslight improvement in stability
when they are mounted in position. As usual, these
shields should coincide with the internal screens of the
valves; they are " earthed " through their securing
screws, which make contact with the metal base.
If there is any tendency towards self-oscillation as
the circuits are brought into tune, the first step should
be to assure oneself that screening is as perfect as possible, and all contacting surfaces on cover and base

I70
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involving one more control in aset already having three
should be carefully examined. If the trouble still percondenser dials; should be considered as a possible
sists, a.few turns may be removed from the " plate » elaboration? The writer will take the risk of doing so,
ends of the transformer primaries. It shoud be emphasand, with the Editor's permission, hopes to describe a
ised that this course will seldom be necessary, and that
way of introducing this refinement as an addition rather
the need for any considerable reduction will indicate
than as an alteration to the design as it stands. A twofaulty screening or decoupling, or will suggest that the
circuit tuner, by reducing shock-excitation of the input
residual capacity of the H.F. valves is above the
grid circuit, improves selectivity fo an extent that can
average.
•hardly be attained in any other way--even by reducing
A similar procedure may be adopted in order to incoil resistance to a value low enough to bring about a
crease selectivity in exceptionally difficult situations, definite and perceptible loss of high notes. An extra.
but before altering the primaries it is well to try the
tuning control is not a serious drawback in a set having
effect of moving the aerial tapping nearer to the earthed
more than one, or perhaps two, variable condensers,
end of the aerial-grid coil, medium- or long-wave, as
which must of necessity be operated either on the " step
the case may be. It is useless to blind ourselves to the
by step " plan or by reference to a previousy prepared
fact that either of these adjustments will reduce signal
calibration chart. It should be made clear that this
strength, but fortunately overall magnification, even
alteration need only be considered by those living, in
with a primary appreciably smaller than the optimum,
the wireless sense, under the shadow of a powerfulis as great as can be handled under average conditions.
transmitter.
In any case, if this loss of sensitivity is considered a,s
This set is available for inspection at the Editorial
objectionable, there is a way out of the difficulty. Dare
Offices, 1r6-117, Fleet Street, London, E.G.+
it be suggested that a separately tuned aerial circuit,

The New

PARLOPHONE SOUND TEST RECORDS.

T

HESE records have been produced by
the Parlophone Co., Ltd., 85, City
Road. London,E.C.1, under the supervision of Drs. E. Meyer and H. Salinger,
of the Heinrich Hertz Institute Dusseldorf. The work of Dr. Institute,
Erwin
in
connection with loud speaker characteristics is already known to readers of this
journal and the Parlophone records embody the fruits of his experience in this
sphere.
The first record in the series (No. P9794
—I) gives a pum sine wave output starting at 6,000 cycles and falling steadily to
100 cycles. A curve is supplied with the
record giving the frequency at any point
in terms of the number of revolutions from
the commencement of the 6,000 cycle note
or alternatively in terms of the distance
of the needle in centimetres from the starting groove. Provided the speed of the
turntable is carefully adjusted to 80 revolutions per minute this method of estimating
the frequency at any point will lie sufficiently actuate for all practical purposes
and should prove invaluable to experimenters who lack the musical training required to estimate frequency by ear.
The applications of this record are
numerous. In the first place it may be
used to examine the output characteristics
of gramophone pick-ups, avalve voltmeter
being connected across the leads to
measure the terminal voltage.
Resonances will thus he indicated visually, arid
the frequencies at which they occur can be
easily ascertained by keeping count of the
number of revolutions of the record.
An examination of the groove reveals
that the inaptitude of the sine wave increases as the needle approaches the lower
frequencies near the ceir:re of the record.
In order to obtain a constant A.C. output
the amplitude should vary inversely as the
frequency, but adeviation from strict pioportior'slity amounting to tiv decibels

A Convenient Source
of

A.C. for Acoustic
Experiments.

(about 25 percent.) is permissible before.
the difference can be detected by the
human ear. The makers state that, the
amplitude is correct to 3- ZO per cent., so
that for most. acoustic purposes the output
may be regarded as constant.
Having used the record ,P6964-I to discover apick-up haying good characteristic,
the output may be amplified through one
or more stages of resistance coupling and
applied to any type of loud speaker, when
it will be possible to obtain an aural estimate of the quality of reproduction. The
frequencies at which resonances occur can
be arriyed at in terms of the position of
the needle on the iecord, and it will lie
possible to judge whether the acoustic output is evenly distributed over the frequeney scale or limited to cer..ain definite
zones. A little pra-t ice with a good moving coil speaker as a basis for comparison
will soon give the experimenter a standard
by which to judge performance. He will
also be able to recognise the change in
quality which indicates that the loud
speaker movement is itself introducing
harmonics.
A word of caution is, however, necessary in connection with the use of the
P6474-1 record for loud speaker tests. It
is well known that standing waves are
formed in a room due to reflection from
the walls. This fact can be easily verified
by closing one ear and moving the head
towards one of the walls during the transmission of the 11.8.C_ tuning note. In the
case of the continuously changing frequeucy there is a continual redistribution

of the nodes and antinodes.
Whenever.
one of these antinodes plisses the head if
the observer it causes the illusion of a resonance in the loud speaker itself.
The
same applies when acondenser microphone
is used to make accurate measurements of
the acoustic output, and it, is for this .
reason that this work is generally carried
out in the open.
This source of error has been ingeniously
overcome on the reverse side of the continuously decreasing frequency record.
The same range of frequencies is covered
by this record (No. P9794-II), but a rapid
fluctuation of 4- 50 cycles is superimposed
which causes the nodes and antinodes to
move t
heir position slight ly. Actually t
ile.
standing waves shift their position 10
times per second, which effectively eliminates the semblance of imaginary resonances
and gives atrue mean reading at any point
in the room.
Standing waves are also troublesome
when determining the echo characteristics
of rooms and the permeability of walls to
sounds of various frequencies and special
records for work of this nature have been
inertided in the Parlophone Sound Test
series. In these records the mean fie-.
quency is constant, and as distinct from
the falling mean frequency of the P9794-II
record. The mean frequencies and
second variations of frequency are as
follows :—
Record.
{
P9795 //

Mean Frequency.
150
300
600
1200

Variation.
50
• r± 50
± 50

50
±
± 8.50
50
1800
±1000
The complete set of three records in an
album, together with instruction booklet,
costs two guinea, and supplies are obtain,
able direct from the address given above.
1

P9798{ 11

4800

.2400
050
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Remarkable Stage Gain
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Using Aperioclic Coupling.
special valve-holder used for the other types of multiple
valve. In Fig. i the large circle represents the bulb,
which contains all components shown within the circle.
The points numbered i to 6 represent the six pins of
the base, the numbers running consecutively round the
base of the actual valve.
One of the first points in construction that attracts
attention is the design of
the base.
Six equidistant
pins are mounted on a ring
of insulating material, and
the wires coming through
the glass "pinch" from
the
electrodes
are
led
direct to the pins and soldered. To prevent damage,
a thin disc of insulating
material, which does not
touch any metal connections at any point, fills up
the centre of the
Fig. 2.—Diagrammatic rering.
Any losses
presentation of one valve.
The filaments F1 and F, are
due to this disc connected in parallel, - the
should be negli- grids have a common support, and one plate surgible.
rounds
the whole.
The
doubling of filament and
Apart from the grid
serves to improve the
fact that one pair characteristics of the valve.
of leads (4 and 5)
cross on the way from the pinch to the pins,
it would seem that both dielectric losses and
stray capacities due to the valve-base have
been reduced to the 'commercially practicable
minimum.
The assembly is built up on a "U" of
glass, of which the bottom forms the pinch
through which the leads are taken. The
valves themselves sit side by side at the
bottom of the " U," and are noteworthy for
the fact that each contains two straight twovolt filaments connected in parallel.
Each
filament has its own grid, the two being
mounted on a common support, and the
whole is surrounded by asingle plate, as indicated in Fig. 2. The filaments of the two
A general idea of
valves are connected in series, so that the
the structure of
the multiple valve
unit requires a 4-volt accumulator, from
may
be gained
which it draws a filament current of 0.37
from this photograph.
The anamp.
ode
resistance
and the grid-leak
Immediately above the valves proper, set
may be seen above
vertically and at right-angles to the plane of
the valves proper.

OST readers will know, by name at least, the
multiple valve made by the Loewe Radio Company containing in one large bulb a detector
valve, a low-frequency amplifier, and an output valve,
together with the necessary resistances and coupling
condensers. This valve was used in The Wireless
World" Multiple-valve S.G. Portable " set (April i7th).
The method of construction makes for cheapness
and compactness, but in a
low-frequency amplifier the
reduction of unwanted capacity afforded by such a
mode of construction can
at best offer only a small
reduction of the loss of high
notes for a given degree of
amplification per stage. Up
to the present all efforts to
attain good amplification at'
Fig. 1.—The circuit of the
high frequency by
amplifier within the bulb of
the double valve.
resistance coupling
have failed,
to
some extent at least, on account of these
same stray capacities, so that it would seem
that the assembly of the entire amplifier,
with coupling resistances and condensers, in
a single bulb would offer considerable possibilities in this direction.' Such an assembly
has been available for some time in the
Loewe 2H.F. multiple valve, which contains
two four-electrode valves and is suitable for
use where one such valve only is required to
precede the detector.
•
Stray Capacities Reduced to a Minimum.
This model, however, has not been found
completely satisfactory where several such
valves are to be used in series, and for this
particular purpose a new model has been designed. Specimens of this type have reached
us from Germany for test, but manufacture
in England has not yet commenced. Nevertheless, it is felt that readers will welcome
advance information of this valve, which is of
unusual interest in several respects.
The bulb contains two complete three.electrode valves, one anode resistance, one
coupling condenser, and one grid-leak, and is
equipped with a six-pin base for use with the
B
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The Static Characteristics.
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voltages elicited the fact that grid current does no
flow provided that the grid is not less than 1.2 vol
negative with respect to its own filament, and thae
the amplification factor of the valve examinedi
was
The assumption was then made that the two valves
in the bulb were identical in electrical performance as
well as in appearance, and on this basis it was found, •
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Fig. 3.—Plate-voltage plate-current characteristic of second
valve in the Loewe 2111'.multiplevalve,without anode resistance
and " natural " grid bias of -2 volts. The circuit is as shown.
The valve characteristics are as follows: R ,-- 13,000 ohms at
150 volts, or 18,000 ohms with plate resistance of 22,000
ohms. 1., = 10.
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The static characteristics of the valve were measured
as nearly as practicable in the manner employed for
those of ordinary, valves. It will be seen from Fig.
that if the terminal 2is connected to the L.T. — terminal
3 the second valve is given a grid-bias of — 2 volts,
owing to the voltage drop of this amount in the filament of the first valve. With this connection made,
which represents practical working conditions, thé
anode current of the second valve alone was measured
for different anode voltages. The figures obtained are
shown in the curve of Fig. 3, and lead to the value
of about 13,000 ohms for the A.C. resistance of the
valve.
Measurements of the plate-current at different grid

ANODE

' • •

New ILL Amplifier Circuit.—
.
the "U," is the coupling condenser, whiCh is joined
to the plate and grid respectively of the two valves by
leads less than half an inch long, and spaced as far
away as possible from all other leads and components.
This condenser, we understand, has a capacity of the
order of o.00m mfd.
On either side of the condenser a resistance of "gridleak type" is mounted vertically; one actually is a
grid-leak, the other the anode resistance. Rather long
leads run the whole length of the bulb .from the top
end of these resistances to the pinch (2 and 4), but
as both are at earth potential so far as signals ate
concerned this is of no great consequence. Leads
and 5 come through the pinch at opposite ends, and
extend above it for less than half an inch. It is apparent that great care has been taken in the whole layout
and construction of the valve to avoid any unnecessary
additions to the stray capacities which, if allowed to
rise above avery small value, would be liable to reduce
the amplification to negligible proportions.

AUGUST 21st, 1929.
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Fig. 4.—Measured amplification of multiple valve at various
wavelengths. The resistsnce R is 22,000 ohms.

by taking the characteristics of the first valve, that
the anode resistance incorporated in its plate circuit'
had avalue of 22,000 ohms, and that with the resistance
in position this valve had an A.C. resistance, under"
normal operating conditions, of 18,000 ohms.
Witp these figures available it is possible to calculate
the amplification that should be attained by each of
the stages in the double valve, using an external anode
resistance of 22,000 ohms for the second valve, and
ignoring the effects of inter-electrode and stray capacities in lowering the amplification. On this basis the
amplification of each stage should be 5.5 times, giving
(5.5) 2 or about 30 times as the overall amplification of .
the two stages.
For comparison with this the
amplification actually attained at various wavelengths within the broadcast range was measured, the
results obtained being plotted against wavelength in
Fig. 4. It will at once be seen that the amplification
achieved varies between io and 21 times over, the range
investigated—results which are extremely good for resistance amplification at the wavelengths mentioned.
At first sight, it may be surprising that valves of so
low an amplification factor as jo should be employed
for a resistance-coupled amplifier, and one may be
inclined to suggest that if valves of the high-impedance
type had been used instead the amplification would
have been greater. It is a well-known fact, however,
that the inter-electrode capacities of a yalve under
working conditions rise very rapidly as the amplification
factor of the valve is increased, being, indeed, very
approximately proportional to this figure.
Consequently as the
of the valve is increased the proportion of the theoretical amplification that is attained
in a practical high-frequency amplifier drops very
rapidly, and such valves give, for this purpose, not
IO
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New H.F. Amplifier Circuit.—
more but less actual amplification than those of lower
amplification factor. The drop in amplification due to
stray capacities becomes most rapid when the actual
amplification is in the neighbourhood of 7o per cent.
of the theoretical value, so that if valves of higher
amplification factor than correspond to this condition
are used the theoretical increase is more than offset
by the extra loss due to additional stray capacity. If,
on the other hand, valves of lower "" are employed,
the closer approach of actual to theoretical amplification is more than counterbalanced by the decrease in
the amplification factor of the valves. There is thus
an optimum value for the amplification factor of the
valves, above and Lelow which the qmplification attained in practice falls off. and the value chosen must
be such that the amplification is some 70 per cent, of
that calculated without allowing for stray capacities.
It is interesting to note that at 300
metres the amplification given is 15
times for two stages, or 3.9 times for
one stage, and that this value is
exactly 70 per cent. of the theoretical amplification of 5.5 times that
one stage would yield if stray
capacities could be neglected.
This
comparison confirms the belief that
this multiple valve is very skilfully
designed, and suggests that it offers
the greatest measure of apetiodic
amplification that is likely to be
achieved on the broadcast band for
some time to come.'
Owing to the fact that no resistance is incorporated in the anode
circuit of the second valve of the
assembly, a tuned circuit can be
used, if desired, to couple the,,
multiple valve to the valve that
follows it. When the next valve is
another high-frequency amplifier, the
Since examining this valve, a newer
model, none of which has vet appeared in
England, ha:: been designed: It follows the
valve here described very closely, but the
two stages taken together give nearly 30%
greater amplification.

Taken
from
a
slightly different
angle
from the
last, this shows
the position of the
coupling condenser, placed
between anode resistance and
grid-leak.
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N\ felt

use of a tuned circuit as coupling is optional, but the
designer of the valve strongly recommends that a
tuned circuit should immediately precede the detector

Fig. 5.—The multiple valve followed by a high-frequency transformer in place of a resistance. No neutralising is required.
The overall ampli :cation afforded by this circuit is about 100
times at 300 metres.

valve, since by this means freedom from motor-boating
and kindred troubles is assured.
The reader will
therefore be tempted to enquire as to the overall amplification that may be expected from this arrangement,
which is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5.
The second valve, with a standard Litz coil of 68
turns on asin. paxolin former as transformer secondary,
requires a primary of some 14 or 15 turns, and may be
expected to give an amplification of about 23 times at
300 metres. This, together with the measured amplification of 3.9 times due to the first resistance-coupled
stage at this wavelength, gives a reasonable expectation
of a total amplification of 90 times. On measurement
the amplification at this wavelength turned out to be
102 times, the excess being very readily accounted for
by the fact that the change in effective capacity caused
by altering the output circuit frein resistance to transformer coupling slightly increases the amplification of
the first stage.
Absence of Input Damping.

All the measurements of amplification so far mentioned were made by feeding to the first grid of the
multiple valve a voltage obtained by passing a
measured high-frequency current through a resistance
of known low value. There was thus no opportunity
for the valve to decrease the voltage applied to its grid

Fil. 6.—A high-frequency ampliper built up from three multiple values. The overall amplification would he about 20,000 times at
300 metres, but tne selectivity would be that associated with two tuned circuits only. Compare Fig. 7.
13
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New H.F. Amplifier Circuit.—
by the negative reaction that is usually a prominent
feature of aperiodic amplifiers. If, however, the valve
is to be connected across a tuned circuit, such as 'a
frame aerial, having,' say, a dynamic resistance of a:
quarter of a megohm, this effect, if present, may be
very serious. If reception is carried out on a frame,
and this is damped by the valve to such an extent that
only one-tenth of the normal voltage is developed across
it, then this reduced voltage, after a 15-times amplification, would be only x¡ times that obtained from the
frame direct, and for all practical purposes the valve
would be useless.
A frame aerial was therefore connected to the grid
of the valve, and the voltage developed across it by the
local station was measured with the filaments of the
multiple valve first cold and then heated. Resistancecoupling was in use in both stages, and the normal
working voltages were applied. It was found that the
voltage on the frame rose by about six per cent. when
the multiple valve was lighted, showing that so far from
there being any damping introduced into the frameaerial circuit, there was a small gain due to reaction.
The full measured amplification of the valve will therefore be effective in a practical receiver, with a trifling
bonus thrown in.
This valve has been discussed at some length,
•although it is not yet available to the general public
(we understand that it will be in full production this
autumn) partly because it raises a number of
problems of considerable practical and theoretical
interest, and partly because it offers an opportunity, for
those who are so inclined, to design or build receivers
of novel type.

operation of a highly sensitive set become very difficult. Even if the most extensive screening is employed,
the stability of a receiver containing two or three stages
of efficient high-frequency amplification is usually a
/natter for speculation until the set is built, and if, as is
likely, such a set is to be used with a frame aerial the
selectivity attained is usually excessive, so that tuning,
becomes unnecessarily difficult, and the side-bands of
received telephony are liable to be cut off. With an
aperiodic amplifier these difficulties are less prominent,
though high amplification can readily be attained by
using a sufficient number of stages.
Moreover, the
selectivity can be adjusted independently of the sensitivity, for one may use just enough tuned circuits to
give the selectivity that is found necessary, and then
make up the total amplification with aperiodic stages.
• Receivers for the Valve.

With the valve we have discussed, for example, an
overall amplification of the order of xo,000 times might
be attained in either of two ways. Three double valves
might be connected in cascade, using, besides the frame,
only one tuned circuit immediately before the detector.
as suggested in Fig. 6. Or, if the selectivity conferred
by two tuned circuits were regarded as insufficient forj
the particular locality in which the receiver was to be I
used, one might prefer to employ only two double'
valves, using a tuned circuit as coupling between the
two as well as immediately before the detector, as in
Fig. 7.
The amplification attained would be very
roughly the same in both cases, but there would be a
very considerable difference in selectivity between the
two receivers.
In an amplifier in which tuned couplings are used
throughout it is inevitable
that
the
amplification
attained should be greater
at the lower end of the
tuning range than at the
upper.
It will be seen
from Fig. 4 that with the
resistance-coupled
stages
of the multiple valve the
opposite effect is experienced, the amplification
rising as the wavelength
is increased. It will therefore be clear that by a
judicious combination of
Pig. 7.—A high-treouency amplifier containing two multiple valves. The overall amplification
would be about 10,000 times at 300 metres and the selectivity would be high, as there are
tuned and aperiodic coupthree tuned circuits. Compare Fig. 6.
lings it should be possible
to construct a receiver yielding practically constant
Ordinarily, it is necessary to add one tuned circuit to
amplification over the whole of its tuning range or with
the receiver for every valve acting as high-frequency
any desired wavelength-amplification characteristic.
amplifier, with the result that both •the design and
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Events of the Week in
CHICAGO'S FLYING SQUAD.

The Chicago police department is so
impressed with the efficiency of Scotland
Yard's flying squad that it intends not
only following their example, but even
going one (or many pvints) better. We
hear that a 5 kW central station is to be
erected, and 150 cars are equipped with
wireless receiving sets. The larger cars
are to be manned by five police officers,
and will be armed with machine guns, shot
guns, tear bombs, cameras and finger-print
equipment. The enterprising burglar will
have no canse to lament the monotony of
life and the lack of thrills in the pursuit
of his calling.
0000
WIRELESS PHOTOGRAPHY
AUSTRALIA.

IN

Pictures of events in Australia will
probably be transmitted to us at no very
distant date, as Amalgamated Wireless
(Australasia), Ltd., who own the majority
of the important broadcasting stations in
Australia, have concluded with Messrs.
William Blogg and Co., Ltd., the Fultograph agents in that country, a five years
contract for a still-picture service. Transmissions from Melbourne are expected to
begin shortly. All short-wave enthusiasts
in this country will hope that 3L0, the
31.5-metre Melbourne station, which is
now temporarily closed, will start work
again, and that we shall have still pictures from the Antipodes. Both 3L0 and
2FC (Sydney) on 31.28 metres are well
heard over here, and there is no reason
why good reception of pictures from the
other side of the world should not be
possible.

Brief Review.

• A GOOD MIXER.

We understand that it is intended to
install an "inverter " at the experimental
short-wave station of the International
Telegraph and Telephone Corporation at
Trappes, near St. Cyr, France.
The
object of this apparatus, which we believe
bas been designed by Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., is to prevent
telephone messages being picked up by
promiscuous listeners, and this result is
achieved by inverting the frequencies of
the speech sounds so that high notes
become correspondingly law and low ones
high until the receiving equipment reconverts the
frequencies to normal.
Wireless eavesdroppers, therefore, who
may chance to pick it up will probably
think they are listening to ultra-modern
music.
0000
BERLIN WIRELESS EXHIBITION.

The annual Wireless Exhibition; which,
as stated in our issue of July 10th, will
be opened at Berlin on August 30th and
continued until September 8th, will no
doubt attract, a great number of wireless
enthusiasts from all parts of the world
to the Kaiserdamm grounds. It will surpass its predecessors in size and interest.

FIRST LAMME MEDALLIST.

Thé late Benjaniii. G. Lamine, chief
engineer of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co., under the terms
of his will directed that, a medal should
be given " for meritorious achievement in
the design of electrical machinery," this
recipient to be chosen by the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.
The
first holder of the Lamine medal is an
Englishman, Mr. Allen Bertram Field,
Consulting Engineer te the Metropolitan
Vickers Co., Ltd., for "the mathematical
and experimental investigation of eddycurrent losses in large slot-wound conductors in electrical machinery."
The ceremony of presentation was
broadcast through the short-wave set of
KDKA.
0000

MAGNUM UNIVERSAL, A CORRECTION.

We regret two errors in our description
of the "Magnum Universal " broadcast
receiver which appeared in our issue of
August 14th. On page 151 the captions to
the two illustrations were inadvertently
reversed and the price should have read
£18 and not £10. We trust that the manufacturers, Messrs. Burne-Jones & Co.,
Ltd., 296, Borough High Skeet, S.E.1,
have not been inconvenienced by the error.

0000
CANADA'S SHORT—WAVE STATION.

CJRX, the short-wave broadcasting
station, has been moved horn the Grain
Exchange Building in Winnipeg to a
point about 10 miles from the city, and
18 now transmitting again on 25.5 metres
with an input of 2 kW. Reports on hic
new station's signals will be welcomed l'y
the owners, Messrs. James Richardson &
Co., Grain Exchange Buildings, Winnipeg,
Manitoba.
0000
A VERY NORTHERLY STATION.

The Russian expedition to Franz Josef
Land has selected a site for the wireless
station on Hooker Island, and has already
begun to unload material for its erection
from the ice-breaker.
The proposed
station will be 80° 19' N.
.13

Phot ograph
taken on toard the Italian cruiser Ferruccio, showing the special
Iltrectiosal frame aerial equipment housed separately (rem the main wireless
Installation.
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A Review of Manufacturers'
"MAGNUM" REACTION
CONDENSER.
This is a miniature variable ran.
denser particularly suitable for use in
portable and transportable sets or in such
rases where panel
space is strictly
limited.
Furthermore,
the
minimum
capacity has been kept as low as possible
sa as to permit of its .use also in sets
fit ted with H.F. stages.
The moving vanes have been shaped
ta give a gradual increase in -capacity
on first in
with the fixed plates.
This feature contributes to easy control
of reaction, especially in such cases
where a small feed back is sufficient to
start oscillation.
The measured minimum capacity of
the wimple sent in for test was 5.5 microWicrofarads, and the maximum capacity
0.000004
mfd.
It
is rated
as
a
0.0001 mfd. condenser. A single hole fixing bush is fitted together with one end
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Recent Products.

interest is the provision of a dished
baffle supported on four pillars and
mounted in front of the cone.
An
annular space is left between the baffle
and the frame for the egress of the

the general level of response is good over
the whole audible scale.
There are no
objectionable resonances.
Models are
available finished in orange, blaek and
gold; violet, black and gold; or brown.
black and gold; the price being £5 5s.
Tim makers are Philips Lamps, Ltd.,
Philips House, 145, Charing Cross Rd.,
London, W.C.2.
cone
MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER
"POT " WINDINGS.
Since one of thi- principal factors
governing the efficiency of a moving-coil
loud speaker is the ampere turns on ths
field coil, this portion of the equipment requires very careful and skilfel
winding. Pots energised from the mains
are less difficult to wind than those drawing current from a low-voltage accumqlator, since ii the first case a line gauge
of wit-e is used, whereas in the low-voltage types a very heavy gauge mac_ be
employed.

Philips cone loud speaker.
A switch to
adjust the impedance for best operating
conditions is incorporated in the lead.

Magnum" miniature reaction condenser.

bearing for the moving vanes.
This is
of generous size and there is no trace
of "whip."
Tho makers are Messrs. Burne-Jones
and Co., Ltd., Magnum House, 296,
Borough High Street, London, S.E.1,
and the price is 4s.
C C0

PHILIPS' LOUD SPEAKER,
MODEL 2007.
This consitts of a fres-edged cone diaphragm driven by a differential movement, the whole being carried on
moulded frame
A feature of special

sound waves.
The cone is, therefore,
working against a cushion of air; the
conditions obtaining in a horn-type loud
speaker being partially reproduced without the attendant disadvantages.
This
undottbledly contril,utes to the good
sensitivity to weak electrical inputs recorded during test.
Au mIition
d
of no little importance is
a three-position switch which enables the
impedanee of the instrunient to be adjusted to the value most suitable for
the particular valve used. Measurements
of the D.C. resistance of the windings
show that this gives a choke of either
490 ohms, 1,340 ohms, or 1,840 ohms.
The highest value was found to give the
best all-round results in conjunction with
output valves between 4,090 and 6,000
ohms A.C. resistance.
Speech is clear and crisp and on music

Cromwell

pot

coil wouni with
ribbon " wire.

special

Hitherto the amateur experimenter has
been obliged eh her to wind his own pots,
probably without adequate facilities, or
adapt the commercially made article to
Ws particular design.
The Cromwell
Engineering Co.. 81, Oxford Avenue, Merton Pat*, London, S.W.20, have now
developed a new type of ribbon-wound
coil, and it is claimed that.' many mole
turns can be accommodated in a given
volume than with round sectim wire.
B
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These pot coils are available for many
of the well-known makes of lend speakers,
and coils can be supplied wound to constructors' requirements. The sample sent
in for review arid shown in the illustration contains 91b. of this particular wire,
but measures 44in. in diameter by 4in.
long over the insulation, and is designed
to fit on to a 2in. core. It is for 6-volt
excitation, and since the measured D.C.
resistance is .9.8 ohms, it will pass just
over 0.6 amp.
The price has been fixed
at 40e.
"BICO." SAFETY AERIAL LEAD-IN. «
This is a combined aerial lead-in and
earthing switch possessing the distinct
advantage that the switch i
s totally enclosed
and
entirely
weatherproof.
lerthermore, the switch is outside the
building, and when in the "safety"
position completely isolates the set from
the aerial and at the same time connects
the down-lead direct to earth.
The
action is simple but effective. A hollow
ebonite tube ¡in. in diameter (outside)
is fitted with a brass spindle divided by
a.1 insulating collar in such a manner

Segel«

through." Bico" safety lead—in. switch. A. aerial terminal; E, earth terminal;
P, plunger; S, spindle; C, insulating collar and B the barrel.

that when the spindle is pulled out the
aerial is connected, via a spring-controlled plunger, to the earth lead. On
pushing in the spindle the insulating
collar rides over the plunger and connects
the aerial to that portion of the spindle
tc which the lead to the aerial terminal
of the set is connected.
The aerial down lead is taken to the
tenninal which contacts with the plunger,

while the earth lead joins to the terminal
oi the outside end of the tube; a lead
from the "E " terminal of the set goes
to earth in the usual manner.
These safety lead-in tubes are available
in three sizes :7in. 'long at 3s. 6d., 9in.
size costs 4s., and 12in. tubes are 4s. 6d.
The makers are the Burner Insulator
Co., "Bico " Works, 51, Wellington
Street, Woolwich, London, S.E.18.

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP CHARACTERISTICS.
Methods to be Adopted in Presenting Results of Forthcoming Laboratory Tests.
EADERS will remember that in the special Gramophone
issue of March 6th this year we gave figures for most of
the pick-ups then on the market, showing the voltage
output at a few representative frequencies. While these figures
were useful as an indication of the general character of the
output and as a means of estimating the degree of amplification
required, they were not sufficiently detailed to disclose resonances and, as was mentioned at the time, could not be taken
as a final criterion of performance.
It is now proposed to give complete characteristics plotted
frort readings taken at small increments of frequency from
100 to 8,000 cycles. The standard frequency records specially
prepared by the Grantophone Company, Ltd., will be used, and
these will enable readings of output to be obtained at approximately 80 points over the range of frequency already mentioned.
The records provide frequencies down to 25 cycles per second,
but experience shows that it is impracticable to give readings
below 100 cycles. As is well known, the amplitude of the
groove, for a given A.C. output, is much greater at low than
at high frequencies; the amplitude is, in fact, inversely pro•
portional to the frequency. In ordinary records it is necessary
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FREQUENCY

Fig. 1.—Hypothetical

curve of gramophone pick-up showing
variation of output in decibels (transmission units) taking the
output at 1,000 cycles as the standard of reference.
B 13

to restrict the amplitude of notes below about 250 cycles in
order that the vibrations may be contained within the standard
pitch of the groove. In the standard frequency records, however, a special pitch has been employed for the lower frequencies
in order that the correct amplitude may be attained. Only
pick-up devices of special design are able to follow the groove,
and most of the commercial electromagnetic pick-ups jump the
groove below 100 cycles, some even below 200 or 250 cycles.
While every effort has been made in preparing the standard
.records to obtain strict proportionality between amplitude and
frequency, it is only to be expected that slight discrepancies-.
have crept in. These deviations from the correct amplitude
have been carefully measured and tabulated by the Gramophone
Company. The amplitude of the 1,000-cycle note has been
taken as the basis of comparison, and differences in the output
at other frequencies have been expressed in decibels 1 (transmission units). This suggests a very convenient method of
plotting the pick-up characteristic.
If we take the voltage output from the pick-up at 1,000 cycles
as-our standard and express the outputs at all the other frequencies as differences (either positive or negative) in decibels
from the 1,000-cycle standard, it is quite a simple matter to
correct for discrepancies in the records merely by adding or
subtracting the correction factors supplied with the records.
The curve would then take the form shown in Fig. 1. It will
be observed that the zero line passes through the curve at
1,000 'cycles, and that where the curve appears above the zero
line an increase of output above normal is indicated.
Unfortunately this mgthod of presentation does not give any
indication of the absolute value of the voltage output, but it
has many points in its favour. For instance, we know that
the ear is incapable of detecting differences of sound intensity
of less than 2 decibels. Thus, if we cover the general trend
of the curve with a band 2 decibels wide, small irregularitiee
due to minor resonance .will pass undetected by the ear, provided they fall within the limits of the 2decibel band.

For a full di4eussion of this unit see the note on
July 24th issue.

page 74 of the
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Gramophone Pick-up Characteristic!.—
The output from the ideal pick-up should fall within the
limits of this band from about 250 to 4,000 cycles. Below 250
an increase in the output is desirable to compensate for the
restricted amplitude of low notes in the average record. Up
to 4,000 cycles we are concerned with the fundamental fre•quencieci of musical instruments, and it is essential that the
-trend of the curve up to this point should be horizontal. The
region above 4,000 cycles is responsible for the overtones, and
consequently the timbre of the fundamentals lower down the
frequency scale. Assuming a perfect amplifier, it would seem
desirable for the curve to continue horizontally to the upper
limit of frequency. Many practical amplifiers suffer front
high-note lose, so that, a slight upward trend above 4,000 cycles
would seem to be indicated. Few electromagnetic pick-ups,
however, are capable of producing this increase at high frequencies, and hero it would seem necessary to modify the
amplifier to suit the pick-up.
When the curve is plotted with output voltage against frequency, the irregularities are exaggerated, as will be seen by
comparing Fig. 2 wit.' Fig. 1. The general form of the curve
is, however, the same, and it is possible to estimate the performance by inspection, bearing in mind that a change in
output of 25 per cent, is approximately equivalent to 2 decibels.
After careful consideration we have decided that the voltage
output curve is the more useful of the two methods of presenting the results. '1'he R.M.S.• voltage at. the terminals of
the pick-up is a tang:Ile .quantity Which can be v.sualised by
the beginner as well se the expert, and useful information can
be obtained with regard to the type of valve and grid bias to
be used in the first stage of the amplifier. Those who prefer
to work with the decibel unit
can easily convert the veltage
. .
readings by using the formula D=20 log

where D=output
vloss • •
difference in decibels, V.voltage output at any given frequency,
and V, m = voltage output at 1,000 cycles.

SCREEN-GRID

AUGUST 21st, 1929.

The voltage curves form a fairly reliable guide to the grid
bias required for the first amplifier valve. For instance, let
us suppose that the highest, point, of the curve is 2.0 volts
B.M.S. The peak value of the voltage will therefore be
2x,y 2-2.83, which must be covered by a bias of -.3 volts.
Actually the general level of the output- from the average record
is about -half that, of the standard frequency records, but ia
view of the presence of peaks and transients it is best to take
the amplitude of the frequency records as the basis for estimating the grid bias.
2
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FREQUENCY
2.—Curve showing variation of output voltage with frequency.
The readings correspond with the curve of Fig. 1, but it will be
observed that the peaks are more pronounced.

The level of the output is governed to a certain extent by
the type of needle employed in the pick-up. Unless otherwise
stated, the voltage readings for the curve will be taken with
a Tungstyle needle, and a few readings with other needles may
be given in order to demonstrate.the effect, on the output.
The series will be inaugurated in the "Laboratory Tests"
section next week with the•B.T.H. pick-up.

MODULATED C.W.

WAVEMETER.

The McLachlan Wavemeter in which the Calibration is Independent of the Valve.

T

HE steady demand for long range
receivers shows that the faseination
in trying to identify foreign stations
is not waning. How many listeners have
a knowledge of more than one or two
foreign languages? Yet how many are
prepared to guarantee the identity of a
station basing their statement on mere

grid valve. In the anode circuit a coil
and variable condenser tuned to the radio
frequency are connected in series with a
suitably proportioned audio-frequency circuit. two different oscillations am generated and a tuning note is radiated, i.e.,
the instrument is a miniature broadcasting station.
The tuning note is heard in the loud
speaker so that a receiver can be accurately tuned to any wavelength without
the aid of an ille0Ming transmission.
This instrument has the great advantage
that the calibration is independent of the
valve, and furthermore neither reaction
coil nor heterodyne oscillator are required.
The meter can also be used to
heterodyne an incoming currier, zero beat
being obtained when the musical note is
purest.

rent for the screened valve can be derived
from the batteries feeding the receiver.
The instrument, is supplied with three
coila and three calibration charts embracing the band from 100 to 1,600 kilocycles
(3,000 to 180 metres), and sells at
£4 15s. (screen-grid valve extra).

Sharp Tuning.
wavemeter is extremely compact—

t.Jeculation
The modulated wavemeter
under review affords a ready means of
either identifying unknown stations or
finding the correct, setting on a receiver
for the reception of a di3tant station the
wavelength of which is known.'
This wavemeter operates on a new principle. use being made of the iel ,erent
negative resistance property of the screen-

When tested we found that the tutting
of the wavemeter was sharp, and that no
frequency change took place when the
anode voltage was varied between 30 and
70, while maintaining the screen at 100
volts.
A two-volt screened valve was
used and a variation of fi.!ament volts between 1.9 and 2.1 caused a negligible
change in frequency.
Thus the contentien that the calibration is independent
of the valve is well borne out in practice. The plate, screen and filament cur-

—an interior view.

Those desiring an instrument designed
along these lines but of great, accuraty
for precision measurements can obtain
special valves in which the anode-toscreen-grid capacity has been reduced
from the usual 10 or 12 eaF to about
3 ep.F. The makers of the wavemeter are
Messrs. H. W. Sullivan, Ltd., Leo Street,
Peckham, London, S.E.15.
i6
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Problems of an Overstocked Waveband.
By I. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS.

T

O-DAY, if we examine a list of European broadcalculations made to warrant the erection of extra stacasting stations, we find that, excluding Russia,
tions once an initial broadcasting service had been
they have reached a total number of close on two
established? .
hundred transmitters. In view of the fact that the
The writer has prepared a tabular survey of the
wavebands allowed to broadcasting are strictly limited,
European broadcasting systems, which will show at a
and cannot comfortably include all these stations, is it
glance the relative areas of the various states in thousurprising that the average amateur, when endeavouring
sands of square miles, the number of transmitters
to tune-in individual transmissions, should often find
actually in operation, the exclusive wavelengths inhimself confronted with
dividually allotted .to the
an unpleasant mixture of
respective countries, acheterodyne whistles and
cording to the latest Plan
Is your set entirely to blame when an attempt to tune-in foreign
groans, or a background
de Prague, and, finally
stations brings in an unsolicited chorus of shrieks and groans? •
of insistent morse?
(where the information is
The author of this article would say '• No," contending that the
It seems probable that
available), the percentage
European ether is overstocked with stations and that the elfos Is
the wavelength shuffling
of registered listeners to
made by the various authorities lo distribute wavelengths evenly.
to which the authorities
total population.
over the available band have led to the preferential treatment of
have
resorted
at
the
What are the faetors to
certain countries, with results which can benefit none.
Geneva,
Brussels
and
be taken into consideration
Prague Conferences can
if the claims put forward
prove but a feeble attempt to alleviate a painful situaby a country for the erection of transmitters arc to be
tion which must needs grow worse as further stations
judged -on their merits? If a satisfactory verdict is to
are erected, or, alternately, as the power of some of
be given, we must study the area of the state, its total
the transmitters is increased. Although much has been
population, and its actual requirements in respect to a
written with regard to the minimum frequency separabroadcasting service.
tion necessary to obtain a more or less satisfactory reAdmittedly it is not an easy matter to work merely on
ception of a number of individual transmissions, it has
this data, for in certain instances it may be necessary
never been made clear for what reason the stations in
to make special concessions, inasmuch as, although a
Europe have gradually reached so high a number.. Was
particular country, according to these factors, would be
this step justified in all countries? On what basis were
entitled only to a small number of stations, the question
B 17
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glitters, but only two exclusive wavelengths have been
allotted to her. Yet her percentage of registered licençe
of diverse languages would necessarily influence adecil
sion. Belgium, for instance, possessing some seven and
holders reaches the astonishing figure of 5.7.
ahalf million souls, and covering an area roughly equal
If we turn to Poland, we find that, although she
to that of Yorkshire, is endowed at present with siX
now has five stations working for a population of
broadcasting stations (of which one only-can be officially
twenty-seven millions, eight exclusive waves have fallen
recognised) and has been allocated three exclusive wave- to her share; yet only o.7 per cent, of her inhabitants
are interested in radio programmes'l
lengths; yet., if statistics are to be believed, the country
boasts of 2.6 registered listeners per one hundred head
In passing, it may be mentioned that of all European
of population I The reorganisation of Belgium's broadcountries Denmark is the one which has shown the
-casting system under State control will give her one
most enthusiasm for broadcasting, for, with a population of about three millions spread over an area of
dual- and one sing1E-wave station to enable broadcasts
approximately fifteen thousand square miles, 7.6 per
to be carried out in French, Flemish and German, the
cent. of the inhabitants are registered licence holders.
last-named language for the sole benefit of a limitecl
At the Prague Conference
number of listeners in the
Denmark secured two excluEupen and Malmedy disEUROPEAN STATES.
•
tricts, forcibly ceded to her
sive - wavelengths; but, •as
by Germany at the end of
App. Area
the slogan adopted there is
Exclusive
Percentage
COUNTRY.
in. 1,000 sq. Transmitters WLs (Prague of Licence, to
the Great War. The case
"fewer
stations,
higher
Miles.
Working.
Plan).
Populatioa.
of Belgium is cited as an
power," it seems that, in
Austria
81.73
5
2
5.7
example; here the claim to
Belgium
11.5
8
3'
2.6
one country at least, asoluBulgaria
- 49
1
a third exclusive
wavetion has been found to the
Czccho-Slovakia.
54.5
4
5 (plus 1
1.9
shared)
length is but weakly justiproblem of giving- everyone
Denmark ...
15
2
2
7.6
Esthonia
18
1
1.1
fied.'
an efficient service.
Finland
15n
5
a
2.2
Geological conditions also
The more the table is
France
213
27
16
2.3
Germany
182.2
13 (plus 1
28
4.6
may alter our basic factors,
studied the more difficult is
shared an i
tour on loan)
as in the case of Switzerit to understand on what
Great Britain and
e
land, where high mountains
basis the distribution of
N. Ireland
05
10 (plus 1
116
free)
•
considerably restrict the
wavelengths was carried
Greece
40
1
Holland
12.8
2 (plus 1
1.7
range of the transmitters.
out, for there seems little
borrowed)
Here we register a populadoubt that some countries
Hungary
2.8
1
2
2.0
Iceland ....•
41
a
Shared
tion of four million people
have received preferential
Irish Free State
28.5
2
2
073
Italy
120
7
0.1
in an area of approximately
treatment.
Jugo-Slavia
248
3 (plus 1
r,600 square miles.
The
Take France, anewcomer
shared)
Latvia
41
1
1.2
proposed reorganised *systo the European BroadcastLithuania
20
•
Taken from
0.6
upper band
tem calls for two highing Union, which may now
Luxembourg
1
1
1
power transmitters at SurNorway
124
1 10
5
dispose of sixteen exclusive
2.4
Poland
150
8
0.7
see and Moudon, and a
wavelengths, whereas Italy,
Portugal
55.5
•1
1
Roumania
160
1
3
0.2
series of smaller stations
not far short in population,
Russia
1,492
60 (roughly)
It
0.1
(Basle, Berne, Lausanne,
Spain
197
9
8
0.5
is allotted only seven !
Sweden
173
30
6.6
Zurich, and Geneva), to
Moreover, the grievances
Switzerland
18
•6
1.9
Turkey
10
1
Shared
which are to be added reexpressed by Dutch lislays at Olten, St. Gall,
Except where otherwise stated, the above table does not take into conteners would appear to be
sideration wavelengths which are common to two or more countries. It
Sitten, and Chur.
Posjustified, for to Holland the
should also be noted that such extra-European stations as Algiers, Rabat
and Angora do not appear in the Prague list.
sibly for the benefit of the
authorities have allotted
Tessin district, in which the
two wavelengths, namely,
inhabitants speak only Italian, a further station will be
1,875 metres, to replace the nominal 1,852 metres
erected at Locarno, Lugano or Bellinzona.
hitherto used by Huizen, and 298 metres in the
middle waveband. 2
Huizen is a comparatively new
Surprising Figures
arrival on the ether; not only was it erected several
The latest statistics show that broadcasting in Swityears after Hilversum had organised a regular broad-.
zerland has appealed to only 1.9 per cent, of the *total
casting service, but it was originally destined to work
population.
Observe, however, that five exclusive
on short waves. What, then, must become of Hilver- '
wavelengths have been granted to that country:. it is
sum if it is no longer allowed to operate on 1,071 metres,
apparent that a number of transmitters will be comseeing that this wavelength has been given to Norway?
pelled to share waves.
Is Hilversum to be closed down, or must her transAustria, on the other hand, as the table shows, is
almost three times the size of Belgium, and her popua The Dutch Ministry of Transport has allocated the wavelength
lation is over six millions; she possesses five transof 1,875 metres (allotted to Holland) to the Huizen transmitter, and
The Glut in the Ether.-

Since this article was written the National scheme has been
rejected by the Belgian PaAiament, and for the present no reorganiration can take place.
Belgium, therefore, has withdrawn ita
request for the third exclusive wavelength.-[Eoj
1

1,071 and 298 metres to the Hilversum transmitter. As 1,071
metres has been given by the Plan de Pragne to Norway, from
January. 1, 1930, Holland will lose this wavelength. The arrange.
rnents regarding the use of the two Dutch stations by the various
programme associations do not concern this article.
e IS
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The Glut in the Ether.—
missions be buried in the full-to-overflowing medium
broadcast band, namely, on 298 metres? The Dutchmen consider that their plea of unfairness is justified,
inasmuch as the Plan de Prague has comfortably
housed Kalundborg, which, again, is of comparatively
recent establishment.

owners. Generally speaking, it will be found that the
more primitive receiver is found only in densely populated cities in close proximity to a broadcasting station.
If all classes of the community are to be satisfied,
we have but two alternatives; either it is necessary to
install a large number of relay stations of strictly limited
power for the use of listeners who will not forgo their
small crystal sets, or two or three super-power trans44 Pioneer " Prerogatives.
mitters must be erected to radiate programmes which
With regard to Great Britain and Germany, the only
can be received at much greater distances by owners of
conclusion to be drawn is that, as these countries were
more expensive valve apparatus.
It would seem that the only way in which European
pioneers of broadcasting in Europe, and obviously,
first in the field, they were given every opportunity
broadcasting can be extricated from its present congested
of choosing both the number and position of wavelengths
state is by a drastic pruning of what can be termed
desired. It is true that both countries have made conunnecessary growths; the number of transmitters poscessions as and when they were needed for the benefit
sessed by individual states must be reduced to reasonable proportions commensurate with the service they are
of Continental countries generally, but the number of
called upon to give to their
exclusives retained by these
listening population.
two " pioneers " still seems
out of proportion to their
Practical experiments in
requirements.
Can it be
Germany and Great Britain
that their demands are
show that several low-power
based on the assumption
relay stations can be made
to work on a common
that the bulk of listeners
wavelength, providing their
still own simple crystal sets
frequency can be accucapable only of receiving'
rately maintained, without
local
transmissions?
It
any risk of mutital interferwould be. difficult to obtain
ence.
If, therefore, the
accurate statistics in Great
need for a relatively large
Britain to-day regarding
number of small transthe increased use of valve
mitters actually exists in a
receivers, for our licences
country, more USC should be
from the outset have made
made of the onde comno distinction as to the class
mune, the stations taking
of apparatus installed by
their programme from a
the listener. It may be ascentral studio which, for
sumed, however, that the
obvious reasons, would in
steady growth in the nummost instances be situated
ber of valve receivers sold
in the capital.
Such remonthly indicates that the
organisation of the broadmore primitive ciystal is
casting system in many
being replaced.
Also, the
lands would release acorreconsiderable increase in the
sponding number of exclupopularity of multi-valve
ONE OF THE TWO HUNDRED. Breslau. a welt-known German
sive waves, and by so
portable receivers in most
broadcaster operating with 4 kW. on a wavelength ot 233 metres.
doing
might
permit
a
European countries demongreater frequency difference between higher-powered
strates that the average wireless enthusiast is not
stations, and thus reduce the interference trouble.
content to derive all his programmes from the local
This step, in conjunction with the weeding-out .of
station. This being the case (and trade figures unsuperfluous units, would lead to a healthier condition
doubtedly supply the necessary confirmation), the more
of the European ether.
extended use of valve sets has enlarged the effective
working range of broadcast transmitters, which are then
able to cover districts beyond those for which they were
NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE
primarily erected. Moreover, the extra energy with
will contain constructional details of a High
which some of these reconstructed transmitters have been
endowed has also added to their efficiency, and without
Tension eliminator for D.C. mains, in which a
doubt, if acareful revision were made, based on the new
special filter circuit is employed. The unit
conditions, it would be found that a number of stations
will meet the requirements of those having 3z,
in many countries may be considered superfluous.
4.
or 3=valve sets and will deliver a current
As improvements in both radio circuits and valves
quite
free of ripple even from the "roughest"
have been made, so the smaller and more convenient
frame aerial has gradually replaced the unsightly outside
of mains.
" clothes-line," again reducing the number of crystal
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By Our Special Correspondent.
Tatsfield Receiving Station.
A few weeks ago I said that the new
B B.C. receiving stntion at Tatsfield
might be ready this month, but now learn
that it will not be brought into service
until the middle of September, when all
the gear at present used at Keston will
be transferred to Tatsfield-.—broomstick
aerial and all.
0000
Also Brookman's Park.
I should not be surprised if the
regional station at Brookman's Park is
radiating a regular set vice about the same
time, and it will probably have a fairly
smooth passage for two or three months
until the twin-wave transmitter is brought
into service, when troubles may arise for
a time. So complicated has become the
aerial system of suburban villadom that
some of us are likely to be more or less
incommoded by a next-door neighbour
who is not content to settle down to one
or other of the programmes for any
length of time, but restlessly switches
from one to the other every two minutes.
0000
The Footpath Story.
While on the subject of Brookman's
Park, I understand that a lot of ink has
been spilt unnecessarily on the subject of
the alleged closing of a certain footpath
near the new station. The facts of the
case appear to be that the B.B.C. is
making a new concreted path for the
benefit of foot passengers but the old
short cut remains open to ¡hose who wish
to save about four yards and do not object
to mud on wet days.
0000
•
The S.O.S. Season.
Some amusing stories are going around
about the sudden increase in S.O.S. broadCasts, and provincial journals have been
indulging in flights of imagination. One
writer, referring to this subject, cites a
case of a "straying uncle ' who was
"tracked down to the Norfolk Broads in
less than half an hour" and "returned
in time to assist at a family wedding,
resigned but alittle sad."
In case listeners should think that any
wandering uncle can be found in this way
it may be as well to state that the only
circumstances in which S.O.S. calls are
undertaken by the B.B.C. are :—
• (1) Missing persons--only broadcast at
the request of the police.
(2) Messages to trace relatives of

persons dangerously ill—only broadcast
when illness has been confirmed by the
medical authority attending the case and
after all other means of communication
have failed.
These hard facts rather mercilessly
destroy the romance of the "missing
uncle.'
..

0000

Western Regional Station.
Our Celtic compatriots of the Principality of \Vales are a'ready impatiently
demanding a regional station for themselves, hut I fear they must await their
turn, and even then will probably
have to share the Western station with
their neighbours in Somerset, Devon and
Cornwall.
I understand that this is

The masts ana aerial system of the
Danish broadcasting station et Kalund—
borg, from which the Copenhagen pro—
grammes are broadcast on a wavelength
of 1,153 metres.

fourth on the list of projected regional
stations.
The original order proposed
was, Northern England, Southern England, Scotland and the West, arranged as
far as possible to satisfy the needs of the
greatest number of listeners in the
shortest possible time but as thole in the
South suffered more from interruption by
ships' traffic in the Channel the southern
station was considered more urgent than
that in the North of England, and was
given precedence.
0000
The Northern Station, a Correction.
A correspondent in the Huddersfield
Examiner takes me to task and corrects
the pronunciation, given in these notes on
August 7th, for Slaithwaite which, he
says, should be "Slawit " and not
"Slewitt." I accept the correction with
thanks, the more so as his letter drew
from another correspondent the story of
a Colne Valley manufacturer who was endeavouring to impress on an incredulous
fellow-traveller from London to Huddersfield the correct pronunciation of the
locality.
" Well," said he, "when we
get there I will ask the porter, and you
will hear for yourself." On arriving he
called to the porter, saying, "Hey,
porter, what station is this? ' The porter
replied, with a merry twinkle in bis
eye and to the discomfiture of the questioner, "Why. damn thee Joss, tha
knows! "
0000
Talks for the Coining Season.
One or two new features will appear in
the Talks which the B.B.C. is now
arranging for the months of September to
December.
The tendency of the times
under the general title of " Points of
View " should lead to some witty comments by such eminent speakers as Dean
Inge, Sir Oliver Lodge, Mr. .H. G. Wells,
Prof.
Haldane, and Mr. G.
Lowe
Dickinson, the author of "A Modern
Symposium."
Another series, on the lines of "My
Day's Work" which was broadcast some
time ago, will be entitled " While London
Sleeps.' Theso are to be given by night
workers such as a journaliet, a river
policeman, a Covent Garden porter, and
a coffee-stall proprietor.
A series of
portraits of
personalities,
real
and
imaginary,
called
"Miniature
Biographies " are also contemplated, the
contributors including André Mourois,
Virginia Woolf, and Harold Nicolson.
B 20
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Without an Aerial—

With an Aerial—

An Ideal Set

A Sensitive

for the

Long.:range

Flat Dweller.

Receiver.
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HEN indirectly heated A.C. valves, and, in
particular, the AC/S screen-grid valves, made
their first appearance it was realised that their
effect on domestic receiver design would be nothing
less than revolutionary. In the first place, they offer
a complete solution of the problem of battery maintenance, and, secondly, their amplifying efficiency is such
that a single stage, either of H.F. or L.F., is more than
equal to the two-stage H.F. and L.F. amplifiers hitherto
found to be necessary for long-distance or frame-aerial
reception.
Messrs. Radio Instruments, Ltd., have not only
realised the potentialities of these new valves, but have
already produced a complete design for the coming
season in which the many problems peculiar to these
valves have been successfully solved.
Compactness and Elaborate Screening.

The All-electric Screened Grid Three is really a dualpurpose receiver. It can be used without an aerial
for the B.B.C. transmissions, and, as such, may be
regarded as an ideal instrument for the flat dweller.
Provision is made, however, for the attachment of an
outside aerial, and when this is done the receiver is
at once converted into an instrument of exceptional
power and range. Having regard to the fact that the
-equipment includes a battery eliminator the dimensions
of the cabinet are extraordinarily compact. Measuring
only 12,tin. xrqin. xr5in. the set can be transported
from room to room and used wherever a lighting or
power point is available.
Compactness, however, calls for a careful layout of
components, and in the R.I. set there is an elaborate
system of screening which effectively suppresses any
tendency to instability. The whole of the detector stage
8 21

is enclosed in a copper box surmounted by a detachable aluminium cover plate. The L.F. valve, though
not the output transformer, is also housed in this corn-.
partment, both valves being removable through holes
in the aluminium plate. The aerial circuit and screengrid valve are mounted outside the copper screening
box, but are sheltered by the aluminium top plate
which covers the whole area of the inside of the set.
The AC IS valve projects through a hole cut in the top
plate and is completely enclosed by a detachable flanged
cover. The aluminium cover plate is held down by
quickly detachablo screws giving easy access to the
interior of the screening box. Valves can be changed.
however, without disturbing any part of the screening
other than the flanged cover over the AC/S valve.'
It is interesting to note that no attempt has been
made to avoid capacity coupling between the aerial
and loud speaker circuits. Indeed, coupling has been
deliberately introduced in order to take advantage of
the loud speaker leads as ashort antenna when working
without an outdoor aerial. That this arrangement does
not produce instability is a tribute to the manner in
which H.F. currents have been kept under control after
•
the detector stage.
The simple but effective parallel-feed tuned grid circuit
is used to couple the H.F. valve to the detector. The
H.F. choke used in the anode circuit of the screengrid valve is the R.I. Dual Astatic Choke which was
specially developed for use in this type of circuit. It
has the special merit of being free from absorption
bands on the lower broadcast wavelengths.
The tuning condensers of the aerial and H.F. circuits
are mechanically coupled, giving one main tuning
control. A small compensating condenser is provided
as an auxiliary control to bring the two circuits exactly
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R.I. All-electric S.G. Three.—

part of the tuning range. Considerable
attention has been given to the question of aerial
coupling, and a method has been developed which
enables any aerial or no aerial at all to be used without
throwing the difference between the
tuned circuits outside the range of correction of the compensating condenser..
Leaky grid detection is employed,
and reaction is applied to the tuned
grid circuit through the usual combination of magnetic and capacity
coupling.
The detector is an AC/ G
valve, and is coupled to the AC/R
output
valve
through
an
R.I.
" Hypermu " transformer. The loud
speaker is fed through an output transformer.
in step at any
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are in all five knobs on the front panel) tuning is not
a difficult process. Once the function of the controls
has been mastered from the instructions their manipulation becomes instinctive.
The reaction control is
smooth and free from backlash, and maintains its set-

Effective Ripple Fi:ter.

There is abunda ut proof that considerable time has been devoted to the
development of this circuit. As evidence in support of this we would
mention that grid bias is derived from
the H.T. circuit by means of resistances
connected between the valve cathodes:
This somewhat difficult problem has
been successfully solved, and the set
performs with a negligible trace of
hum, quite inaudible during reception.
The elimination of the grid bias battery
Interior of the screening box with aluminium top plate removed.
greatly simplifies the maintenance
problem and limits replacements to the valves, which •ting over large sections of the dial both on long and
short waves. The main tuning control has just the right
should function without attention for years.
reduction gearing, and the compensating condenser
In connection with the mains unit itself, it is only
necessary to mention that the smoothing condensers
covers all settings of the main tuning control irrespective of the type of aerial employed. 4,
are much above the usual size. Regulation porcelain
fuses are fitted in each main lead, and a quick-break
The high quality of reproduction and low level of
porcelain switch is fitted in the right-hand side of the
residual mains hum create at once a favourable imcabinet. Adequate ventilation is provided by the perpression on first switching on the set. No doubt the
forated back of the cabinet. The rectifier is a halfuse of only a single stage of L.F. amplification conwave SP4i1J valve.
tributes largely to the high standard of quality
obtained. The volume available is sufficient to work
In spite of the apparent multiplicity of controls (there
any of the more efficient moving-coil loud speakers,
and, in order to do justice to the quality to be obtained
from this receiver, a loud speaker of this type is to be
recommended.
Tests of range and selectivity were carried out 20
miles north of London, the receiver being first of all
tried out without any external aerial system.
No
difficulty was experienced in tuning-in 2LO, 5GB and
two foreign transmissions at good loud speaker strength
on the lower waveband, while at least eight other
stations were also picked up, though at a somewhat
lower volume level.
On long waves, Radio Paris,
Kinigswusterhausen, 5XX, Eiffel Tower and Hilversum
were well received, and no difficulty was experienced
in separating the first three of these stations. In our
opinion the selectivity without an aerial will be more
than sufficient to give adequate separation of the
alternative programmes from Brookmans Park when
'
,Ile
valves are readily accessible, the 11.F. valve being
screened by a detachable metal cover.
that station comes into operation.
22

R.I. All-electric O. Three:— •
requires, and some .of this can be well spared in the
When an aerial is connected to the set the selectivity
interest of selectivity. The obvious solution is to reduce
suffers to a certain extent, probably on account of the
the length of aerial until a compromise is reached
special aerial circuit connections which have been
which satisfies local conditions.
adopted. Whatever the cause, the background from
-It is, however, as a self-contained receiver, without
Daventry 5XX, with aoft. aerial, extended 20 degrees external aerial or earth, that the All-electric Screened
on either side of its normal setting, and involved both
Grid Three earns special commendation. The quality
Kiinigswusterhausen and Radio Paris. On the short is good, the set can be moved from room to room,
waves, 5GB spread 8 to io degrees, and 2L0 six and there are no batteries to maintain, while the
degrees, but the range was phenomenal. No attempt sensitivity and selectivity are sufficient to guarantee
was made to count the stations received on the lower ,several alternative programmes at all times.
waveband, and it is no exaggeration to say that it
The makers are Messrs. Radio Instruments, Ltd.,
was impossible to tune to any part of the dial without
12, Hyde Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.r,
encountering a station.
With an efficient outdoor and, the price of the receiver, inclusive of all valves
aerial there is more sensitivity than the average man and royalties, is £30.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Cs rrespondence shou'd be addressed to the Editor, "The Wingers Wor:d," Bonet Ilona, Tudor Street, E.C.4, and mus: he accompanied by the writer's nan.e and address.
AMATEUR STATUS.
Sir,—May I please be ••_nowed to' join myself with the ex.; pressions• of opinion of ."An Observer" appearing in this
week's Wireless World?
I. as one of the old officials of the Incorporated Radio Society
of Great Britain, feel that the amateur has only himself to
praise' or blame for his present position.
•
Anybody listening to many amateurs' transmitters cannot
fail to be impressed with the fact that many of them are of
the " change the needle o.m." type.
Others are obviously
merely sending calls in the hopes of collecting those foolish
QSL cards. The cards in question are harmless enough, but
when the collector is known to have applied for and obtained
his licence on the grounds of experiment, it is small wonder
that the status of the amateur is harmed by this practice.
Another point is that some of them do not even observe
the regulations under which they hold the licence. A case in
point is that of the transmitter heard less than .four weeks
ago, who said over the ether that he hod not a wavemeter. As
a matter of fact, he was off the amateur band of wavelengths
and apparently did not know it, and liad not the means of
ascertaining his position. His correspondent did not enlighten
him, so presumably he also was working by guesswork.
The recently published letter of Mr. Bevan Swift makes clear
the part- taken by the amateur or his representatiVeti in concluding the agreement under which transmitting licences are now
granted. I remember full well that the R.S.G.B. got all that
could be had from the Postmaster-General. I also recollect that
that, Deportment was very attentive and courteous in its dealings
with tue B.S.G.B. It seems clear that no further facilities could
le obtained without interfering with other and perhaps more
important services. If the amateur treats his hard-earned concessions so lightly he can hardly expect to improve his position
in the future.
To get back to the original point under discussion, it seems
that the R.S.G.B. is being criticised by a few who, for various
reasons, are not satisfied with their facilities. To do this in
_the public Press is an admission of a lack of esprit de corps
which is deplorable.
If the amateur hopes to improve his
status and gain additional facilities, the pleas of the QSL
collectors and those who want radio purely as a " lark
must
be disregarded. The
Th
lias i
n the past done splendid
work on the rocky path of pioneering.
The pioneer days are
over and we know to whom the credit for good work is due.
Increased knowledge and everyday application of high frequency work makes the way of the amateur more exact and
demands more of him than it used to do. U he wishes the word
''
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amateur to mean the same as it did he must keep pace with
,
the tmies. •
•.
.
.
.
..
There is no reason why arnateuri should not still consist of '
a body of entlinsiastie, keen and jolly Companiens"with wireless as the binding material, but to me it seems that public outpouring of ciiticism against the parent society and incidentally
the oldest wireless society in the world, cannot assist, him,
to attain this end.
ASHTON J. COOPER.
Ilford, Essex.
Sir,—May I be permitted to comment upon the question of
amateur status? Your leading article in July 24th issue seems
to imply that the Radio Society of Great Britain should still be considered as the premier organisation for the amateur. This
raises a rather awkward situation. The Association of British
Radio Societies, as Mr. Gill, the secretary, and Mr. Hartley
said in their correspondence to you, published on July 17th,
came- into -being due to lack of policy of the R.S.G.B., since
whieh time the Association has acquired a very large member- .
ship. and without taking too much credit for the Association,
I submit that they have done many things for the amateur,
and ta:i-en up the cudgels on the amateurs' behalf very effectively with the authorities. At the same time -I do appreciate •
the possibility of amalgamation and unity .in .the organisations
existing for the benefit of the amateur.
If the R.S.G.B. would realise that the majority of their
membership, and, if I may say so, the stout props of their
organisation, are in the provinces, and will decentralise suffi- - •
ciently to give the lie to the feeling that the R.S.G.B. is still
the London Wireless Society, there would be no question of
opposition. I say if they would do this guardedly, because.'
candidly, I think it impossible.
They also think •this, and
came to the conclusion some seven years ago when they instigated the grouping system whereby local organisations banded
'
together, and were self-governed, but were to rely upon the
parent organisation for advice and help.
You have received letters from various people pointing out
that this advice and help was not forthcoming •in fact, oppo- .
sitian was created.
May I take you back to the 'time the ,- '•
Manchester Radio Scientific Society established an experimental
station? Several genuine experiments were carried out with
microphone and amplifiers. These experiments were cut short . .
due to the interference of the P.M.G., and although the
R.S.G.B. were advised of the position they flatly refused to
give any assistance, and I believe an important member of
the R.S.G.B. was more or less responsible for the P.M.G.
inflicting impossible restrictions on the Society . in question.

.1.•
--
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The Association of British Radio Societies does intend tkr
contest every injustice .inflicted on the amateur movement, and
is trying its best to live up to its national title, and is ready
at any time to sink its own individuality, I am sure, into
any organisation which can be created for the benefit of the
amateur in general, but as it would appear that the A.B.R.S.
have a greater membership than the R.S.G.B. it does not
appear reasonable to expect the A.B.R.S. to give all up to an
organisation which has >already proved and admitted failure
to provide for the amateur movement.
Might I suggest that, through your paper on some suitable
occasion, such as I think, the Manchester Wireless Exhibition,
a conference is organised at which the whole of these matters
may be thrashed out. For your information I may tell you
that the annual gene:al meeting of the A.B.R.S. is being
arranged to take place during the Manchester Wireless Exhibition, and a programme of events such as the annual dinner,
visits to various works, and places of interest are being
arranged. It occurs to me that, with the aid of your journal,
this might be made the occasion for a national conference,
attended by all the organisations with the power to agree to
any scheme most suitable to the majority. The Association of
British Radio ,Societies, I feel sure, will be only too pleased
to co-operate in any scheme for the benefit of the whole.
Manchester.
J. E. KEMP, Chairman,
The _A ssoéiation of British Radio Societies.
Sir,—I hope that the subject of amateur status, so ably
championed in your editorial columns, will provide thought for
British transmitters, and that some effort will be made to
free us from many of the restrictions now in force.
I am sorry to see that the A.B.R.S. is taking advantage
of this opportunity to do some propaganda work for their
organisation, and, what is not in the amateur spirit, some
propaganda against the R.S.G.B.
I have been an active transmitter since 1925, but such is
my ignorance that I had never previously heard of the
A.B.R.S., and, judging from the spirit of their official letter,
I am not likely to join.
"Fed-up G Ham" sums the position up -very nicely, but
I cannot allow Mr. Jamison's letter to pass without a comment. He does not tell the whole story of his relations with
the R.S.G.B. Sufficient is it to say that Mr. Jamison appealed
to the Radio Transmitters' Union (N. Ireland) for support
in his dealings with the R.S.G.B ,and his fellow transmitters,
after considering the case, did not give their support. Mr.
Jamison has resigned from the R.T.U.
If amateurs are to improve their status they will need to
be a united body and speak with one voice. They are toe
few to have several strong societies, apart altogether from the
undesirability of such a condition in amateur radio.
The R.S.G.B. is not perfect; but, in my opinion, it has
done great work for British amateur transmitters, and is the
recognised national Society. As such, it is the obvious medium
for any organised effort to improve the amateur status, and I
have always had consideration and courtesy from the executive
members, of whom I have a very high regard.
In conclusion, may I express my appreciation of the .way
The Wireless World is assisting the amateur?
T. P. ALLEN, M.Sc,
Belfast.
Radio GI6YW.
WHAT THE A.I2.R.L. THINKS.
Sir,-Just a line to offer yoti our congratulations for your
editorial on "Amateur Status" in. the issue of July 10th. We
think it very splendid indeed.
A. L. BUDLONG,
.Asst. to the Secretary.
The American Radio Relay League, . •
'
• Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.
ELECTRONIC OR ELECTROLYTIC?
Sir,—We note in a recent letter that readers are invited
to discuss the meaning of electronic and electrolytic action,
and that the Westinghouse metal rectifier is referred to in
connection with this. •
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As the manufacturers of the Westinghouse metal rectifier
we would like to give our views on the subject.
Your correspondent states that "an electrolytic action is
surely the evidence of an electron flow."
This is not in
agreement with the usual views, which are that electrolytic
conduction is carried out by the positive and negative charges
on the dissociated ions of the electrolyte travelling through
it in opposite directions from one electrode to the other. The
medium between the electrodes must therefore be a chemical
compound which readily dissociates into electro positive and
electro negative ions, the electric charges on which depend on
the relative numbers of protons and electrons forming them,
i.e., the arrangement of their chemically combined electrons.
Electronic conduction on the otber hand means that the
passage of electric current -is simply a flow of free or uncombined electrons. The difference between aconductor (metals
in general) and a non-conductor is that the first has in its
molecules free electrons, which do not affect it in a chemical
sense, and which can readily pass from one molecule to the
next and so form a flow of electric current.
In the special case of the thermionic valve there is no conducting medium in the space between the electrodes, but by
heating one of them and applying a P.D. across them the free
electrons in the heated electrède will leave its surface and pass
across to the other, thereby forming a flow of electric current.
The same reasoning appears to apply to the Westinghouse
metal rectifier, with the exception that no heating is necessary,
and accordingly the claim of electronic action as opposed to
electrolytic action would seem to be fully justified and in no
sense confusing.
THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE AND SAXBY
SIGNAL CO., LTD.
I.H.PETER, General Manager:
Sir,—A letter in The Wireless World for August .7th from
Mr. L. Clarke contains a statement which requires some modification.
It was there stated that an electrolytic action was evidence
of an electron flow. Such is certainly not the case. Electrolytic
action is evidence of ionic flow. Free electrons are not involved in the changes inside the cell during, say, the electrolysis of copper sulphate.
However, in metallic conduction,
that the phenomenon is due to free electrons and not to ions
is proved by the absence of diffusion of the conductors at the
junction of two dissimilar metals in a circuit carrying a current. When the Westinghouse rectifier is said to be electronic
in action, what is meant is that there is no ionic flow across
the oxide-copper junction and therefore no diffusion of the
oxide into the copper or of the copper into the oxide.
Rectification would then be due to the fact that electrons
either could pass in one direction only, as in the thermionic
valve, or could pass in one direction more easily than in the
opposite. However, I should like to know how it was shown
that the action is electronic rather than electrolytic; perhaps
some of your readers can supply me with the references.
As far as conduction in crystals goes, there is some evidence
to show that a conversion of ions does occur in a few cases
across the crystal-metal junction. F. LLEWELLYN JONES.
Glamorgan.
TRANSMISSION QUALITY.
Sir,—There is a certain portion of the activities of the
B.B.C. the excellence of which is taken, too much for granted.
People talk about the wonderful reproduction of their sets now
that they have installed the latest thing in receiving sets and
loud speakers. But it never seems to occur to such people that
their set is merely a link in the chain. For if the transmissions of the B.B.C. were not so very nearly perfect it would
be quite impossible to reproduce good speech and music, however good the amplifier and loud speaker. This fact hardly
seems to be realised at all by a great many people, and I think
it is a fact for which the B.B.C., w..o have spent so much
time and trouble improving their apparatus, should get due
praise.
AN APPRECIATIVE LISTENER.
London. W.2.
24
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Fluctuating Eliminator Output.
I gather that the terminal valves of an
eliminator are always more or less
dependent on the •
current consumed
by the valves of the receiver. Should
it vat be possible so to arrange
wafters that the voltage delivered is
practically independent of current
consumption? If so, Ishould be glad
of a hint as to how titis state of affairs
might be realised.
M. V.
It is a fact that, the voltage output of
all eliminator is more or less dependent
on load ; in fact, in some of the best
designs, where separate feeds are provided
for the various valves through series resistances, voltage fluctuations are greater
than in the case of comparatively simple
instruments with a potential divider.
An eliminator, either for A.C. or D.C.
mains, can he designed in such a way
that its voltage output is almost unaffected by the load within practical
limits, but such au instrument would be
unduly expensive, and, moreover, it
would he extravagant.
This is because
the only practical way of satisfying your
requirements is to feed each terminal
through a potentiometer of such a low
resistance that it consumes a current
many times greater than that taken by
the valve (or valves) fed front it. As
you are probably aware, pot,pntiometer
feed for anode bend detectors and screening grids has been advocated by writers
in this journal; when dealing with low
conaumpiion circuits, it is easy to ensure
that the potentiometer will consume much
more current than the load
without
making the device unduly extravagant.
but this is impracticable when arranging
to feed, say, a super-power valve, or even
an ordinary power valve.

ment. All you have to do is to connect
a voltmeter direet:y between anode and
negative filament of the valve in the
manner shown in Fig. J.
Previous to
doing this, you should make a note of
the current indicated by the plate minammeter under normal working conditions
with full filament brilliancy. When the

0000

Only one question (which m st deal with
r single specific point) can be answered. Letters
must be concisely worded and headed " Information Department."

Actual Anode Voltage.
Will you please dp.,
:eribe a sim ¡le. method
of Measuring the actual voltage on
the anode of the output valve 0/ my
set? I Witt to apply the maximum
voltage permitted by the makers' instruetions (150 volts). I am sending
you it eirrail diagram of the receiver;
will you please mark on it the connections of the measuring instrument ?
It should perhaps be added that I
hare el combined
meter
rated at 200 ohms per volt. A. M.
We see from your circuit that the output valve has a n'tilliammeter permanently
connected in its anode circuit, and that
this valve is provided with a separate
filament rheostat.
This simplifies the
task of taking an actual voltage measure25

A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some
cases al greater length than would be
possible in a letter.
shows its original and normal reading.
when the pressure indicated by the voltmeter will be that actually on the anode
under working conditions—with the voltmeter removed, of course.
In cases where a filament rheostat for
the output valve is not fitted, a variable
resistance may be temporarily connected
in the lead between the set and the positive L.T. accumulator terminal.
'-

1.—Measuring

the voltage actually
applied to an anode.

voltmeter is connected, it will be observed
that the milliammeter reading will increase slightly, due to the presence of a
resistance (that of the voltmeter) in
parallel with the valve. The next step
is to decrease filament emission by operating the rheostat until the milliammeter

RULES.

(1.)

(2.) ()aerie: must be written on one side of
the paper. and diagrams drawn on a separate
sheet.
.-I self-addressed stamped envelope must
be enclosed for postal é.eply.
(3.) Designs cr circuit diagrams for complete
receivers cannot be given ; under present-day
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
of this kind in the course of a letter.
(1.) I'radical wirinc plans cannot be supplied
or

CUM ide red ,

(5.) Designs for componeres such as L.P.
chokes, power transtormers, etc., cannot be
supplied.
(ii.) Queries arising from .he constr .ction or
operation of receivers must be eonline.: to constructional sets described -itt
The
IV ireles i
World " or te z a hdard
reteirers.
Readers desiring information on 7n alters
beyond the .:rope of the Information Department are in riled to submit suggestions regardetg
subjects to be treatee in future articles or
paragraplut.

coo

A Partial Cure.
Since installing an erniinator for my
receiver I have been troubled a good
deal with motor-boating and L.F.
oscillation. I am told that the addition of a choke filter output arrangement will effect a cure.
Do you
agree?
C. N. L.
This statement is rather too sweeping;
although there can be no doubt, that a
properly arranged choke filter device will
reduce the tendency towards L.F. oscillation it cannot be assumed that it will
provide a cure in every case.
We think, however, that you would be
well advised to try it, but you must snake
sure that the circuit, adopted is. that in
which one side of the loud speaker is
connected to " earth." If the trouble is
not cured, we suggest that you write
again, giving details of your set,
0300

Poor H.F. Amplification.
(Re/erring to previous letter) . . You
ay that my trouble is almost certainly
associated with. the
stage; Ifind
that when the II F. valve is. switched
o#, signals from the local station which
tire normally quite good are almost
completely eliminated. In fact, as far
as reception of this station is concerned, the valve seems to work quite
well. Do you think that the fact that
its inclusion makes such agreat difference to signai strength is a proof that
the ralre and its associated circuits
are free front blame?
R. S. G.
We observe from year address that you
live less than fifteen miles front the London transmitting station; at this distance
it is quite impossible to form an opinion
as to the effectiveness of an HT. stage
when listening to the local signals.
In
any case, your t,st is by no means conclusive, because when the valve filament is
switched off, the detector grid circuit is
more or less isolated from the aerial, being
linked to it only by stray couplings.
The near-by station will provide a more
useful source of testing signals if you use
but
few feet of aerial wire during your
efforts to localise the trouble

WteCee0
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Testing a Two-stage H.F. Amplifier.
The performance of my two-./aye transformer-coupled H.F. amplifier is far
• from satisfactory. Alter haring impro
the screening and added decouWing devices complete stability
has been attained, but sensitivity is
much lees than it should be; judging
by .
phvious experience,
should rate
:it' we no better than that of a good
single-stage amplifier. Will you please
give me a 'suggestion as to how to
.pfoceed in making a stage-by-stage
•test, preferably without dismantling
much' of the apparatus, as Rome 01
the tonnection.s in the screening boxes
are not tot) accessible?
E. A. W .
Provided a logical method of procedure
is adopted, there is net much difficulty
in making' a thorough test of two H.F.
stages, and you should find it easy enough
to trace the exact cause of the trouble.
As a first -step, we recommend that you
should test -the second H.F. stage and
the detector;. this can very simply be
done by disconnecting the first H.F. of

sting, signals aie of greatly increased
the asiieet of maximum amplification, and
,strength. If they are not, it may safely
it is a fact that the realisation of this
be assumed that the fault is located in
ideal must inevitably be accompanied by
the input aerial-grid coupling, the consome falling-off in selectivity. Unless you
nections to the first valve (but not the
can make your aei ial coupling arrangevalve itself), or, just possibly, in the .ment more selective without impairing its
primary winding of the H.F. transeffectiveness, your only course, we fear,,
is gradually to remove primary turns un-;
former.
til the best compromise between long
i
To make a-comparative test of the first
e and freedom from interference s,.
1
rane
H.F. stage as compared with the second,
reached.
it will be necessary to break the second
0000
and third grid circuits at the points
marked X in Fig. 2, and to add bridging
The Screening Grid Voltage Problem."!
connections as shown •iii dotted lines.
With this form of connection the second
With, a view to making an accurate'
H.F. valve is completely eliminated, and
measurement of the voltage appliedi
a test, can be made of the aerial coupling
to the screening grid ol my
arrangements, the 'first 11.F. valve, the
valve from an eliminator,. I have
first H.P. transformer, and the detector.
obtained a moving coil voltmeter
It should .be added that- this last test
rated at 1,000 oh-ms. per volt. One
is generally unnecessary if the procedure
ivould imagine that a high-grade indetailed above has been carried out, and
strument of this sort should give an
that it may occasionally give misleading
accurate reading, but yet it does
results unless the necessarily long denot appear to do so.
I have come
tector grid circuit leads are carefully
to this conclusion because the set
disposed.
gives definitely better results tvhen
this circuit is fed, as a temporary
measure, from a dry battery. Do
you think that my meter is suitable
for this purpose?
L. W. S.
It is safe to say that no instrument of
the type you are using, however good, is
to be relied upon as an indicator of the
actual voltage applied to the screening
grid—at least, unless it is used in a very
special manner. This is because the current consumption is often very low, semetimes falling below that passed even by
a meter of exceptionally high resistance.
For further information on this subject
and for instructions as to how accurate
measurements may -be made we would
refer you to an article in our issue- of
January 16th.
00

Fig.

2..—Stage-by-stage tests of a 2-valve H.F. amplifier.

the anode from its coupling transformer,
and in its place joining au aerial to the
primary winding. 1f the aerial is of full
size, a small condenser of about 0.0001
mfd. should be interposed.
Under these conditions the set will be
functioning as a single H.F.-det. combination,. and the reception of good
signals will indicate that detector and
H.F. valves, and also the second H.F.>
transformer, are functioning properly. It
will also he suggested but not definitely
proved). that the first H.F. transformer
is correct.
While conducting this test
the normal aerial-grid tuned circuit will
not be in operation, and its variable Condenser should be set et minimum capacity, or, at any rate, "off tune."
Before proceeding with further tests it
would be wise to interchange the H.F.
valves, noting whether signal strength is
the same when the valve normally used in
the first position is transferred to the
second socket.
As a next step. after having decided
that the second stage is working well,
the aerial should be put back to its normal terminal, and it should be observed
whether, with both H.F. valves oper-

H.F. Transformer Design.
Guided by your recent articles on the subject of H.F. transformer design, /
have rewound the primary of my
intervalve coupling in order to match
the comparatively high impedance of
my H.P. valve. Although amplification is distinctly improved, I find
that the setting of the neutralising
condenser does not hold good over the
whole scale.
This is not very serious, as instability is only evident on
the lowest condenser settings; a more
serious trouble is that selectivity is
appreciably reduced.
Will you make
a suggestion as to how this can be
improved?
N. M. D.
Regarding your neutralising difficulties,
it•is only to be expected that it will be
more difficult to obtain a balance when
maximum amplification is reached, and we
think that, this trouble will easily be overcome by decoupling the circuits, and
possibly. by adding a little more screening than is customarily included in a set
of this sort. We can well believe that the
falling off in selectivity will he more
troublesome; it should be made clear that
the articles dealt with the subject from

•
Zero Grid Rectification.
Due to the proximity of the transmitter,
my "local station" set has a large
reserve of amplification, and in order
to reduce overloading and in ait effort
to improve quality, I have fitted a
low-impedance detector valve (anode
bend method). The negative bias for
this valve was set at 9 volts, but
results were not good; I have just
discovered that signals are appreciably
louder when the detector grid circuit
is returned to negative filament—with
the bias battery completely out of
circuit.
l cannot understand why
the detector should rectify best with
no bias, and should appreciate your
• comments.
R. W. D. •
In the absence of definite information
as to the characteristics of your valve,
we must assume that with 9 volts negative bias it is working more or less on
the straight part of its grid volts/anode
current, curve, and consequently there is
little rectification.
When the valve is
operated with a zero grid, considerably
more rectification will be taking place,
clue to the effect of grid current, and we
think that this explains your difficulty.
It seems certain that the valve needs considerably more than 9-volts negative for
proper detection.
B 26
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RIGOROUSLY
TESTED.
Guaranteed against
breakdown
E

XPERI EN CED constnictorz
ell over the country choose Marconiphone transformers—
neat, safe, reliable, built to give years of service.
Beginners making their first sets, too, choose Marconiphone transformers on the advice of their more expert
friends or of aknowledgeable dealer.-

For these highly-

efficient components are designed and built by engineers
of wide
year

experience—tested

against

repeatedly—guaranteed for a

breakdown in the windings. There are types

suitable ,for every position in the circuit, all at the lowest
prices compatible with sound workmanship.
Write for booklet illustrating the complete range to the
Marconiphone Company Limited, 210-212 Tottenham
Court Road, London, W .I.

Universal Output Transformer
For use between the last valve
and the loud speaker; particularly useful with a pentode or
power valve.

The primary is

centre-tapped, and the two
halves are suitable for the output of a push-pull stage.
The
secondary is tapped at about
one-third, and matches speakers
from 500 to2000 ohms. Price.

MARCONIPLIONE
Guaranteed
TRANSFORMERS

B27
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sets the
worlds
standard

(Weston

ANEW VERNIER DIAL
SIOnlieseiMiwO1.2iinliaPe

Black,
Brown,

9.5

3

Walnut,
MI Mahogany.

(Mack supplied unless otherwise
Centre Knob Nickel Plated.

528, Pocket Size
A.C. Tester

Prices from

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CO., LTD.
ts, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1
A.1

DIEM

view of scale

out need
stoop.

to

with—
crouch or

MECHANICALLY
P ER FECT.
POSITIVE BRASS
CONTACT drive on SOLID
BRASS
SCALE,
ensuring
SMOOTH
MOVEMENT
with absolutely NO BACKLASH. NO SLIP. ROBUST
In
Construction
and
TROUBLE-FREE.

£3. 10 .O to £4. 15 .

WESTON

convenient un-

obstructed

SMALL- EXTREMELY
ELEGANT-EFFICIENT

A small and reliable instrument
essential to maintain accuracy and
efficiency in Voltage control.
The
sensitivity
is
remarkably
high,
6 m.o.. for 600 volts with selfcontained resistance.
The scale is
very
and
the
damping
excellent.
This instrument is
capable of continuous service at
full load.

legible

Write for your copy of " Radio
Control," which explains simply
the electrical operaticn of a
radio set. Sent free on receipt
of a postcard addressed to

to

As depicted here
the scale and aperture are inclined at
an an gle of 30°
from perpendicular
thereby permitting

The DIAL you would
Buy even at
DOUBLE THE PRICE
CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON,

3/A

3/-

I

N.W.2.

!Mal-

tone

WEAN

parn

COM 0 0,VEM TS
for
"Wireless World" circuits.
New A.C. Valve Holders.
lic ›."ew We:trite A.C. Valve Holder is wonderful value for money. It has self-adjusting split
sockets which ensure sound contact with
different tyres of valve pins and is particularly well made, with first-class materials
throughout.
Price V&
Equally suitable
for ordinary valves. Screened Grid A.C.
Valve Holder, Price 1/8.
Wearite Constant Inductance L.P.
Choke, Type II.T.2; inductance 20
henries. Price 21 /-.
Wearite De-coupling Resistances, in
many different values from 1/8 ea.
Write for New List.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740, HIGH
Tel

ROAD, TOTTENHAM,
T,tten

N.17.

:3847 £3.

gilliligaliMEMMISME=MalMe

Mention ot " The Wireless World,"

Loewe

HIGH
VACUUM

Radio Resistances never vary. They eliminate crackling
noises and 'false lading." Current up tout, watt carried without
appr,:alie heating or change nf resistance value.
Elements
Idop,Inlent of applied voltage. Perfectly homogeneous. Valises
available front 10,000 ohms to to megohms. Complete
length approx.
Retail price 1/6
Loe in Radio Condensera safeguard against losses. Dielectric
values 2o,000 megoluns.
Tested under potential of goo volts
A.C. Values available from 'coos M.F. to *005 M.F.
1 /3
Retail price, '0002 to •oor M.F.
'002 to '005 M F
Complete length approx. tr.
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RESISTANCES ec CONDENSERS
THE LOEWE RADIO COMPANY, LTD.,
4, Foaatayne Road, Tottenham, Loudon, N.15.
'phone : Teifrilhain 39152.
zer.t.ng to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
aaJ
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
eolumns is :

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

them

12 words or less, 1'- and id. for every
additional word.
Mach paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.
ilERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy" is repeated from the
previous issue: 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING !previous
to date col issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry : Guildhall Buildings,
Nwrigation Street. Birmingham ; 260, Deansgate, Manchester : 101, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, 0.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be macle
C o.
psyable tu ILIFFE
&EONS Ltd.. and crossed .
-- Notes
being
untraceable if lost in true s' odel not bt sent u
remittances.

uALITOtle,

WAVE TRAP

for t•i?. new Regional Schema
A highly efficient instrument.
B.

&

CO.,

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World " Officie.
When this is desired, the sum itf 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to Inver postage on replies must Inn •added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, tíO " The .Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should he addressed No. 000, c/o " The Wireless World,"
Dorset Home, Tudor Street, London,
Readers OM
reply to lene No. advertisements are warned against sending
rem :Vanc e through the post except in registered ente/nt/ne,
in all such cases fije use of the Deposit sy st
em is escesems n d,w,
and the envelope should Inc clearly marked "Deposit
Department."

per

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
rria., deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System.
If the money be deposited with "The
Wir,less World," both parties are advised id' its riseipt.
T te time allowed for decision is three dbys, counting
front receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to rethin goods, they must be returned to
seneer. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not seller instructs IS to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid Iu' the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and Strhject to there being no
MITE rent arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
cart age one wan'.
The seller takes the risk of loss or
damage in transit, for which we take nit responsibility. For
all tunsactions tip to ,n to. adeposit fee of n, - is eharged ;on
transactions over Lto and under n5c, the fee is 2.16; over
et),
All deposit matters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, Lunch., El:4, and chrome and
money orders should be made payable to Diffe 34 Sor.s
Lim tecl.
THE

SALE

ROME-CONSTRUCTED UNLICENSED
APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of a home-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set by means of the Deposit System referred to
>ere e.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
his edvertisesnent, win in every case make use of a Bog
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due n respect of royalties, whieli amount will be paid by
" The Wireless World " to the owners of the patents
cone's-sled, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser of the set.

IIHMIEHMArchwav 169s

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
owner to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silen fe as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
each one by post.

MAKE YOUR WIRELESS CABINET
THE OSBORN WAY.

221. Ja..oht..nn Wire le,. Cabinet'.
tall non: and 2 damn, pane:led
d.onrn ann ends a tart. spathe nt the
b..ttom for accumulators. 3ft. high,
2't. wide and 1ft. 4ins. deep. Opts.
t: gfront, and top. To talte a flannel
2.' x 7' ox ti'.
A woolen trans; j,
en nplied tie., should the ita u: your
pone' be smaller.
Y.aeldned ready to alserobl).
in Is 0
tsembleslreaGy to Pollak,
in oak
7 8
A semble tand Polish:d, in
Oak
Call aol see the actin; arlizti.
set
t pos(s, te 3I. tor Ulu:treed tatalo.fue.
,I.h

A.

OSBORN,

"THERE IS A

WHALE OF DIFFERENCE"

APPLIZInrS
THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE

P.M:pima
Nm2.ei
I
;wet)

For Particulars see Biscellaneus Advertisements,

CHAPEL ST., LONDON, NAVA
OPEN TILL 7 P.M.

SAT. 1 P.M.

"ALWAYS" CONSTANT RESISTANCES
Potential Dividers for Eliminators,

etc.

Standard TYPE, 5' tappings, all values

2 6

HEAVY DUTY, 10,000 and 20,000 ohms
VARIABLE RESISTANCES, one- hole
fixing, 5 types ...

66
66

GRID LEAKS, glass enclosed new process, 1,000 ohms to 20 meg...
SPECIAL HOLDERS for above

16
. 8c1,

Tested by leading Laboratories and used
by
all
who
desire
first-class
results.
LISTS FREE.
POSTAGE FREE.
TRADE SUPPLIED,
ABINGDON WIRELESS SUPPLIES,
ABINGDON, Berks.

Bilj) 0 mamas
215E LEADING INANDFACTORERI
OF MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKERS
Ogee*: 89. suattess :soil"). S. NORWOOD, San
freest'Always Opens 42. them Oreharà Kos]. E. Croseins

POLAR.
POINTS

Discover more stations by
fitting the New "Polar "
DRUM CONTROL CONDENSER
WINGROVIE & ROGERS LTD.,
188-189, 57RAND, London, W.G.2

zg

VALVE All-wave
3
.-1.
‘,.1 port..ct:£4.--V.
aon .

Receiver, latest type, powerful,
Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stock[0274

READ and MORRIS, Ltd..
Mains Pioneers, wh
THEhospitals
with mains sets.
o

CHAS.

SALE.

QIIPERHET Gecopbone Portable, just returned from
insu
tli,Crs
8l
,oti
in
g w perrect condition; ,1225.—Bridger, 151,

OF

SPECIAL NOTE.

RECEIVERS FOR

SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's Radio
Doctors. -Read advertisement under Miscellaneous.

hid

The Regent Works, Arlington Street, London, N.1
i.11 letters relating to advertisements eould quote the Trlealion, gl,rhonnall 5n13. Open to 7.30 pm. SaturlIvi. 4.3) p.m
2I., MIES
ISCINGTO1 11.1.
ilinrn oath +pan
miler which is printed at the end of each advertisement, &nit
WEEK1) Vie4D p.m. SATI111:',AYs.
•Phon •:
aC:14
and the date of the issae in whiall it appeared.
Ihe proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
ewers, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.

cow
Lo

10 6 ea:h

J. WIRELESS
2, Athelstane Mews, N.4

Q

S TILL

Supreme in all

[5742

i
n

1925,

equipped

the

Mains Work.

OW Tension
Eliminators Permanently Iteptarri
ing flatteries ; tiow only £5115.
Oliginal Eleettolytie (2ondensers, an used in
.1
'those 2,000 ni.f.; only 13/-, including postage
MOV INLI Coil Speakers,

rrin.:

A

LL Mains Power Units.

E.It) and MORRIS. Ltd., 31, Easteastle St. (toeing
JAI, bock of Warings), Oxford St., W.
[5745
LSTREE Six, in mahogany pedestal cabinet, corn.
plete with valves (2 spare), 6-volt 80-snip aeonmulatras Philips MT. eliminator (A.C.), with GS.,
Ediswan trickle charger, Marconi moving roil, g[
r
5
a7
m7i
6
i.
pin one CS. unit, and menahoga ny pedestal gramophone
wit I
t 2 sound
reproducers ; the lot £30, or would
eon> i, I
er sale se para l
e ly.—S . 111 cDona Ini,
Branscoom be.
Brook Gardens, Ki ngston Hill , Surrey.
'MEW Sets to be Cleared at Sacrillre.-32 guineas
111 Symphony
Radio gramophone, 825; 31 guineas
rliakaphotte combined gramophone and portable tive.
£24; £311216 Philips 220 1).0. elinmi tatter, .C2117i6;
.£.23 /10 l'ye l'ort able. £15; 15 giiim'as Truphottic
portable, 11 guineas; 16 guineas
portable
live, £.12; Milliard Master Three, with large horn
Aniplion and valves, £8/10; Cossor Melody Maker,
with valves, £5
Mn.,ilard S G.P., with large (
.
111,1net
containing speaker, batteries and valves, £11
Write
for requirement's of components
1:M4e -res, ete., at
bargain prieeS.—Box 2540. el° The II• ¡rams World
[5771
EC0l' J-I ONE
Portable,
£17110;
rye
portalile,
£12110; Longhorn, £11; Burndept Etho gram'.
5-valve, £15: Burndept 7-valve superbet, 1925-26, E12;
ditto, 1926-27 model, £16; Marconi V2 'Intl amplifier,
£7110; iturndept 4-valre, £8,10; also Burittleat loirentl
raiding. With partly intuit set), £12.—Jnines Scott and
0., Radio Engineers, Dunfermline.
10a20

R

()I,LSPhantont
5-valve Portable Wirele,s,
in
leather case, with detachable waterproof cover.
late 1928 model, as new; £22/10, cost £35; can be
roed,
by appointment.—Miss Romaine..Walker,
15e.
c fon St., W.I.
'Phone; Regent 7579.
Between
Il and 1, and 2.30 and 5.
(5875
.
1M EW All-wave Four Set, push-pull output. fitted
-LI
with Parmekol centre tapped filter ehoke, cumplete, with battery eliminator, low-tension batteries,
and moving coil loud-speaker, suitable for any district
with 220.250-volt D.C. mains; no reasonable offer reinsed ; also 13.T.H. horn loud-speaker. 15,'-.•• Above set
II be seen and heard at Benefield Garage, W [i
5
n8
sor1a
St ., D udley Rd ., Biringha
m
m,
6

is a
W IRELEsS
heavy demands

Fascinating Subject, but makes
upon the purses of its devotees.
For one who is determined to keep abreast of the
times, there are always new components to be bought.
and sets and loud-speakers to be so pei:tetled.
' the Same Time, the would.be buyer is often
deterred from buying because Inc knows that
litera will be still one more pieta, of apparatus left on
his hande, to add to those already in the junk box.
E Have Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Ohs°.
lete Apparatus to those olio are not fortunate
enough to be able to afford the latent type, and will
take such apparatus or components, providing they
aro in saleable condition, in part exchange for any
new set. lotul-speaker, or component, required.
A LI, We Ask is that You should Send Along a List
-L-1 of Your Old Apparatus, together with your new
requirements, or, better still, send the apparatus to
us to inspect, when we will make you a fair offer.
TF You Approve of this You can Send your Remit-1
lance for the lIai aim!, and we will forward the
apparatus required; if you have sent your old apparatus and you do not approve of our offer. we will
return, carriage paid.
Fr HE Principal of this Firm, who has been a pro.
teutona] wireless engineer since 1910, and hags
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio
expert to the General Electric Co., ant Chairman of
the Teehniral Committee of the National Association
of Radio Manufacturers, will willingly give advice to
those who are desirctus of purchasing apparatus; we
are entirely unbiased and will recommend the best
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save money
be having genuine expert advice.
ON'T Forget We Will Take 'Coin Old Receiver
1) or Components in Part Exchange.
E Will Also Build Any Sets t Specification
(Meireoei royalties payable), and install anywhere
the British Isles; sets modernised; send for esti.
run te.—Seient ific
Development Co.,
51 , Fishergate.
I'rr"rtont.
Tel.: 1364.
[0221

A
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
Receivers for Sale.—Contd.

All-wave Reeeiver, ronirlete with all accessoriee,
S.G.Ferranti
speaker, built of finest components, guar-

anteed perfect; £10.-Full particulars,
Station Parade, Cricklewood, SI.W.2.

Bridge, 26.
(5867

"
ISO "
DIALS
For Quany and Cheapness

M

AIRCONIPHOaiE Straight. Eight Receiver, long
and short wave roils, Fettle 120-volt type WIl
H.T. battery, in 2 Exidc crates; Exide type DIU;
11-volt accuniniator in crate '›oth nearly new; Exile
type
CZ6
6-volt
accumulator, in
crate;
Marconi
valves•, Macconiphone type 105 speaker, rnahrg.7,an
the whele in excellent order; £25, cost £79; owner
rompelled to boy portable sol; demonatration by ap„Further partieula ,s, P. Ponder. alassetts
11.1., Donley, Surrey.
(5910

cannot be excelled.

STANDARD
2/9
In Black
or Brown.

cf Surplus
CLEARANCE
emnixinents, socs-saunes,

bargain
Walton,

Stock.- Sets, portables,
loud speakers; genuine
list post free.-Coxcn'a, 240, County Rd..
Liverpool:
Y5897

Model

BATTERIES.

in Black or
Mottled
Mahogany

Users, write for details of new size sellcharging battery; 7d. per volt; illustrated cata.
ingue giving data post free.-U. Taylor. 57, Studley
ltd., Stoelivvell, London.
(0273
II.T.
W ETrapped),
Nu.

Replacements.-Sacs
(capped or un.
highest grade, No. 1. 10d, per doz.;
2, 1;9 per doz.-See below.

-Best quality (wired), No. I. 8d. per dez.:
ZINCS.
No. 2, 9d. per doz.; orcers valued 5/• carriage

said. etherwise 6d. for postage-British
Clammier] Rd.. Watford, hen s.

Battery cr..,
[0258

W

ET 11.T. Batteries.-Parts per dozen, jars, No. 1.
2,ixlt 1
, square, 1/3; No. 2, 1/6; tints, No. 1.
10d.; No. 2. lid.; sacs, No. 1, 1/2 dozen; No. 2,
1/9; terminals, 8d., 10d.; dozen cells (18 volts). complete with hands and elertrolite, No. 1, 4/1: No. 2,
5/.; post 9ti.; high efficiency, long life, self charging,
upkeep email; send 61. for Fil pie unil;
rated
booklet free, carriage free orders 10/-1 write for free
list, wireless bargains; trade sepplied.-W. 'll'aylor, 57.
Studley Rd., Stoek well, Loudon.
[0039

Digit Tension

Battery

E nut-

p

Safety Elaninators are bloused in Art
Enamelled :Metal Ilexes, fitted with 12,t. of Sex
and a Bakelite plug, and are constructed from the
trey best material throughout
11.)IIILIPSON'S Safely Eliminators are the Chearest
to install, and the cheapest to run; swami:
Model A.C.5, £4/17/6; A.C.7,
£3/17/6;
complete
with full wave rectifiers; model D.C.4, 37/6; DC.5,
1)11ILIPSONS Safety Eliminators are Described and
1
Illustrated in unir lioeklet "Radio Power." Have
yen liait your copy 7-Write to-day to
11.1PSON and Co.. Ltd., Radio Engineers, Astley
Bridge, Balton. 'Phone: 2038. 'Drams: Safety
Bolton. Est. over 50 years
CKCO 1V.A.20 11.9'. unit, 110v. A.C., used
sed -(160
0
B8
34o
n
ce
1x8
8
only, variable 0-120 and fixed 120: .e2
2648, e:o Thc !Virden: World.

EMMONDS BROS.-Reeeivers eonstructed to your
own or any published design: also repairs, reconstructions,
and
moderir,ations
at
moderate
charges; best materials and workmanship guaranteed;
numerous
testimonials;
quotations
free-Address.
Shireland Rd., time(huh*.
[5882

PENTODE

Safety

HILIPSON'S Safety Eliminators Give Consistent
Resulta.
T)H [LIPSON'S Safety Elhninators are Goarantoec for
A
2 Month&
101111.1PSON'S Safety Eliminators are Sold on 7
Days' Approval.

P

01-VALVE, £3/15; cabinet loud speaker, glorious
tone, £3/10; accumulator, 2v. 120a., 10/-.. 29.
Whaleley Rd., E. Dulwich, London.
[5888

S

Chargers and Eliminators.—Contd.
13HILIPSON'S
nators.

PIIILIPSON'S

BAWL

'CIECOPHONE Portable, purchased April, II.T. hatlery just replaced; £18 cash.-Hector, 121, Norton Way, Letchworth, Herts.
[5898

AUGUST 21ST, 1929.

A.C.Out
eliminate,.
H.P.
r -The new
kit; impreved
30 -; giving
modelfull
Unites
output of
J CST
120 volts,

15 milliamps, free from hunt results.

TID]withNewterminals,
Kit includes Shielded Mains Transformer
heavy elieke, 3 Hydra type con-

" Igo " Dials hat o
a definite grip
They do not slip

HAW

0
8‘

CO., Ltd.

20, Cheapside, Londdn, E.C.2

Sole
Distributors
for
" ¡so" Products
Cone Units, Transformers, Chokes, Condensers, Trickle Chargers, Eliminators, etc.

denser, tested 500 volts. 0.(1. Loewe vattutun resistance
and clip, valve holder, panel ready drilled, and 3 sockets
fitted, all tlie components mutinied en a polished nase
board, anti neatly hexed, with full inistructions and
picture diagram, ready for assembling in a few minutes;
sent anywhere in the British Isles, per parcel post,
30;-, on the receipt of a postcard stating mains
voltage, and eyele.
ILU.10 Valve, reconnnended. 15:- extra
(please state when ordering if valve to be sent);
every part goa ris ttied ; vat iv f
aet it es or money refunded.
HE 'New Model is the Fitie-t Value in England;
thousands now in use; hundreds of testimonials.
VSILL Particulars and Diagram Free; eiders .write
-a;
for
terms.-Liverpool
Radio
Supplies,
En
5i
8f
5
ex
Work..., 64,
Si.,3

T
A

USTIN klainv Tram:formers and Chokes are De.
scribed in One Testimonial as " a first class job
at a very moderate price" ens- output supplied. for
any purpose, guaranteed; Fereign
Listeners'
Four,
28/-; Flat Dwellers' A.C.3, 24,•; low resistance cliekes
to 1001f, front 12.-6; send your enquiries now.-Aestin
Mills, Sn. Albany Ave, Beaton ('lisp-d, Stockport.
[5896
-L Converter, input 12 volts, output 400 volts.
150 ma., list price £16, as new; what offers/
Stamp for list.-G8SC, Hillfield, Coppetts Rd., Muswell Hill, 18.10.
[5885

M

C4.1).E.13. Accumulator Hire and Maintenance Service
15 mile radius).-98. Cherry Orchard Rd., Croy(4062

don.

CABINETS.

B

F.TTFR
Accumulator
Clarging.-We
guarantee
precise chargreg and maintenance by expert personnel. The prices are very ,keniontical and include
trouble-free collection and delivery; also hire and part
hire service of Oldham batteries; official Oldham service station.--Aneloy Radio (associated with Aneloy
Products), 36. Hiudmans Rd., East Dulwich, 8.E.22.
Tel.: New Cross 4074.
[5554

C1ABINETS.-First class gdmis at competitive prices;
•send for lists.-Cilbert Cabinet Maker. Swindon.
[9833
A RTCRAFT
1'1 Value.

T
T

Bros.,

244.
[4993

Transformers, chokes, etc., wound to
VORTEXION
any specification; write or 'phone for quotation;

best quality rompenents only.-Vortexion, 72, Merton
Rd.. Wimbledon. S.W.19. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
[0319

S

AVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and Bakelite
Bobbins, 2 new sizes available; intending home
linstriseiors should write for list.
GaAV.AGES for Complete Mains Transformers and
>77
Power Chokes.
QtAV AG ES Mains Transformer for Foreign Listeners'
k.7
Feel% 30/-: smoothing el oke, 15/ ; 1.000 volts
D.C. test condensers 2-mfd., 3/-; 4-mfd., 5/3.
AVAGE'S Mains Transformer for Cosmos 8P42/17
1Reetifying and 3 A.C. Valves, 26/.
QAVAGE'S for Reliable Apparatus at Reasonable
ts.,
prises, specialists in arileicsa .power from
the
inains.
UAVAGE. 146, Bishopsgate, London. E.C.2. 'Phone;
t.
liishopsgate 6998.

A RTCRAFT
rm. Value.

POPULAR

TRANSFORMER.

Whets planning your new set ensure perfect amplification by includingsBrownie Popular Transformer.
The core iron and the windings, which see the very
finestobtainable,areessens bled in .hefsmousBrownie
Factory: while all the delicate iarts are protected
by an attractive moulded casing which seals the
whole transformer against any atmospheric intererence. Send P.C. to Dept. 50a , address below lot
free booklet "Wireless without Worry."

>*, BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (G.B.) LTD.,
Nelson Street Works, :Wornington
Crescent LONDON N.W.1.

MARCONI H.P. Eliminator
D.C.2, new, suitable
6
Ja-a • for 2- to 8-valve set: cost £4/216, accept £2.- 9, .Strathleven Rd., Acre Lane, Brixton.
(5842

Mention ot

are

Britain's

Beat
[0313

K

ANT A LU
Electrode Strias fer MT. Rectifiers,
1
suitable for A.C. mains eliminators; 2s1. each, or
set of 8, 1/-.--1-7, Dalton St., West Norwood. S.E.27.
[0308
ANTALUM and Lionium for A.C. Rectifiers; make
up your own inexpensive chargers; blue prints
for HT. and L.T., 11- each; iionium electrodes fitted
with terminals 2-3 amps., and 5-8 amps.-Blaekwell's
Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Liverpool.
[4593

trance, it tiig; enquiries invited.-Chester
Delaten Lane, London. E.8.

Cabinets

AS"S Cabinets.
the greatest range of pedestal
cabinets in the kingdom; original creative designs at prices 50% lower than elsewhere; quotations
for specials by return; delivery at short notice guaranteed; moving coil, portable, baffle, vignette, ra.IMgram°,
electric pick-1,1ns,
televiidon, ettt.; illustrated
lists free.-11. Kay. Wireless Cabinet Manufacturer.
Mount Pleasant R.L. London. N.I7.
'Phone: Wal.
thanistow 1626.

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.

and Choices for Battery Elimina
TRANSFORMERS
ters, and for all wireless purposes, receiving or

Radio

The !Viceless World, - when writing to advertisers.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

(0
t
5
B
3e8
6
12
1

'

IGBY'S Cabinets.—Table models in solid oak and
fl mahogany ; from 11/6 to 71/-.
VeICIIV'S Cabinets, fitted with Radion or Resisten
ebenite it required.

Cabinets.-Pedestal
I) IG131"S
battery compartment; from

D

model, with separate
56/- to £12.
IG131"S Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designs.

Cabinets.-Write
for
new
DIGBI"S
catalogne. -F. Digby. 9, The Oval,

E.2.

'Phone:

Bishopsgate

6458.

16 page art
Hackney Ra.,
to 28

A

RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets; Britain's best raise;
lowest prices consistent with highest, quality;
illustrated list free from actual man ulact us.
rem-As
104t
0craft .Co.. 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. 'Phone :
Croydon 1981.
INEST American Types, astonishing value. spe.ial
1
offer oak cabinets, binged lid, baseboard, hii
2
g1
661:
polished, take 12in.x8in. panel; sample, carriage paid,
6/6; trade discounts for quantities•-alag-Radio, 112.
W arstone Lane. Birmingham.
Cabinets, extraordinary offer, oak
,2-4 cabinets, hat ti 'some fret front, highly polished.
131n. square, gin. deep, finished moulding, take all
ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade she.
icounts for quantities.-Mag-Itadio, 112, Warstone Lane,
Birmingham.
(2666

ensure prompt attention.

Be

tiliGUST

21ST,

THE WIRELESS WORLD
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Cabinets.---Contd.

ARTCRAFT

II.

Value.

A RTCRAFT

Li

Value.

Radio

Cabineta

are

Britain'.

Best
[0310

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Best
[0309

T

Ar .M:NIFICENT
5-valve
Electric
Radio
Gratuo.
-I- phone Outfit, employing Rev. Noel Boitaria•
Hunt 's stereoe1
acrlic couplers, B.T.H. turntable, Cebestissus pic'k'-up. ILL tone arm. .and Baker's (steel pot)
moving 'soil speaker in large baffle cabinet; complete
outfit 10 operate bona D.C. mains; .065.- For demonstrations apply 57, Temple Sheen Rd., East Sheen,
[5e8e

rille rrfrIrr

LOUD•SPEA

I, Drive speakers,
COIbetween
12.30 p.m.

I

AitSOLUTELY
the Definite

B

rbe total
jrapotel Data,
earl of Nero
Zealand', sew
hodro-oloolrie

B

B

ETC.

,C00 ohm. Decoupling Resistances for " Wireless
World
Circuits: 1/8 earls, post Iree.-Groves
Brothers, St. Mary's Place, Shrewsbury,
f5753

VOREIGN Listsiiers 4, set of three low ware eoile,
32/6; highwave, 32;6; bases, 1/6 each.-Radiograph.

S

.O.

Regional Coil:
37.6 pair;
22 /6 pal r.-Binlios raids.
"UITY. Wire, 9.'40, 1.'6 per dos.
doz. yards.-Radiograpli.

Europa

Europa
yarda;

III
27/42,

perisoil
2:6

1:11N'S Deels
R .*::1111
hush; slotted for
0

Statain

ltd.

corner,

Midas' or Becol Tithe, 5d. per
winding, 116 extra.-Rodiograph,
New Inns, Handsworth, Binning[5852

Irish Free State.-Long nad medium wave ;Litz
wound:,
interchangeable B.F. transformers and
base
" Wire's,: World " design, well finished
and
efficient; price 15:-.-Box 2712, c!o The Wirelese
[5874

A

NY Gauge, any covering, instrument
wire,
at
keenest pricea, Lila 18/40, 25 yards coil; 2/3.Fro,t.
BONITE Ribbed Formes- lin. diameter 1Ved., 2in.
2tain. 3d.. 3in. id. per inch; best quality.
-Flost.,- 54. ClIerkenwell Rd., E.C.1
[5911

S

. PUTSPORD.-• Coils, transformers Europa portable,
21/- pair; Multiple wake portable, 21/6: 8.0.
Reg until, 37;6 pair; Flat dwellers' A.C.3, 16/6; Kilos
Mag Four, 60/. set; 500 ohm resistances, 1/6 each.
Listeners' Four,
S, PULsFORD.-Foreign
set of roils, 62/s; bases, 1/6 each.
LSFORD.-New Kilo-Mag Four, set
S. PIT
56/..-S. Pittsford, 135, Mickley Hill,

ham.5877

complete
of coils,
Binning[

Lrti er'ne Fo Kiks
'
et iao
;
1
3 Isav was*,: 50:o/--; setForeign
la lung
s war:, 377:
loodu;
toted waveniel cr, pair coils,
22/-:
screened
ittn1
regional coils, as specified. 43/. Pair; Milliard SOP
dual range coils, 30/- pair, approved by Mollards;
Berclif
standard
roils
for
New
All-wave
Four,
Stavdard Four. A.C. Three.
Regional.
Everyman
Four, 77/9 set of 4, with bases: Bersslif standard
coil, for the Lodestone
series
(specified " Wireless
Magazine"), 76;6 set of four, %%11 It
bases;
New
Ein sire, set of three coils and base, 21!-: Titan unit,
15/•• all
" Wireless World " and similar coila in
regidar inoduction by the original specialists; lists
free; trade supplied.-Simmonds Bros., Shireland
Smidliwick. 'Phone Smethwick 751 for quick c.o.d.
service.
[5883

ENGINEERING
PR ECISION
Imagine the genius, the inspiration, the
tireless labour expended on this vast dam
—u supreme achievement of modern engineering.
One flow in design, one slip
in
wo rkmanship
might
cause
untold
disaster. With wireless instruments such
inaccuracies would lead to a defective set
—surely dansaste enough—darnafie, however, that can be prevented by using J.B.
precision instruments.
The J.B. New Type Slow Motion Condenser (Ratio 40-1) Is really a wonderful
job. The height of the Vernier Knob and
Dial is less than that of last year's model,
but
the new arrangement provides remarkably convenient control, and is vastly
improved in appearance.
Completely enclosed—dustproof mechanism—a real protection from accidental
damage. Tension of friction mechanism
adjustable.
Absolutely silent on short
waves.
Every possible precaution has
been taken ro prevent wear.
PRICES: S.L.F.
.0005
..
1416
.00035
..
13.
4.
.00025
.
13/410015

PRICES: LOG.
.0005
..
14/6
.0003
.. .. 13;6
.00025
. .. 13;-00015
13/-

Pickmp. Latest type,
B Tit
mid. cost 45/..-Rawitaley,

B

unused; 38/, 'lunette
South View, Guiseley
[5845

RUNSWICK Panatrope Pick-up, excellent. condition; 18/6.-A. M., 3, Pinnock Terrace, Camberwell.
[5893

u3s

OODMAN'S Cone Chassis A ssem bli es, the cone
fitted to which are unique, by reason of Goodman's exclusive sloping processes, can le fitted with
any cone unit in 2 minutes; new model, 12/6; enthusiastic users writ e
Plumst sad. writes : The cone aliassis is wont) ing splendidly.
IL is quite ca pa tile 01 handling
the full output of my Everyman b'our, and its response
to faint signals and purity of reproduction are far
in advance of anything in cone speakers I have previously obi ained.
rls.W.L., Wendover, writes I It may interest you tc
J•
li now that
'In) using a Cotxlman's Cha8818 , ite,d
everyone marvels at tlie reproduction.
LLL STRAT El) Lists Post Free !rota Goodman's. 27.
1-'arringbo
St, London, E.C.4.
(0066
MIINEST Suspension Leather, for fixing cones to
moving coil or resat units, as supplied to principal makers; 2/- sq. fl., 1/6 10in. sss sire; segments
up to 12in cone 9d . for 4; all post free, cash w ith
order- Pill*, 8, Ashby Rd., Essex Rd., N.1. Clis.
sold 0736.
[5662
]yONOTONE, the

H
D

best loud-speaker.

a

EAR All the Loud-speakers Ad vert i
sed,
and buy
OTON E.

u>:

then

conic

DEMONSTRATIONS Dells.

40 . Furnlval
DONOTONE.

St., Holborn, E.C.4.
the

best

loud-speaker.

uuity is the Webson B.S.7 Moving Coil Lotarlspie5a6k6e91
VT used as a standard in the mind:nil laboratories
of the wireless trade?
WHY is the Webson 8.8.7 Moving Coil Loud-speaker
Tr used by manufacturers of high grade radio-gramoilium sots?
n ECA USE the Webson 11.5.7 is designed and made
is
the use of musical critics to whore only the
finest possible reproduction is good enough.
LT AVE you heard a Webson M o vi ng Coil Speaker ?
.1-1 If not, to do so will be a revelat 'on.
SEND fnr Particulars to Star Engineering. Didsburv,
ni -tuesten.
'Phone : Didsbury 1785, or, if in
London. ask Alexander Black, the Wireless Doctor
2,i. Woodville Grove, London, N.I5, to give y[o
5ua
4
demonstration.
76

IJANG1NG
polished

C
oa
orer.,reEcitabiint ap ne
g
akr.o
r.neafat.ndOincii at
sa
,

Blue Spot movement, powerful, fine tone, full has-,
equal SI.C.. very ha nii,oine: photo; approval: sarrifis•e
2 guineas.-Box 2707, s- 's The Wirelebs World. [5856
U'VPITT Va Issu. The ideal valve for purity output
to moving coil and other large loud-speakers is an
A. P. LS.680; it dissipates 10 watts on 200 1LT, and
requires only half the WT. of the equivalent 3-elertroile.-K indly
see
Aneloy
Products
advertiser
58
e6net
under Valve:, section.

S

GRAMOPHONE PI CK.UPS. ETC.
T.H. lib-k-up and Tone Arm, complete with earraid motor complete. all new; £2/5.-P. Rawson,
62, Nunsfield Rd., Farifeld, Buxton, Derbyshire. (5847

mad is si t
ed Apprecial ions 'Pest ify te
Superiority of Goodnitti's Products; !
CIF the P.G.3 Double Acting 4-pole Balanced Reed
Unit (25/- type), W.B., Old Trafford. Manchester.
writes;
You
certa inly
merit
couratulations
on
placing the P.G.3.
the market.
At the last Manchester Exhibition it came under the notice of my
!hunch; and sell, aosi there was nothing at that Exhibition which excelled the P.G.3.
Lewisham. writes: Upon test this is a vary
tine unit.
Although I have tried several, for
purity of tone amid faithful reproduction over the
whole musical range, it is better than them all.
I
congratulate you upon the production el a unit which
:narks a definite advance in the efficiency of the cone
speaker unit.
L .D.C., Doncaster, writes: They are without equal.

G

i
l
l
iUis; tairae;e
our own workrshoos; 1/- each, post free-Groves Bros.,
St Maiy's Clace, Shrewsbury.
(5832

Q.O. Multi Valve Portable Coil, 2116;
l-,
aide coils, 211- pair.-Radiograph.

ERS.

Goodie:ins; call any date
and 1.30 p.m. during the
City luncheon hour, and hear any o; our products
demonstrated.-Coodunins, 27. Farringdost St., E.C.4.
[009 I
F You are in London Call and See Goodmang
Coil Drive and Reed Units before purchasing elsewhere.-Coodinans. 27, l'arringdon St.. E.C.4.
(0090

G

COILS, TRANSFORMERS,

Gramophone Pick-Ups, Etc.—Contd.

*made

HE Following tire the Finest Bargains Ever Offerts!.
all ot which aro genuine Iturndept manufacture,
and yon kitOW Bornstein
quality; unless otherwise
stated these cabinets are either
slightly soiled or
senrched, and every one is worth at least £3, but
note our clearanre prices.
B I'RN
Portable Cabinets ;suitease tynel, inside
measurement • 1s1S4iii. x
x41
/ 111.,
2
with
lid
exaetly as used in the Burndent £25/12/8 portaAe; our price 16;6 Kush, or in
Perfect condition as new, 25;-; carriage 1!3 extra.
IIINE Brand New Burndept Load-speakers, to
fit lid of above, everything complete, ready to fit
in lid; 32;6.
N Err Mahogany Portable Cabinets, measure-I-a lima s u, above, 251-; or in perfect condition, as
new, 35!-.
1
:1INSPT
D
Ethodyne, take 23in. xl0in. panel, with
raised panel deuble doors, solid mahogany, and
a lovely piece of furniture, 35/-; ditto, without front
doors, 25/,
I
-it NI l.:pT Sersened Four 11ahogssur Cabinets,
Mks. 16in. x10iii. panel nod 16in. X 10in. baseboard,
with raised panel hinged lid, condit•
ass new; 25/-;
carrage extra.
ITRNI 'EUT Battery Eliminator Oak Cabinets, inside
misumrements
14in. x8t¡ itv x7'/,in.
deep,
with
hinged lid.: 6;-: carriage 1/3 extra; satisfaction guara!,.
te.,1 -Iinglœs and Sons, 149, Chepstow Rd., Newport
Hon.
[589i

II

PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS
As!; -!.

of
kson nrolken, 72, SI, 1.,sionta.e'
London, S.E.L
Telephone: Hop 1837.

Street,

ELF-CENTRE. a device when filled to your een•
unit will improve tone and action. giving (55:10r
8:s
adjustment, and relieves driving rod of undue s,de
stress: price 2/6.--Weedon, 80, Lonsdale Av., Landon, E.6.
AMPA 6 volt IA UMP , High Remidance Coil. tom
£5117/6. accept £4/4; Bakers 6 volt ref, amt. 2
high resistance smile, ollf,
(yet £4110. accept
50/, - Iss IL', Woodhouse Cottage, lindtkeeileld.
Iff844

A M LION Concert Grand Loud-speaker, 1928. 1
A. indium. model, perte -t; 43/10.-N. Baker, *- Dube
Domino," Stafford Bd., Wallington, Surrey.
[5843

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accebted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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ADVERTISEMENTS..
Lond.speakers.—Contd.

POCH.
E POCH..
E POCIL
EPout by Deferred Payments.
E POCH.
reepousible householder can obtain
EPOCI-1.-Any
any type Epoch moving coil -speaker by easy

E

terne; nu references, no hiterest -Particulars trum
kir. Laver -soi, 110. Cannon St.. Keg.
15518
1&7 POCI
I, iba greatest scientific achievement ix tuy
.11-i year

E

POCH.

E

POCH-Marvellous new model moving coil speaker.

['Gen.-Requires no acctimslatort
12 corn iii initions I
EPOISIL

igg9.

AUGUST 2IT,

AKEws
A
B

SELECTIVITY UNIT

Lend•speakers.—Contd.
SELHIJRST RADIO.

S

ELHGRST RADIO Moving Coil Speakers are et
Proved efficiency and recognised as the beet
ol>tc, irrable,
Sold direct from address below, or Irma
dc:ders in 10 countries.
14 days approval.

(PATENT PFt\ DING)

No mains t No

FI

17POCIL-Does not require umpteen valves: • crystal
and one valve or a portable will work it.
EPOCIL-The Only straight line speaker.

re 1'0011-Straight

line reproduction from MI to
•
8.000 cycles.
1,1 1
,0t,11.-No rosisnanoel
No backgroundt
Clear a
a beli:
IPPOCII.- Sharp, crisp attack. No drumming' No
12 hissing I

'THE " Wireless World" Reader °Prefers • Baker's
2.
Electro Magnet, because the highly efficient unit
used is correctly designed, and by the use of special
steel a high degree of ,nagnetisation is obtained reeulte
ing in louder !Moats without the necessity of an
elaborate amplifier requiring bigh voltages.

POCH.

E

TitPOC11.-A good soprano does not sound
•
4
,,, etratto. nor as if she had a cold.

l'UCII.

E

VPOCIL-A
Au doesn't.
POCII.

like

a

A
D

flute sounds like a Outs bet • violin

E

Coil Speakers are of
OlatandMoving
appreciated everywhere.

the Highest Grade,
Radio enthusiasts
from all parts have sent their unsolicited and written
testimony of the high efficiency and magnificent performance achieved.

title/Cll.-A piano does not some through like a
le broken down banjo, nor like a harpsichord or
barrel organ.
EPOCH.
pPOCIL-The only range of speakers that reproduces
1-1 speech as well as music with absolute accuracy.
Ii‘POC11.- The speakers tiret have eliminated the
/-1 .1t.feutA of ordinary moving coil speakers
PUG11.-Gmatebt variety on the market to suit all
Le requirements and pockets.
lelPOC11.-20 models; price from 50e..

E

POCIL-See tho new 9in.

public address model.

happy model 66P.M, user asks us to
•
tale that an Epoch does not make a bed set
good, 1.4 it makes a good net perfect.
EPOCIL-Testimonials by every post.

POCII.

E

LIPOC11.- One of the greatest authorities In tlik
emintry, alter a comparative test with many
other well known makes, has pronounced Epoch as
infintely superior to the best of the others
EPOCH.

SURE

E

your dealer will not take your order.
_r
▪e the manufacturers will slimily you direct.
• ien:H.-The only proper way to compare speakers
121 is on pour own set with a quick switch over;
F:nordi 66 welcomes such a comparison.
174nrocul.-You can have any type Epoch, subject to
.1.4 7 days' approval.
▪
TIPOCII Speakers are Fully Guaranteed.

POCIL—Briliab
E POCH.
E

EPOCII-Send

E

POCH.

throughout.

or

Booklet.

159,

Borough

L

London

gr

G

IVES Pleasure to all .Music Lovers, Baker'smoteng
coil speakers are being used for "Talkies." in
leading restaurants and hotels by maim facturen of
itelicegrantophone receivers, and for all PLIITOSeS where
volume and clarity of reproduction is essential

eALL

at our Works at Croydon and Examine all
Models' you will be conch', cd of their superiority.

O
for use with the Megavox Three or the
IDEAL
bird S.G. P Master Throe, with pentode

to High Notes are Reproduced with a tone
quality of an entirely new order, and with a range
covering tlee entire musical scale
Directly you bear
✓ Baker's Moving Coil Speaker cou are impressed by
the brilliance of reproduction and the natural toue.
LISTEN in with a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker,

Street,

Bridge, S.E.1.

rhoner flop 5535.

Pioneers ol Moving
OINGINAL
Bakers' Seib ant Radio.

Coil Loud-speakers.

-

'U8k;D by True Lovers of >Music the World Over:

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

L214,

Mel-

ow

REPAIRS\

Dept. W.
High Street, Colliers Woof, London, S.W.19,

D

IFFERENT lust ruments and Voices ha ve deli cate
tone differences which may be called quality,
colour, or timbre, ruid are caused by harnionice of
high,' witches chili are added to the fund:ruler tal
iirite,,; Baker's in. -eying coil speakers are designed to reproduce these different shades of tone, that is why
they are preferred to all other makes.

S EIIICI atlin
eving

Coils

are

recognised

as

the;best

p

EltMANENT Magneto Speakers, made by Baker '
s,
retain their magnetism.

▪ VERY Model can be Supplied as a Complete
1-1 Speaker, ready to connect to receiver if desired.
A LL Baker's Moving Coil Speakers are manufactured
throughout at Croydon. and are British.
EY to Realistic Reproduction, Bake r's mov i
ng co il
speakers

r•ege•,•Iiiàwerry_:A b
leq\

,

The Wireless

High

an y

UR Moving Coil Speakers, with floating diaphragm,
were the first made in this country.

Any snake of L.C. Transionner, Loutispeaeer
or headphones repaired and lispatched within
48HOURS—TWELVE MONTOS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 41. ,- Post Free.
Ternis tu Tea-dc.

LIPOCII RAW() MANUFACTURING Co„ Ltd., are
lbe manufacturers.
City Office and Service Station. 25, Laurence Pountney 1.ane. E.C.4 (off Cannon
St.).
'Phone: Mansion House 4683.
15667

Mention ot

all Cases we are Happy to Advise You on
INpoint
concerning tond speaker reproduction

1\TEW Centreing Devices are Available which overcome
ill all difficulties of con treing.

READY RADIO.

are in use in
EPOCIIS
adopted by scientific

new 36 page booklet,

VOLUME. with natural reproduction of both speech
V
and music, obtained from Baker's speakers.

PRICE 20

pocu.

many Talkies, have been
in,titutions, and are the
preferred choice everywhere after comparative tests.
WPOCH is Made for Quality; the low price being
.1:1 only possible by quantity production and small
r Pits.
s
OCH Speakers are very Massive, sturdy, foolproof,
' and made for everlastims wear.
POCIL-But should a speaker meet with an accident you can insert year spare diaphragm in
3 mitt rit es Mc tools whatever rewired), and the
speaker is perfect, again.
POCIL-Veith other moving coil speakers it is
rom;ilicateil factory job- perhaps to be sent
abroad.
1.7POCH.-Dealers often punt substitutes because of
•
bieger profits; insist UPOL1 ¡getting Epoch.
EPOCH.

Receipt of a Postcard, our
ONaill
be sont at once.

111.', READY RADIO SELECTIVITY UNIT
INVOLVES A NEW PRINCIPLE, whish embodies a variabk capacity hetwtem astatic coils
and an alternativs H.F. by-pass.
This accounts
tor
its immeasurable sum-rinrity
over
all
apparatus that Irai endeavoured .to overcome the
selectivity problem.
It prevents more than one
station being heard at one time, and gives hair-line
tuning, thereby INCREASING RANGE AND
VOLUME On distant stations, without any
tree.- of interference or mush.
Extra purity of
reproduction is assured and 'listening" is given
a new moaning.

POC111.-One of the best known experts, whose name
is a household word, Mttr most exhaustive com
paiative tests, has just bought one for his private use

E

MOWINC1 Coi: Speakers, manufactured by Bakeee
•
Selhurst Radio are of proved efficiency.

SELECTIVITY

K

1
1`U•.
:1%

•

v
\

rlsVERY "Wireless World" reader should procure a
copy of our new beoklet.
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Loud-speakers.-Contd.
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Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

EPOCEI
spare

M Coil Speaker, 200.250 volt* D.C.; 50'-;
cone. perfect eonilition.-Clark, 35, High«
Drive, Purley.
[5845

MARCONI
Unit. A.C. Z.50400 eyries. £5/2 18:
Ideal teell 4 erinnee, 4- 1 , 15/-: Colvert, dual range
roils for Six-Sixty mystery circuit. 17/6; J.B.
condensers, 0.0005 and 0.00035, 51- each: Ormond
D.I., 2/6 each; Titan coil (W. anal W.), 10/-;
WKS&
7/6;
1'.M.5X and
D.E.H.610. 6/- each;
igranie micro eondenser, 2/6; Bulgin 3-point switches,
I;-, all above in new conditiou.-Trirkett, 4, Woodlands Av., Leigh, Lancs.
[5870
-LTA, -

TlitROWN Duckling Speaker, oak, complete with flex,
-e-v hardly used; must sell, what offersP-11a, Shir
Rd., Addi›combe, Croydon.
[5854

'y

OUR Old Loud-speaker Taken in Part Paymelt
for the"Letest Type: see our advert, under column
Receivers for Sale.-Seientifie Development Co., 51,
Fishefente, Preston.
10227

A

-IXTONDERFUL

TT

Brown Veo Vnit, new, unused 20 -.
-Box 2722, e/o The Wireless World.
(5904

D

OUBLIS
Diaphragm
Linen Loud-speakers Give
Moving Coil Quality; any size
up
to
22iti..
assembled complete, 30/-; guaranteed perfect, units
fitted at price extra of unit required; why risk failure
assembling yourself?
OLISHED Oak Cabinets for Above Speakers, 22in.
square; 27/6, all carriage paid.-Ilammonds, 1.
Stratford SL, Nuneaton.
[5899

E
13

P

Inseparably with Radio Part Exchange,
NAMED
wherever the English language is spoken.
LIE It E are those whose ¡esthetic tastes revolt when
T confronted by cheap productiorn. whose mentality

VALVES.
ITALVES.-Rectifying

hall wave valves. 4Y. 53 amps.,
•
output 30 m.a., do sanie work as a 15/- valve
at under quarter the cost, 3/6.-Braidwood, 1. nigh
St., Barnet.
'Fry opal
f5795

A.P.

L.S.680, the ideal super output valve. whirl.
dissipates 10 watts at only 200 11.T.-half tl.e
usual voltage, "g"=3.0.
R,.=1,000 ohms;
the valve is perfect for big amplifiers and lower power
transm it! ers.
E are no sure of Al'. Valves that we will send
y(111 the type requi.cd on 3 clear days' approval
against cash order, and will accept risk in transit.
WHITE To-day for Full Data of the A.P. Family
of Remarkable 4-electrode Valves.
A NELGY PRODUCTS, 36. Hindmans Rd., E. Dul1-1. with, London, S.E.22.
'Phone: New Cross 4074.
15865

MILES PER

W

COMPONENTS

ELLING-LEE

ETC.. FOR SALE.

GALLON!
I

B

Panel Fittings are designed to give /
an expert finish to any horne.censtructed sel;
catalogue post free.-Belling and Lee, Ltd.. Queensway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
(0018 I

600

turers).

Ohms Decoupling Resistances: see adver..
under Coils. - Groves Brothers Mania.,
[5719

METERS.
Meters.-Milliamp. and ampmeters,
"
111. calibrated
and shunts provided, voltmeters titled
with resistances for higher ranges, send meters fu r
tedimates.-ebester Bros., 244, Dalaton Lane. 1.011(1011, I
E.13.
[5240

In these days of groaning
taxation, one of the first questions you ask about a car is
"How much per mile is it
going to cost me ?" And you
find that it is not necessarily
the cheapest car that costs
least to run.
Apply the same rule to your
H.T. Battery and you will find
the same result.

noTENTiAT,

There are many H.T. Batteries
cheaper than the Hellesen in
first cost, but there is none
from which you get so many
milliampere-hours' service per
penny of cost.

P
C
C

It pays you every time to get a
Hellesen, particularly if you
get a Treble Capacity, which
costs less than twice the price
of a Standard Capacity.

R

Standard Capacity.

C1OPPER Screening Boxes for Kilo-lung Four, 27/5 I
•.-/ each, cash
with order; also copper screenith;
boxes of all sizes made to order, prices on applicati,
Rigby and Wuelfenden, Sheet Metal Workers. Roe',
da/e.
[5455 ,
Dividers.
10,000.
15,000.
20,000. ;
-le 25,000. and 30,000 ohms, 5 variable tappings; I
2/- each.-Below.
OTENTIAL Dividers, heavy duly, wire wound,
15,000 nions, 7 tappings; 6! E..-Below.
0NDENSERS, 2 mfd., 2/6; 4 mfd., 4/6; guaranteed: tested 500 volts.-Below.
lfOKES (L.F.).-Chnke coils, excellent for smootting, up lo 20 milliamps, 2/-; special heavy duty
chokes for 100 to 200 milliamps at 806 and 18/- respectively; any article on approval against cash.-Huggins, Radio Engineer, Clacton-on-Sea.
(503-)

I9Z9

Prices.

.E. 200v., as new, £015; Brown Q. £8110; Hem
loud-speaker (ebonite horn). £2; Ethovox, 12'.)
ohm? 91 : elle ,lion pub-up, a'2/15;
ditto, £212;
Auipiion rick-tLf, outfit, £1110; pith-up
15:-;
largo stork of .1eanoice and second-hand components;
state requireinents.-James Scott and Co., Radio Enuiteers, Dunfermline.
[032t

"Wirav "9 volt Grid Bias Type
.Wirini" 6o volt lIT. Typo
"Wirup" see volt 1LT. Type
"Wisol" jot volt H.T. Type

WOREIGN Listener.' Four; set of 8 deCanglIng
sistanees 418 specified by " Wireless World." 8;3
post free-Groves Brothers, St., Mary's Place, Shrew,.bury.
[5831.

"Kolin" fie volt ULT. Type
" Kole') " 99 velt 11.T. Type

10 6
18 -

Treble Capacity.
19'32 6

QIIOLIT Wave Kit [Eddystone), complete with coils,
14 to 550 metres, as new; £4.-Westington, 221'.
Richmond Rd., Kingston-en-Thames.
[5835

Your Dealer Stocks them.

TTEGRA Cone
as new, unused, 15/6; Trietren
1
1-4 t', re unit, as new, unused, 12/6.-J. Francis, 1.
Park Crescent, Southend-on-Sea.
(5853

SUPREME
Lot. 21 years.

E

XPERlaIENTER Has for Sale the Following Conoparieres: -Pye chokes, 3211. 7/6: G.E.O. L.F.s.
2-1, 4-1, 10/- each; Igranic L.F.s, 3-1, 10/. each:
Cyldon Belie 0.0001, 4/.; Dubilier 0.0005 drum dial.
9/-; Polar reaction, 0.0001, 3/..; Gambrell neut.ro.
vernier. 2/6; Benjamin Vils, 1/. each; valves: P af.3
P.M.4 61-, P.M.24 pentode 12 06; all new and
guaranteed.-Box 2499, e/o The Wireles, World. [5740

V

ALVES, 2/6 each, good order; aerial coupler, 51(new); cone speaker, 16/.; transformer, 3/8; field
telephone, 5/-; 20 mA. Sifam M.C., 17:6; portable
2-range voltmeter, recently overhauled
19/, 25/-;
other goods cheap: S.A.E.; about 200 wireless journals,
5/-.--Mooreroft, thithersage.
[5846
1701:111. Old Components Taken in Part Payment
for Latest Type; see our advest. In column
Receivers for Sale.-Scientifie Development Co., 51,
Fishes-gate, Preston.
[0228
A5

11

B

A
P

P

A.F.5e,
7/6

11111.Iggle DRY amsoiss,
flECTRICAR MERASURING
INSTRUMIERS,
PINLYMIT MICA sae ram CONDENSIRS,
EIREECRAMPS. TORCHES. ITC

0.P.4C, 0.P.30, 12/6 each; 2 R.1. chokes,
each; volume control, 3/-: 6v. 80 Exide.
12/6: polar .0005 S.M. Ideal, 6/-; 5 T.C.O. 2 mid.
condensers, 2/- each; Universal claroFtat. 3/6; Cyl.
don Bebo .0001. 2/.: 5 Grips° switehes, 9d. each:
5/-: D.E.H.610, 3/-; Comm. 610 1
1.0., 2/6;
I,otas remote control, 10/-; H.F. choke, 3!-.-Box
2727. c/o The Wirelese Weild.
P.S: T.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.," CROYDON, SURREY,

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only

allows of no pretence, to whom
,I .neti,es are a
vulgarity and colourful offers a bore; who require
£1 worth oi value for every £1 expenditure. and
Isa0,e
,n. full well that no living being eau give them
,
v][10 Them. in tbe radio field. Appleby's appeal; in
part exchange exists the most economical method
ol purchase.
IF: LY,
here
is
Appleby's
service-simple.
strailit forward, lair; a not too dull brochure.
more lulls descriptive, will be sent to you immediately
lupon request.
Supply Practically all the Leading Lines of
VV Radio Apparatus at current list prices, and make
no carriage charges except on accumulators and batteries and exceptionally bulky arlieles.
TE Volt Wish, we will take in part exchange any
branded neeeiver, component or loucl-speaker, for
which you have no further use, providing such is
reasonably modern and in worlmble condition.
0 Slake Fair Offers, we must see the materi al;;
on receipt of a parcel, elnich must contain •
list ol mantenits and name of sender, we will send our
offer, whieh is as an allowance from an order for
new requirements totalling not less Clan twice the
aHowance-but it is fair.
In the unlikely event of
no agreement being reached, we will return your
material carriage paid.
We cannot execute part exchange orders of less than 10/- nett cash value, that
is. after part exchange allowance has been deducted.
CURSORY Ana lysis in to points of economical
. relit ion and psyeliclogical effect, of these terms
ci flita
echange
x
proves interesting.
OINT One.-The
One.-Th
m
have existed since the in.
angeratien oi radio part exchange several years
ago.
Their suitability may be gauged by the fact
that we have served thirty-nine more part exchange
customers, in the half Near ending June 29th. 1929.
then in the whole of the year 1928.
That 87X
ruslorners have repeated their first transaction. and
46Z customers have put through five or more tran-act inns.
130INT Two.-We must see the material.
Sinking
offers for material we have riot seen proves inadequate, indefinite and misleading.
It helps no
mie and progresses nowhere.
Upon reflection, this is
obvious, an the value el an article greatly depends
on ils condition and prednetion age.
'Flic likelihood
01 receiving an inadequate offer for =Aerial sent to
us can he deterrained by the fact that our rejected
offers are, and always hare been, below 1X.
POINT Three.-Twice the allowanee.
This stipula1
non misures you a fair offer always.
The more
we offer you, the more you ultimately spend with us. t
Therefore, in our own interest, as much as yours,
we offer line maximum market, value.
IXTE. do not require you to purchase to the value
VV of twice the allowance immediately.
If TONI require a lesser value half the cost is payable in cash .
stud the balance et credit due will await use at your
eonvenience.
Virtually, the system is a radio hank,
Material Imo;
depogited against a credit note, and
rio inirchase made for several months. For those wh
on
as
re.
affairs take thent periodically abroad us i
Ocularly useful.
0INT Fonr.-Appleby's part exchange servic e i
s
conducted in premises separate fo , the purnose.
employing British labour of proved integrity. British
capital and British behaviour.
It is the original
',art
exchange service-and a known quantity.
A PPLEnv's, specialists in distribution by mail and
.C3. Ile originators of radio part exchange. Number
Forty-four in Chapel St., ATarelebone, London, N.W.1,
fetation opposite. Edgware Rd., Metropolitan Railway!. Tel., Paddington 8828 13 lines).

WO ILL Retroac tive Inductances,
d
5/- eaels; f5F
9e
11
2
*senti o.P.40. 15/-, new; Ferranti 25 to 1nit tput,
12/6; Paradex double choke. 17/6, new; Pye 32-henry
choke, 5/-; 2 Ormond slow motion dials (black), large
type, 5/. 2.-Box 2725, c/0 The Wireless World.
[5907

acce pled from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Components. Etc., for Sale.—Contd.

H

IGHLY Sensitive Microphones for Transmitting
Speech and Music Over a Distance. Dir.:ugh lord'
speaker
or
headphones, splendid
instruments
for
making Detectaphone, deaf aid. loud-speaking telephone, announcements throuel: loud-speaker, amplifier
for crystal or valve set, expiniments.—Below.
XCLUSIVELY Super-Mieraphones were Used by
Mr. Barnes-Jones in his wonderful invention of
the Fog-Compass described in the "Times " and other
papers of July 16th. 1929; each Super-Ilkreolione
guaranteed more sensitive than any other type known;
fitted with a 3ft. silk connecting cord, 6/6: microphone transformer for same 2,-; small 10 dims earpiece fur use with Super-alicrophone in place of transformer, 6/-.—Relow,
ULL Directions for Using Super-Microphone for
Many Purposes and Diagrams of Connections
Free; all Instruments guaranteed and despatched by
return post.—Fredk. Adolph, aficronhone .
3fanufacturer, 27, Fitzroy St., London, W.1. 'Phone : Museum
8329.
(5892

E

THE WIRELESS WORLD

ora
l,
claps'
Owing to the tremendous demands made by Portable
manufacturers we have been unable hitherto to supply
our tested Transformer to the pablic direct.
However, we have speeded up production to such an
extent that we are now able te. offer this splendid
component to the Home Constructor. Wonderfully
compact, sturdily and easily aired ht.° the most
complex portable eft, uit. 2ratios 4: T, 2:1.

F

'PUCE Spot 66K Unit, with 71
2 in.
/
chassis and
LP cone, 22/6; Ferranti 0.P.30 push-pull outipit
transformer,
16/-;
Watmel
pick-up
carrier,
5/•:
P.M.5B, 4/-; P..M.5X, 4/-; 2 P.M.256, 5/- each; etc.
—Gordan, 74, Delancey St., Regent's Park.
(5891
'Ea AXER Moving Coil Speaker, complete, 6-volt type,
in
perfeet
condition,
price
£2/10:
Sterling
Mellowyox speaker, also in perfect corelitien. 12/6;
R.1.-Varley straight line frequency transformer, 12/6.
—'Phone: Mitcham 3805; or write 3, Raleigh Cardens, Mitcham.
[5850

One Prins

176

.0005 Dual Condenser, 10/-; 2 Simplicon
.0005 log. condensers, 4/- earls; 2 Marconi S. M.
dials (cost 9/4, 4/6 each; Igranie H.F. clucks', 3)RI. It.C.C. unit, type A, 7/6. all brand new; 2
Utility 3P.D.T. switches. 1
each: F:' ,Ine .
00035
log., 2/6; Ferranti 2 mfd. condensers, 2,-; XlInsa 1
sod 4, with C.T. bases, 2/6 each; P.31.256, 4/-; L.S.5A,
10/, perfect.—Latch, "Carrigart," Whitchnrch, Glam.
organ.
[5886

W

IRELESS Transmitting Sets for Morse Telegraphy
or Distant Control of Models, etc., lin. spark
coil, condenser, spark gap, helix, ere., very compact.
complete and ready for use,
16; high nete buzzer
with heavy Morse key, very
quality, 7/6.—Belvw.
LECTR10 Motors, 1/
ia li.p.
to %Ito., 110v. and
220v. D.C., silent runni 71g, carbon brushes, in
perfect condition and working order, suitable for
gramophones, television, or any small power uses. Iola few with overheated windings, if rewound make good
dynamos for H.T. accumulators, gin—Below.
Portable Telephones, ready for use, high
class instruments, 17;6; hand telephones. 4;6:
1.000 ehm choke coils, 1/-; Dewar switches, lis; large
ea rphones, 1/3; Morse keys, 4,-.—Below.
_TIGHLY Sensitive Microplicties for Transmi ,sion of
Speech or Music or Sensitive Amplifaeg,
microphone transformers to suit, 2/6;
nricreplinne
buttons. 1 -;G P.O. relays. 2,000 ohms, very si
very low operating current, 6:6.—Below.
IN. Spark Coils, llin.x7iti.x gin., complete with
contact breaker and condenser, 12/6; lin, spark
coils, 4in. x4in x5in., fully complete, 6,1-; Ford ignition coils,
in, spark, complete, 4/-.- Below.
YNANIOS, shunt wound, for charging or lighting,
50v. 4 amp., ring oiler bearings, carbon brushes.
35/-: 100v. 3 amp. ditto. 60/-; 110y. 3 emu., ball
bearing, carbon brushes, 55/-; :.10v. 2 amp. ditto, 45/ ,
—Belew.
uf.ECTRIC Motors, all ball bearing and carbon
brushes, 1,!&11.p. to lh.p.
30!-; ,qh.p. 220v.,
45/-; 6-volt car starter motors, 10/-: 12-volt ditto,
12/6; 110v. motor direct coupled to air blowm,
mounted on iron bedplate. Vah p. motor, 45/..—Below.
QTARTERS, please state requirements; starter regs,latoso, make good field rheostats for dvnamos,
to carry 2 snips. 7/6, to carry 5 amps. 10/., to carry
8 amps. 12/6.—Below.
Above Goods Guaranteed, cash with order, or
A LL
-c.o.& all goods 3 days' approval from date of
delivery; all letters answered.—Galpin. Bintield heath.
near Henley-on-Thames.
[5881

E

(Tested)
Transformers.

Moving Coil Results
LISTENER THREE DOUBLE
LINEN DIAPHRAGM
"Amateur Wirdess"

Cabinets fur same. Bluespot, Triotron
W.B. Units.
Factors and Tr:, de enquiries only.
Manufacturers, PERSEUS RADIO REG. CO.
W. W. BURTON-ON- TRENT.

N

2

66

K Blue Spots, new, 12/6; alullard Pentone and
Cossor S.G. valves, new and Unused, 2v.. 12.'6
each; enquiries solicited for anything radio; cut prices.
—Smeeton, 9, Sansom St.. Camberwell, S.E.5.
[5879

MISCELLANEOUS.
VOLT Meters, dead beat, double reading, 0-8v.,
•
0-120v., guaranteed accurate; 4/9, post free.—
Higgins, 1, Railway Approach, Drockley, S.E.4.
[5860
COTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
donors, officially epprovee as wireless repairers
by Radio Society of Great Britain
and Wirelexs
League; old sets of every type repaired, rebuilt,
modernised: send set for immediate quotation.
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co.--New sets constructed
1..•
with your components or parts supplied ba us;
guaranteed finest workmanship; we specialise in ''The
Wireless World " circuits, high grade radio-gramophone apparatus, et-c.; let it mean something to you
that we have satisfied mist cmers throughout the
British Isles!
London service; experienced engineers
sent to all parts; portable sets demonstrated.—Tel.:
Tudor 5326. Bailiwick Parade, Mus well Inn. London,
5.10.
[0262

S

TF Your Set is not just as it ought to be, sener1
9
:r
Allan Martin, the radio doctor; moderate cha:ges
with satisfaetion; sets rebuilt and modernised if da
sired; Greater London only.-82, Finchley Park, 5.12.

EINCINEERS.—Do you realise that at the last examination 86% of our candidates passed at the
first attempt?
We alone guarantee no pass. no fee.
Why should you remain in the ranks)
Investigate
our service. Our handbook, " Engineering (ipportunities," contains brilliant artieles by Professor A. M.
Low, shows how to _pass A.M.I.C.E.. A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., C. and G., G.P.O., Metric..
etc., exams, and outlines courses in all branches of
civil, mechanical, electrical, wireless and motor engineering; send for free copy to-day (state subjeet of
exaniinatioo).—British Institute of Engieeering, Technology, 87, Shakespeare House, 29-31, Oxford St.,
I.onilon, W.1.

VOUR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment
for Latest Type; see our advert in column
Receivers for Sale.—Scientific Development Co., 51,
Eishergate. Preston.
[0229

PATENTS.
volt Sale, British patent No.
-8;
wander plug and electrical
Roper, Guernsey.

-

297,296,
wireleas
eel oector.—B. H.
[5901

PATENT AGENTS.
and Trade Marks, British and
Gee and Co. (H. T. P. Gee. Member
and A.M.I.R.E.),
51-52, Chancery Lane,
W.C.2.'Phone: Holborn 1525.

I-I-

Ta.M.12, P.M.1 B.F.,
laaf.252. unused, set.
not. finished, other good components; for sale
cheap.—Wilson, 34, Coningham Rd.. W.I2.
[5878

METERS.
aleters.—Milliamp. and ampmeters. re-LTA calibrated and shunts provided, voltmeters fi:.ted
with resistances for higher ranges, send meters for
estimates.—Cbester Bros., 244, Dalston Lane, Loudon,
E.8.
r

DATENTS

rOMPLETE

D

easy payments,
any make; 10X
down, balance spread over 10 months.—Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co., 11, Oat
Lane, London, E.C.2.
[0097

LEXANDER
will call (London
BLACK,
andthe
Home
,
criginal
Counties)
wireless
and
do(4
c
cure
9
t
o
5r
9,

ER ICSSON TELEPHONES, LTD.,
67/73,
Kingsway,
London, W.0.2.

24"

Miscellaneous.—Contd.
Payment—We supply, by
EASY
components, accessories and sets,

your set; seta installed, maintained, and brought up
to date; complete satisfaction or no charge; gramophone pickups, HT, eliminators, and Webson moving
coil speakers demonstrated by appointment; purity
reproduction spechtlist.-2a, Woodville Grove, N.16.
Sloane 6105 or Clissold 3687.
(0277

Send in your order to-day.

TGRANIC

AUGUST 21ST, 1929.

‘")
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"e`

MODEL A.
Assembled,
34-174.
With Oak Cabinet £2-2-0
extra.
With MahozanY
Cabilet £2-7-6 extra.
HOME Con•treeter Parts £1-7-6.
BRITANNIA REPRODUERS Ltd.
Furnival Road, SHEFFIELD.

www

You get exact results with an
"ELECTRADIX" RADIO TESTER.
The

DIX-ONEMETER

is the Highest Grade possible.
Used in Admiralty, L.C.C.,
G.P.O., and the 'Varsities.
"DIX-ONEMETER."
IN CASE,
READING 40
MICROAMPS. PER
DIV.,
WITH
5 MULTIPLIERS.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing

REPAIRS.
'CODE SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
doctors; read adsertisement tinder Miscellaneous
column.
[0263
TWELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies All Our
1
1.
Repairs; any make of L.F. transformer, headphones. or loud-speaker repaired and despatched within
48 hours; 41- post free; dm't discard it burnt out;
terms to trade.—Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. WI.
214, lligh St. Colliers Wood, S.W.19.
[0011
J./ INGSTON-ON-THAMES.—V.
per
bobbin
Budspeakers: 'phones per earpiece; transformers,
-•
guaranteed.—Minter, 156, Cambridge Rd.
EPAIRS by Expert Wireless Engineer, to any
-LSd make loud-speaker or lieadphones, rewound and
:idjusteel, 3/-: traustenners met ellekes rewound, 4/-:
piek-upa a speciality, :rem 3/6; terms to trade; poet
tree.—Cornwell, 15, Eastbrookeud ltd., Romford. [5880

Generator about 500e, 30 ma. output, roust
J' AND
he perfect—G600, 8, George St., Bridlington.

[5862

AND

NEW EDITION OF 72 PAGE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 4d.
Send Stamped Addressed Envelope for August
Sale List.
218, Upper Themes Street, London, E.C.4,
Telephone City 0191.

Tr ING'S PATENT AGENCY, Ltd., 146n, Queen Vio.
tarin St. E.C.4.—Free calcite and handbook en
patentiug inventions arid registering trade marks by
registered agent with 43 years' experience.
[0002

WANTED.

Send us your inquiring for Moving Coil Speakers,
Mains Sem, Choices. Gramo-motees and Amplifiers,
Microphones, Recorders, Relays, Special Apparatus for
Transmission and Testing. Dynamos and Motors, all
sizes. Bridges, Galvos, Switch and Cortrol Gear of
every description in stock.
NOW READY

R.S.G.B.
London.
[0001

TleARTS for Ogram Mnsiu Magnet, at lowest price.—
Box 2711, c/o The Wireless World.
[5873

£4 - 10 STUPENDOUS STOCK OF RADIO
SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS.

foreign.—

MIXIDE 220v. A.C. Trickle Charger and Cells; also
-U., G. an
superhet.
oscillator
coupler.—Letters,
Bryant., -48, Rupert St., W.1,
1
.
5909

L

.F. Transformer, V condensers, cone unit, 2-volt
valves, grid leak and condenser.—Jones, Bodlondeb, Legacy, Wrexham.
15887

AGENCIES.
A DVERTISER, visiting Berlin and radio exhibition,
.1i. will undertake connuissions.—Box 2661, c/o ?h.
Wireless World.

[5851

A

MBITIOUS Men Wanted as Agents (all districts),
for nationally advertised wireless and grama
phone company planning vast new sales developments,
must, be capable of demonstrations and installations;
generous commissions ; unbounded opportunities for
really enterprising ricen; whole or part time.—Write
Box 2726, cío The Wire/cos World.
[5908

to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

£6
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Agencies.—Conld.

by :step n'iroleis, a complete course of the
STEP
flier" y f electriaily in relation to the practical

design of wireless apparatus, eliminators, circuits, elm,
with extracts fro:n a designer's notebook, giving Up -tochat practical applicstion ; issued weekly, send 1/ - mo•
for first 4 weeks. — Cinird Pressland. A.M.I.E.F;. Eng..
Dept. W.W., HamplonomThatnes.
10195

EXCHANGE.

Old, Apparatus Taken in Part Payment
Latest Type; see our advert, in column
Receivers for Sale.—Scientific Development Co., 51,
Fishergitte, Preston.
t0230

1pftEE.—Jriventor's Guide an Patents.—T. A. A.
253 W I. Gray's inn Rd., London, W.C.1.
[4127

"W

IltET,ESS WORLD '' All-wave For.r. complete
With
120
volt Raide parallel nuke output,
moving coil or Banidept Laliorox speaker; exchange
modem motor cycle combination or sole—Box 2710,
cio The Wireless World.
[5872

uTANTED,
" change
Ilkley.

NEW PUBLIC
ADDRESS MICROPHONE

A.C. electric gramophone motor; excomponents.—Scott,
10,
East Parade,
[5884

TUITION.

P

RACTISING Radio Engineer, 12 years' specialist
-E
in fault tracking and repairs, offers postal tuition
to few selected applicants, complete training, all types
radio
apparatus,
up-to-late,
highest
qualifications;
moderate luxe—BM/N.J.:1W. London. W.1.
15859

51-1, Rotary Transformer
smoothing

Type

«.11'•

and

circuit.
j

SITUATIONS VACANT.

VJ IRELESS

Operating

Appointments

Assured;

short qualifying course, day, evening; fees pay.
able aft or appointment for boarding students: Morse
classes.--Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manor Gardens,
London. N.7.
Archway 3694.
[53.38
17ETAN'rED, electrical engineer, with good radin exv perienre, age 25 35. fluent German essential, must
he prepared to settle down abroad to represent progressive English compaity.—Write Box 142, do Knights.
55. Chill11 , `I'y Lane, w.c.2.
[5855

wIRELESS Tasters Wanted by Portable Sot Montitafiturere.—Write, stating age, experience,
and
salary required, to Empire Works, Salfords, Horley.
Surrey.
[5863

T

ESTERS Required by Portable Set Manufacturer
in N.W. Loudon leistrad., previous experience an
nrItantage, exerllent prospeets for suitable men. — Apply,
giving. ;op", experienee and salary required, Box M...
gio Parrs, 121, Kingsway, W.C.2.
[5868
IATANTED,
thoroughly
experienced
wire.ess
II mechanic for installations, repairs, maintenance,
battery charging, etc.—Write only, stating age, experience and wages required to Thomas Austin, 122,
Upper Riehmond Rd., East Putney, S.W.'S, [5394

T

' 'l INICAL
Assistant Required, with experience
in the manufacture and testing of thormii.nie
valves; North London district.—State lull particulars,
salary expected, etc., to Box 2721, cio The Wireless
World.
[5303

lt

ADM Engineers.-- Several good openings occur tor
first class men who are required for instillation and maint 'quince of high grade ship equipments,
maiaiy in British waters; qualifications required are
(1) sound technical training; (2) experience in installation of marine C.W. eels, medium and short wavelengths;
(5) some seagoing experience; applicants
should state age and give full details under (1), (2)
and (3) above.—Write in confidence to E. W. If,,
Box 2720, dio The wireless Weed.
[5902

SITUATIONS WANTED.
A CCOUNTS Manager, book-keeper, typist,

need radio
seeks improvement position.—Box 2713,
oh> The Wireless World.
[6875
MART Energetic Young Gentleman. haring 8 years
practical experience with a nun of radio manufacturers of world wide reptile, desires it (image, mincatty suitable to fill a position as Metropolitan showroom manager or similar position of truest, where peremudity, experience and the ability to get things done
are requisito. thorough knowledge fit radio preeivenr,
a 955 suceessful showromn and outdoor demonstrator
with experience, in power amplification plant. —Box 2708,
co> The Wireless it orlit
[5857

S

R

ADIO Tester Requires Position with Well Kuown
Firin.—Box 2724, c/o The Wireless World. [5906

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE,
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

M L Rotary Transformers
provide
the
only means of obtaining
a higher voltage than
that of the Mains, when
only D.C. Mains are
available. They can even
be used to step up the
voltage of a low tension
accumulator, and are
thus especially suitable
for
Portable
Public
Address Apparatus,

As supplied to all the
Leading
GramophoneRadio Apparatus Manufacturers throughout the
world.

"VfiTIRELESS and Electrical Business for Sale, 3 g
8
o5
o0
.1
VT market town, inability to give full time attention the reason for selling; partnership considered.—
Box 2723, ofo The Wireless World.
[5905

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
/um '', ILS'. Batteries are now a proved success;

for new illustrated booklet, giving cost
and method of building and maintaining free; mention paper. — Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
[0077
write

,t7

aichly fli,ance-semitice, yct cuaranteed entirely free from distortion or ruicrophouie noises,
1h,olutely silent background; far superior to
.
,,
,linary
Mirrophone TritimunIt tort,: for use
ill, l'alve Amplifier or Vulve Set (thrntigh tenth:
..f Craituffilmne Pirk-up if flesieful) at Climimir
lciftiii as, in cinema, Theatre, or Concert ;fall.
I s:rates from 2 Volt tapping of L.T. Accumulator, throuch Microphone Tramfornser. ('urrent
consumption one•tentli Ampere. Provided with
d.•tachable sound collector and aft. connecting
H ,ord, and fixed by rubber-cc-1,1 suspension in
ft ififfkill-plated frame, on pialesh.1, it te high; for
mounting on npeiker's Plat foSrtman, la
Pulpit. or . top ni Camera
d;
/
,I, illmtration
..
..
..
.-•

25 ,

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER,

special detign to obtain best possible results
from seusitive Microphone: when connected
lohicli-resistance lphones, loudspeaker. Valve
flat, or Valve Amplifier; best Transformer
made tor clear Spern with volume, modulation speech and music transmission. Public
Mire, MiCrOphOU09. etc. ; Pure. s; sec. terminals Steed ; lull
directions tor use at Microphone and diagrams of coon«.
taint free. Goods by return post
-

FREDX. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1.

6/

.prinsp,
Mute..

8229.

'FINE very

latest prin—
ciples
of
design
combined with the
use of the very finest
nesterlafs
make
the
Squire No. 97 an out—
standing speaker both
in appearance and per—
formance.
The enamelled, polished
and burnished aluminium chassis will take Blue Spot, Tritron and
Bull Phone units and costs 12.6.
Fitted
with our special Vellume Cone and a ply—
hoard the outfit costs 15!..
Special models can be supplied to take any
unit.
A cone kit comprising a Kraft or
Diaphragm, a waterproof Card

Vellum°

Ring

See
"WIRELESS
WORLD"
Laboratory
Report of July 3rd, 1929.

Send for particulars of
M-I, Anode Converters,
Rotary Transformers, and
Motor Generator Sets.

°nu uiries.

FREDK.

SQUIRE
24, Leswin Road, lidoke New' -idee, London, N.16.

BERCLIF
"EVERYMAN FOUR" CONVERSION
L.W. COILS AND BASES
CONVERSION S.W. COILS
Particulars and detail prices post free.

SHIRELAND

M-L MAGNETO SYND.
Radio

Dept.,
'Phone:

Ltd.,

COVENTRY.
5001.

and

Suedlin Segments cost 2.6.
Immediate attention will be given to direct

SIMMONDS

Electrical Businesses, accumulator char gin g,
R ADIO
disposal owing to ill health; Cheshunt, price £450,
established 6 years; Amer:dram.
newly
estribl'shed,
splendid prosp,ts, reasonable offer accepted.— ['artier'.
lure write, Rudioeraft Pavilion, Amereham, Bu-das.

15

Books, Instruction, Etc.—Contd.

A GENTS Wanted, spare time wireless experience, to
CA. demonstrate and sell the world's best and cheapest
3-valve set. —Mug-Radio. 112, Warstone Lane. Birmingham.
[2667
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METAL

ROAD,

..
..

43/3
9/6

TRADE SUPPLIED.

BROS.,
SMETHWICK.

CABINETS

Complete with Base for New Kilo
Mag Four,
Jacobean Finish.

Price 51'6
RIGBY & WOOLFENDEN,
ROCHDALE.
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CHASSIS

UNRIVALLED
PERFORMANCE

Specially designed for Portable Sets; easily
fitted to any type of cabinet.
Special
diaphragm unaffected by heat, wet or cold.
Superb tone with entire absence of chatter.
RETAIL PRICE

10/6

Liberal Discounts

Frame and Diaphragm specially designed to get the best
possible results from "Blue Spot" Unit.
WOLVERHAMPTON DIE CASTING CO.,
GT. HAMPTON STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON.

asninnotrummmonaitamma
ENTIRELY DIFFERENT PRINCIPLE
to any other Valve•holder—
World Patent
INTERRUPTED
MESH
SUSPENSION.
No SPRINGS. No
RUDDER USED.

The interrupted mesh suspension guarantees perfect antimicrophcnic features. No Valve-holder employing springs,
rubber or such.like makeshifts is in the same class. The
A ItT1C is the only one of its kind. We guarantee perfect
steadiness in all conditions id shock and vibration.• It
costs UM more. but it's worth a lot more.

I
E
Y
SELLING DIRECT TO THE
PUBLIC

et/3
we can sell at 213 each ,41
post free with P.O. remittance, Each
or C.O.D. charge extra.
irmlfree.

FUSE &E
LECTRICAL bec,.,e0 LTD
BIRTLEY CD Durham

THE PERFECT

MAINS SUPPLY UNITS
from

2. 7. 6

Send Joe ertaloeac.

TULSEMERE MANFO. CO.,
Dalton Street. West Norwood, LEAL
tr.

'Phone: Streatham 6731.

EBONITE PANEL

ONE QUALITY ONLY
E BEST
SUP PLI ED IN
Matt
Semi-Polished Mahogany
Highly Polished Black
SIX FINISHES l Cube Surface Highly Polished Mahogany semi.Poiisheo Black
Stocked by aura Wirt*. dealers.
If any difficult
obtaining locally, write for name of neared stockier

N. B. POTTER & Co., Ltd., Station Buildings,
Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

¡ri
to:

ROCHDALE.
AS
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These Air Gaps
save you money
AIR

4

ESSENTIAL

WITH

PENTODES.

The Pentode Valve is a remarkable
achievement but it cannot be expected
to give the best results unless it is
operated under the correct conditions.
Its impedance is high—that of the
average loud — speaker is low —a
suitable step—down transformer is
essential. The Igranic Pentoformer
is an output transformer specially
designed for use between the pentode
valve and the loud—speaker. It is worth
your while to obtain full details.

Igranic Pentoformer, 30'
Ask your local dealer for
full details of this and
other Igranic Radio
Devices, or write direct
to Dept. U 293.

AIR

,/

4
,

AIR
4/

Oldham Air-spaced H.T. Units
give more listening with less
recharging
In old-fashioned H.T. Accumulators electrical leakage
can easily take place along their unbroken tops robbing you of current for which you have already paid.
Electrical leakage is almost impossible in Oldham Airspaced H.T. Units because each cell is separated from its
neighbour by air—the best insulator known. Oldham
H.T. Accumulators give back all the power put into
them—all the power you pay for.
Oldham Airspaced H.T. Accumulators save you money because
they give more listening with less recharging.
Ask
your dealer to show you these wonderful H.T. Units.
OLDHAM 10 volt H.T.
UNIT,

capacity
5,500
complete with flex and
wander plugs.

vereeekiel

Works: BEDFORD

AIR

Price

OLDHAM & SON LTD., DENTON, MANCHESTER.
London Office: so, Wicklow Street, King's Cross. W.C.s.
Glasgow: 200, St. Vincent Street.

6

mitt.
two

,9

Tel.: Denton
Tel.: Terminus 4446.
rd.: Central 401'5.

elà)
Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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Outdoor Radio
demands Millard Valves.

The Milliard H 'Type Speaker
Price £6 -6 Milliard

C' Type Speaker
Price 53/6

Have you noticed how volume seems to
fall off when you take the speaker out
into the garden?
Out of doors, more than ever, you need
that extra punch that only Mullard P.M.
Valvc:. ran give, the clarity of diction
and roundness of tone that makes every
item of every programme a very real
enjoyment.

Mu! lard
MASTER •RADIO

Advert: The Mullard Wireless Service Co. Ltd., Mullin-I 1limse, Charing Cross Road. Iondort. W.C.
Printed for the Publishers, ILIFFE & SONS ten., Dorset House, Tudor Street, London,
by 1he tornwall Press Ltd., Paris Garden, Stamford Street, London, s.E.L.
rotoniai and Foreign Agents:
Mairren lvverts—The InIcrnational News Co.. 131. Vallee, Street. New Yore.
FIC,.•e.
SS .
45 Kon. 2.01. It,,,, Itivoli, Paris:
Hachette et Cie. Rue heannito. Pads.
Belmsw---• W. 11. 14ndlli A non. 7M. Marche aux
Ilrusselv.
I,,n1a-- A. II. Wheeler a ro., Itonsbay. Allahabad and Calcutta.
SOILMI MM. — Central News Ages., .Ltd.
A ....tat. —ibirdon 1, Mote, Ltd., Melbourne (Victoria). liydoey 131.N.W.), Brisbane (I.)iecushooll. Adelaide 18.A.). rer‘h
asal Lountsviton (Tiudintnia ,
Cet ton- 'rho American New. co.. LIA., Toronto. WI
'peg. Vaimitiver. Moulaval, Ottawa, St. John. Ilallta‘ Hainilion ; Ourdon
tiotch. LW., 'r
u,
Itu..erv. Nee tCo..
Toronto.
Montreal.
Winnipeg,
Vancouver
Vicuwia.
New ZKALASID — Uoralon
Ilutch. Ltd.. Wellington. Auckland. Chrlstchnrch and Duandlb.
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AND
RADIO REVIEW

The Paper)Or Every 'Wireless Amateur
Wedesday, Auè,ust

A.C.. H.T. UNIT 3F20
£3. 19. 6 complete.
'EK CO" Mains Power Units corn.
plete Irom 17/6 D.C. and 526 A.C.
Write for free illustrated booklet
on " Ekcc-Lectric Radio."

E. K. COLE, LTD., DEPT. W, " EKCO " WORKS. LEIGH-ON-SEA.

(
,
A
•
:
I
V
:

AWARDED THE CERTIFICATE OF
THE
INSTITUTE
OF
HYGIENE
FOR QUALITY AND PURITY

PIR ECISION
INSTIFIUMIENTS

SuperFine Quality

relleborg
GUAR ANTE ED

GENUINE

EBONI

oop.y,yoli

Tit k LEE] C/1:(j

EBONITE

Vol. XXV.

CONDENSERS

ciy4

Union Plao•. Wells Street

No. 522.

E

No.

Specified for all Star Circuits

WORKS,
W .1

LTD

.;

JACKSON BROTHERS, 72, St. Thottuts' Street,
Iondon, SE. r.
Telephone lisp 18 ;7.

,
•••.;,,ht
11rniglrrrd a.q IL A r I,s Pit per
for tranantission in the United Kingdom.
'
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rem cote
you want to improve your
of the programmes?
DOreception
Are you getting adequate satisfaction
from your H.T. Batteries ?
These and other points ol interest to all users of
Wireless Sets, whether technical or non-technical,
are dealt with in a little Booklet compiled by
Mr. Full ()Tower
The title of this Booklet ;s
" Inside Knowledge
on the correct use of Radio Batteries."
The Booklet is written in so bright and attractive avein
that it must interest every type of wireless user. It is
yours for the asking—either from your dealer or from
Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd.. Woolwich. London. S.E.I8

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO.

LTD.

WOOLWICH,

S.E.18.
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Head and shoulders above all others
stands the Mullard P.M. series of
radio valves.
They are beyond
comparison—gloriously isolated in
a class of their own.
As atrade friend tells us, this is the
way he puts it to his customers:64 Heree.; the best Mallard
valve for the job—if you
know of a better best
buy it."
Because the best Mullard valve is
always the best possible valve, his
advice has doubled both his business
and the number of his friends.
Bear it in mind when you're next
buying radio valves.

The NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION.
Stand Nos. 134, 135, 136, 137 & Nos. 58 & 117.

Mullard

THE •MASTER •VALVE

Advert :—The Mullard Wireless Service Co. Ltd.. Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
maw
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TRANSFORMERS
have acquired
reputation
£or

a world-wide
Quality
and

Value unEque in the annals
ei Radio Component
mantdacture
Ratios 5-1 or 3-1.

D'etach able feet.

Entirely British.

Standardised by all the leading set manufacturers.

"RADIOGRAND"

TEI,
SEN ELECTRIC CO ., LTD .,
BIRMINGHAM.

12/6

Head Offices: Miller Street,

A ',on Ltd.
‘111=1111

Jigailaw Puzzles
Reproduced in colourgravure from paintings
"The Autocar" by F. GORDON CROSBY.

for

These novel and interesting
puzzles will be aconstant source
of amusement and entertainment.
The TARGA FLORIO Race

A typical incident in Sicily's important
annual event (illustrated on the left).

The GORDON BENNETT Race
Jenatzy
leading

(Mercedes),
from René

the winner, is seen
de Knyff (Panhard)

(illustrated on the right).
SIZE: gin. X

The

about iso pieces.

12 ill. each, comprising

Price 2/6 net each.

By post 2/10 each.

COMBINED

Making apuzzle

12 111.

X

17 Iii. 01

Price 5/— net.

PICTURE
about 300 pieces

By post 5/4.

SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

IL1FFE

(Remittance should accompany orders)
Manufacturers

and

Wholesale

Agents:

Messrs.

A.

V.

N.

Jones

& Co.,

Ltd.,

64,
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MAJOR & MINOR

What anight that was—
November 14th 1922—the
night of 2LO. — Lond.)n
station's debut from
Marconi House. How we
listened !-- Everything
sounded good—it was good
for those days. We had
no room for criticism then,
we were just enthralled —
listening to "wireless."
But that was seven years
ago — seven years ! yet
T.C.C. Condensers were
being used by both experimenter and amateur even
in those days. T.C.C.Condensers were as esserr ial
to efficient apparatus then
as they are to day.
Remember, whatever the
circuit, there is a T.C.C.
for it — they're made in
various types for all
purposes.

litre is a .0001 or«.
Mica Condenser Price
Is. tod. each, other
capacities from .0001 to
.01 mfd. Prices is. iced.
at 3r. 6d.

Here is the Blue Spot Minor Chassis—the
all metal Chassis made by Blue Spot to
take the Blue Spot Unit. Simplicity itself
to fix, you can build a fine speaker in
5 minutes. Price 12/6 complete with 9r
cone.
If you prefer a larger Chassis, that does
not need a baffle board to give all the
tone that you could wish for, there is the
Blue Spot Major at 15/-, with a 13" cone.
Just as simple to fix as the Minor.
Remember that the Blue Spot Chassis were
designed to do justice to the Blue Spot
Unit, the finest unit available.

CIDNIDENSEIRS
WEREIIISEIITHEN

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED,
204-6,

Great

Portland

Telephone:

Street,

London,

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales:
H. C.
RAWSON (Sheffield and Londoni, 1.td., too. London Road,
Sheffield
(Telephone — Sheffield
26°06);
185,
Princess
Street,
Manehester
;Telephone—Manchester City 3329.

'11 dvt. Telegraph Condenser Co.. Ltd., Wales Farm Rd.. N. Acton. London. W.3

K2& 9831

La

W.I.

Museum 8630 (4 lines).
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literERTAINWENT
No risk ot

being "let down" in the middle of your

teligidt ,R

zree

44

favourite item, or just when your best friends have looked
in if you use EVER READY BATTERIES
POPULAR POWER
•I

so volts
64
99 „
z05 „
Izo „

•

13/13
14,6
22 /24/ - 27/-

,

vet L

niEgeSir,

'
BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES

THE BEST OF THE
BRITISH UNITS.
•

.111YD

as

4

18/6

e

40111b;r

•

re

c•
V

i

PR ICES :

*
.001
.20

.1MD.

N

°

‘Vnen

you

specified,

stee

Test Voltage 500 D.C.
v.rorking Voltage 240
D.C. or 160 A.C.

Betore you buy a unit for your cone speaker, send
tor aleaflet on this Watmel Unit. Both in theory and
in practice this is the best unit yet turned out either in
this or in any other country.

see
you

HYDRA
know the

circuit calls for the best
condenser money can buy.
Do'not flirt with danger—

1/13

there

5/0

can be any substitute for
HYDRA. Because Ifydra

is

is made

not

by

and

never

specialists—

it is the one and only
product
of
a firm of

Magnets of Cobalt Steel, pole pieces of turbo stalloy.
armature of best charcoal annealed iron, positive adjustment and true four pole action combine to make this a
unit of outstanding performance and sensitivity. Fully
descriptive folder free on application

Telephone :Edgware 0323.

CS,
gage

complete with cone
clamps and aluminium
brackets as shown, enabling exact centre
adjustment to be made.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Mx.

110

world—wide reputation.

That is why HYDRA sales
growing — that is why
you too should insist on
HYDRA.

are

LOUIS
27,
p&T

HOLZMAN,

NEWMAN
LONDON,
Pho,,
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A high tension battery eliminator
suitable for any of the popular receiving sets
requiring a maximum of 20 milliamperes is most
conveniently built up round
WESTINGHOUSE
ALL

METAL

RECTIFIER

TYPE H.T.3.
It has no moving parts or
fragile filaments, and its life
is not limited by chemical
action such as occurs in wet
or dry electrolytic rectifiers.

PRICE

21/-

ONLY

A tested and recommended circuit.
_L

~is,35„,

£ 2,0 J a.,..
rt.!.

4

1YLE 14.1.3

4014.

7 7 11>:=Cbte--Obtainable through any dealer.

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxbv Signal Co., Ltd.,

R.G.D.
Magnetic

Pick Up
The R.G.D. Magnetic Pick-up, as used in the R.G.D.
Radiogramophone.
No record wear, perfect tracking, a
scientific instrument, specially developed for moving
coil speaker reproduction.
Price £3 in bronze, £3 .3 .0
in oxidised silver.

Radiogramophone.

An entirely new six -valve instrument
giving the highest possible quality for
both radio and record, with ample volume,
incorporating the latest design of moving
coil
speaker,
operates entirely from
electric mains, A.C. any voltage, or D.C.
200 liOlt$ or over.
£75 0. 0 in oak.
£80 Mahogany.

Literature on application.

The RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT Co.,
ST. PETER'S PLACE, BROAD ST., BIRMINGHAM.

aï

Alecriseinents fur

The

-

82 York
Rd., King's
London,
N.!. Cross,

The

The R.G.D.

4
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"CONCORD"
SUPERIOR

POWER
TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES

LOUDSPEAKER
EXTENSION
FLEX
mainemmimmam

25 Yards

in carton
with staples

-For
WIRELESS
ALTERNATING CURRENT
TRANSFORMERS FOR ALL
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS, includinz:
6Volts up to 7amps.
7amps.
7amps.
14 Volts up to 7 amps.
20 Volts up to 7 amps.
200 volts up to 254 M.A.
230 Volts up to 250 M.A.
250 Voits up to 250 M.A.

4/6

9 Volts up to
12 Volts up to

HEAVY DUTY
SMOOTHING CHOKES
30 berries 100 N.A. Nag. 700 MA.
tul
„
100 M.A.
„ 100 td.a

rrice

35/-

Price
Each
Also from 15fr

3 5/-

Also from

Full particulars on
application to:—

ELECTRIC WIRE CO., LTD.,
SAWLEY, NR. NOTTINGHAM.

CONCORDIA

NEW

Each

The Appearance of your
Wireless Set.

15/«.

When enquiring please state voltage, and
frequency of supply.

For higher voltage outputs. with /dual
Low Tension Windings, prices on application. stating exact outputs required.

ow you have finished
Guild=
La tset and are proud ot it why
not carry your pride a step further
and enclose it in a "HAEIL011 "cabinet ?
i There is a "KAMILOB" Cabinet to suit every receiver.
Conn and moving coil loud speaker cabinets in oak or
mahogany, beautifully finished in an extensive range of
iiesirns to suit your particular needs.
•ICABILOR " cabinets are spncilied toe !ha Fdidlard Master
Three and Master Five Portable.
A RldCOGNITION OF EFFICIENCY

Obtainable from gour retailer or
from the makers.

William Bayliss Ltd.
Sheepcote Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

Illustrated list sent !re', on realest.

W. & T. LOCK., Ltd,
St. FeSteAr'T
sH
Wurkt,

Makers also of Prosa and Copper Tube,
and Wire.
Contractors to Britià and
Colonial GOV ernal eats, Railways. etc.

//MOTION

t. onion Pl ouroonis • 11,
lo Square, High Holhorn
Men

5:
5:5::..:}:=5::«>:5:515:5C{5e:•::•::{:{:{5:5:}:5{MX:{5:5{:•:5:5.:5::.:

PICTURES'

WITH THE

BABY CINE
By Harold B. Abbott
Issued in conjunction
with
THE
AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHER
PRICE

2/6

NET

By post
2'8

>AB' LOK

Re I

This Handbook has been specially
written
for amateur
cinemato.
graphers, and deals with all the
necessary operations from" taking"
the picture to the developing and
projection of the film.
Amateur
workers will find the volume full of
practical information and useful
suggestions.
"MOTION PICTURES" is addressed in particular to users of
f3aby Ciné outfits, but
nearly all the information
it contains is applicable
to other apparatus.
From all booksellers or
direct from the Publashers•
ELI FEE & SONS LTD.,
Dorset House, Tudor St.,
London, E.C.i

:.:
5:
5:

.

ireless
World

.

The

w

Everyman
Four

:s
3+:

32-PAGE BOOKLET
giving full Constructional Details ot a
remarkably efficient " Two—Control"
Receiver, for Long or Short Waves.
By W. JAMES.

Many constructors have built the set and
have baen delighted with its wonderful
quality and range.
The " Everyman Four" is very sensitive
and has a high degree of selectivity.
The Receiver is easily built and very
simple in operation as it cannot oscillate
if properly set up.
An additional long-wave attachment for
Daventry is described in the booklet.

Price 1/2 post free
From the offices of TUE WIRELESS WORLD,"
Dorset Flous:, Tudor Street, London, F.C.4.

:a.:xxxxxxxxxxmk>:>::ccxxxxxx:‹:****:>*::*::•::‹
MCI,

U/
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For
accuracy
of tuning
TOR OID H.F.

a wavelength
of from 24 to
metres,

TRANSFORMERS
A Complete range
of models, coverinj

from

band
2,000

lee to 11e.

There are no more
sensitive coils than
LEW COS.
The increased selectivity and
accuracy of tuning obtained provide enormous improvement in
the reception of any
set.

SUPER COIL
(Pat. No. 383,7234

Price23.0- 55 0 metres
- 10/6
1000-2000 metres
lee
Interchangeable
Primaries - 3/- & 4/-

For triodes or screen grid
valves with interchangeable
primaries and fitted with the
Standard Leweos Six -Pin
base.

H. F. CHOKE
H. F. CHOKE
DUCON AERIAL
For use on electric
mains.
Absolutely
safe • • - 5/ -

Price 9,-

MINICAP
D.P.D.T.
SWITCH
516

NEUTRALISING
CONDENSER

For baseboard mounting.
Maximum Capacity, 90
anicro-mierotarads, 3/6

If unobtainable from
your dealer, write
direct to usgiving
name and address.

%Jib ¡Ile

REGD.
WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

Visit our STANDS Nos. Al & 182 atthe
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION,
OLYMPIA, New Hall, Sept. 23-Oct. 3.

itlIBILIE
83

rim), Lid., Ducon Works,
London, W.3.

Victoria Roil.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY AND
SMITHS LTD.
Church Road, Leyton,
London, E.10.
Trade CouJaer sal Cab'es Saes.

1, Pledge»: Yard, Golden Lane, LC..

RADIO PRODUCTS

Dubuier Conden.cr Co.

Provides efficient and
reliable performance
on all wavelengths
from 2000 down to
20 metres.

THE NATIONAL RAD I
O
. EXHIBITION

•OLYMPIA=
WS25-055

IIAM ..10114
ADMISSION I/6 DAILY
MN"
Nam o f./a.

N. Acton
©243iS
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in the Cossor Screened Grid Valve all the
elements are interlocked.
This wonderful new
system of construction, developed exclusively by
Cossor, ensures a degree of rieidity and strength
never before attained in any valve. Piece by piece
the Valve is built up— each element supporting and
locking the one before it until, finally, the whole
usseinglv becomes a girder-like construction 'of
enormous strength. Even the hardest blow cannot
cause individual movement or disturb the perfect
alignment of the elements. For performance, for
streneh und biz- long life, use Cossor in your
Screened Grid Receiver— there is no substitute for
the Cossor system of Interlocked Construe/ion.

Made in 3 voltages
for use with 2, 4 and
6-volt Accumulators.

Technical Data:
Filament Current 2-volt type .2
amp., Iand ti volt types .1 amp.
Max. Amnia: Volt. 130, Imp,
dadgee 200,000, Amplification
Factor 200, Grid Bias 1.5 volt,'
at ma, agtode
Volts.
Price
01.
1Y type)

22/6

Cet full details of this
wondelful Cossor Valve
write for leaflet LW.

Cossor
Screened Grid
lValve

O. C. Coster, Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.:,

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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THE B.
B.
C."HUSHHUSH " STATION.
IZOOKMAN'S PARK, the firstfruits of Captain
Eckersley's regional scheme, is now ready for
service, and its inauguration should be, for British
broadcasting, the most important event since the establishment of the B.B.C. The regional scheme has now
been a topic of conversation for some two years since
the plan was first put up by Captain Eckersley, and it
can be said 1:hat it constitutes the first definite step in the
establishment of a permanent scheme to provide alternative programmes throughout the country.
Seeing,
then, that be inauguration of transmissions from this
station is an event of prime importance, why is it that
the B.B.C., in its behaviour with regard to the station,
is acting as 1 the station were something to be ashamed
of, and to be brought into existence with as little commotion and as much secrecy às the B.B.C. can ensure? No
definite date is given, we are told, for the station to
commence work, but it is hinted that the station will
gradually slide into use so that thé public will ail at
5

VOL. XXV . NO. 9.

once wake up to the realisation that a iecond station
is providing regular alternative programmes for the inhabitants of the London area.
Why all this secrecy and caution in putting the station
into operation? If the engineering staff were scared lest
the station should prove afailure, then we might understand this reticence, but, knowing the staff, we have no
reason whatever for doubting that the station of their
design will be efficient as atransmitter.
Confidence of the Public.

We know that criticism of the regional scheme has been
very general, but we had come to the conclusion that the
B.B.C. had been able to live down the criticism and had
by now restored the confidence of the public in the
potentialities of the scheme. So far as we ourselves were
concerned, we- were content, in view of the assurances
which the B.B.C. had given, to wait for the station to
begin operation rather thàn to continue any criticism of
a pessimistic nature. Our only criticism had been because we believed that selectivity in excess of that provided by the circuits of practically all crystal sets and
avery large proportion of the valve receivers at present
in use, would be required within a large radius of the
station in order to avoid the " swamping " effect of the
high power of the two transmissions.
We would have thought that the inauguration of
Brookman's Park as the first station of the regional
scheme would have been the occasion for extreme jubilation on the part of the B.B.C., the listeners, and the
wireless industry. We should have expected that the
opening of the station would have provided a first-class
opportunity for publicity for broadcasting generally, and
that the inauguration would have been a ceremonial
affair in keeping with the importance and dignity of the
occasion.
Make the most of

it.

It is not now too late for the B.B.C. to revise its
plans for the opening of Brookman's Park, and we would
urge the Corporation to consider the advisability of abandoning the "Hush-Hush" policy with regard to the
commencement of the Brookman's Park transmissions,
and letting the occasion be one where no stone will be left
unturned in ensuring the utmost publicity possible for
British broadcasting. The opening ceremony would then
take place just prior to the National Radio Show at
Olympia, and assist very largely in focusing public
attention on broadcasting and its value to the community
at amost opportune moment.

WIFekez
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D.C. ELIMINATOD
A High Tension Unit
with a Double Filter
for Feeding 3., 4. or 5.
Valve Sets from the
"Roughest" of Mains.

11111

ii111111111118111111111111111101111
By W. I. G. PAGE, B.Sc.

A

LTHOUG.H the conversion of supply mains from
direct to alternating current proceeds apace
there are still a large number of districts where
the change has not yet been made, and where a comprehensive D.C. eliminator which can immediately be
modified for A.C. would be welcome. An examination
of the title illustration will show that the eliminator
about to be described is contained within a metal safety
box so designed that opening the lid causes all connection with the mains to be severed and all metal parts
to become " dead." On the right is the filter itself,
and on the left the L.T. accumulator for the receiver
can be placed provided that its overall dimensions do
not exceed 8in. X4in.;‹ 7in. high. Where the mains
have a positive earth connection the accumulator terminals, and probably a film of acid around them, will
have a difference of potential to earth of some 200
volts; it is thus a great advantage, in order to prevent
shock, only to have access to this component after it
h automatically disconnected from the mains.
The
space taken by the accumulator can be used for the
transformer and rectifying equipment, using practically

ÍGOurlesy Ilessr.,.Ferranti.
Fig. 1.—Typical waveform of D.C. supply mains.
The peaks of
the superimposed ripple in the case of a 230—volt supply might
cause a rise to 236 volts and a fall to 224 volts as shown.

•

the same filter if the eliminator be subsequently wanted
for A.C. mains.
Before proceeding to describe the H.T. unit in detail
it would be as well to discuss the nature of a typical
D.C. supply system for the raison d'être of each component part of the filter. In Fig. i is seen an oscil-

logram of a typical 230-volt supply. At the peaks
the instantaneous voltage has risen to 236 and dropped
to 224, and the superimposed ripple waveform is most
irregular. The disturbances are not only a function of
the speed of the generator and the number of commutator bars, but also may be due to switching on
of heterogeneous gear along the line. If a filter
can be designed so that the
ratio of output to input
ripple voltage is under
0.2 from go cycles upwards it would appear
4
from experiment that the
ery " worst " mains, including most mercury arc
systems, can be smoothed
D
+0
to
a hum-free
anode
supply. It is because of
the extremely wide frequency band of disturbFig. 2.—The three—wire sup—
ance which is in direct
ply system.
The consumer
connection with the filter
will either be connected to
A and It
or
C
and
D.
that the D.C. unit chiefly
Owine to the small resistance
R, the neutral lead at the
differs from that for A.C.
consumer's end may have
where
the
transformer
difference
of
potential
to
earth.
isolates the input.
The distribution of D.C. is usually effected by the
three-wire system, as shown in Fig. 2. The central
neutral conductor is earthed at the generating station,
and consumers will either obtain their supply by being
connected to A and B or C and D. In one case the
negative lead A would have a potential difference to
earth of some 200 volts, while in the other case the
positive lead D would have asimilar potential difference.
Since the neutral conductor must have asmall resistance
R. the many hundreds of amperes passing through
it will cause B and C to have a small voltage above
the true earth point E.

LA

E

E

Earth Condenser Considerations.
If me are connected to A and B, the usual earthing
of the negative filament in a receiver connected to the
mains will mean a complete short-circuit of the supply,
6
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Hum Proof D.C. ElIminatoe- If we happen to be connected to C and D, earthing
our negative filament will entail a flow of current
from the neutral conductor to earth, which is forbidden

°--r
fer ee'l

k
.

..

z

e
I

of L3 caused quite a serious hum. It may be found
that with a supply having a negative neutral L3 is not
necessary. In Fig. 3 (a) the simplest D.C. filter is
shown; if the mains happen to be reasonably smooth the
output after it has passed through the necessary voltage-

°
ID
a.

.2

1. 3

0—Lreitiei\

içz

.7)
3 T"

D

L3o
•

0—reeeà.

Fig. 3.—(a) A simple filter for D.C. mains.
The choke 1.2 can
often be dispensed with when dealing with a negative neutral.
Owing to the capacity of the mains a condenser C (ln dotted lines)
in the position shown would be useless. (b) A more ambitious
double filter necessary when the mains are '• rough " and especially useful where mercury arc rectification is used.

under the terms of the agreement with the supply
company.
It is thus clear that an earth condenser
(see C,, Fig. 5) must be included in a D.C. eliminator.
With the three-wire system it is possible for amomentary
fault to arise at the generating station whereby the
plates of the earth condenser may have a potential
difference of twice that of the supply mains; the test
voltage for this component should therefore not be less
than 5oo.
With a positive neutral conductor (A, B, Fig. 2)
there is always a flow of ripple current through the
negative lcad, and it is for this reason that a choke of
high impedance to fluctuating currents and a low
resistance to D.C. (because it is in a common return
wire) must be silterposect. The choke (L s)employed has
an adequate inductance with heavy currents, and its
D.C. resistance is only 145 ohms. When testing the
eliminator on mains with apositive neutral the omission

The whole unit can be lifted from the safety box.
B 7

In the centre is

Fig. 4.—The type of curve given by the double filter of Fig. 3 (b).
Provided that the peak is below 25 cycles the filter is likely to
deliver an output free from ripple.

dropping resistances is probably adequately free from
ripple. It should be mentioned that the mains have such
a large capacity that a condenser C (in dotted lines) of,
say, 2 mfd. shunted across
them serves no useful purpose.
A more ambitious
double filter which is used
ill the present eliminator is
illustrated in Fig. 3 (b). ls
property of smoothing such
rough D.C. circuits as are
produced by mercury arc
rectification is incomparably
better than the circuit •of
Fig. 3 (a) provided that the
values of the chokes and
condensers in the network
are as given in Fig. 5.
The effectiveness of the
double filter to reduce the
amplitude of an applied
ripple voltage at various
frequencies is given in a
typical curve in Fig. 4. Here
there is a distinct natural
resonance
at about
15
the 19-mfd. condenser block.
cycles, but, as has been
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Hum Proot D.C. Eiiminator.—
men tioned
before,
provided that above about 40
cycles the ripple output is
reduced to less than onefifth of the ripple input
there will probably be no
hum heard in the loud
speaker. For further details as to the efficiency of
various filters
reference
should be made to an interesting paper by P. R.
Coursey and H. Andrewes
read before the Institution
of Electrical Engineers.
With the exception of
the earth condenser C„ the
other seven condensers are
in the form of a t9-mfd.
condenser block with tappings in the following
order: 6, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2,
mfd. together with a
common terminal. A composite condenser of this
design con fers the advantage of cheapness and
compactness and involves
considerably less wiring.
Journal I.E.E., Vol. 65,
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5.—The circuit diagram.
1. 1, 32 henrys; L., 20 henrys; 1,, 6 17 henrys ; c2,6 mI'd; c3,4
intd ;ci,2 mfd ; C.-,, 2 infd ; C,,, 2 turd ; (1 7.2 Mid C.0 I add;
2 rind, 500-volt test ; C. to C.
(inclusive) are in the form of a tapped condenser block of IS infd ;
25,000-ohm wire-wounripotentiomeler
R.. 10,000 ohms.
When using a typical screen-grid valve followed by a " I) " type valve
as anode bend detector and a power valve requiring about 23mA. at 159 volts, the other resistance
should have the following values when the mains are 220 volts; 114, 4,000 ohms ; R2, 10,000
ohms;
10,000 ohms; R,, 10 009 ohms; 11.5, 49 000 ohms.

July, 1927.

On the right can be seen the earth condenser above which is the variable wire-wound potentiometer
for critical screen voltage control.

The numbers printed on the
label attached to the condenser
block
correspond
with the condenser numbers
in the circuit diagram of
Fig. 5. e.g., Cs represents
the condenser between 3
and " common."
The remainder of the
eliminator containing voltage-dropping resistances and
condensers calls for little
comment except perhaps for
the critical control scheme
of screen voltage (H.T. +I)
for a screen-grid valve if
one is employed in the
receiver. As is customary
a potentiometer is used—in
this case a fixed clip-in resistance R„ being connected
in series with a wire-wound
25,000 ohm variable potential divider R,.
Such an
arrangement
is desirable
since movement of the slider
does not alter the total value
of Rs and R,, and thus
the
regulation
of
the
feed of H.T. +2 (also a
potentiometer)
is hardly
changed. Whilst R, serves
p$

.Hum Proof D.C. Eliminator,—
as a critical control. of screèn voltage fin. maximum
amplification it can also be used as a very effective

r'""-- 334;

General layout of components.
W
is
the baseboard;
Z the superstructure for resistances, terminals
and potentiometer while X and Y are
the vertical wodden supports to the
inside of each of which are attached
the chokes for the positive mains lead.

X

65/8

hindrance and avoids the difficulty ol a live
spindle passing through the earthed metal cabifiet.
The potentiometer is fixed to the upper surface of
the wooden superstructure by a piece
of brass strip.
It must be remembered that with
a positive neutral, the 'screening,
aerial, loud speaker terminals, L.T.
accumulator and part of the wiring
may have a difference of potential of
approximately 200 volts to earth. If
the aerial-earth circuit of the receiver
belongs to the isolated loose-coupled
variety a lead niust be taken from the
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volume ccntrol.
A •small but
thick ebonite knob is used oh
the potentiometer so that a sawcut. can be made in its head
for control by a screwdriver
through OW of the vent holes in
the safety box.
This allows the
chassis to be lifted •out without

5Y4.

receiver earth to the terminal marked'
"earth terminal of set" on the
H.T. unit.
If the receiver has a
direct-coupled aerial circuit no such
connection is required as the necessary
contact
has
already
been
made through H.T. —. To prevent
the possibility of shock from »
the

\‘,

LIST OF
1 Safely hox, 13 - X 10" x 71" (Ferranti).
1 L.F. choke, 6117 henrys (B.2 Ferranti).
1 L.?. choke, 20 henrys (Pye).
1 L.F. choke, 32 henrys (Pye).
.
Variable high resistance wire-wound pdenttomder, !to 25,000
ohms (Electrad- Truvolt, Rothermel).
6 Residences and holders (Ferranti).
1 Condenser block, 19-mfd. .500-volt lest (type BE.46 Dubilier)
(6, 1, 2, 2, 2. 2, 1mfd. tappings in this order).
1 Fixed 'condenser, 2 mfd. 500-volt D.C. test (Dubilier).

PARTS.
7 Terminals (Tapa).
6 Spade ends (Ltsenin).
6 Wire labels (" Collage," S. H. Collett Manufacturing Co.,
60, Pentonville Road, London, N.1).
1 Baseboard, 12f" x 9r.
1 Lampholder adaptor.
Multi-ply wood, 20" X
Systofiex, screws, wire, etc.
Terminal strip, 1" X 9" X is.

Approximate cost of all parts, £7

5r.

-Ss.
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earthed, as are also the cases of the chokes and conHum Proof D.C. Eliminator.—
aerial, aseries aerial condenser, if not already embodied!, idensers. The fuses in series with the switch in the lid
should be fitted inside the receiver. The loud speaker of the box are rated to blow at one ampere and protect
can be isolated with an output transformer, or, if a the various components in the event of serious overchoke-filter output is employed, condensers on either load or short-circuit. A terminal for " real " earth has
been arranged on the terminal strip so that the earth
side of the speaker are necessary. To give absolute
wire to be found in the flexible cable from the safety
immunity from shock the receiver and eliminator should
box can be disregarded, and the projecting end together
really be housed in one box the lid of which, when
with the metal label cut off.
lifted, could be arranged to disconnect the mains. Such
The eliminator by reason of the
interchangeable resistances used can
he made suitable for 3-, 4- and 5-valve
sets having various circuits. The feed
H.T. + i can be used for the screen
voltages of either one or two screened
Cenerni wiring plan.
The lamp—
valves, whilst H.T. +2 can safely
holder adaptor and lampholders to
supply the anode requirements in
which it may be attached should be
suitably marked to prevent the input
either case. If one or two neutralised
to the eliminator being reversed.
triodes are fed from H.T. +2 then R.

o

o

H.T.4

H.T. 3

H.

48

icir
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0
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an elaborate scheme is hardly justified in view of the
short life of the 'remaining D.C. systems in this country.
It should be noted that the safety box is a new model
having dimensions as shown in the list of parts. It is

should be removed from its holder.
For an anode-bend detector H.T. +3
fed from the potentiometer 12 2,12 2,R,
is used. For leaky grid rectification.
H.T. +3 would be used, but R, would
be removed. The lead H.T. +4 will
supply plate current for a power valve
or two valves in push-pull provided
that the total current passing through
L, and L2 does not exceed about
50 mA. If the full mains voltage (less
a small drop due to the chokes) is required for the
last stage, R, can be removed and a short-circuiting
bar put in its place.
It will be seen that separate series feeds.are arranged
B IO
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Hum-proof D.C. Eliminator.—

in The Wireless World oi November 28th, 1928.
for each valve, the only exception to this being in the
The resistance values given under Fig. 5 are suitable
case of a two-stage high-frequency amplifier where the
for a receiver such as the " Megavox-Three," but in
screens and anodes can be safely fed from H.T. +
this case R5 need not be removed for leaky grid
and H.T. +2. It is, of course, assumed that a receiver
detection.
incorporating such an amplifier would be well deAs to performance, the eliminator was tried with
coupled. The filtering scheme between L2 and the revarious Wireless World receivers, and was found
ceiver is so generous that separate chokes have not been
to give an output in which no superimposed ripple
found necessary in the leads H.T. +4 and H.T. +3.
could be heard even with a moving-coil speaker.
A
Owing to• the multiplicity of -supply voltages and the
commercial kit set in which very few decoupling devices
wide range of anode currents taken by valves it is were included gave no tr-uble from hum or motorquite impossible to give any specific values for the boating. When the time comes for conversion to A.C.
resistances R, to R5. Should the amateur possess a reference must be. made to an article under the title
milliammeter it is an easy matter to see that the feed
" Megavox Eliminator" which appeared in the issues
currents at H.T. +2, H.T. +3 and H.T. +4are the same dated December 12th and r9th, 1928.
.„
as when the valves are supplied from a battery of
known voltage. Failing this, reference should be made
This eliminator is available for inspection by readers at lke
to an article by the author- entitled "Dropping Volts,"
Editorial Offices: 116-717, Fleet Street, Lawton, E.C.4.
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TRANSATLANTIC

CABLE

TELEPHONY

POSSIBLE?

Using the S.G. Valve in an Attenuation.Correcting Amplifier..
SCENT statements in the Press indicate that there is under
currents of the telephonic range. This upper frequency attenuaconsideration the project of laying a submarine telephone
tion is much mora acute with a long submarine cable ; and the
cable across the Atlantic. •Such a system would have obvious
problem of reproducing the original signals consists in amplifyadvantages in its reliability; secrecy, and immunity from fading
ing the highest frequency of the commercial speech range many
tied jamming, itrid, if it were economically sound, and as efficient
thousand times as much as the lowest frequency, the amplificaelectrically as commercial landtion naturally being progressive. This difficult problem has
line systems, it would not only
been solved by using the principle of a combination of screenbe a great scientific achieve,. grid valve and a special transformer having a resonance
nient but an enterprise of interfrequency below 7,000 cycles, the characteristic of the combinanational value.
tion being shown in the accompanying diagram. Several units
The technical difficulties inare placed in cascade in the receiving amplifier for the proposed
volved are considerable, but in
cable, and the output to the landline is controlled by varying
view of published information
the voltage applied to the last stages, which give uniform
available it would appear that
amplification with frequency.
•
they have been overcome. Some
Data for an actual receiving amplifier show a measured voltunusual problems are centred
age amplification of five million at a frequency of 2,000, which
around the terminai apparatus.
amplification is 40,000 times as great as the value at the lowest
Repeaters or amplifiers for corfrequency considered. An interesting comparison is afforded
recting distortion are usually
by the fact that repeaters used on two- and four-wire systems
Frequency characteristic of the
inserted at intervals of 70 to 120
of landlines have voltage amplifications of 30 and 900 respecscreen—grid amplifier arranged
tively at 2,000. cycles.
to give a resonance below 7,000 miles in landline practice in
order to augment the weakened
cycles.
•
Input Correction.
signals and at the same time to
compensate for tha loss of upper frequencies. With this require•
The noVei amplifying-correcting principle is also employed in
ment in mind it is somewhat bewildering to imagine a distance
the transmitter or Outgoing end of the cable. The output from
approaching 2,000 miles to be covered without any intermediate
the subscriber's microphone, after reaching the terminal station
repeating apparaus. Fantastic notions of supporting electrical
of the cable, passes into the screen grid valve-transformer
equipment on buys or sinking it to the sea bed are quite imstages of. the transmitter to boost the upper frequencies beyond
practicable. The landline with its repeaters is in many respects
their original value, thence to the transmitting valves, and
analogous to a bridge with a number of piers at intervals,
finally to the cable. This " shaped" input to the cable has
whilst the Atlantic 'cable is like a mighty suspension bridge •specific advantages.
The total voltage amplification of the
supported ouly at its extremities and requiring colossal piers.
receiver and transmitter probably approaches 100 million, which
In a similar manner the cable requires super-amplifiers.
figure has never before been realised in submarine cable
' •engineering.
Enormous Amplification of the Upper Frequencies.
This interesting information has been extracted from a patent
Now many readers have undoubtedly had the experience of
specification granted to Dr. N. W. McLachlan and Mr. W. 8.
listening to broadcasting relayed over poor landlines which
Smith. We look forward with assurance to the day when transhave absorbed, owing to their high capacity, the upper frequency
atlantic cable telephony is inaugurated.
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U.S. airplane with vertical aerial.

The Work of the Radio Beacons.
LTHOUGH services for the transportation of pas- in process of erection on the airways of the United
States for the purpose of marking out the airway routes
sengers by air are expanding rapidly, they are at
present far from attaining that reliability which is so that the pilot can, regardless of fog, keep accurately
on his course and receive a definite intimation when
so essential in a public service. The greatest obstacle
he has reached the landing field.
to air passenger traffic arises from the hazards of the
The radio beacon is aspecial
weather.
Airways and airkind of transmitter located
ports are now being provided
near to the landing ground of
in abundance in this country
an airport.
The ordinary
and abroad, aircraft of adesimple antenna is replaced by
quate strength are more and
two loop aerials spaced at an
more available, every proviangle to each other and rigidly
sion is offered for the comfort
fixed in space. The two loops
and convenience of the air
IL4.1 re nu.,
are excited by acommon hightraveller, and yet air traffic
frequency supply, but the incan still be halted when low
dividual aerial currents are
visibility prevents the pilot
modulated at a different low
from seeing his landmarks or
frequency. The current in one
lights on the ground.
Deloop is modulated by an audioprived of all landmarks and
frequency of 65 cycles and the
under intense strain to mainother 85 cycles per second.
tain equilibrium, the aviator is
Each of the aerials emits a
then compelled to abandon
directional wireless beam, so
dependence on his senses and
that an aeroplane flying along
to navigate according to the
a line equidistant between the
information conveyed to him
two beams will receive two
by his instruments.
A pilot
signals of equal intensity, one
can continue flying safely in fog
from each beam. Should the
by means of devices such as
aeroplane deviate from this
the altimeter, turn indicator
line,
which represents the
and compass, but it is only by
direct route to the landing
the help of radio that he can be
ground, it receives a stronger
certain to keep on a given
signal from one beam than.
course and find an invisible
from the other.
aerodrome.
An ingenious indicator on
A radio beacon system' is
THE RADIO BEACON INDICATOR is the topmost
instrument seen In this 'view of the cockpit.
The two
the instrument board of the
J. H. Dellinger, Journal Ameriwhite spots mark the extremities of reeds which vibrate
aeroplane shows when the
can I.E.E., Feb., zo29.
vertically when the radio beacon is tuned in.
..i
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Air Navigation by Wireless.—
signals from the two beams are being received with equal
intensity. The low-frequency modulation of the incoming waves cause two small reeds to vibrate. One reed,
on the pilot's right, is tuned to 65 cycles per second,
while the other, on his left, is tuned to 85 cycles per
second.
The tips of the
reeds are painted white
against a dark background,
so that when vibrating each
appears as a vertical white
line. If the two white lines
are of equal length, i.e., the
reeds are vibrating at the
same intensity, the pilot is
on his correct course. If the
one on his right becomes
longer than that on his left
the aeroplane has drifted off
the course to the right, and
vice versa. Thus, if the pilot
deviates from the regular
course, either accidentally or
to avoid a stormy area, the
radio beacon makes this
apparent, and shows the
way back. The great advantage of the radio beacon
system over other kinds of
homing devices, such as
compasses, is that if the
machine is blown off its
The new radio beacon and
original
course by side
operating hut at Mitchell
Field, N.Y.
winds the destination point
can still be located.
The
radio beacon creates an invisible thread along which the
•aeroplane travels as unerringly as atrain on rails.

World
induction operated equipment. With each revolution he
picks up a signal from the smaller loop, indicating that
he is above his landing place. When sufficiently low he
is then able to plunge through the fog and make a safe
landing.
The Capacity Altimeter.

This method presupposes the installation on the aeroplane of a reliable altimeter. In this department, too,
radio principles are applied with considerable success.
The capacity altimeter determines the distance from the
ground by means of two condenser plates on the 'plane.
As the ground is approached the electrical capacity
change affords an indication of height, though, unfortunately, the changes in capacity are too minute to be
observed at heights above zoo feet. Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson, the well-known American research worker, has
recently experimented with an altimeter in which use is
made of the direct reflection of radio waves between aeroplane and ground.
The whole receiving system as used on the U.S. airways comprises a zo-foot vertical rod aerial, a small
indicator unit on the instrument board weighing one
pound, a receiving set weighing less than zolb., which
may also be used to pick up radio telephone signals, and
a zolb. battery.
Besides being sensitive, the receiver is highly selective,

Arriving at the Aerodrome.

In foggy weather, however, the pilot's troubles are not
ended when he has succeeded in keeping his -machine
in the invisible " permanent way." Sooner or later he
will come to the " buffer stops" at the end of the
journey, and his task is then to make a blindfold landing. He must be told, therefore, of the moment when
he passes over the radio beacon. The indicator is intended to provide this information. As he flies over the
beacon there is a sudden relaxing of the reeds, due to a
region of zero signal strength immediately above the
transmission tower, and he is able to locate the landing
grou.nd to within zoo feet. This arrangement works well
in theory, but in practice it cannot be said that the
problem of landing in fog has been completely solved.
A costly but more reliable method of .
guiding aeroplanes to their landing ground in fog is employed in this
country and France and is known as the " leader cable"
system. A straight side of a buried loop of cable, oval
in shape and measuring possibly as much as 6X 2 miles,
runs through the aerodrome. Adjacent to this straight
side and encircling the portion of the aerodrome which
is free for landing purposes is a second and smaller
buried 19op. The pilot gradually descends in circles,
following the track of the larger loop by means of his
8 13

Setting
lead-in

the ‘. noniometer" at the Mitchell Field beacon.
conductors are connected to aerials at the four points
of the compass.
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Air Navigation by Wireless.—
with interstage shielding as well as shielding against interference from the magneto. The vibrating reeds assist,
of course, in securing selectivity. Remote control tuning
is employed, so that the set may be placed in any part
of the machine.
The abandonment of the trailing wire aerial has come
as a welcome relief to airmen. Not only was it a source
of anxiety due to the risk of entanglement with objects
on the ground, but it played strange directional tricks

The aerial

beacon

indicator dismantled
of operation.

to show

the

principle

at night and at times when high winds prevailed. A.
great virtue of the vertical pole aerial is that it is nondirective.
The radio beacons are designed to operate over the
wavelength band of 925 to 1,050 metres.
While a beacon system can mark out the airway
routes, it can give no help to the flier on an independent
Change of Address.
Pertrix, Ltd., 120, Tottenham Court
Road. London, W.1, announce that, owing
to continued expansion of business, more
comiluidions premises have been acquired
at Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, W.C.2. The telephone
number is Temple Bar 7971 (four lines).
0000

Cliftophone and Records, Ltd., "Radio
Dept.," 95, Park Street, Southwark, London. S.F..1, have acquired new premises
at Woodstock Road, Shepherd's Bush,
London, W.12. The telephone number is
Riverside 4611.
0000

New Branch Office.
Messrs
Ward and Goldstone, Ltd.,
Frederick Road, Pendleton, Manchester,
have opened a branch establishment at
Upton's Yard, 49a, Briggate, Leeds. The
telephone number is Leeds 26812, and the
telegraphic address Multum, Leeds.

TRADE
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course. Two methods of adapting radio to this navigational need are in use.
In the first, .radio direction finding stations are maintained at various air ports, and each aeroplane carries
both a transmitting and receiving set.
Upon request
by the pilot, two or more of the direction finding
stations determine the direction of travel of wireless waves
from the 'plane. Combining their determinations, they
calculate the aeroplane's position and send this information by radio to the pilot.
The second method of
helping the independent
flier is the rotating radio
beacon. This is a radio
transmitting
station, •
located at an air port,
which has a rotating directive aerial,
causing a
beam of wireless waves to
sweep constantly around.
A special signal indicates
when the beam passes
through north.
A pilot
listening for this beacon's
signal with his receiving
set can determine
his
A stop -watch
used
for
direction by the time which
direct reading from the experimental
rotating
wireless
elapses between the north
beacon at Orfordness, Sufsignal and the instant when
folk.
The watch is started
from zero when the beacon
the beam is heard with
gives the " north" signal
and is stopped when signals
maximum intensity. The
are loudest, the beacon roelapsed time is determined
tating at the same speed as
the watch hand.
by means of a stop-watch,
which can be calibrated to read direction.
Commercial reliability of air travel would seem to depend entirely on the use of radio.
Certainly any,
practical scheme for atransoceanic air service would require directional radio aid, particularly for asystem such
as that involving anumber of seadromes anchored across
the ocean.

NOTES.

1

Change of Name.
The Electron Company, I.td., 122. Charing Cross Road, London, V.C.2, lias
changed its name to: The Six-Sixty
Radio Company, Ltd.
The addrets remains is hitherto.
o000

Catalogues

Received. •

Messrs. Wright and Weaire, Ltd., 740,
High Road, Tottenham, London, N.17.—
Illustri.
ited catalogue of " Wearite" components
0000

Messrs Whiteley. Boneham and Co.,
Ltd.,
Nottingham
Road,
Mansfield,
Notts.—Illustrated folder dealing with
the Lodestone Moving Coil loud speaker;
also cabinet tone speakers and valve
holders.

Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd., Imperial
Works, High Street. Edgware. Middlesex.
—Descri pt ive
folder
of the \Vat me'
balanced armature loud speaker unit ;also
constructor's blue-print of the 1929 "Imperial Three " receiver.
0000

•
Messes. Claude Lyons, Ltd., 76, Old
Hall Street, Liverpool—Deseript ive folder
of the " B.A.T." L.T. battery eliminator
for A.C. mains: also illustrated leaflet
describing the " B.A.T." push-pull output "Gtamo-Radio " two-stage amplifier.
0000

Columbia Gramophone Co., Ltd., 102109, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C.1.—
The
Columbia
Review
and
current
monthly list of new gramophone records.
0000

Mollard Wireless Service Co., Ltd.,
IMullard House. Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.—Illustrated leafier of Mallard " Pure Music Speaker" type " H."
8 14
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RADIO on Me" BRE MEN"
i

Fligh.speed Telegraphy, Telephony and Shorteweve Equipments..

i

r

new Norddeutche Lloyd liner Bremen, which
has recently established a new transatlantic speed
record, is equipped with the .
most modern type
of radio apparatus. Its transmitters and receivers embody many new and interesting recent developments of
the Telefunken Company.
The transmitter, which is of the oscillator-driven type,
is readily adapted to give continuous wave, interrupted
continuous wave and telephony. Wavelengths of from
500 to 3,000 metres are provided, and the aerial energy
is 3 kW.
The circuit arrangement permits of exact
calibration of the master oscillator, and wavelength
changes are effected in less than thirty seconds. Direct
current at 4,000 volts is taken from a rotary machine.
In addition to the main transmitting equipment are three
other transmitters. One of these is a short-wave longNHE

The Bremen's radio cabin. The main transmitter control is in
while several of the receiving sets can be seen.
1

15

distance set using 7oo watts. This again includes acalibrated drive oscillator and intermediate circuit. Provision is made for telephony transmission with this shortwave set, and in order to conform to the requirements
of the Washington Convention, long-distance telephony
transmissions will be transferred from the main transmitter to this equipment after January 1st next. A
medium-wave transmitter is also installed for handling
traffic at short range, and consists of a modulated C.W.
set with awave range of 580 to 830 metres and an aerial
power of about 200 watts. In addition there is the
emergency equipment, which is an accumulator-driven
spark set and arranged to be independent of the ship's
power supply.
Various receiving sets are installed for independently
working on the several wave ranges, while a complete
receiver with loud speaker output is kept
permanently tuned to 600 metres for the
reception of distress signals. Automatic
high-speed keying facilitates the handling
of a large amount of traffic, which is
disposed of through the German station
at Norddeich and the American station
at Marion.
A keying speed of 250
words a minute is maintained. A staff
of six operators is required to conduct
the wireless service, while the radio
direction-finding gear "which is also installed is handled by the navigating
staff. Two of the motor-driven lifeboats
are equipped -for transmission and reception. Power is derived from a 24volt accumulator of roo ampere-hour
capacity •
and applied to an alternating
'current generator.
Reception by both
valve and crystal .is provided. Collapsible masts support a small two-wire
aerial. Similar radio equipment to that
of the Bremen is being installed aboard
the centre
the Europa, now under constructic
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The NEON L
AMP
S TA '3 I
LI SEP. —
How

Feed=back can be Avoided
in Eliminators.

r
ir

By S. O.

PEARSON,

B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E

HERE are many wireless receiving sets in,
existence in which the output valve or valves
are of the high voltage type, requiring anything
from 300 to 5oo volts on the plates, whereas the preceding valves are of the more usual type which operate
with plate voltages of 150 or less. In a great many
instances an extra stage employing the push-pull system
with valves of the L.S.5A class has been added to an
existing set for the purpose of driving a moving-coil
type loud speaker.
With such a set the use of a high-tension battery
eliminator is almost essential on account of the prohibitive cost of batteries with sufficiently high voltage
and ampere-hour capacity. Now, it is already well
known that very special precautions have to be taken
when a battery eliminator is used, to prevent feed-back

R2

C

A.C.

/

MAINS
500 VOLT
ELIMINATOR

e_

RECEIVER
INITIAL
STAGES

R1

4PUSH PULL
UNIT

L_

rag. 1.—Schematic diagram showin ,::
used for stabilising in u composite set
values of H.T. voltage are required.
should have a value of

how a neon lamp may be
where two widely differing
NJ... is the neon lamp.
C
2 to 4 mfd.

effects due to its high internal resistance. These effects,
if not counteracted, usually result in continuous oscillation at a very low frequency. the phenomenon being
commonly referred to as " motor boating."
This
subject has been fully dealt with in previous numbers
of The Wireless World, and methods of prevention have
been explained, so that it will not be necessary to give
more than a brief reference, here. So far, the system
of anode-feed filter circuits developed by Messrs.
Ferranti has proved the most successful scheme for
the prevention of 'motor boating "; the plate circuits
of all but the last stage are fed through series resistances

with large by-pass condensers to prevent the current
variations from passing through the eliminator and
its filter circuits. Unless the push-pull arrangement
is employed the loud speaker is connected to the last
valve through the usual choke-capacity filter system.
Some time ago the writer had occasion to use a note
magnifier with three stages of amplification before the
push-pull output stage. The actual valves used, taken
in order, were D.E.5B, D.E.5, D.E.5A, and two L.S.5A
valves in push-pull, the first and second and the second
and third stages being resistance-coupled. The pushpull portion was built as a separate portable unit. An
eliminator was constructed to give 5oo volts with an output of about 70 milliarnps., the usual smoothing circuit
being included. Both H.T. supply and grid bias for the
L.S.5A valves were obtained from the eliminator by
including a resistance in the negative H.T. lead as
shown at R, in the schematic diagram of Fig. r. Under
working condition.; the voltage on the plates was 375,
with a negative grid bias of 125, making a total of
500 volts from the eliminator. The three preceding
valves were to be operated with a high-tension voltage
not much in excess of 150, so that it was necessary to
connect a high resistance R2 in the main H.T. lead
supplying these stages.
It Will be realised at once that to obtain stable operation of four stages of low-frequency amplification, where
the valves were all supplied from the same eliminator,
presented no easy problem. The system of separate series
feed resistances and by-pass condensers proved to be
inadequate in this somewhat special case. At first it
appeared that the only solution would be to supply
the first two stages independently from a battery, but
such a scheme defeated the objects in view. It was
fully realised that any small change in current through
the high resistance R2 would result in a relatively large
change of voltage on the plates of valves r, 2 and 3,
and that should the filaments of these valves be inadvertently switched off before the H.T. supply the full 500
volts would build up across the various by-pass condensers
in this part of the amplifier, with disastrous results,
since it was designed for a working voltage of 150 only.
It was obviously necessary to connect some sort of
B 16
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a amber.—
permanent load in parallel to eliminate this danger
and to reduce the voltage variations due to the changes
in the useful load current.
It was here that the use of a neon lamp •
suggested
itself on account of its special properties: A neon lamp
does not behave like an ordinary resistance; a given
change in the voltage applied to the lamp results in a
very large change of current compared with the current
change which occurs in an ordinary resistance for the
same variation of voltage, the initial current being the
same in each case.
And so aneon lamp with the safes
ty resistance removed
from the cap .was connected In parallel with the lowvoltage part of the amplifier. The result was highly
successful from the outset, and led to further experiments which proved that the inclusion of a neon lamp
in this manner was of great advantage in any receiver
where the eliminator voltage exceeded 15o when on
load. The writer has found that oscillation and "motor
boating " cease entirely even when the anode feed,
resistances are omitted. With the four-stage note magnifier referred to above no resistances were required
other than the series resistance R. necessary to drop
the voltage' down to the requisite level. .Fig. i gives
a schematic diagram of the arrangement used.
The Neon Lamp as

D.C. Characteristics of Neon Lamp.
It will be helpful first to discuss the chief characleristics of a neon lamp in order that as simple an
explanation as possible may be given as to why its
inclusion has such a beneficial effect. Later actual
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mounted inside the cap in order to prevent the pos:..
sibility of an arc forming between the electrodes when
the lamp is switched on to the mains: For our purpose
it is necessary that this resistance shou ld be removed, or that a lamp without any ballasting resistance be
purchased from the manufacturers.
When the requisite voltage is applied to the electrodes
of a neon lamp the glow is formed over the entire

3.—Diagram enabling the
relationship between voltage and
current for the neon lamp to be
obtained in the form of an equa-

tion similar to that for a battery
on charge.

F. 4.—When a resistance R is
connected in series with the neon
lamp, the voltage V across the
lamp varies only slightly when
R is varied over a wide range.

surface of the cathode, or negative electrode, while
the anode does not glow at all unless the voltage is
excessive.
It is important to note that the initial
current taken by the lamp when switched on cold is
very much greater than the final steady value to which
the current falls after the gas in the bulb has had time
to warm up. The current attains a steady value after
about four or fiye minutes, and this may be less than
half the initial value.
If the voltage applied to the lamp is gradually in'creased from zero it is found that no current whatever
flows and no glow occurs until the voltage reaches a
definite critical value, at which the current suddenly
jumps up from zero to something like 30 milliamps.,
and then gradually drops to about half this value as
the lamp heats up, the applied voltage being maintained
constant at the critical value a.t which the current
commenced.
,

1.

Critical Starting Voltage of Neon Lamp.
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2.—Static characteristic curve of neon lamp. The circuit
gement for obtaining the curve is shown.

figures are given showing how pronounced the stabilising effect really is and at the same time indicating how
the circuit is designed to suit any particular set of
conditions.
.The neon lamp in its commercial form has a steadying or hallastiqg resistance connected in series and
B 17

For aparticular lamp tested the glow was established
when the applied E.M.F. reached 171 volts, and after
about five minutes the current, with this voltage maintained, settled down to asteady value of 14.7 milliamps.
The voltage was then increased in steps and the corresponding values of the current noted, the results of
these observations being shown by the graph of Fig. 2.
It will be seen that the graph is a straight line—a
point of considerable importance, as will be seen later.
On reducing the voltage again in stages it was found
that the current did not cease to flow when the critical
starting voltage of 171 was reached and passed, but
continued to fall according to the same straight-line
law until, at 147 volts, it suddenly ceased and the
lamp went out. Fig. 2 gives the complete cycle of
current changes for variation of voltage from zero up
to 200 and back again to zero.
As the lamp
should not be run at voltages above about 200 without
the safety resistance in the cap we see that, once the
glow is established, we have a useful voltage range
from about 15o to 200.
If the graph is projected
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The Neon Lamp as aStabiliser.—
downwards to meet the voltage•Txis, as shown by the
dotted line, the intersection occurs at about 135 volts,
a figure which we shall have to make use of in the
- calculations to follow.
The fact that the current varies according to astraightline law renders the theory and calculations relating
to our particular problem so delightfully simple that we
only need to use Ohm's law. The first thing we require to know is the equation showing the relation
between voltage and current. If the current in amps.
is plotted against voltage, as in Fig. 3, and the graph.„
produce d downwards to meet the voltage axis at Ai
.we see at once that the current is exactly proportional to
the amount by which the voltage exceeds the value
OA. Let OA=e volts, and let I be the current when
_the voltage applied to the lamp is OB= V, where, V
is greater than e.
"Neon Lamp Equivalent to Floating Battery.

Then I is proportional to AB, and AB •-= V —e;that
•
is to say, the current is proportional to the difference
between the applied voltage V and a constant back
E.M.F. of value e, or, in other words,

' .j!

is a
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tion showing the relation- betv:reen voltage and curre t
for this lamp bécomes
V—135 .
I=
amps.
2,500.
for voltages greater than Ill.
Clearly then the use of the neon lamp in parallel
with a variable load is equivalent to the use of a floating battery whose internal resistance is 2,500 ohms and
whose E.M.F. is 135 volts, and it will have the 'sam
smoothing effect as such a battery. At first sight thi
resistance might appear to be foci high to allow of efficient stabilising, but, of course, this depends on the
relative resistance of the useful load in parallel wit
the lamp. For an average case of, say, ro milliamps
at 150 volts, the load resistance is 15,000 ohms—sever
times greater than the equivalent battery resistance o
the neon lamp. It must be remembered that the lam
itself only takes asmall current in spite of its low equiva
lent resistance, on account of the back E.M.F.
plain resistance of 2,500 ohms in parallel with the loa
.
would certainly have the same smoothing effect, bu
would take such a large current that the eliminato
would be overloaded and the voltage pulled down to
very low figure.

The Value of the Series Resistance.
•
constant. These are exactly the same conditions whiéh
First
consider
a circuit consisting of a variable r
obtain when a battery is being charged, the charging
sistance
R
in
series
with the• neon lamp, as shown i
current being equal to the difference between the applied E.M.F. and the back E.M.F. divided by the Fig. 4. Let E be the value of aconstant voltage suffi-resistance.
Thus we can liken the neon lamp to r
a ciently great to light the lamp applied to the ends o
battery on charge and apply the usual methods of the circuit, and let V be the resulting voltage across
the lamp itself. Then the voltage across R will be
1
(E —V), and by Ohm's law the current is
000
„ E—V
—
amps
or

E—V

But by equation (1)

ohms.
I—

V —135
__
2

Co

E—V
ohms
(2)
v—135
This enables us to determine the series resistance
necessary to give any desired voltage across the lamp
with a given supply voltage E. For instance, with an
eliminator giving 500 volts, if we desired 190 volts across
the lamp, with the valves representing the useful load
switched off, the necessary series resistance would be
5bo —190
R =2,50o
—14,10o ohms. 190 —135
A nuniber of values have been worked out in this
manner for a500-volt supply, and the voltage V obtained for various values of R is given by the curve
of Fig. 5. The outstanding feature shown by the curve
is that the voltage across the lamp varies only slightly
for relatively large changes of resistance above ro,000
ohms. For instance, raising the series resistance from
15,000 to 30,000 ohms lowers the voltage across the
lamp from 186 to 163, a matter of only just over .12
per cent. This indicates that the series resistance need
not be critically adjusted to the value calculated.
(To be concluded.) -

and, therefore, R =2,5oo

200

100
o

amps.

59 °

5000

10000
SERIES

15000

20000

RESISTANCE

25000

30000

(OHMS)

rig. 5.—Curve showing how the voltage across the neon lamp
•varies as the series resistance is increased.
The supply voltage
was assumed constant at 500 volts.

calculation.
For instance, .(V —e)II=r, where r
the internal resistance of the equivalent battery, e is
its E.M.F., and V the applied charging voltage.
Referring to Fig 2 again, we see that for the lamr;
under test, e= 135, and that when V=160 volts, I=io
milliamps. or o.or amp.
Therefore r= I6°—

135

—2,500

ohms,

and the equal
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Events of the Week
MAZDA

VALVES.

As the result of an arrangement between the Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.,
the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
and Metro-Vick Supplies. Ltd.. the wellknown valves of these three companies
(Ediswan, Mazda and Cosmos) will. in
fume be marketed entirely by the
Edison-Swan Company, who have taken
over the selling organisation as from
August 12th. and they will all be known
as the " Mazda " valves.
At the same time we understand that
the three individual companies can still
supply sonic of their last year's types if
these valves are specifically required for
replacements in existing sets
one)o

WIRELESS SHOW IN ROUMANIA.

The fit st Iitternatimuil Exhibition. of
Radio and Electrical Household Apparatus
will be held in Bucharest from September
1st to 20th, at which it is expected that
manufacturers from all countries in
Europe Nv i11 be represented.
noon

THE

CURSE

OF

BABEL.

It is stated that the one official language
to be used at the World Radio Conference
to 1»e held at The Hague will be French.
This, we understand, has aroused protests, especially from America, as it is not
easy to find men who combine the understanding of wireless technicalities with a
fluent eommand of the French language.
It has been suggested that use might be
made of the Filene-Finlay system of translation, as at the Geneva Conferences.
where" delegates are provided with head
telephones, connected with sundry mitro phones into which experts translate the
speeches, sentence by sentence as they are
delivered, into the required languages.
The
difficulty,
however,
would
still
remain of fincling ready translators with
the necessary technical knowledge of the
intricate problems of wireless transmission
and reception
CI 0 0 0

.BY

LAND

LINE

TO

AMERICA..

A rival too transatlantic wireless telephony is projected by the American Telegraph and Telephone Company, who have
decided to lay a telephone cable between
Frenehport, Co. Mayo, and Newfoundland,
which will eventually link up
London and New York by wired telephony.
B 19

PROGRESS

in
AT

BROOXMAN'S

Brief Review.

PARE.

Testing in the new regional station is in
energetic progress. I-modulated carrier
waves have for some time been transmitted from its aerials, and by the time
these notes are published it is ()reliable
that modulated tests will be broadcast
outside the regular programme hours.
0000
RESERVE YOUR JUDGMENT.

Listeners who may chance to hear these
preliminary tests should not, however,
judge the station by them, as the power
Is often considerably varied, and it is
unlikely that the transmitters will be
called on to work to their full capacity
with an output of 50 kW. to the aerial,
even when employed for the regular
broadcast service.
Engineers are very conservative, and
like to have a little extra in reserve. It
may also be found expedient to use rather
more power for the shorter wavelength,
as the aim ef the B.B.C. is to get equal
strength for both programmes at the
normal outward limit of the area to be
served., and the 261 metre wavelength may
show signs of attenuation more rapidly
than that of 356 metres.
0 0
00
BELGIAN

WIRELESS

SALON.

The annual Brussels Radio Salon will
be held this year in the Palais du Cinauantaire horn October 12th to 21st.
c000

SHORT—WAVE

SETS

ON

SHIPS.

Owing to the extreme ranges obtainable at comparatively low powers with
short-wave sets, they are being installed
on an increasing number of ships.
Marconi Company has recently produced
a short-wave combined telegraph and telephone transmitter known as Type T.N.7,
with which communication has been established over distances of more than 6.000
0000
BROACCAST COPYRIGHT IN FRANCE.

The Lit igatien Committee of the French
Educelm Department bas derided that
university professors have a legal right to
authors' royalties when their lectures are
broadcast.
0000
ANOTHER AUTUMN SALON.
Bordeaux will hold its wireless salon
this year from October 25th to November 3rd.

STOLEN

GOODS.

Messrs Whittingham, Smith and Co.,
of Park Royal, N.W.I0, ask us to state
that on the night of August 15th four
" Portadyne " Junior Receivers in hide
cases were stolen from their works and
that they would be glad to hear front any
dealers ()it others to whom they may be
offered.
The serial numbers are 2178,
2181, 2185 and 2091.
We understand
that the theft
Of
portable sets is becoming a somewhat
common practice, and that they are
often
offered
on
an
alleged
hirepurchase system to an unsuspecting buyei,
who is asked to pay a deposit which, he
is told, entitles him to retain the receiver
for three months, after which time the
first of ten monthly instalments for the
balance will be collected.
Needless to
say, the seller never calls again for this,
and the purchaser is left with a stolen
receiver on his hands.
0000
DUBLIN

WIRELESS

SHOW.

The Radio Exhibition for the Irish Free
State will be held at the Mansion House,
Dublin, from October 26th to Novemuer 1st.
000 0

SPANISH WIRELESS LICENCES.

The Spanish authorities have fixed the
licences payable on receiving and transmitting setà at the following rates :
Crystal receivers one peseta. (8d.) quarterly ; valve sets, 5 peset is
3s. 4d.)
quarterly; and transmitting apparatus,
5 per cent., ad vatoreen.
The proceeds
from these taxes will be devoted to maintaining the bráadeasting services.
0000
DIFFICULTIES IN NORTHERN
IRELAND.

Listeners in the area served by the Belfast station are not entirely enthusiastic
over the change of wavelength, under the
Prague Plan. from Z06 metres to 242
metres. Wireless dealers are by no means
plentiful in many of the outlying districts, and users of crystal sets sometimes
experience difficulty in getting suitable
coils to adapt their receivers to the new
wavelength.
The B.B.C. will probably give demonstrations in Northern Ireland to prove
that it is really easy to get Belfast with a
suitably designed crystal set and generally
to help those listeners who are experiencing difficulties.
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A Review of
-WA TES "STAR" LOUD SPEAKER
UNIT.
°
This tone loud speaker unit is of the
double-acting reed type and embodies two
permanent magnets, four laminated po!e_pieces and four coils.
The vibrating
reed, which is disposed centrally between
the four poles, is fixed at one end and
is provided with an adjusting screw for
regulating the position of the reed in the
'SapA feature of unusual interest is the
provision of an extra adjusting screw
which enables the upper magnet system
to be moved away from, or closer to,
the lower magnet. This, in effect, alters
the width of the air gap in which the
armature vibrates.
This double adjustment confers the decided advantage
-of a small gap when maximum sensitivity is required, and at the same time
assuring that the reed will be centrally
disposed in the gap.
Likewise, when
large inputs are available the gap can be
opened and the position of the reed
altered to meet the new conditions.

Manufacturers '

Recent

signs of distress. A small power valve
will operate this unit at sufficient volume
to meet most requirements.
The response, as judged by the ear,
is reasonably good over the major portion of the audible scale, but there is a
tendency to over-emphasise slightly the
middle register.
The sample tested was the "Duplex

Products.
units.
The shanks of these are square
ir. section but of the " banana" type.
Contact is made between the edges of
the plugs and the inside of the sockets
and, since these are relatively sharp, they
tend to cut into the metal, thereby making
a "clean " contact. On very short waves
a " dirty " contact can be extremely.
troublesome and, moreover, will give rise

Hammarlund short-wave coil unit, type S.W.T.3.

Model," which is offered at 36s.
A
cheaper type known as the "Popular
Model " is available also, the price being
22s. 6.1. These units are obtainable from
the Shaftesbury Radio Co., 184-188,
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
0000

Wates "Duplex" cone loud speaker unit
with double adjustment.

A practical test was made with the
unit attached to a "floating " cone
mounted on a three-feet square bale
board. Sensitivity is good and although
the unit will deliver ample volume to
fill a room of more than average size
it will not accept a large input without

HASIMARLUND SHORT-WAVE COIL
UNIT. Type S.W.T.3.
Some recent modifications have been
made -,o the Hammarlund short-wave coil
units whioh should make for improved
efficiency. The coils are constructed as
hitherto, the turns being wound and
firmly atl;ached to a specially prepared
former made from material resembling
celluloid.
The main point Gf interest, however,
is in connection with the plugs on the
interchangeable grid and reaction• coil

to objectionable noises often quite sufficient to drown weak signals. Likewise,
contact with the aerial coil is, for the
sanie reason, um& via the medium of
two phosphor-bronze semicircular springs.
The set illustrated is the type S.W.T.3
and consists of three interchangeable
units which cover all wavelengths between 15 and 107 metres when the grid
coils are tuned by a0.00014 mfd. variable
condenser.
Hammarlund apparatus is obtainable
from the Rothermel Corporation, Ltd. 24
and 26, Maddox Street, London, VV.1.
The price of the short-wave coil unit is
48s. 6d
0000
Lack of space necessitates the holding
over of the publication of the test report
of the B.T.H. gramophone pick-up, to
which reference was made in last week's
issue.
20
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THE

NEW

MAZDA

F±IL
VALVES.

A Range of Two.volt Valves with Good Mutual Conductances.

W

ITHIN a few days a new
range of " Mazda " valves
Rill be placed on the
market.
The selling organisation
for these will be the Edison, Swan
Electric so., Ltd., Mazda House,
1, Newman Street, London, W .I.
The specimens dealt with in this
review comprise those designed for
use with a two-volt accumulator,
the range consisting of seven valves
in all; five triodes, a screen-grid
H.F. valve, and a pentode.

figures. At loo volts H.T. and zero
grid bias, the A.C. resistance was
found to be 51,300 ohms, the amplification factor 44.5, and the mutual
conductance 0.87 mA. per volt.
Since it will be used normally as
an amplifier, without grid bias other
than that obtained by returning the
grid to the L.
T.— ,the values under

Type H 210.

This is fitted with a o.r amp. filament, and has been designed for use
as an amplifier or detector, but, since
its rated characteristics are A.C. resistance 59,000 ohms, amplification
factor 41 and mutual conductance
o.8 mA. per volt, its most useful
function would appear to be that of
an anode bend detector followed by
a r
esis ..ance -capacity
intervalve
coupling. However, it can be used
advantageously as an L.F. amplifier,
using eiIher R.C. or choke-capacity
coupling.
20
en
w 18
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Averago values under working conditions;
A.C. resistance, 50,000 ohms;
amplification factor, 45 ; mutual Inductance,
0.9 mA/volt.

A specimen was tested, and the
measured characteristics were found
to agree sensibly with the maker's
13 2X

New Mazda two-suit valves.
On the lett
is the SG215, a triode ()cc upies the centre
position, and the 230 Pen is on the right.

ployed. No alteration will be necessary to the H.F. transformer, since
the rated characteristics of the valve
are: A.C. resistance 21,000 ohms,
amplification factor 26, and mutual
conductance 1.25 mA. per volt.
Measurements obtained from a
specimen of this type gave the
characteristics at ioo volts H.T., and
zero grid as being: A.C. resistance
20,500 ohms, amplification factor
25.8, and mutual conductance 1.26
mA. per volt. Grid current starts at
plus 0.5 volt grid bias, so that with
anode voltages greater than no a
negative bias of 1.5 volts will be required when using the valve for amplifying purposes.
In the detector position it will
serve equally satisfactorily as an
anode bend or a leaky grid rectifier.
Resistance-capacity coupling would
be the best medium for linking the
anode bend arrangement to the fol?Awing valve, although a transformer with a large primary would
be admissible if the output stage
follows immediately after the de-

normal working conditions will not
show any 'appreciable change. This
condition is made possible by the
fact that grid current does not start
to flow until the grid acquires apositive potential of approximately plus
0.4 of a volt. When used with the
maximum anode potential—namely,
150 volts—a small negative bias of
between 0.5 and 1.0 volt would be
advisable with the aid of a potentiometer if full advantage is to be
taken of the maximum permissible
grid swing without causing grid current to flow.
Type HL 210.

In a modern set the two positions
most likely to enable the best to be
obtained from this valve is the detector stage, or first L.
F.position,
provided two low-frequency amplifiers are used. It will efficiently perform the service of an H.F. amplifier
where a neutralised stage is em-

-30 -75 -70 -1 5 -19 -0 5

0

05

10

GRID VOLTS
Average values under working conditions;
A.C. resistance, 21,650 ohms; amplification factor. 23.6 ;mutual conductance,
1.09 m&volt.

tector.
With grid rectification the
use of atransformer is certainly permissible.
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Valves we have Tested.—
Type L 210.%

This may well be regarded as the
general-purpose valve in the series,
for the reason that, with nominal
characteristics of A.C. resistance
•moot) ohms, amplification factor
15.5, and mutual conductance 1.55
mA. per volt, many diverse applications can be found for it. In particular, it will probably find greatest application as a penultimate
valve in an amplifier of two or more
stages used either for radio or gramo-phone reproduction, especially the
la tter.
The measured characteristics taken
at roo volts H.T. and zero grid bias
were: A.C. resistance 10,130 ohms,
amplification factor 15.7, and mutual
conductance 1.55 mA. per volt. A
use which should be given more than
apassing thought is that of an anode
MAZDA
L 210 VALVE

Si
4.-

1
Or

Average values under working conditions;
A.C. resistance, 11,100 ohms ; amplification factor. 16; mutual conductance,
1.44 mA/volt.

bend detector followed by transformer coupling to an output stage.
When employed as an amplifier
with 120 volts H.T., a negative grid
bias of 3 volts will be necessary.
At 150 volts H.T. a grid bias of
— 4.
volté will be satisfactory.
Type P 220.

The P 220 is a small power valve
requiring 0.2 amp. of current at 2

Maker's Rating.
Measured Values

A,.C.Resistance
Ohms
3,700
4,320

Amplification
Factor.
12.5
13.5

This is undoubtedly the star valve
in the series. It is ascreen-grid H.F.
amplifier, and to obtain full value
from the characteristics exhibited careful design of the H.F. stage and
associated circuit will be necessary.
A mutual conductance of r.r mA.
per volt has been achieved, coupled
with an amplification factor of 300
and an A.C. resistance 270,000 ohms,
according to the maker's rating.
Measurements made with a sample
215 SG under the same conditions,
namely, izo :volts H.T., 6o volts
screen-potential, and zero grid bias,
gave the values as: A.C. resistance
246,000 ohms, amplification factor
MAZDA
2 5 S.
G.VALVE

Type P 240.

na
^ .

CZARACTIMISlics M EASURED AT 100
AND ZERO Gai
BIAS.

gave values sensibly in agreement
with these. We found the A.C. resistance to be 1,820 ohms, the amplification factor 6.6, and the mutual
conductance 3.26 mA. per volt.
Type 215 SG.

-1-4-

41.%.

P 220.

volts for the filament. It will deliver sufficient undistorted, power to
operate sensitive loud speakers of
the horn or cone variety at ample
volume, for small rooms or where .a
large output is not required.

Average values under working conditions;
A.C. resistance,
5,600 ohms; amplification factor, 14; mutual conductance,
2.5 mA)volt.

j
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VOLTS

This is the super-power output
valve of the 2-volt class, and accordingly will find itself occupying
the last position in an amplifier designed for fairly large power work,
such as operating moving-coil loud
speakers, or anumber of small conetype instruments. Its rated characteristics are: A.C. resistance 1,900
ohms, amplification factor 7.0, and
mutual condùctance 3.7 mA. per
volt.
The sample specimen measured at
roo volts H.T. and zero grid bias
MA ZDA
P 240 VALV E

.

F LAME NT
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3.4 mA'Volt
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100

120

140 160

VOLT S

Average values under working conditions;
A.C. resistance, 246,000 ohms; amplification factor, 293; mutual conductance,
1.19 mA/volt.

_

T0

40
u.
2
< 3.5

Average values under working conditions;
A.C.
resistance
2,100 ohms;
amplification factor, 6.9 ;mutual conductance,
3.3 mAívOlt.

293, and mutual conductance 1.19
mA. /volt.
Since the A.C. resistance is of the
order of that of a well-designed and
efficient tuned circuit at resonance,
set designers may justifiably expect
abig stage gain if adequate attention
to small details in the design of the
stage is followed. According to the
maker's figures the effective interelectrode capacity has been reduced
to about one-third of that obtaining in the majority of similar tetrodes.
This should make for greater stability and higher amplification from
a single stage than possible hitherto
with battery-fed filament valves.
B 22
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Valves we have Tested.—
' Type 230 Pen.
This is a five-electrode power
valve with a high amplification factor, but, unlike the majority of
power valves, will not handle alarge
input. Th c use of an intermediate
L.F. stage between the detector and
the pentode output valve is not re'commended.
Its greatest field of
usefulness will be found probably in
portable sets where space is limited
and low H.T. conSumition essential.
Maker's figures are not yet available regardng the characteristics of
the valve, but we have measured
these uncle:: various conditions and
find that with zoo volts on both
anode and auxiliary grid, and at
zero grid bias, the average values
are: A.C. resistance 49,000 ohms,

MAZDA
230 PENTODE
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i Eg.
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FLAMENT
024 AMP AT 2V
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.
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Average values under working condition*
with auxiliary grid potential lower than
anode voltage; A.C. resistance, 80,000
ohms; amplification factor, 112; mutual
conductance, 1.4 mA volt.

amplification
factor
84.5,
and
mutual conductance 1.73 mA. per
volt.
These vary considerably
with different values of anode
potential, auxiliary grid volts, and
grid bias.
It is noticed on examination of the
valve that the " earthed " grid, or
fifth electrode, is connected internally to the control-grid, and not to
the filament as usual in valves of
this type.
A standard 4-pin base
is fated with the pins disposed as in
the ordinary triode. The auxiliary
grid is brought out to a small terminal on the side of the base.
All valves in this series are heavily
"gettered," and we could not find
the slightest trace of softening as
evidenced by the presence of reversed grid current.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Correspondense shosld be addres:ed to V:* Editor, "Tbe Wireless World," Dorset Route, Tadcr Street, E.0.4, and must te aceompan:ed by the st riteri name and address.

EMPIRE BROADCASTING.
Sir,—"I am glad to see that some of the complaints concerning
the class of items broadcast by the B.B.C. from 5SW have
been published in your esteemed journal from time to time ; and
am sure overseas readers will thank you for your interest.
:
Of course, we overseas readers and listeners •
realise that we
are free listeners and have no right to complain. Certainly
the "High *rid Mighty Powers that Be " could give us a very
disconcerting reply. 'However, it is understood that 5SW is
an Empire Station for world-wide transmissions.
•
The present policy of 5SW is very unsatisfactory to the
Empire, and other listeners. Here in Egypt, as undoubtedly
elsewhere, there are many foreign listeners who would be far
more intèretted in the British Empire if 5SW made its programme more interesting and more musical. Does this awful
drama stuff amuse anyone? I think there is quite enough'
trouble in our daily rounds without adding to it by sitting
down to liston to such things as " Ah !after five years of prison
I am et last f-r-r-ee !" How many people want pianoforte
lessons per radio? How many are content to listen to lectures?
Let is be gay, cheer us up, amuse us, and we commence the
next day with a brighter outlook and a kindly thought.
It is a great pity that there are no transmissions on Saturdays and Sundays. They are the best times for busy overseas
listeners.
If I lived at Home I would approach the wireless clubs.
Through them and their politicians the B.B.C. could be controlled by listeners. Another suggestion is that the B.B.C.
have a committee of listeners, formed from delegates of the
wireless clubs, to consult on programmes. Correspondence
can also be a fair census of what is required.
Incidentally, our politicians would be serving our Mother
Country far better if they " washed their lisien " at home,
instead of getting on the air and telling foreign listeners what
fools, bung :ers and prevaricators are the other political parties
does not improve our prestige. Overseas listeners cannot vote.
Their only interest in Home politics is the result, and we were
not allowed to have the result broadcast to us!
We are entitled to hear urgent news. For instance, everybody is interested in His Majesty's health. Yet whilst all
other countries are broadcasting news, the B.B.C. muddle along.
Other countries are coming on the air with very ptiV mini SAN..
B 23

transmissions, whilst we still have our " experimental." Does
this mean nothing to the Government and the B.B.C.!
Alexandria, Egypt.
" MAHANDIS."
A NUT .CONVENTION.
Sir,—With refere.nce to " Mahandis' " letter in The Wireless
World of July 31st regarding hexagonal terminal nuts, we
would advise that we have fitted hexagonal nuts with slot for
screwdriver to the whole range of our components for some
considerable time.
We are
in entire
agreement
with
"Mahandis " that the m ultit u de of various forms and sizes
of milled-edge terminals are totally unsuited for radio components. The hexagonal nuts permit the use of a flat or box
spanner and also a screwdriver for those cases where nuts are
ln inaccessible positions.
BURNE-JONES AND CO., LTD.

AMATEUR STATUS.
Sir,—I think that all amateur transmitters of this country
will be grateful to you for your championship of their cause,
and I hope it will result in some much-needed improvements,
as did your crusade for Empire broadcasting.
There is one point, however, which should not be overlooked; the 20- and 40-metre wavebands are hopelessly overcrowded, even from the point of view of European stations.
One can but vaguely surmise the conditions at the other side.
of the Atlantic, where there are 17,000 licensed amateurs in
the United States alone. Since the new regulations came into
force communication with America on 42 metres has been almost
impossible. On 21 metres it is rarely possible to converse with
an American unless he is able to report signals at least R5. Even
an " R6 " or "R7 " report is frequently followed by " Sorry,
interference bad, please repeat." On the oth er hand, the 5-,
10- and 160-metre bands are almost deserted. I would suggest
therefore that, in the interest of amateur radio as a whole.
the 21- and 42-mets-e wavebands should be reserved for those
who wish to undertake serious work of an experimental nature.
Most other work which might warrant the granting of a
transmitting permit could be done on the 80- and 160-metre
wavebands, and it is to be hoped that the authorities Will
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-remove some of the "red-tape" restrictions at present 'imposed ;such work, for instance, as Army-amateur co-operation
should receive every encouragement, and there is no really
valid eeason why " traffic " should not be allowed in this
country, as in the U.S.A., provided it is kept off the 20- and
40-metre " DX " bands.
Another amateur activity 'which could do with some 'encouragement is the development of waves below 10 meti.es.
At present these waves have no commercial use, neither have
amateurs shown overmuch interest in them. If such an interest
could be stimulated, instead of limited by restrictions, it would
.not only reduce the congestion on other wavebands, but might
well lead to remarkable developments. When a use has been
found for these waves it will be time enough to introduce
restrictions ;in the meantime, I would suggest. that all amateurs
be granted the use of 160 and 80 metres and all waves below,.10 metres—the latter free from all reetnetoon8; but that special
justification should be shown for the use of the 20- and 40metre bands.
L. A. MOXON (G6XN).
Hampstead, N.W.6.

Sir,—Having followed with much interest the correspondence
which has recently appeared in The Wireless World with regard
to amateur status might I be permitted to occupy a little of
your valuable space in voicing the opinions of several amateur
transmitters, including myself?
First, the present. conditions under which transmitting per.
nuts are issued, severe though they be, give considerable freedom of operating to amateurs. In this connection the R.S.G.B.
should he congratulated on having obtained more or less reasonable terms from the Post Office.
There is, in fact, little wrong with the R.S.G.B., except
perhaps a certain amount of snobbishness which everyone notices
in a small number of officials of the R.S.G.B. in London. This
evil could be remedied by the retirement of the snobs, who,
though in a minority, make themselves known and heard only
too well. Persons well-versed in the technicalities of radio
should not regard with scorn those less technical.
It is foolish to believe that there is any society in Great
Britain so representative of amateur interests as the R.S.G.B.,
and all that is needed is a little more cameraderie and individual help.
ETHERIS.
London.
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TELEVISION.
Sir,—By a peculiar coincidence I happened to be looking oiler
your back number of July 18, 1928, where the following ndte
•
under "Current Topics' caught my eye
Mr. Samuel Izenstark, described as the pioneer of wireless
manufacture in America,' propfiesied last week that televisipn
sets will be installed in 14,000,000 homes in America within the
next twelve mouths."
It would be interesting to know how near this optimistic dream
is to its fulfilment in America ; now that exactly a year bes
elapsed since this statement was uttered.
•One mustn't outdo Jules Verne.
.•
Paris.
RONALD A. BRADFORD.

THE ULTRA-MICHOSCOPE.
S¡r,—I would like to comment on the reference to the nitre.
microscope on page 135 of the issue of August 7th.
If blue-green light (5041.) just shows the shapes of certain
particles, then extreme ultra-violet (100 /4a) will show the shap s
of particles five times smaller in diameter (I believe that 100µµ,
is about the limit). But that is only a high-frequency ampliffcation of five times; it is not ultra-microscopy, for the pat.
tides can still be seen '
•the ultra-microscope locates the position
of panicles that are too small to be seen by any light! Possibly it is a frequency-changer: I am not sure. Given fluorescence, yes.
A lanip filament three yards away may be invisible whep
cold. When glowing, though its position is indicated, it is
still invisible ! Though it seems a bit thick, yet, like the
stoutness that is beauty in Africa, the thickness is in the eyle
of the beholder.
,
We know that Saturn wears a red flannel belt summer and
,
winter :he is big enough and near enough to be seen. But we
do not know whether Sirius wears the regulation collar, for he
cannot be seen; but he emits light by which he is located.
In the ultra-microscope, particles are strongly illuminatej
against a dark ground. They glisten. Their shapes are not seed
—they are too small; only blobs of light show where they ar '
an Incidentally,
ultra-microscope.
two microscopes
M2 is onlyin acascade
low-frequency
do not stage
constitut1
:i
cannot amplify detail that is not already shown by Ml, not
position either.
If there were lumps in the ether, and we sprayed them with
short waves .. .
W. RAWSTHORNE. '
Hadfield, Derbyshire.
I

RECENT RECORDS OF INTEREST.
ERY few wireless sets of to-day are considered complete
unless provision is made for using a gramophone pick up
in conjunction with the amplifier and load speaker for the
electrical reproduction of gramophone records. It is, therefore,
natural that the user of a wireless set is becoming more arid
more interested in the products of the various record manufacturers.
Columbia has recently produced some interesting works.
Perhaps ?ne of the most important is the Thanksgiving Record,
reproducing some of the music as rendered by the Choir of
St. George's Chapel, Windsor, on the oceasion of the Thanksgiving Service for the recovery of His Majesty the King. This
is not only a very beautiful record, but is also a memento of
an historic occasion. On the reverse of this record (No. 9808,
Columbia 12in.) we have the Coronation Offertorium—"
Hearken Thou unto the Voice of My Calling "—beautifully
rendered by the same choir.
Lovers of opera will welcome the new Columbia 12in. record,
No. 9654, which gives a fine rendering of the beautiful duet
between Pinkerton and Butterfly at the close of the first act
of Puccitti's ever-popular opera; the singers are Isobel Baillie
and Francis Russell. The most exacting purist can hardly
object to " Madame Butterfly" being sung in English, as the
principal characters represented would naturally speak in our
language. On the reverse side Miss Baillie's clear soprano
blends effectively wi I Miss Nellie Walker's contralto in the
Barcarolle from Offenbach's
Tales of Hoffman."

Another fine record (Columbia 5466, 10in.) is that of Brahma','
Hungarian Dances, Nos. 5 and 6, as played by the Hallé)
Orchestra in the Free Trade Hall, Manchester, and conducted
by Sir Hamilton Harty.
A most remarkable piano record is Percy Grainger's rendering,
of " Shepherd's Hey ' and " Country Gardens," which arel
recorded on Columbia 10in. No. D. 1664. Those who have not
heard these pieces will be amazed at the variety of tone:
which Percy Grainger is able to obtain from the piano, and,
the result is distinctly invigorating, if music may be so!
described. •
As a real test for the high-note performance of a pick-up'
amplifier and loud speaker we commend to our readers a duet
for two piccolos, entitled "The Merry Brothers," by Jean and'
Pierre Gennin, Columbia 12in., No. 9821, on the reverse side
of which is recorded "Echoes of the Valley," a duet for flute
and echo flute. The former of these pieces would, we venture
to think, open the eyes (or rather ears) of many a listener to '
the shortcomings of his equipment so far as high notes are
concerned.
Among the recent fox-trots and other dance music may be
mentioned the following Columbia records :—No. 5484, " When
my Dreams come True' and "Reaching for Someone and not
Finding Anyone," played by Paul Whitemap and his Orchestra,
and No. 5482, "Excuse Me. Lady" and " Huggable; Kissable
You," as played by the B.B.C. Dance Orchestra, conducted
and led by Jack Paine.
-
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The Service is subject to the rules of
the Department, which are printed
below; these must be strictly enforced
in the interest of readers themselves.
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SWERED

A selection of queries of general
interest is dealt with below, in some
cases al greater length than would be
possible in a letter.

"The Wireless World" Supplies a Free Service of Technical Information.
found satisfactory in situations where
Short-circuiting or Condenser Charging?
A sport, due to the flow of charging curinterference is intense.
rent into the large by-pass condensera
A simple but satisfactory form of connection is shown in Fig 1.
In this diais generally produced when the
gram, L and L, are respectively mediumbattery is connected to my receiver.
I am quite familiar with this effect
and have come to expect it; consequently, when I recently connected
up my batteries to a aet in
there happened to be an accidental
short-circuit across the II.T. terminals, I did not take much notice of
the fact that the spark was .rather
more intense than usual.
The fact
that the 11.'1'. battery wait ruined has
taught nie to be ,,iore careful in
future. is there any easy way of •
telling whether the sp.
ark is normal or whether it is due to on excessire flow,
of current through a partial shortcircuit ?
S. E. C.
There is a very easy way of determining this point; all that is necessary is to
tap the connecting lead lightly on the
terminal and observe if the usual spark
takes place.
Then make contact again
and observe if another spark is produced.
If it is not, it can be assumed that the
Fig. I.—A simple auto—coupled aerial tuner
condensers are fully charged up and that
for the " Fiat Dwellers' A.C. Three."
A
screen
should be interposed between the
there is no appreciable leakage.
aerial coils and the grid inductances.
Of .:ourse, the valve filament switch
should not be "on" while this teat is
and long-wave aerial loading coils.
'1'he
being made.
latter is short-circuited when required by
oau,
the left-hand blade of the three-pole
switch. The middle blade of this switch
A Simple Two-circuit Tuner.
You !sure yiren ynnr blessing (in the
"Readers' Problems" section) to the
RULES.
use of the "Flat Dwellers' A.C.
(1.) Only onc question (which m fd deal with
Three " with an open («tried, bet hare
single specific pain!) can be unsweved. Leiters
litated that when modified in thia way
mud be ,wwi,ely worded and headed " Inforthe set will not be highly selective.
mation Department."
It seems to me that its Performance
(2;) Queries must be written on one aide of
the paper, and diagrams drawn on a separate
in this respect should be quite satissheet. .1 sell stannic:I envelope must
factory i
fa separately tuned aerial be ene!'.' sed foraddressed
postal reply.
rireuit, l
oosely coupled to the grid
(3.) Designs
circuit diagrams for complete
cod, were used.
you please sugreceivers cannot be pieen: under present-day
conditions justice cannot be done to questions
gest the simplest poasible arrangement
of this kind in the course of aletter.
likely to be ,eifectire?
C. D. S.
(t.) Practical wirial plals cannot be supplied
Your proposed scheme of modification
or considered.
is a good one, and the selectivity afforded
(5.) Designs for componen:s such as L.P.
by a properly designed two-circuit tuner,
chokes, power transformers, etc., cannot be
suppliai.
even with optimum aerial coupling, should
(0.) Queries arising from .he conste :Mon or
be sufficient for average requirements.
operation of receivers must be confine.• to conFurtter, thanks to the high amplificastructional sets described in " The Wireles
tion afforded by the H.F stage, it will be
World" or to eandard manulaeurcre receircr.i.
possible to obtain sensitivity above the
Readers desiring information on
offers
beyond the t3cope of the In formalion Departaverage when aerial coupling is reduced
ment
are
incited
to
submit
suggestions
regarding
well below the value giving loudest sig.
subjects to be treated in future articles or
nais, and consequetly the set should be
paragra2Ms.
13 2,5

transfers the loaded aerial connection to a
tapping point near the earthed end of the
appropriate grid coil L, or L„.
The
latter (the long-wave wind
win(ling) i
s shortcirciaited by the right-hand switch blade
when it is in the "up " position.
You will observe that a series fixed
condenser is inserted iii the aerial circuit.
This is optional, but will generally be of
advantage, as it enables one to cover the
normal broadcast band with asingle aerial
loading coil and a variable tuning condenser of 0.0005 mfd
0 3

0

"The Foreign Listeners' Four."

Will you please tell me the name oi the

makers ol the -special indirectly
heated S. Q. highlrequency rid .'es
'
used in " The Foreign Listeners'
Four"?
The S.V.4 valves are manufactured by
the Mullard Company, which also produces the type 164.Y. triode used as a
detector in this
0000
An Awkward D.C. Voltage.
/ am in the unfortunate position of
having a D.C. supply of 150 rolls
only, and am doubtful whether l
shall be able to obtain sufficient 'voltage for the output stage to ensure
good quality at reasonable volume.
If l decide to make lip an II.T.
eliminator, can you give me any
idea 08 to what, collage
be loot
in the smoothing 'thrice's?
W. S. R.
Without knowing the anode current
consumption of your output valve we
cannot say exactly what voltage will be
" cl topped " in the emonthing circuits;
but if you choose a good choke with a
low D.C. resistance there is little reason
why you should lose more than some 15
volts.
This means some 135 volts will
be available for the set,
0000
A Correction.
In the description of the " New Kilo-May
Four." the nioximum value of the
vol ume control resistance is (fire,' as
200.000 ohms in the inscription under
Fig. 2, and as 20,000 ohnia in the
"List of Parts."
Which is correct?
T. C.
A maximum value of 200.000 ohms is
suitable, and consequently the figure given
in the "List of Parts" is incorrect. This
error is regretted.
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Test the Grid Leak.
My 'New All trace Four" has worked
• well until recently; it now seems to
become choked, signals failing almost
completely for an appreciable time
and then coming back to original
, .roluine.
Can you tell me what is
wrong?
W. T. D.
It the "choking" coincides with the
reception of a signal of exceptional
strength (or of a strong atmospheric discharge), your description of the trouble
would lead us to think •
that it must be
due to afaulty grid leak (in the first L.F.
grid circuit), and in all probability the replacement of this component will put
matters right. If it does not, it must be
assumed that the trouble is not due to
true grid choking, and it will be necessary
to make careful stage-by-stage and pointto-point tests, in order to locate an intermittent partial disconnection.
cocu
Picture Reception.
1 hose built the Picture Receiver described in January, and for some time,.
•it worked perfectly, but lately some
fault seems to have developed which
makes the picture blurred. I enclose
specimen pictures, including one .
receired from. Berlin.
W. A.
The trouble, you are experiencing with
your picture receiver is no doubt due to
an incorrect adjustment of friction. Excessive friction causes a serious retarding of the clockwork drive giving a vary.

•
Two A.C. H.F. Stages.
.
Would it -be possible to use A.C. valves
throughout in the "Kilo-Mag Four;""
making only the obvious mod:firationa
and (lading the necessary cathode and
heater connections?
S. E. L.
This receiver could be operated with
A.C. valves, but some adjustment, particularly of the B.F. transformer ratios.
would be necessary, and unless you have
,had a good deal of experience of multistage H.F. amplifiers, we think you would
be safer in adopting something on the
lines of the "Foreign Listeners Four,"
which is specially designed for indirectly
heated valves.
0000

Grid Bias for H.F. Valve
On page 108 of your issue for July 31st
it is staled that the sensitivity of an
high-frequency aniyifying valve
can
be • improved by fitting a
potentiometer so that grid bias may
• be adjusted to the -minimum value
necessary to prevent the .flow of grid
current under the influence of signals.
Can it be taken that a similar refinement is 'of benefit where a
neUtralised triode is in question?
W. P.
•The mutual conductance of any valve
will be improved by operating it with
the minimum negative grid voltage required for the purpose on hand, and it
is a fact that the performance of a
•
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Where Reaction Cannot be -Used.
/e it possible to .apply reaction to the
"Multiple ralee Portable," and, if
so, will you please tell me how t4
proceed? •
H. R. F.
In the multiple valve used in this ret
ceiver no connection is led out from th
anode of the detector valve element, an
consequently any conventional form o
reaction is.out of the question. In pointi
of fact, it is possible té increase sent
sitivity by passing back to the detector;
grid circuit a certain amount of energy
from the output valve element anode en.,
cuit (in which a certain amount of H.F.
energy is flowing), but this course i
hardly to be recommended.
COCO

•

Indirectly Heated Cathodes.
As a new reader of your journal, I con-I
not understand how indirectly heated!
valves derive their low tension current from the mains, nor can I see,
in what respect they differ radically
from battery valves. Can you give
nie a few words of explanation par-i
ticularly with regard to the latter'
point?
J. F.
Indirectly heated A.C. valves are fed$
with low-tension current through a step-;
down transformer—generally providingt
about 4 volts—connected to the A.C.
mains. The filament through which -A.C..,
current is passed is not the emitter or'
cathode in the ordinary sense of the word,
but serves merely to heat another element
(the cathode proper), which is placed in
close proximity to it, and is chemically
coated or otherwise treated so that it provides a copious emission of electrons at
a comparatively low temperature. This
cathode serves the purpose of a filament
in an ordinary valve but only one connection from •
it is led out '-from the interior of the glass bulb,
.
roo0

, .
•
(a) Wavy Une produced by an incorrect adjustment of

Berlin submitted by quérist.

big speed of starting on release. Insufficient friction gives a poor start when the
catch is withdrawn. Carefully reset the
catch plate and critically readjust the
friction plungers so that there is no change
in the running of the governor with stopping and starting. Look also to the friction pad of the governor, as well as the
centre mountings of the spindle.

•

•

friction.
'

(b) Picture from

neutralised triode 7
,11.F.
amplifier can
often be improved by making provision
for critical control of grid bias. Unless
the voltage applied from the usual dry
cell (or cells) happens to be unusually
wide of the mark, however, it is unlikely
that the addition of this refinement will
yield a readily perceptible increase in
signal strength.

Short Wave Aerial Coupling.
.hare made a 2-calte det.-.1..e. shortwave set on conventional lines, the
general design following that of circuits discussed in "The Wireless
World." It works quite well, but I
.• find that over the norjority of the
waveband covered results are die- .
lineal better when the earth connection is completely removed.
Does
this indicate that there is a fault?
t
M. S. D.
When a short-wave, set works best with
the earth discornectsd, it can generally be
assumed that it di ,es not include provision
for asufficiently loose aerial coupling. We
think that attention to this point will put
matters right; although a short-wave set
may work quite well without an "earth,"
hand capacity effects are likely to be less
troublesome when this connection is included.
If your set includes a separate aerial
winding with variable coupling to the grid
coil you should make provision for a
weaker coupling than at present, and, if '
necessary, remove some of the aerial
turns; if an auto-transformer arrangement
is used, provision must be made for,confleeting the aerial nearer to the earth
point.
•
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UNRIVALLED~

NEW!

poznux

IN LENGTH OF LIFE because k
does not deteriorate whilst idle.
IN SERVICE because its internal
resistance falls and motor-boating
is eliminated.
IN PRICE because it will give
50%-60% longer service than a salammoniac battery of the same price.
IN CHARACTERISTICS—see
" Wireless World" Test Report in

Dret' Inge
are made according to a new
and patented process whereby
corrosive
electrolytes
are
eliminated.

issue of July 10th, 1929—
or write for a copy
of this report and
descriptive
literature, FREE, from
PERTRIX LTD.
BRITANNIA HOUSE,
233, SHAFTESBURY AVE.,
LONDON, W.C.2.
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National Radio Exhibition I
01.1>NIPIA
Sept.23rd—Ort.:1rti 1929
Staadallo.213,214& 215
Ake. S. G. Drown, Ltd., Western Ave., N. Acton, London, W .I.
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Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers,
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will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
NOTICES.
THE CHARGE
columns is:

FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS

in

SERIES DISCOUNNS are allowed to Trade Advertise's
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire" copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ;28 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive. 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted up
to FIRST POST on THURSDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. or
on WEDNESDAY MORNING at the Brar.ch Offices
19, Hertford Street, Coventry; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street. Birmingham ; 2130. Deanseate, Manchester; 101. St. Vincent Street, Glasgow. C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the corteary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made payable to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd.. and crossed
-L- Notes being
untraceable if lost in transit sho eld not be sent as
remittances.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement,
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or printers'
errors, although every care is taken to avoid mistakes.
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

For the convenience of private advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World " Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 61. to defray the cast of
registration and to over postage on replies must lw added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box coo,
"The Wireless World." Only the
number will appear in the advertisement. All replies
should be addressed No. coo, cio "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. Readers who
reply to Box No. advertisements are warned against sending
remittance through the post except in registered envelope's •
in ail stwh cases the use oft/se Deposit System is recommetuled,
and the envelope should be clearly marked "Deposit
Department."
Ye' DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
may deal in perfeet safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Wireless World," both parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decirles not to retain goods, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being no
different arrangement between buyer and seller, each pays
carriage one way.
The seller takes the risk cf loss or
damage in transit, for width we take no responsibility. For
all transactions up to (so, adeposit fee of 1:- is charged ;on
transartions over (so and under tee, the fee is 2/6; over
(so, Si-. All deposit flutters are dealt with at Dorset
House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and
looney orders should be macle payable to TIME dt Sons
Limited.
SALE

OF

HOME-CONSTRUCTED

NOTE.

SESSIONS arid Co., Great lintain's Radio
Doctors. -Read advertisement under Miseclianeous.
10264
Q-VALVE Allavave Receiver, latest type, powerfnl,
e..e
perfect; £4.—V. Taylor, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.
10274

WAVE TRAP

efficient

instrument.

106 eat

QUPERIIET oecovtione Portable. just return,d from
makers.
perfect conditiou; £25. —Bridger. 15 1
High St., Slough.
1.574à

B. & J. WIRELESS CO.,

S•-7

2, Athelstane Mews, N.4.

1695

3111111A rehWay

READ and MORRIS. Ltd..

rluosedr,re=
sum,

Supreme in all

alio

In

Mains

1925,

equipted

T

Tension A.O. Eliminators Permanently
lug Batteries; now only £5/15.

Repine-

m.;

Original Eleetfolytie Condensers, as used
aboo 2,000 tn.t.; only 13f-, including pontage
MOVIINC,Coil Spud:ere

EMBOSSED
TELEPHONE PLUG.

A

the

Work.

1- OW

-kJ

in

LL Mains Power Units.

'READ and MORRIS. Ltd., 31, Easteastle St Boeing
-et back of Warings), Oxford St., W.
(5745
141 I.STREE Six, in mahogany pedestal cabinet, eons1...1
plait with valves (2 spare). 6-volt 80-ann
accumulator, Philips H.T. eliminator (A.C.), with (LB.,
lediswan trickle charger, Marconi moving coil, gramophone L.S. unit, and mahogany pedestal gramophone
with 2 sound reprodocers; the lot £30, or would
consider sale separately.—S. McDonald, Branecoombe,
Brook Deadens, Kingston Hill, Surrey.
(5776

WILL fit all standard
telephone jacks.
Cord tags firmly gripped
by set screws. Only projects
inch from panel.
Handsomely engraved
Bakelite top

6
EACH

A. F. BULGIN& Co •Chniieery
—94°-".Lane.
'niter
Street -London. E.0 4

"THERE IS A WHALE OF DIFFERENCE"

APPLEBY'S
THE ORIGINATORS OF RADIO
PART EXCHANGE

Ph".
Podeliontem

,825

(3ne«)

For Particulars see Miscellaneous Advertisements.

CHAPEL ST., LONDON, N.W.1
OPEN TILL 7 P.M.

SAT. t P.M.

‘TEW Sets to be Cleared at Sacrifier. '-32 guineas
Symphony Radio gramophone, £25; 31 guineas
Clock:101one combined gramophone and Portable fl re,
£24; £3/1216 Philips 220 no. eliminator, £2/17/6:
£23/10 Pye portable
£15: 15 kiiineas Truillonle
portable, 11 guineas; 16 guineas Pamh ez pi rhablo
£12; ?dullard Master Three. wit II large born
A in nlintt and
ea/ jo ;
dy
ee,ker.
with valves, £5. Mullard 8 G.P., with large cabinet
containing speak .
er, batteries and valves, eel
Write
for requirements of components
batte, es. etc.. at
bargain priees.—Box 2540. elo The Wireless World
r
ECOP1 TONE
Portable.
£17/10;
'eye
sortable.
nee'
£12110; Lan:thane £11; Buriidept Ellis
.
grand,
le.
5-valve, £15: Daridept 7-valve simerliet. 1925-26, £12;
ditto. 1926-27 model, £16; Marconi V2 and amplifier.
£7/10; Buttidept 4-valve, £8:10; also Run:debt Iareas,
cabinet (with partly built set), £12.—Janies Scott and
Co., 'Radio Engineers, Dunfermline.
[052U

W

IRELEss is a Fascinating Subject, hut makes
heavy demands upon the purses of ifs devotees.
For one who is determined to keep abreast of the
times, there are always new components to be bought,
and sets and leticLepeakers to be superseded.
T the Same Time, the would-be buyer is often
deterred iron, buying because he knows that
there will be still one more piece of apparatus left on
his hands, to add to those already in the i11114 box.
wk: flavo Opportunities of Disposing of Semi Obsoee lete Apparatus', to those who are not fortunate
enough to be able to afford the latest type, and will
take such apparatus or components, providing they
are in saleable condition, in part exchange fur arty
new set, loud-speaker, or component required.
LL We Ask is that You should Send Along a List
of Your Old Apparatus. together with your new
requirements, or, better still, send the apparatus to
us to inspect, when we will make you a lair offer.
F You Approve of this You can Send your Ri
tance for the Balance, and we will forward the
apparatI18 required; if you have sent your old apparatus arid you do not approve of our offer, we will
return. carriage paid.

A

LAW

NEW

!ULM/1AG IV

COPPER SCREENING BOX
COMPLETE WITH POLISHED OAK
OR MAHOGANY PLINTH

£3 -3 —
COILS

ANY

7s. 6d. each.

SCREEN

MADE

TO SPECIAL ORDER.

LOCK-ATKINSON WIRELESS,
95, Great Tftehfleld Street, W.I.
rdrphoeo• r Pilrro,

5235.

A
I

Principal ol this Firm,
TREfessional
wireless engineer

who has been a prosince 1910, and has
been manager for the Sterling Telephone Co., radio
expert to the General Electric Co., and Chairmal of
the Teehnical Committee of the National Association
of Radio elanufactmers, will willingly give advice to
those who are desirous of purchasing apparatus; we
are entirely unbiamil and will recommend the best
apparatus for your particular purpose; you save mcnes
by having genuine expert advice.
Forget We Will Take Your Old Receiver
or Components in Part Exchange.

W

.»1111.1

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
eacC one by post.

Mention

.4 highly

SALE.

QCOTT

tor the nen Regional Schema

UNLICENSED

APPARATUS.
A Service to our Readers.
We have made an arrangement with the Patentees
whereby readers who wish to dispose of ahoine-constructed
receiver not licensed under the patents made use of, can
license the set hy means of the Deposit System referred to
above.
The person desiring to sell, in sending us particulars for
luis advertierment, will in every case make use cf a Box
No., and should add to the price which he requires the
amount of royalty customarily paid by manufacturers.
If the purchaser is satisfied with his purchase, the sum
realised will be forwarded to the seller, less the amount
due in ripest of royalte ,s, which ainount will be paid by
"The Wireless World " to the owners of the patents
roneerned, and a certificate will be handed on to the
purchaser ol the set.
SPECIAL

UiNE

these'

12 words or less. 1'- and 16. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.

THE

RECEIVERS FOU

O&J.

it

E Will Also mill," An,v Sets to Specifica ,lon
(elareeni ciyalt ics payable), and install anywoere
in the British Isles; sets modernised; send fuir estimate.—Scienti fie Development Co., 51 Fisliergate.
l'reston.
Tel.: 1364.
[0226

Portable, purchased April.
GECOPHONE
tery just replaced; £18 cash—Hector,

•

lIMe

OE/T IN 'THE WE/T)
ISO MU
.lflasItg SQUARE. IONSON.II.C.S.
tr
'Am µ,• ,
Law.
OPEN TILL, 7 P.M.

ton

Letchworth,

Herts.

11.T. eat.
121, Nor[5898

C

LEARANCE el Surplus Stock—Sets, portables,
coin ponents. aecessuriee, loud speakers; genuine
bargain list post Ires—Cocons, 240, County ltd.,
Walton, Liverpool.
15897

sealTO fog OUR CATAL(.1,1
oosuet bet retE le CA. le,

'The Wireless World," when writing to ad,...tertiscrb,

Way,

tvill

unsure prompt attention.
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Receivers for Sale. -Contd.

CHARGERS AND ELIMINATORS.

VALVE Amplifier (inclusive 201- transformer), 12/6;
7
another. 101-; 2-valve amplifier, 1619.-0111eepie,
78, Wimps St., like,gow.
(5937

TANTALUM Electrode Strips for 11.T. Rectifiers.6.
suitable for A.C. mains eliminators; 2d. each, or
set of 8, 1/..-1.7, Dalton St., West Norwood. S.E 27.
(0308
rrANTALUM and protium for A.C. Rectifiers; make
J.
tip your own Inexpensive chargers; blue prints
for 11.T. and I,.T., 1/• each; Lioninin electrodes fitted
with terminals 2-3 amps., and 5-8 anips.-Blackwell's
Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Liverpool.
[4593

S

tat NIONDS BROS.--Iteeeivers constructed to your
own or any published design; also ri-pairs. reconstructions,
and
modernisations
at
moderate
charges; best materials and workmanship guaranteed;
numerous
testimonials;
quotations
free-Address,
8hireland ltd., Smethwick.
[5882
MARCONI Reeeiver, 4-valve, complete with Celes/ii
1•1 speaker; cost £80. will take £25, or best offer. 97, Clarendon Ittl., Putney.
[5958

TRANSFORMERS and Chokes for Battery Eli:nine&
tors, and for all wireless purposes, receiving nr
tri lisluulttulig ; enquiries invited.-Cliester Bros.. 244.
Ihilston Lane, London. E.S.
[4993

G

.ECOPIIONE 6-valve Stabilised Set, in mahogany,
gramophone jack, Osumi valves, coat £56, sell
for £30; (fitcop.ione 7-valve supersonic heterodyne portable, immense range, perfect condition, cost £38, sell
for £17.-1131.'2 NUM. Eotalon, W.C.1.
[5953

XTORTEXION Transformers. chokes, etc., wound tu
•
any specifleation; write or •phone tor quotation;
best qualtty components only.-Vortexion, 72. Merton
ltd., Wimbledon. 6. W.19. Tel.: Wimbledon 2814.
10319
PHIL1PSION'S Cafety High Tension Battery Limnnut ors.
D HI I. PSON'S Safety Eliminators Glee Consistent
1
Results.

smui:Til

- V.
WAIT E, A .à.t.
Specialist iii
the Highest Grade Wireless Apparatue.-Why buy
a mass production is rti,1 e when you ran hace a tPerial
instrument made in my works to meet )'Out exa ct
requirements?
Buying from the tictual manufacturer
yeti get infinitely better value.
LONG Lit of Re,.eivers does not convey lintels,
and prt
bly would not include the exact instrument you ate looking for, therefore I give a few
specimen sets only. and risk you to let me know your
meals; ny
ntiased advice is at your terviee.
elthlkNED titid Five.-A receiver to he proud of,
since there is nothing to compare with it at even
holden the prie, built tu an ideal, absolutely irrespertive nf t.t., t, tv itS tlio finest components ebtainante; eumprises 2
etages covering long unit
tititire Intres Withtilit coil eh:inking, completely rereenett
in litvlutiiull y tutu» Ohtani ii i
i
tin screening Mix, untste
ref titter, and nu L. F. amplifier specially designed to
give the lent possible quality on an LAi. speaker,
pick for pile-up, and vonune control fitted, gives enormous range mid seleetivity without detriment to quality;
prices rime .1;25.
CREENEIr Urn) Four. A.C. itiodel.-A similar set
to the obi ve, but with one 11.1e. stage only, gives
imineuse ILE. amplitieation as the Cosmos AC/3 valve
with an amplification factor of 1,200 is used, the finest
all mains set on the market; prices, çonaplete with
valve ,.front £20.
A LI, A.C. Radii et; rit riii; pliones.-I have tleiigned a
suinter
un nine
hined instruments, and all
interested in high grade reproduction are cordially invited to call rlid hear them; each instrument is
made, tested, and gnarantecti; et-binet work
to yonr own choice.
T
Not Take Old Sets in Part Exchange.-They
are prat•titfilly uteuleable, arid to do so simply
imams that new work must le charged rt a higher
nettle to cover the losses; all my new iiirtrintionts are
sold at the lowest possible eash prices. ts nekton with
first doss work arid materials.
EPAIRS mid Reconstructions.-I am always pleased
to quote tor work of this kind, anti guarantee
satisfaetion; many old typo reveivers can be brought
rient itp to dire at a inederate
M. MICA IAEI, Sereened Pilai» Three.-lettetnry-matio
inetrument, :insolubly miser:itched, complete with
set of seleeted valves; £11!10.
. W. SMGRT!WAITE, _A.M.I.R.E.. 15a, Outlaw
tiro-dens, Watlington, Surrey. Works: 24, Belmont
Rd.
'Phone: 'Wallington 1982. New showroom: 10414
South End, Croydon.
[5950

F

DITILIPSONS

Safety Eliminators are Guaranteed far
12 Nionths.
1)(DLIPSON'S Safety Eliminators are Sold on 7
Days' Approval.
Safety Ellin i
nators are llottaed in- Art
Enamelled Metal Boxes, fitted with 12%, of ilex
and a Bakelite plug, and are constructed iroui the
very hest material throughout.
DITILIPSON'S Safety ElimMators ere the Cheapest
L
Install, and the cheapest to run; pm es:
Model A.C.5, £4/17/6: AC.?. £3/17/6;
complete
with lull wave rectifiers; model DC.4. 37/6: D.U.5,
45/,
DIIILIPSON'S Safely Eliminators are Described and
£.
Illustrated in our Booklet "Radio Power.** Have
you had your copy f-Write to-day to
.IPSON and Co. ltd., Radio Engineers, Aatley
L
Bridge, Balton. 'Phone : 2038. 'Grains
Safely
Bolton. Est. over 50 years
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EWIeldeN. less valves, £4; also Titan, ditto. £210.
J71- -Young. 119, Peckham Park Rd.. S.E.
[5944

M

MATIONAL Portable, 5-valve, little used, complete:
.e9, a genuine lturgain.-Box 2814, co The it/ Jr,
tees World.
[5964

BATT ERI ES.

PENTODE Users, write for details of new size self
charging battery; 7.1. per volt; illustrated catalogue giving data post free.-U. Taylor, 57. Studley
Rd., Stockwell. London.
(0273

W

ET 11.T.
Replacements.-Sacs (capped or uncappe)), highest grade, No. 1, 10d, per doz.;
No. 2, 1/9 per doz.-See below.
gINCS.-Best quality (wired), No. 1, 8d. per doz.;
LA
No. 2, 91. per doz.; orders valued 5/- carriage
paid, otherwise 6d, for postage.-British Battery Co.,
Clarendon Rd.. Watford, nerts.
[0258
'CULT
Ilatteries.-Parts per dozen, jars. No. 1,
VT 21
/ 11
4
/ square. 1/3; No, 2, 1/6; MUM, No. 1.
2
10d.; No. 2. 11d.; sacs, No. 1, 1/2 dozen: No. 2.
1:9; terminals, 8d., 10d.; dozen cells (18 volts), complete with bands and electrolyte, No. 1. 4/1: No. 2,
51.; post 9d.; high efficiency, long life, self charging,
upkeep stuall; send 6d. for sample unit; il lis/ra tell
booklet free, <artiage free orders 10 /-; write for free
list %tireless bargains; trade supplied.-W. Taylor. 57.
Studley Rd., Stockwell. London.
(0039
.D.E.S. Accumulator hire and Maintenance Service
15 mile radius).-98. Cherry Orchard Rd.. Croydon.
(4062
ETTER Aecnintilator Charging.-We guarantee
preeise clarging and maititentinite by expert per
sonnel. The pri, es are very economical and ineltie
trouble-free eolleetien and delivery; also hire and part
hire service ot Oldham batteries; official Oldham serlice ,tution.- AnQloy Radio (associated with -AneleY
Produetsi, 36 Hind inallS Rd.. East Dulwich, S.E.22.

C
BB

829

TUST Out!-The new improved model Unifes 101I5.T
".
A.C. eliminator kit; 30 /-; giving full output of
120 volts. 15 milliamps, free from hum results.
THE New Kit Melt ales Shit-lied Mains Transformer
1
with terminals, heavy choke, 3 Hydra type condenser. tested 500 volts, D.C. Loewe vacuum resistance
and clip, valve hulder, panel ready drilled, nod 3 sockets
fitted. all the components mounted on a ph -heu base
board, and neatly boxed, with full instructions and
picture diagram, ready for assembling in a few minateS:
sent, anywhere in the British Isles, per parcel post.
C.o.d., 30 i-, on the receipt of a postcard slat dig mains
voltage, and cycle.
ILLARD 1E11.10 Valve, recommended. 15/• extra
(please state when ordering if valve to be sent);
every part guaranteed; satisfaetion or money refunded.
THE New Model is the I'inest Value in England;
1 thousands now in use: llulo (reds of testimonial ,.
ULL Part ieulars and I)ia gram Free; dealers write
for
terms.-Liyerpool Radio Supplies,
lindet
Works. 64, Myrtle St., Liverpool.
[5853

W

R

CI,LAILD S.G.P. Three, full kit with valves, as
brand new: ,•re:t £915, bargain £6.-69, Uorringe
Park Av., Mitcham.
[5921
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MODEL

0I.D MILE

£5 10

New

..

C.I0

••

C.24

££1
7
31
0
5
•. £24 0 0 ..

£3 15

0 .
r

E20

0 0

PAM) EXCHANGEI-Burndept 25 milliamp
14 eliminator, 200 volt A.C.; £515.-80, Treville St.,
Plymouth.
QAVAGE'S Transformer Laminations and Ba l
k
5
e
9
1i2tel
.
Belinins, 2 new sizes available; intending home
emistructors should write for list.
AVAGE•S ter Complete
fains Transformers and
ts7.
Power Chokes.
QAVAGE'S Mains Transformer for Foreign Listener,'
7
E,eir. 30I-: smoothing elanke, 15 ,-; 1.030 volts
D.C. test condensers 2-infil., 3/-: 4.infd., 5/3.
(ZAVACIe'S Mains Triutsformer for COSinos SP42/U
1.7
Reetifying and 3 A.C. Valves, 26/-.
AGE'S for Reliable Apparatus at Reasonable
prices,
specialists in wireless power from
the
mains.
QAVAGE, 146, Bishopsgate, London E.C.2. 'Phone;
7
Bialtopsgate 6998.
[5876

CABINETS.

Celestion factory.
Obtainable from any high-class
Radio Dealer.
-

/

Write for free Booklet to.CELEST1ON LTD., Dept. C,
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.
e ,,,,,
/,',

A USTIN Mains Transformers and Chokes arc De.C3. scribed in One Testimonial as "a first class job
at a very moderate price" any output supplied, for
any purpose. guaranteed; Foreign
Listeners'
Four,
28/-; Flat Dwellers' A.C.3, 24/•; low re, i
sta nee chokes
to 100I11, from 12 /6;send your enquiries mitt.- itisielitt
9
in
6
Mills, St. Albano Ave, Heaton Chapel, Stockport.

8 ££i 1: /SAv

These substantial reductions are made
possible only by reason of the greatly
a
un
vail
e
e
d inprottuectin
o
e
n
w faa
c
n
illtiese,
xtem
n:
i
d
ve
e

'zy

F
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CIABINETS.-First class goods at competitive prices;
Issend for lists.-Gilbert Cabinet Maker, Swindon.
[9833
RTCRAFT
Radio Cabinets are Britain's
Best
Value.
(0313

A

Tr AY'S Cabinets,
the greatest range of pedestal
IS- cabinets in the kingdom; original creative de.
signs at prices 50% lower than elsewhere; quotations
ter specials by return; delivery nt short notice guarain erti ; moving coil. portable. baffle, vigil et le, radio.
graino, e)ectrie pick--ape, televishni, etc.: illustrated
lists f
ree.-I I. Kay. Wireless Cabinet M anLintel urer,
Mount Pleasant Rd., London. N.17.
'Phone: Walt
lia ros tow 1626.
.
[5352
A RTCRAFT Radio Cabinets are Britain's Best

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly w.:able.

•
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Coils,

Cabinets.—Contd.

THE PERFECT RÉPRODUCER

D

IGBV'S Cabinets—Table models in solid oak and
mahogany; from 11/6 to 711-.
'1013V'fi Cabinets, fitted with Radian or Resiston
enonite i
f required
frvoters Cabinets.-Pedestel model, with separate
battery compartment; from 56/£12.
D IGBY'S Cabinets Made to Customers' own Designs.

Bishopsgate

6458.

16-page art
Hackney Rd..
[0128

HOME COrgOS
RTRUCTION.
LINEN DIAPHRAGM,
STEEL CHASSIS BUILT
LOUD SPEAKER KIT.

Radio Cabinets; Britain's hest value;
ARTC:RAFT
lowest prices consistent with highest quality;

illustrated list free from actual ma nufacturers.-Artcraft Co., 156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. 'Phone :
Croydon 1981.
[0040
are the Finest Bargains Ever Offered,
THEall Following
of which are genuine Bernd/lit manufacture,

and you know Burndept ihnality: unless otherwise
stated these cabinets are either slightly soiled or
scratched, and every one is worth ut least £3, but
note our elealance prices.
UURNDEPT Portable Cabinets (suitcase type), inside
unsisurements
tglt,in.x 14 1
/
4in. xillidta,
with
lid
exaetly as used in the Il urnfleet £25.'126 portable; our price 16/6 each, or in
perfect etnitlition as new, 25)-; carriage 1/3 extra.
CIENIIINE Brand New Burndept Loud-speaker", to
•
fit lid of above, everything complete. ready to fit
in lid; 32/6
IMINDEI"r Mahogany Portable Cabinets, measure/. ments as above, 25/-; or in perfect condition, as
new. 35/-.
L'UNI)EPT Ethodyne. take 23in. x10in. panel, with
raised panel double doors, solid maliosami, and
a lovely piece of furniture, 35/-; ditto, without front
dome, 25/-.
BURNEPT
Screened Four Mahogany Cabinets,
take
D 16in.x1Oin. panel and 16in.x10iii. baseboard,
with 1
, 111etl Panel
binged lid. condition as new; 25/-;
earthly, extra.
URN DEPT Battery Eliminator Oak Cabinets, inside
measurements
14in. x81
/
iin. x7lhin.
deep,
with
hinged lid; 6
carriage 1/3 extra; satisfaction gluten.
teeit-Ilughes and Sous, 149, Chepstow ltd., Newport,
Mon.
[5895

I
>
L7

RTCRAFT
Value.

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

TWIN

Best
[0310

Radio

Cabinets

are

Britain's

Rest
[0309

l'SON Radio-Gram Cabinets take sets up to
▪
21in.x8in.x13in. ' ample room for batteries, loudspeaker, records, etc., hand french polished. oak finish,
No. 2, 37in. x2rlin.x 19in., 72/6; mate 5/- extra. ret.,
No. 1 lie Luxe model, 40o 24x20. 92.6; crate 5/extra, ret.
ThAYSON Moving Coil Pedestal Cabinet, baffle si»,
18x18 height 40Iu., oak finish, 45;6; crate 4,6
extra, ret.
rbAYSION Loud-speaker Cabinet, 10in, cone size,
10/6; 12in. cone size, 15/6; moving coil type,

D

•

AYSON Special Pedestal Model for Cossor MM..
Milliard Muster Three. etc., space for batteries;
special price, 52%6; crate 4,-extra, ret.
TbAYSON Cabinets are all Hand French Polished,
4--•
satisfaction is guaranteed; send for illustrated
list now; save 50% by buying direct from the actual
man ufaetu Mrs.
"rb AYSON
Cabinets.
Dayson Works, Grant ltd.,
•
Croydon.
[5946

COILS,

TRANSFORMERS,

ETC.

1,000 Man, Decoupling Resistances for "Wireless
/
World
Cirensis: 1/3 each. post fiee.-Groves
Brolliers. St. Mary's Place. Shrewsbury.
(5'753
Decounling Resistant,» for " Wireless
()0 .OHM
World" Circuits, hand made aud tested in
mir own workshops; 1/. each, post free-Groves Bros.,
Ft. Maly's
Shrewsbury
[5832

F
S

OREIGN Listeners 4, set of three low wave coils,
32/6; highwave. 32/6: bases, Vs «Ia.-Radio.
graph.
.a. Multi Valve Portable Coil, 21/6; Europa portable coils, 21/- palr.-Radlograph.
.G. Regional Coils 37/6 pair; Europa III eoils,
22/6 pain-Radiograph.
T IT% Wire, 9/40, 1/6 per dos. yards; 27/42, 2/6
/a deg. yarils.-Badiograph.
El IFERNS Deep Ribbed or Becol Tube, 5d. per
inch; _slotted for winding, 1/6 extra.-Radiograph,
Station ltd. corner. New Inns, Handswortb, Birmingham.
[5852

S

R

lien! ion of " The Wireless

1St -.

[5945

ETC.

Sale, Marconi hand generator, 600 volts 30
FORma.;
£3/10, carriage paid.-70, Fieldhead Av.,
Elton,

COVQNTIlY

Bury.

Lancashire.[5972

GRAMOPHONE PICK•UPS, ETC.

2

AL

IHII1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

RTCRAFT
ra. Value.

21/-. Postage 9d.
For best results use a
CONE MOVEMENT,
Postage 6d.
Pia!vre, and mg. Pi. other.

GREEN & FAULCONBRIDU L"

F

A

ree
ltisiZis a
.ns
s
e
.
t.

11/1"-L notary Transformer, new and guaninteed by
ILL makers, 12-250 volte, 40m.a.. £5/10: 2 6 volt
0 amp. accumulatot-i, as stew, £2 carh; Ferranti moving coil voltmeter, Sit. dial, 80-100 volts, brand new,
.11; portable set ease, wills cone speaker, £1; twin
petrol eiigitu•. air cooled, 4t2h.p., less magneto, £2.Goring, Sussex.
AKOWITEY Generator. type C.F./248, II.T. 2,250
1.1 sitis 125 m.a., LT. 13.5 volts 10 amps., belt
coupled to Century ,!,11.p. 220-volt single phase A.C.
motor, complete with starter, generator can also be tun
as rotary transformer, perfect order, as new. every nontinent in world winked will, above outfit: also 1 Mnllard 250-watt valve, type S.W.2. little used; lotr5e0
97s
1
t
142. what oliers?-55%, West Point, 31(414«, Vteks.

Constructed In half an hour with a screwdriver. Size 20" x 20". Has a double linen
diaphragm
and adjustable damping
attachment. Will take any popular Coll a
Movement, •• G.E.C.,"
•• Blue Spot,"
"Triotron," ss liegra."
Brown," etc.
Complete Kit includes Dope, Brush,
Instructions, and Ornamental Sides.

American Typee, astonishing valise, special
offer oak cabinets, hinged lid, baseboard, highly
polished, take 12in. x6i a. panel ; sample, ca rriage paid,
6/6; trade discounts hi,. qua ntities.-Mag.Radio, 112,
Winston° lane. Di rin night« .12665
OUD-Sl'EAK ER Cabinets, extraordinary offer, oak
./1--4 cabinets. handsome fret front, highly polished.
13in. square, 6ta. deep, finished moulding, take all
ordinary units; sample, carriage paid, 6/6; trade discounts for quantities-Mg Radio, 112, Warstone Lane.
Birminglia nt.
[2666

P2Cf r
o
)
t:ci-N r3.
5Eeleregy tone

.
1
1
43.11.e. Ball Bearing Motor. 200 v. D.C. , will run on
A.C.; 151-; or exchange piekom and atm.-Isaac.
58. liambledon Av., Itierley, Bradford.
[5914

INEST

T

PU8
1.
3

DYNAMOS,

B

th.

Etc.—Contd.

coils, new Kilo Mal
Listener's Four, set of
3 low wave. 30/-; set of 3 long wave, 37/-; moduated waverneter, pair coils. 22 /-;
screened
grid
egioniul coil,, as specified, 43/• pair; Milliard SOP
lord range coils, 30/- pair, approved by Mull creta;
terclif standard
coils
tor
New
All-wave
Four,
standard Four, A.C. Three.
Regional,
Ever' in an
Four, 77/9 net of 4, with bases: Benn/if star dard
'oils for the Lodestone series (specified "Wireless
Magazine"), 7616 set of four, with
bases; New
Empire, set of three coils and base, 211.• Titan unit.
5/-; all " Wirejeos World " and similar coils in
regular production by the original specialists• lists
free; trade supplied.-Simmencts Bros., Shirelanii Rd.,
Smethwick. 'Phone Smethwick 751 for quick rod.
[6883
Q. )'ULSFORD.-Cods, transformers; Europa Portable. 21/. pair; Multiple Valve Portable, 21/8:
s.G. Regional, 37/6 pair; Flat Dwellers' A.C.3, 16/6:
Kilo-Mag Four, 60;- set; GOO ohms resistances, 1/6
iach.
PULSFORD.-Foreign Listeners' Four, complete
set of coils, 62/-; bases, 1/6 each.

BOB BROWN"
comes

to

Town!

I
lere's a new Valve Holder for you—the
;Jew TRIX "BOB BROWN "—a valve
holder with a new naine and a new pr/re
but backed by the old TRIX reputation,
for QuALrrv.
Moulded throughout li
genuine brown Triait,', pnn.; of
pram
ilioultling compounds.
Aniple
but not excessive movement.
cet this excellent anti-micro1 1"1.
phonic model to-day!
EACH

ERIC I. LEVER (TRIX) LTD.,
9, Clerkenwell Green, Londen,E.C.I.
.Cluktueuell Mr: Pà
Stand Nos. 211 & 212.

11111i111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

'Phone:

"BOB BROWN"
11111111ffill:1111111

Cabinets.--Write for new
DIGBV'S
catalogue.-P. Digby, 9, The Oval,

E.2

Transformers,

IMMONDS BROS.-Berel
S
D
Four, 50i- set; Foreign

4Brown

Piek-nii, not done over 12 recorde, perfect;
s6'w 38'-; wanted, Dubilier K.C. condensers, drum MU.
rol --A. Thompson. 1, Coppy Nook, Greetland. near
Halifax.
[5957

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

C

OIL Drive Speakers, Coodmans; call any date
between 12.30 p.m. ainl 1.30 p.m. during the.
City luncheon hour. and hear any of our products
demonstrated.-Goodmans, 27. Farringdon St., E.C.4.
[0091
F You are in London Call and See Goodman(
L Coil Drive and it
Units before purchasing elsewhere. -Good maris, 27, Farringdon St.. E.C.4.
[0090

T
A

BSOLUTELY Utsoliciteil Appreciations Testify to
the Definite Superiority of
Appreciations Productsl!
re the P.G.3 Double Acting 4-pole Balanced Reed
•-• Unit (25/- type). W.B., Old Trafford, Manchester.
writes : You
certainly
merit
congratulations
on
placing the P.0.3. on the market.
At the last Manchester Exhibition it came under the notice of my
friends and self, and there was nothing at that Exhibition which excelled the P.G.3.
S., Lewisham. writes
Upon test this is a very
fine unit.
Although 1 have tried several, for
purity of tone and faithful reproduction over the
hole n usica I range, it is better than them all.
I
eongratulate you Upon the production of a unit which
marks a definite advance in the efficiency of the cone
speaker unit.
•
1-.4.D.C.. Doncaster, writes: They are without equal.

y

G

ANS Cone Chassis Assemblies, the cone
LA lifted to which are unique, by reason of Geedma n's exclusive doping processes, can be fitted with
ny cone unit in 2' minutes; new model. 12/6; enthusiastic users write :T.M.P., Plumstead, writes: The cone chassis is works/ ing splendidly.
It is quite capable of handling
ilie full output of my Everyman Four. and its response
to faint signals and purity of reproduction are far
advance of anything in cone speakers I have pro
viously obtained.
Wendover, writes: It may interest yen t.
know that I am using a Goodman's chassis, and
everyone marvels at the reproduction.
ILLusTRATEo Lists Post Free from Goodman's, 27.
Parringdon St., London, E.C.4.
[0066

F

INEST Suspension Leather. for fixing cones to
moving coil or reed units, as supplied to prin.
eipal makers; 2/- sq. ft., 1/6 10in, square; segments
up to 12in. cone 9d. for 4; all post free, cash (5w6i
6
th
2
order..-Dilley, 8, Ashby Rd., Essex Rd., N.J. Cils.
sold 0736.

when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Load.speakers.—Contd,
BAKER'S

SELHURST

RADIO

11
17
,0
0(11
11 .
.

fi.:à

year

Loud speakers.—Contd.
the greate.t scientific achievement of

EPOCH.-ftlarvellous

E

POC/1.-Does not require umpteen valves; a crystal
LA and one valve or a portable will work it.

E

pPOCII. - No
4-4

T

-

11.

le-

1•

. 1

•

-.

-

711—

iPir.T

nisTioil
larakae
re
rs, orapn
rt
o
ttaer
dtue
rli

ieli
ny
cy

CaN Ite..cipt of a Postcard, our new 36•page booklet
•.-e will he went at once.
with natural reproduction of both speech
VOLTJME,
and music, obtained from Baker's speakers.
I N all Cases we are Happy to Advise You on any
point co teerning loud-speaker reproduction.
Centreing
are Available which overcome
NEW
all difficulties of centreing.
Devices

el IVES Pleumm to all Music Lovers, Baker's moving
‘71. roil speakers are being used for " Talkies," in
leading restaurants and hotels, by manufacturers of
milio-gramoplione receirtes, and for all purpose, where
volume and c..writy ot reproduction is es,,ential.
1ALL at our Works at Croydon and Examine all
%."
Motels: you wilt be convinced of their superiority.

)

lJft
were

lifloating
contr3
u
diaphragm.

T DEAL

for Use with the Megavox Three or the Mallard S.G. 1' Master Three, with pentode coil.

.1.

T ow to High Notes are Reproduced with a tone
14
quality of art entiiely new order, and with a range
covering the entire musical scale.
Directly you hear
a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker you are impressed by
the brilliance of reproduction and the natural tone.

L

tsTEN in wish a Baker's Moving Coil Speaker.

Pioneers of Moving
ØllICINAL
Baker's Seiburst Radio.

U

Coil Loutbspeakers,

irlIFFEILENT Instruments end Voices have delicate
loo , differences which may be called quality,
',lour, or timbre, and are caused by harmonies ol
higher pitchei which are added to the fundamental
notes: Baker's moving coil speakers are designed to reproduce these different shades of tone, that is why
they are prelerred to all other makes.
arc

recognised

p}:1211fANE,NT Magnet Speakers,
retain tteir magnetism.

tit t

The remarkable performance
curve of the
Ultra
Air
Chrome Speaker.
•

Mr
NV. Harris uses
the Ultra Air Chrome
Chassis in the All Electric Gramophone
*
Mr. Percy W. Ifards writes:
"Its suitability for the Wire-

Ies.i

Constructor

lies in

phone

Electric

Gramo-

the fact that it gives

remarkably uniform response
wide band
tremely

of

frequencies,

sensitive,

is

very

. . . " gives
tien

is

exno

thus

reasonable

good

current

in price"

a low-note reproduc-

comparable

moving-coil
quite

a
a

requires

special magnet-energising

and

to

with

speakers,
in the

giving the

the

but

upper

best

also

is

register,

brilliance' which

made

as
by

the

Type

L. Chassis

If X

Type K. Chassis

re x

* Type

Chassis le
J. Chassis 2 I.'
F.

ro"

42/-

x 23'

84/-

52/-

Type
X 2e I05/• Tye F is Ilue miec.1 by Mr. Percy W. Harris
and idnelrated above.

READ Our

Free 36•Page Booklet To-day.

QEND to Baker's Selluirst Radio, 89, Selhurst Rd.,
K.7.
South Norwood, S. E.25 (Tel.: Croydon 1618). or
call at our Works (always open), 24. Cherry Orchard
Rd., East Croydon (15 minutes flou-stop from Victoria
or London Bridge).
[0231
331

So

like

a

¡ POCIL

E
E OCIL
doesn't,
POC K,

Mae sounds like

I

flute

but a •toliu

rePOCIL-A piano does not come through ilk. a
2-1
broken down hello, nor like a harpsichord or
barrel organ.

pocit.

•

POCIL-The only range of speakers that reproduces
speech as well as s, usie with absolute accuracy.
prOCIL-The speaker s that have eliminated
defects of ordinary moving coil speakers

the

pPOC11, -Greatest.

variety on the market to suit all
requirements and pockets.

1-à

1
.
1.4
1 POCH.-20

models;

E POCIL-See

the new 9in.

price

from)

50/,

public address

mode.

r7POCTI.-A happy model 66P.al. user asks us to
LA state that an Epoch does not make a bad set
good, but it makes a good set perfect.

E POCH.-Testimonials
E POCO,

by

every

post.

-U4 'oc
-ono oh the greatest authorities in this
country, after a comparative test with many
other well known makes, has pronounced Epoch as
infintely superior to the best of the others.

POCH.

E

MIPOCIL-One of the best known experts, whose name
12.r
is a household word, after most exhaustive cmpaiative tests, has just bought one for his private use.

POCH.

E

LIPOCHS

are "in use in many Talkies, have bee n
-g:s adopted by scienlifie institutions, and are the
preferred choice everywhere after l'0111 narative tests.

E

POCH is Made for Quality: the low price being
only possible by quantity production and small
profits.
Speakers are very Massive. sturdy, foolproof,
EPOCH
and made for evei lasting wear.
should a speaker meet with an acciEpocii.-But
dent you can insert your spare diaphragm in

E

POCH.-With other moving
a complicated factory lo
abroad.

E

required).

and

the

coil speakers it is
perhaps to be sent

POCH.-Dealers often push substitutes because of
bigger profits; insist upon getting Enoch.

pocH.

can have
EPOCH-You
7 days' approval

Baker's Moving Coil Speakers are manufactured
throughout at Croydon, and are British.

WVERY " Wireless World" Reader thould procure a
2.:1 ropy of our new booklet.

Clear as

drumming!

15SPOCII.--Tho only proper way to compare speakers
is en your own set with a quick switch over:
Epoch 66 welcomes such a comparison.

1.1.

Reproduction, Baker's moving coil

to

E

Baker's.

Model can be Supplied as a Complete
Speaker, ready to connect to receiver if desired.

A
Realistic
K EY•peatokeys.

No

60

POCH -If your dealer will not take your order,
the manufacturers will supple you direct.

48 t

-LIVERY

.1.2

from

No background!
attack.

3 minutes (110 tools whatever
speaker is perfect again.

is so much needed."

SED by True Lovers of Music the World Over.

QEI.,ECO Moving Coils
obtainable.

NI

I Il

onr.1 'or MO.

D

crisp

line speaker.

reproduction

1411.0C11.
IJ
r, POCIL-A good soprano does not sound
e
-i contralto, nor as
she bad a cold.

11

"E "Wireless World" Reader Prefers a Baker'.
Electro Magnet,
because the highle efficient
unit used is correctly designed, and by the use of
spt>ci•I steel a Ilya/ degree of magnetisation
s obtained, resulting in louder signals without the necessity
of
an
elaborate
amplifier
requiring
high
voltages.

line

resonance

a bent

EPO
hC
iss
li
I
ng
.-Sb
t arp,

U

M

No

p

P000.-Straight
8,000 cycles.

Coil Speakers are of the Highest
appreciated everywhere.
Radio en.
thnsiasts from all parts have sent their unsolicited and
written testimcmy of the high efficiency and magnifiee t performance achieved.

No mains!

roCu.

E

EPOC11.-The only straight

Moving
ØUlt
Grade, and

the

new model moving coil speaker.

14
1 P)C11.-Requires no accumulator!
IA complications I

QEL1IURST RABID Moving Coil Speakers are of
b•-7
Proved Efficiency and recognised as the best
obtainable.
Sold direct from addres below, or from
dealers In 10 countries.
14 days' approval.

13

AIR CHROME

E

POCH Sneakers are

E
E

POCH.- British

Ultra Electric Limited, 661-663, Harrow Road,
London, N .W ao. 'Phone : Willesden 1616/7.

Fully Guaranteed,

throughout.

POCK.
POCH.--Bend

E

any type Epoch, subject to

!or

Booklet

['OCR.

1,1 POCH RADIO MANITFACTIJRING Co.. Lt(1.. are
14 the manufacturers.
City Office and Service Station. 25, Laurence Pountney Lane. E.C.4 IoU Cannes
St.).
'Phone: Mansion House 4883.
f
50u r

Advertisements for " The Wireless World" are only accepted from firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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IIMMIMMIN

YlifeNiaMal

HEAR WIRELESS AT ITS BEST!

DONOTONE, the best loud-speaker.
l the
am i
a
HEAlt

Load-speakers Advertised. then come

Al

DON o'roNE.

DEMONSTRATIONS Daily.

with a

LINCON1E
DUPLEX

40 .Ferniest

St., Holborn, E.C.4.

DONOTONE.

the

best loud speaker.

The Lincone Duplex tuned
fabric diaphragm gives superb
results when used with an
Ormond or Blue Spot unit.
he rolling of the drums and
the highest notes of the violin
are reproduced with marvellous
realism.

(5669

II711V is the Webson B.S.7 Moving Coil Loud speaker
VT used ae a standard in the principal laboratories
of the wireless trade?
117HY is the Webson B.S.7 Moving Coil Loutlispeaker
VV used by manulacturers of high grade radisegramomdinne set sy
nECALTSE the Websen B.S.'? is designed and made
-1-g fir the use of musical critics to whom only the
finest possible reproduction is good enough.
AVE you heard a Webson Moving Coil Speaker?
It not, to do so will be a revelation.
QliND for Particulars to Star Engineering, Didahury,
LI Manehester.
Phone: Didsbucy 1785, or. if in
London, ask Alexander Black. the Wireless Doetor,
2, Woodville Grove, London. N.16, to give you a
I
emons tra ion.
(5764

hassis only, 22/6

H

DOMINION SLOW MOTION DIAL
Brownie are now producing 2,901 Dominion
Vernier Dials a day. That is why it is possible
to offer this high-grade dial at the wonderful
price of 3/6.
The mechanism is a special non back lash
design with a reduction ratio which makes
fine tuning easy without becoming tedious.
Finished in plain black or beautifully grained
Mahogany Bakelite.

CHASSIS

Pros% l'es. 14152/291

Valves-The ideal valve for purity output
OUTPCT
to moving eoil and other large loud-speakers is an

Fell

BRISTOL WIRELESS LTD.,
Queen's Road, Bristol.
s

--,, 11Fgadfflft/M11131511111

A.P. 1..5.680; it. dissipates 10 watts on 200 11.T, and
requires only half the 11.T. tif the equivalent 3-electroile.-Kincely
see A neloy
Products advert i'enflent,
under Valves seetien.
[5866

THE

IDEAL

«your:

Old Lowl.speaker Taken in Part Payment
fer the Latest Type; see our advert. tinder column
Receivers for Sale.-Scientific Development Co., 51.

D01'
Fishergate.
ISLE

Preston.
Diaphragm

Linin

LES
"

Per Driving. Lighting.
and CilleRillg Plant:
up to 500 watt:.
Lathes up to 6 coulee,
AND ALL RUBS
OP MACHINERY.
A really
reliable
2 -stroke
valveless
engine
giving
its
rated power easily.
S.R.F. HMI Bearings.
F.conoinical
an ti
Silent.
PRICE :—
Engine,
complete
with Carburettor and
Magneto,

Lotal.spc akers 10227
Give

Moving Coil Quality; any size up to 22in.,
asqinibled complet e, 301•; guaranteed perfect, unit s
litud al prine extra of unit reenired; why risk failure
assembling yourself I
OLISHED Oak Cabinets for Above Speakers, 22in.
square; 27/6, all carriage paid.-Hannnondr. 1,
Strathaid
Nuneaton.
E
.5899
"I POCH.

E

voCa

EPOCH

by

Deferred

POCH.
EPOCIL-Any

Payments.

£14

THE "SUPREME" ENGINE.
:2. B.1-1. I'. It 1,200 Revs.
responsible honseholder ran obtain
Sew/ for Fr. Boo/den loonly type Epoch moving coil speaker by ettsY SUPREME
ENGINES,
8, KING'S ROAD,
term.,; no references, no interest.-Partitulars utr6o
1.1
n miumismilim
8
Ashton-o lmain
n-Meesey, Cheshire...
LIP.N14111 , 2 10, (\nin on St., 1.1 0.4.

E

"RECEPTION WITH REALISM!'
"TONE SUPERB."

w

Non Metallic, Non Resonant Cone Ch
12 in. Floating Cone.

16 in. Baffle.
A Cone Chassis

tone.

particulnrn.

PRICE
1 0/ 31
RADIO,

i-voli; £8.
NAVAL(5

sell

HORNCHURCH,

_

N.W.2.
[5959
£591
6
50:

B.T.1I. C2 born speaker, as new, perfect.- 40.
frarrington St., RegenC. Park. N.W.
[5954

SCREENS rIOAREX

"WSW L.P.18 Lion Power Chassis; cost £8, sacrifice
£5:10.-Felts, "B, felon," Donington, neor Spald"[5933
lag.
A S Brand New, Baker 6v. monies, coil speaker, super
model; sueriflee £3/10, no effers.-63. Algiers lid.,
;!, 12-nvl-ts.liul. 5E.

Send for full

WARRICK

Spot
oak Bala
Ilan..
nredwonderful
A twat le e
tone,
Speaker,
almostin new
2i .

MAGNAVOX Moving. Coil,
L
-YN.
perfeot.-27, Dun,tan

di se rMilitating
insists on perfect

IlITF

£2.-71a.
Cricklewooil
Broadway,
•Plione appointinent, Ilampeteatt 2190.

designed for the
listener who

1-)1.17E Spot 66K.
-I-1 perfect working
Bognor.

balanced armature unit: 1
58
91
2
6
0:
order.-}Itilmes, Harley Home,
[591u

A MPLION Cone, oak:, perfect, practically new: 35/-.
lemmin.-Whitlaker, 33. We+trliffe
5
.
1.13,
ESKIMO EXCI-TANGE!-Brewu III. 4 amollis ?2
-Lb perfeet: 45.-.-80, Trciille hit., Plymouth.
[5928

rtd..

Iti-171,1,ARD
uta

Loud-speaker. 3-yttinea model, as new;
-Dent, 13, Brownsule Rd.. Cambuslang.
[5917
VALVES.

ESSEX.

NEW
METAL

highly

f
ully

cow

ngEns

Pu I. 1.1i1).11
•• P •el.:
DRUM CONTROL CONDENSER.
VVI N GROVE &
ROGERS LTD.,
158-1135, STRAND. LOND04, W.C.S.
,

Mention of

3.o. rc.l.000

W

W

• [5866

CABINET

AS

4
beauti-

finished OAK BASE and inside
S.G.

Complete

s.c.
Quick

VALVE

specified

HOLDERS

2:-.

45/..
each.

direct from:

F'/ROUSSI,

FEATHERSTONE
HIGH

for

50/..

deliveries.— Order

E.

screens

valves.

SET OF 3 COILS as

VALVE

A

KILO-NIAG
SPECIFIED,

10,

.P. T.5.680, Ille Isleal super nutput retire, whirl,
dis sipates 10 watts at only 200 II.T. -half the
login] voltage, " g "=5.0. nin
ohms;
fine Naive is perfect, for big amplifiers and lower power
tralISM titers.
E are so sure
A.P. Valves that we will send
yett the type required on 3 dear days' approval
against. eash order, and will accept risk in. transit.
RITE reclay fer Full 11,“zi si! the A.P. Family
of Remarkable 4-electrode Valves,
A NELOY PRODUCTS, 36, Dimbnans Rd., E. Halt
wieh, London, S.E.22. 'Plic.ne: New Cross 4074,

COILS

polished and mottled, with baseboard and

-Rectifying halt wave valves. 4v. 53 erne ,S.
output.
30 m.a., do same work ts a 15/- valve
at under quarter the rest. 3/6.-Braidwocul, 1, High
St.. Barnet.
Try onel
15795

P

POVER

UNIT.

POCH.

4>

Post

Recommended Units :
Ormond Unit
. 12/3
Illoo Spot Unit
95/
pa,
from

HOLBORN,

BUILDINGS,
W.C.1.

'Phone : Chancery 7010.

WIRELESS VALVE TRANSMITTERS
pri
ce
9 !,, Net

Uy W. JAMES.
Dealing thoroughly with the Design and
Operation of Small Power Apparatus.

By Ku
270 pages with 210 photographs
96
and diagrams.
Obtainable from llootseller.,or direct irom the Publishers:
ILIFFE& SONS Ltd., Dorset House. Tudor Street,
LONDON, E.C.4.
w.w.9

The IVireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Valves.—Contd.

•

Components,

WILLARD Valves, S.G., P.M.14, 12/6.• P.11.4D,
516: Pentone P.31.24, 151-; practically new.79, Itroadwatcr ltd., Bruce Grove, Tottenham.
(5940

Ø

NE 1».M.6 7/-; P.31256, 10 ,-; Cosmos S.P.5513,
4/-: Lustrolux A.610 P.Y., 4/-, as new, only been
tried: one P.51.24, 12/6, used 2 months, full emission:
approval.-10, North Rd., Prestwich, Lancs.
[5956

COMPONENTS

ETC., FOR

SALE.

1)1pELLING-1.1:11 Panel Fittings are designed to give
au esprit finish to any home-constructed set;
catalogue post free.-Selling and Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
•
(0018

600

torero).

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Sltort-eave Stations
resen t
n your p
set • • •

Them in the
TO Part
exchange

You Wish, we will take in part exchange any
branded receiver, eomponent, or loud-speaker, for
which you have no further else. providing, such is
reasonably- modern and in workable condition.

SHORT-WAVE
CONVERTOR

E

Lists on

A self—contained Unit to con—
vert your set into a highly
efficient short wave receiver.
This convertor is adaptable
to any valve set by simply
removing the detector valve
from set and inserting it in
the valveholder of that con—
vertor, the plug of convertor
taking the place of the de—
tector valve. In Crystalline
Metal Cabinet including 2
coils 20/40 and 40/80 metres,
Plug and Adaptor, £.4 .10 .

p

application.

EGerroNE A.C. Eliminator. W.I.B., 120v., 18
m.o., cost £4119. £4; Marconi Ideal :Junior
transformer, 81-; Liasen LP., 4;-; Blue Spot cone, as
new, 81-.-F.M., 74, Shirley Park ltd.. Croydon.
(5918

R

We specialise in all apparatus
described in "Wireless World."

M

BURNE -JONES 6'

by Rich and Bundy,
ONE50 Transformer
cycle to 1,000-0-1,000 volts. 100

230 volts
tua.; one
transformer by "(Deli and Bundy, 230 volts 50 cycle to
10 010 volt ,
10 alnPs.; 2 20 Nome 100 ci, a. chokes;
2 Stirling 10 ci ici. condenstyrs; tine Western Electric2-vals',' power ituiplitler and loud-speaker; any reasonable offer would lee aceepted.-4. Wrigley St.. Oldham.
[5913
X 1' ER IMENT ER 'S Surplus for Sale -Rire-Kellogg
6 volt moving roil load-qieaket, bargain, £5;
Cridon triple ii nie er111.1011Set 30/•; LPN...11,1 triple pereen
roil unit, long and medium wave sititeli, cost £5, bargain £2/10; all above .11 , new; valves and other components for cal,: write tor lit.-Anwristn, eio liollin
and Co., Ltd.. Trading Estate, Slough.
(5924

E

A .F.3. 12/6: A.F.4, 10'-; P.M.3, 41-•' P.31.4. 416;
£1 Lotus 2-way coil holder, 34: 0.0005 Ormond S.L.
rondenser, with vernier, 3/6.-Box 2801, elo The Wireless World.
15925
1"11,3110 No. 1 rind Rope; l'ye 3211 choke; 6 1 cad.,
T.C.O. Mansbridge: Utility switches, D.P.D.T. and
4P.D.T.; 2 0.0005 Ormond S.T.
Cosmos HIC.;
Dubilier 2 meg., with base: Edison jacks, 2 S.F..
2
plue -in eondensers, 0.00005, 0.001, etc.; 311post free.-Write, 10, Kingseourt Ill., S.W.16.
(5927

LTD.

Magnum House, 296 Borough High St., London, S.E.1

E THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY
Leyton Primary H.
=== SI ft 52 Sae Celli.

j
Fe

PI

SI

Radio Field Appleby's Appeal: in
exists the most economical method

W

MAGNUM

sistances as specified by " Wireless World." 8,6
Poet free-Uroves Brothers. St., Mary's Plaie. Shrewsbury
(5831

rhase.

,

E Supply Practically All the Leading Lines of
Radio Apparatus at Current List Prices, and
make no carriage charges except on accumulators and
batteries and exceptionally bulky articles.

,

"Ll OR EIGN Listeners' Four; set of 8 decoupling re-

ti

Bhere
is
Appleby's
service -FiMplO,
straightforward, fair; a not too dull brochure.
more fully tlescriptive, will be sent to you immediately
upon reques L.

î

new. £515; Brown Q. £8/10; Coco
(ebonite horn), £2; Etliovox, 120
ohms. £1; Celestion pick-up, £2115; RI. ditto, £2/2;
Am-lion piek-up outfit, £1:10; plc k-up only,
151-;
large stock of clearance and $ennittl-liand componeuta:
state reunirements.-Jumes Scott and Cu.. Radio (-loginvers, Dunfermline.
[0321

T's C. H.T Eliminator, output 1,750, 40 m.a., £2;
Grossmann moving coil
6v. londopeuker, £3;
Whiteley lionehain 47/6 loud-speaker, 35/-; T.C.C. eketrie (minimisers, 1016; Phillips 328 reetifying rimming
valve. new, used tatee for testing-KS., Box 2564, ..•.,
The Wiracss World.
15785

a

XTAN1ED Inseparably with Radio Part Exchange.
-1.1 wherever the English language is spoken.

Int

200v., as
R .E.loud-speuker

ARCONI Generator, 1,500v., D.C., £2; Cossor
M. 11., without raises, in tiibitirt. £3/10; 3v.
dual lunge, needs plight attention, £2/10; few E. ii
coils, 1;3 well; cone speaker. 151- .;Neslier horn 'Weaker,
10/-:
other
goods chem.-Send S.A.E.,
Moorcrolt,
Hathersage.
[5786

y

are Those whose /Esthetic Tastes Revolt
Confronted by Cheap Production, who»
mentality allOw.. of no pt'etette,t, I.0 wlrcsr,, rash promise;
:Ire a vulgarity and cold,urtul offers a bore; who relic ire
Cl worth of value for every £1 expenditure. and
know full well that no living being can give them
more.

CIOPPER Screening Boxes for Kiln-Nag Four. 27/6
V
each, cash with order; also coliPer screening
boxes of all azes made to order, prices on application.
Rigby and Woolfendeu, Sheet Metal Workers. Rothdale.
[5455

JOUR Old Components Taken in Part Payment
tor Latest Type; see our advelt. ils Culunnt
Receivers for Sale.-Seientifie Development Co.
51,
Fisbergate, Preston.
10228
•
XPGRIENGED Amateurs Will Recognise Value of
Calton-Stewart ILK
2,000 tordis, in vesmenti, *Loh surrounded by II if. all wavelengths; 2;.
l'y post.-Calton-Stewart, 28, St. Enoch Sq., Glasgow.
15915
YE Pentode Ontput Transformer, new, 15/-; Exide
C.Z.4, never filled acid, 916.-Box 2803, c/o The
Wirelus IVorld.
[5943

E

THERE
when

ETErts.
Meters.-Milliamp. and ampmeters. re154 calibrated
and shunts provided, voltmeters tilted
with resistant= for higher ranges, send meters for
estiniates.-Chester Bros., 244, lialston Laue, London.
E.8.
[5240

C
elioKEs

for Sale. — Contd.

A

100
01111.1111"..°""--Enloy
tile Ultra

Ohms Decoupling Resistances; see advert.
under Coils. - Groves Brothers IManufae.
[5719

POTENTIAL
Dividers.
10.000.
15,000.
20.000.
1
25,000, rind 30,000 ohms, 5 variable tappings;
2/- eat:b.-Be] (I W.
OTENTIAL Dividers, heavy duty, wire wound.
15,000 onzus, 7 toppings; 6/6-Below.
ONDENSERS. 2 mid.. 2/6; 4 mfd., 4/6; guaranteed; tested 500 volla.—Below,
(C.C.).-Choke coils, excellent for sinooth"--/ inn. tip to 20 milli:tows, 2/-; special heavy duty
choktra for 100 to 200 milli:imps at 8/6 land 18/spectively; any ankle cm approval ..gai nst cash.Buggies, Radio Engineer. Clacton-on-Se.
[5030

Etc.,

15

Battery. I' )Porous Pot Cells.
All complete for assembly.

6
-cell.
12vcell,
.. 3/3 ..
5/9 .• 14/-

6(d.
6d.
•• 3/•••
..
Watch nur notice for

5'3
.• 121.
lute cell.

S
"
enne'ea .
l"
steeiOzt'si:ià"';:;1ii
,C .ir'2 'e
f
r7rrica
uli:setiO—
.
THE LEYTON BATTERY CO.,
e-

lf- 303 CHURCH ROAD

s LEY ToN

E.10

110 Make Pair Offers we !dust See the Material; on
1
receipt of a parcel, which must contain a list
of etctitents anti name of sender, we will send our offer,
which is as an allowance from an order for new requirements totalling nut less than twice the allowance
-but it is fair. In Lis unlikely event of no agreement
heing reached, we will return your material carriage
raid. We cannot execute part exchange orders of less
than 10r- nett dash value, that is after part exchange
allowaneo has been deducted.

A

CURSORY Analysis into Points of Economical
Relation and Psychological Effect, of these terms
of part exchange, proves interesting.

p

OINT One.-The terms liare existed since the inaugoration of radio lead exchange several years ago:
their suitabilitv mac lie gauged by the fact that we
have served thirty,' in, more part exchange cust canes,'
in the half year ending June 29th, 1929, than in the
whole of the year 1928: that 87% customers have
:apeaded their first transaction. and 46% customers
have put through five or more transactions.
1301NT 'I' we-We must see the material; making
ttfters for material we have not seen proves inadequate. indefinite, and misleading; it helps no one and
progresses nowhere; upon reflertion. this is obvious,
as the value of an article greatly depends on its
condition and production age; the likelihood of receiving an inadequate off, for material sent to us can
be determined by the fact that our rejected offers are,
and always have been, below 1%.
EHIOINI"Phree.-Twire the allowanee; this stipula.
tien ensures you a fair offer always; the more
we offer you, the more you ultimately spend with
its; therefore, in our own interest as much as yours,
we offer the maximum market value.

W

E Do Not Require You Ici Purchase to the Value
of Twice the Allowance Immediately: if you
require a lesser value, half the cost is payable in
cash, and the lialanee of credit due will :malt use
at your convenience; virtually, the system is a radio
bank; material may be deposited against a credit
note, and nu purchase made for several months; for
those whose affairs take them periodically abroad this
is particularly useful.
1130INT Pour.- Appleby's part exchange service is
condu.-led in pr. mises separate for the purpose,
employing British labour of proved integrity, British
capital, and British behaviour: it is the original part
exchange service-and a known quantity.
Speeiadsts in distribution by mail and
APPLEBY'S,
the originators ot radio part exchange, Number
Vorty-four in Chapel St., Maryleltone, London, E.W.1
(station opposite, Ettgwarc Rd., Metropolitan Railway).
Tel.: Paddington 8828 (3 lines).
[0316

Portable
NATIONAL
poses only, £10.

K

Z4W
,
‘
s

,

Advertisements for " The Wireless World " are only accepted

5v., 'sisad for demonstration percost £15; Amphion Lion cone
1.14..£2/ t0: M. l'A.
plaque ',no,
15!-; Amplion
A.I1.114 speaker, 151.; Ancloy Itadio salve, L.S.680,
15/-; Ferranti output, push-pull transformer, 13/6; lye
20 Fleury choke. 8 6; Hearn pick-up,
51.; Lessor
410R.C., 410L.F. valves, 5/6 each; or offers for any
of the
theahove.-McFarlane. 15. Rothertield Rd.. Enfield
‘
[3932
N

.LAT Dwellers' A.C. Three; romplete kits of parts,
with valves and wound coils, everything included.
precisely to speeification (frame aerial and oak bureau
excepted); when ordering state resistance of epeaker;
£21, carriage paid; kit for outside aerial £1 extra.F. W. Gill. Carter Ltdie, South Nonunion.
[5939

F

IrUlli

firms we believe to be thoroughly reliable.

Tb

•
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

vmovet-o94 teetee-

ild ee

lltAREX

T

'FILE very latest principles
of
design
combined with the
use of th t very finest
en tterials
make
the
Squirt No. 97 an outstanding speaker both •
in appearance and performance.
'the enamelled, polished
and burnished aluminium chassis will take Blue Spot, Tritron and
Bull Phone units and costs 12;43.
Pitted
with our special Vellum° Cone and a plyhoard the outfit costs 15/..
Special models can be supplied to take any
unit.
cone kit comprising a Kraft or Vellume
Diaphragm, a waterproof Card Ring and
suesliin 'Segments cost 26.
immediate attention will be given to dit ect
enquiries.

FRED IC.

SQUIRE
itoad, Stoke Newi -Letott,Leini-iniv. N.16.

I.
...1.1113•1•1

‘S-44.4(41A7leit
gut;a ,ii:fli RADIO
TEE LEADING MANUFACTURERS
OF MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKERS
00iert
89, SELSURST ROAD. S. NORWOOD, 8.5.25.
Works , (Always Open) 42, Cherry Orchard Read. S. Croydon.

TRANSFERS

£01r marking Wireless

Sets and Components
Send fiddle:Elm, of

Components,

pAer.x
pAREX

,
/
,
11 I'

requirement, lo—

The British Transfer Printing Co., Ltd.,.

THE

EXACT

Croft Works,

in pl. -le
'' We
I

MANUFACTURING
Priori

Place,

CO.

COVENTRY

t>

MODEL A.
Assembled,
54-17-5.
With Oak Cabinet 02-2-0
extra.
With Mailogony
Cabinet £2-7-ii extra.
Home Conrtruetor Parn 14-74.
BRITANNIA REPRODUCERS Ltd.
Forcirai Road, SHEFFIELD.

F'

REPAIRS

Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched Within
48 HOURS—TWELNE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4,1» Post Free.
Terms to Trait.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

L214,

PAROPSSI, 10,
Holborn.
Phone:

the New Kilo-Mag

Fes therd one Buildings, II igli
thaneety 7010.
[59/4

°TART Transformer, 12 %t its Input, 400 y
-LT, 100 m.a. output; £4, or near ontr.--Apps. 222.
II1gh St., Chatham.
[5975

W

S.G. Regional Receiver, erimplete erre, fling toi
TT Pares (new).. Rib--; coils, 25/.; owner mutt& to
emnplete. -Godfrey, 68, Elstrion ltd., W.14. By appeim
merit only.
;
2N.S.9 Ayr:mutilator, Jeanie gramo pck
4.-/
1 Cleartion 5,1/.215, 1 D.E.513, 2 111.E.2L.I.
i11 .
5
,
-C; C
i
'
l
.1.-w, 3 1).E.R., 2 P. M.1.1-1.F., 3 MeMirkurl temp ,:
dials, 2 0.0003 °moods, 2 0.005 ditto; ullers.-Ioart,
1..
1wat t,
Winder, .Nort timberland.
1.694b

Dept. W.
High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.4

MELTROPE
— Those accurate
audition Sound Boxes
Aseries of advertisements
calling attention to the
real merits of Meltrope
Sound
lioxes will
be
printed in this paper.
Look out for the next
one and see the points
that will interest you.

11 1BIlLy
118priech

Sritsjti
Iiirroplt.ni!..i.
for Transmit.
aunt MiNic (.) rev a Dietturee, through lottil•peaker
splet.ilid
instntments
ter
i-iirking lite , tophoue, dent
telephoi.e,
anuouneements
through
loud-speaker,
amplifier
crestztl or valve set, exterinniote.-Below.
-

XCLISIVELY
Saper-M icrophones were Peed 4
Mr. Iturne-i-Jones it. his wonderful invention ei
Foa-Compii-iii de ,cribed iu the -Times" nail other
preen! of July 161-11.
1929; .11elt Sri pet -\t is ropl,r
guarrinteed oar. , sensitive than any other typo kluiair ;
fitted win a Mt, sill: connecting Lioni. 6/6;
phone.. trail.r.rener fu ,11111e, 2/-; small 10 ohms earpieee for use with Super-Microphone as a highly
deaf aid, 6/-.-- Below.
J-4

Made by :
AMPLIFIERS LTD.,
Billet Works . . . . .
Walthamstow, E.17.

Directions
F17LL
Many Purieses

for tsing Stiper-Mierophone
arid Diagram-- nit Cenuections
Ill) instrinnent , guaranteed and ri ''prit:
by ref,'
po4.-Friek.
Adolph, Micuiploia•
Mount/II-toter,
27,
Fitzroy- St., London, kV. 1. 'Phone: 1111-etrin 8329.
15961

A MATEUR ;Mine up. has 1:-roesch.etion
1-A. mot serorriblemil genii for diiiposal at half pi
•
and below, inehnling variable and tired eiturtensers,
transformers. valves and holders. p..ntrele., 4v., potent
nieti i
tt. choke,. meters, S. l. dial«. Lia.iiitils; send I..' fit full list.-Box 2816, efit The Wirth,. Wurld. 1
1
5956
XTATIONAL Portable, 5-valve, little tirai. rrimplide;
-LT
£9, n seturine langairs.-Box 2813. e!o The II' 4,1col Iroild.
[5963

W

ESTON Voltmeter. 4 rouge, 3 to 300 volts LI '10:
wilent.dvnie Bridge, 4 dial, triple ratio, wit I.
galvanbureter. £3.-Box 2820, e/o The Wireleee Warta.
15970

MISCELLANEOUS.

EXACT TUNERS
•I

Screens.
Coils.

1
1>

Quinton Road, Coventry.

to Zing) toeNo further Coll, ar., require-I.
A.D.C., see Wirei,,A World,":farm
can
IIt.• t-111
for portico'
nI
FitE •

Etc., tor Sale.—Contd.

Products Par Excellence.

11..)AREX S.G. Valve Holders for
••••
Four (see advert., page 14).
Le.

AUCUST 28111, T929.

VOLT
Meters, dead
heat, ditedde rending, 0-8v..
T
0-120v.,
g ra
ataiti t
i
er: 4/9. post free.Iliveins, 1.
Apprnaeli, 11m ckley, S.E.4.
(5860
QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., fluent Britain's radio
doetni -L. officially approved e• wireless renal ri-ri
1.V
Rodin
Society of
Great
Britain
mid
Wirplese
IA-ague; okl sets or every kyle repaired, rebuill,
modernised
send set for immediate -quotation.
&J.( 'OTT SESSIONS and ro. -New sets renstrumei)
with your ClInt Cerefll s or parts supplied by
gm, ra tcil !inert workmanship; we meeia lise in .Tire
Wireluss World " riretlifr, high grade railiu-gra
phone apparat us. etc.,. let it mean something to yiiii
that we have satinfierl enstomi is 1111,1110 J
1hr
Bril WI Isles t London service; ex !am-jeered
sit to iii
'art s; portable sets .1 ,muirtstrateil.- Tel. :
Tudor 5326.
lialliwiek Parade, Wend'
5.10.
AST
Payments.-We suppilr,
by easy pnyrn
f0
e2
1, 6
t,
min poneut,,,
uni sat., any make: lu
down, balance sprii
iitil over 10 ni
-S01111 lise
tequirements to London Radio Sapply Co., 11, list
Tame, Loudon, E.C.2.
[0097

E

METERS.
:Meters -Milliamp. and ampmeters. re.L-TA calibrated and shunts provided, voltmeters fitted
with resistanc.es for higher ranges, send meters for
ertnnates.-Chester Bros.. 244, Daleton lane. lormint.
E.8.
TP Your Get is soi just as it Oecht to be, send f...
1
Allan Martin, the rarlio doctor: moderate chars-es
with satisfaction; sets rebuilt and modernised if desired; Greater Lonrho, only.-82, Finchley Park. N.I2.

A I.EXA NDER
"if 'K, the original wireless .InNe
ct9i
5
t?-.
211- will rail
London and Home Coned lee) anil cure
your set: sets install('
maintained, anti brought. at.
to .late; raimplete sa tiri ac thin or no charge; gran,.
ntione pick -ups, II.T. r
i
lirninotors,
Webson tooling
coil speakers demonstrated by appointment; 'writ ,'
reproduction sporialie.-2a. Woodville Grove, N-16
Sloane 3IC5 or Clissnlil 3687.
f0277

ASY TERM§

We SPECIALISE in the supply
of all Good Quality Radio Sets,
Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will give you
efficient service. No references
required. Send us your list of
requirements and a quotation
will be sent by return.

London Radio Supply Company
11, CAT LANE. NOBLE STREET. LONDON, E.C.2.
'no% I/ 1..77-

"SWAMPED
OUT
WITH REPLIES!"
A reader's experience, after advertising in the Miscellaneous Columns
of "The Wireless World."

"I was delighted
with the result of my
last advertisement
in 'The Wireless
World,'
being
swamped out with
replies."
w.w.84

F. G. Hall,
3, Ashboume Avenue.
Bridlington,
Yorkshire.

Mention of " The Wireless World," when wrihng to ads ertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

sei
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Miscellaneous.—Contd.

vNCINEER3.—Do

you realise that at the last examination 86X of our candidates passed at the
first a(tempt?
We alone guarantee no pass, no fee.
Why should you remain in the ranks?
Investigate
our ,ervieu.
Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities," contains brilliant articles by Professor A. M.
Low, shows how to pass A.M.I.C.E.. A.M.1.31ech.E.,
A.M.1 F.F.;
C. and G.. G.P.O., Metric.,
etc., exams, and outlines courses in all branches of
civil, mechanical, electrical, wireless and motor roe
lieerin t;
',red fol free emit- to-day (state subject of
exaniination).-Briti.h Institute of Engineering Technology. 87, Shakespeare House. 29-31, Oxford St.
I.ondon, M .1.
(5793

R &

B"

MAINS

TRANSFORIVIERS
Designed for Westinghouse Rectifiers.
Rectifier.

Transformer.

Price,

21/25/-

A/3

vOI1R

A/4
G.B.I.
H.T.I.

W.9.S
W.50.
•
W.201.

I

H.T.2.
H.T.3.

W.280.
W.I3.

H.T.4.

W.I3.

F You Use, charge, sell, or repair accumulators. we
can interest you.-Write Amytol Products, 1, Strode
Rd., Forest Gate, London, E.7.
[5952

PATENTS.
VOR Sale, British patent No.
wander plug and electrical
Roper. Guernsey.

297,296.
wireless
cot sector.-». Il.
[59')1

AGENTS.

NEW

&

ROAD,

113ATENTS and Trade Marks, British and foreign.t:ce and CO.
T. P. Cee. Member R.S.G.B.
and
A.M.I.R.E.).
51-52. Chancery Lane. London.
W.C.2.'Phone: Holborn 1525.
(0001

AKER'S Selhurst Moving Coil Speaker, oak table,
cabinet, new, 2 pairs Les-cos 6-pin aerial and
if. F.
split
primary
iils and bases, •new valves,
11.1.610.
D.E.P.610; sell cheap, or ex.
, hange
gramoOlunte, good sneaker. 1101, 1110Vilig
er parts for Flat Dwellers' A.C.3.-Jackson. Lodge,
Urookhill Hall, Couisborough, near Rotherham. [5942
rb.E.P.215, D.E.II.210. both new, for R.I. 28-14-henry
choke. - Turnee. 51, Granville St., Peterborough.
(5948

21/15/27/6
52/25/25/-

Special Transformers for every Radio
purpose can be supplied by
RICH

PATENT

e

E xchange.—Contcl.
"

WA.S.
W.9.

Old
Apparatus Taken in Part Payment
for Latest Type: see our advert,
In
column
Recrutera for Sale.-Scientific Development Co.. 51
Fishergate, Preston.
[0229

17

AGENCIES.

A GENTS

Wanted, spare timo, wireless experience, to
ra. demonstrate and sell the world's best and cheapest
3,alte set-Hag-Radio, 112, Waistone Laue. Birmingham.
12667

BUSINESSES & PROPERTY FOR SALE,
TO BE LET, OR WANTED.
Q N IP. -Radin and electrical bnsiness. S.W. district.,
I.
good shop in good position, charging ?mom with
remitter, rent covered by let offs ' good lease, profits
ahem £300 p.a.; stock about £200; price, all at,
£600.-Write Box 2821, co The
(Fireless World.
(Will advertiser please send name and address?) [5973

BUNDY,
P.ONDEFtS

END,.

'Phone : Enfield 0777.

SITUATIONS

VACANT.

W

IRELESS
Operating
Appintents
o
m
Assured:
short qualifying course, day, evening; tees payable after appointment for boarding students; Morse
.-lassei.- -Manager, Wireless School, 21, Manor Gardens,

REPAIRS.

TUANTED,
London, N.7. first
Archway
'lass wireless
3694.
man, must have [5368
good

QCOTT SESSIONS and Co., Great Britain's radio
1
,
7
doctors; read achertisement under Miscellancors
column.
[0263

77 teehnical knowledge and experience. excellent
prospect s.-Wri te, stating age, experience and sala ry
required, Griffin, Harding and Elryant, Ltd., 1, Park
Lane, Swindon.
5922

rrWELVE Months' Guarantee Accompanies All Our
ltepairs; any make of LP, transformer, headphonts. or lotubspeaker repaired and ,lespa t'died soil lujo
d8 hours; 4/• punt free; don't discaril if burnt out:
ternis to trade.-Transformer Repair Co. (Dept. W.),
214. High St.. Colliers Wood, SAV.19.
[0011
Tr INGSTON-ON-T HAM ES-2!.
per
bobbin
baud.
IX speakers; 'peones per earpieee; transformers, 4 /-1
1.> ,tan ,utOed•-Miuter, 156, Cambridge ltd.
15900

B

Spot Units Repaired, guaranteed, rei5ragnetised. rewound and adjusted as new, returned
within 24 hours; 3, 6. post 6d.-Greenwich Dynamo.
Motor and Ignition Co., 131. South St.. Greenwich,
London, S.E.10.
15935

orrechaps
Owing to the tremendous demands wide by Portable
manufacturers we have been unable hitherto to supply
our tested Transformer to the public direct.
However, we have speeded up production to such an
extent that we are now able In offer this splendid
component to the Home Constructor. Wonderfully
compact, sturdily and easily wired into the most
complex portable ciicuit, .2 ratios 4: I, 2:I.
One Price

176

CARANTEED Repairs by Experts.-Loud-speakers,
hienipliones, cone units, piek-ups, any make or
type, rewound, remagnetised azul adjusted. post free.
4. -; 1..F. transformers and chokes rewound from 4:-.
post hoe.-Huwell, 42, Fotheringham Rd.. Enfield.
idd lesex.
[5916
101/ EP.11RS Returned Post Free, and to ensure satisAl, factual send remittance after approval of Mlle. Leed, Wireless Repuir Service.

Send in yon, order
ER ICSSON
67/73,

Kintisvvay,

OUI) -SPEAKERS, headphones. rewound to any resietance and :
ernagnetised, 3/
transformers rewound. 4!-: Blue Spots. Triotrons, and 4-pole units,
g; work guaranteed. Leeds Wireless Repair Servi, e.
5, Wet« Place, Green Rd., Leeds.
15951

o-day.

TELEPHONES,
London,

LTD.,
VV.C.2.

(Tested)
Transformers.

WANTED.

W

‘NTED. at reasonable figure, complete push-pull
vv amplifier, or A.F.5t and 0.P.3 (or 4) C; also
Ferranti valve tester.-Box 2819, cío The Wireless
World.
[5969

S

HORT-WAVE Condensers, Cyldon. Eddystone, or
similar, about 0.00015 and 0.00025, and Indigraph
or E:liovernier dials.-Danson, Verwood, Dorset. [5962
WANTED, Etowyer Lowe superhet. units and corn77 ponents.-Witistaniey, 32, Heist» Grove, N.W.3.
15955
Dimie coils, Nos. 2A and 3.-49, Queen's
TV Av., Blackball, Midlothian.
[5947

ORANIC

I

0.0003. utility D.P. D.T. switches. also
ogree fur new Kilotuag.-Box 2815, do The Wireless
World.
[5965
EXCHANGE.

"vOuR Old Apparatus Taken in Part Payment for
I. Latest Type; see our advert, in column Receivers
for Sale.-Scientifie Development Co., 51, Fishergatc.
Prest on.
[0230
ID A1 110 EXCHANGE, 80, Treville St., Plymouth.Ain Your old set, lotidspeaker, or accessories, taken in
part ex./Image for new; highest allowance; try us. [5930
"MEW Valves, P.M.3, P.M.4, for anything wireless.AI
75, Adelaide It,).. Southampton.
15931

£7

WIRELESS Testers Wanted by Portable Set Mani-VT Lieturers.-Write, m stating age, experience, stud
salary required, to Empire Works. Salfords.
Surrey.

S

ERVICE Yam with sound experience (knowledge of
mains receivers preferred), by well known manufacturers. London district.-Write. with details, experience and wages required, Rex 2805, c/o The Wireless Irorld.
15936
AM° Apparatus.-Inspector wanted for large firm
in Lonslm district; extensive knowledge of testR
ing and inspeetion essential.-Write, stating cxrience

and wages
World.

required,

to

Box

SITUATIONS

2817,

cio

The

Wireless
[5967

WANTED.

S

MART Energetic Young Gentleman, having 8 years
prattle:if experienee with a firm of radio menufartinere of world wide repute, de›ire-, u. elatiae, euuulneu,tly ,,, :itabh. in fill a po,itinn as Metropolitan showroom emneger or simitor po,ition of trust, where personality. experience anti the ability to get th ings dn
oe
are requisite. thorough knowledge
radio receivers,
a 95Z successful showroom and outdoor demonstrator
with experience in power amplification plant. -Box 2708,
eo The Wireless Ir °rid
[5857

e

Y

OUNG Man (22) Requires Wireless Situation, practical and
teeludeal
knowledge
(diploma),
installations, maintenance, repairs, drive car; excellent
character.-Box 2804, cJo The Wireless World.
[5934 .

A

"The CATALOGUE
THAT
SAVES
YOU POUNDS"
Its scope ranges from a3,/- pair of
British Headphones or a12/6 Milliammeter to a 10,000 volt Generator
and covers all requirements.
It will pay you to send 4d. for our
Catalogue at once. Goods promptly
despatched all over the world.
ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218., Upper Thames Street, E.C.4
City 0191.

Advertisements for " The Wireless World "

are

DVERTISER Seeks New Situation with Progressive Firm: 8 years' experience, eand theorelieal
and practical knowledge all typos of radio apparel us,
would be valuable in servire or sales-service department
of firm making mains operated sets ire radio gramphones, etc.; would also consider employment. In any
business where a knowledge of amplifying equipment
and the electrical reprodnetion of music would be of
il,e; moderate commeneing salary would be considered;
Young, keen, and energetic.-Box 2818, c/o The Wireless
[5968

BOOKS,

INSTRUCTION,

ETC.

•

w

or H.T. Batteries are now a ',roved success;
write for new illustrated booklet, giving cost
and method of building and maintaining free; mention paper.-Taylor, 57. Studley Rd., Stockwell. Leman.
QTEP by Step Wireless, a complete course of the
ID
theory of electri -iity in relation to the practical
design of wireless apparatus, eliininators, circuits, etc.,with extracts fro, a tlesIgncr's notebook, giving up-todate !emetic:al applieation; issued wrekly. send 1/- n.o.
for first 4 weeks.-clittord pressispd,
Dept. W.W., Ilampton-on-Thames.
[0195
MIREE.-Inventor's Guide on Patents.-T. A.
A.
253 (WI. Gray's Inn Rd.. London. W.C.1:
[412V

only accepted from firms tve believe to be thoroughly reliable.
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RETAIL.

A new Pick -up Arm
for Portables and general use:
Weight-regulating: Bushed bearing
Correctly angled for best alignment.
LIFTS OUT FROM BASE: LIES FLAT.
From Ac,
Ltd., !Move Bros., Ltd., A. J. Dew.
East 1.011.1On
Company, Falk Stadchitann, Ltd.,
Holxlay hics., Ltd., Houghton-Dutcher
Richardson's
(Manchester),
Sun Me« trical Co., Ltd., 6.c., &c.
Folder or Electro of Manufacturers—

.)

R. H.

eamummestZZ -----

A NEW "WHITE
OF

11
6
.

519

British Made

Combined II.T. and L.T. Units fr om £5 12 3
Components for H.T. Unit; from £2 7 6
omponents for L.T. Units from £1 18 0
Complete H.T. and L.T. Units aleo
available.

18
Cover

14
Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd.
3
Telsen Electric Co. Ltd.
2
Transformer Repair Co.
16
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Cover i.
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TANNOY KusHETTE
A.C. MAINS SUPPLY UNITS /

PAGE
18
9
Cover iii.
5

SPOT"

GLASSCOE & CO.,

71

Moorgate E.C.2

CHASSIS

UNRIVALLED

VALUE &

PERFORMANCE

Specially designed to enable the user of a"Blue Spot"
Unit to obtain the very best results with a minimum
outlay. The Frame is complete with an attractively
finished fretted front and can be easily fitted to any
Cabinet or Portable Set.

Superb tone with entire absence of chatter.

10/6

RETAIL PRICE

Liberal Discounts

WOLVERHAMPTON DIE CASTING CO.,
GT. HAMPTON STREET,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
OCISMIM
•••33.MM

eMIEMNILOM

rSTARTLING
DEVELOPMENT
in Electrical Reproduction of Gramophone Records
shortly to be announced by the firm known as the
"Pioneers of All-electric Sets."
"THE 'NOVOTONE ' IS COMING.

—

METAL
Complete

mag

Four,
TERMS

a•MoMan•pallIMIN

CABINETS
Base for New Kilo
Jacobean Finish.
CASH WITH CEDER

Price 57 ,6
RIGBY & WOOLFENDEN,
ROCHDALE.

Snegumr-

Moving Coil Results
LISTENER THREE DOUBLE
LINEN DIAPHRAGM
" Amateur Wireless "
24° Cabinets for same. I
thiesoot, Triotron
W.B. Units. Factors arni Trade enquiries only.
Manufacturers PERSEUS RADIO MF J.
. CO.
W.W. BURTON-ON-TRENT.

/MOW

Men lion 01 " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure

prompt

attention.
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FILTER CHOKE

30 . AT

50 WA

Price 27/6

iii

There is longer life in a
DR. NESPER battery.

1N
60
100
60

PARTRIDGE di MEE Ltd.,
DOVER STREET.

74, New Oxford Street.

LE ICESTER.
Advertzsernents for

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Strongty made from the finest
materials, designed by skilled
technical experts and made by
capable workmen, the new
PARMEKO filter choke takes
its place among the other
PARMEKO components k
is designed to carry the heavy
D.C. of output Filter circuits
without the core saturating or
the windings overheating

Section wound with inductance
of 30 Henries at 50 milliamps.
High insulation suitable for
high voltage plate current.
Write for full particulars of
this and other PARMEKO
products.

26.

WORLD

LONDON, W.C.I.
The

Wtreless

v. High Tension Battery
••
v.
„
v. TREBLE CAPACITY Battery
v.

9 v. Grid Bias
4 v. P.L.B.

DR. NESPER Ltd.

14;6 each.
8/6
„
24/ 6
„
15/6
1/6
„
••

4A
,

3

Colindale Avenue,
Hendon, London. N.W.9.

World " are only accepted from firms we beheve to be thoroughly rehable.
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MADE BY THE MEN WHO FIRST MADE
WIRELESS VALVES
FOR every stage in the circuit there is a Marconi

valve, smooth-working, completely reliable, giving the very
finest results to the last moment of its amazingly long life.
Carefully made to the most progressive designs... specially
tested to ensure unfailing efficiency.
First-class performance over a very long period is made
certain by the exceptionally high degree of vacuum and the
special tough-coated filament that emits electrons strongly at
avery low temperature.

On every Marconi valve rests the unrivalled reputation of
HL 210 General Purpose Valve —Price 10/6
Filament Volts
2.0 max.
Fil.tment Current
01 amp.
Anude Volts
150 max.
... 20
'AtIi pti fication factor
•liniwt tance
23,000 ohms.
*Normal Slope
.87 Ma/v.
*At Anode Volts 100, Grid Volts 0

the Mareoni engineers, the pioneers and leaders of wireless—
makers of the first thermionic valve; the first dull-emitter; the
first British A.C. valve; the first practical screen grid valve.
These men, too, make the great Marconi valves used in most
of the important broadcasting and experimental stations.

Two well-tried Marconi valves
The HL.210 has proved its worth in many thousands of sets.
This fine dull-emitter is excellent in high-frequency amplification (where some method of stabilising is employed), or as
agrid leak or anode bend detector. h is also suitable for lowfrequency amplification — except in the last stage, where the
equally popular P.215 power valve should be used. This is a
low-frequency power amplifying valve specially designed for
the last stage of sets operating from a2-volt accumulator.
These valves are sold by dealers all over the country. If you
have any difficulty in getting them, write for the name of the
nearest dealer to the Marconiphone Company Limited, 210212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
P.215 Power Valve —Price 12/6
Filament Volts ...... .
2.0 max.
Filament Current
. . . . .
0.15 amp.
Anode Volts . .
.....
150 max.
*Autplification factor
. 7
*Impedance
.
5,000 ohms.
'Normal Slope
14 Ma/v.
*At Anode Volts 100. Grid Volts 0
Printed

for the Publishers, ILIPPE & Socs LTD.,

MARCONI VALVES

Dorset House, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,
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